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Passengers, Crowding and Complexity was written as part of the Complexity in Public Transport 
(ComPuTr) project funded by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientifi c Research (NWO). This thesis 
studies in three parts how microscopic data can be used in models that have the potential to improve 
utilization, while preventing excess crowding.
In the fi rst part, the emergence of crowding caused by interactions between the behavior of passengers 
and the public transport operators who plan the vehicle capacities is modeled. Using simulations the 
impact of the information disclosed to the passengers by public transport operators on the utilization and 
passenger satisfaction is analyzed. A quasi-experiment with a large group of students in a similar setting 
fi nds that four types of behavior can be observed. 
In the second part, algorithms that can extract temporal and spatial patterns from smart card data are 
developed and a fi rst step to use such patterns in an agent based simulation is made. Furthermore, a way 
to generate synthetic smart card data is proposed. This is useful for the empirical validation of algorithms 
that analyze such data.
In the third and fi nal part it is considered how individual decision strategies can be developed in situations 
where there exists uncertainty about the availability and quality of travel options. We investigate how the 
best strategy for a specifi c type of objective can be computed. Finally, we analyze which strategies are 
worthwhile to consider for a very broad set of objectives.
The Erasmus Research Institute of Management (ERIM) is the Research School (Onderzoekschool) in 
the fi eld of management of the Erasmus University Rotterdam. The founding participants of ERIM are the 
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interfi rm relations, and its business processes in their interdependent connections.
The objective of ERIM is to carry out fi rst rate research in management, and to o er an advanced doctoral 
programme in Research in Management. Within ERIM, over three hundred senior researchers and PhD 
candidates are active in the di erent research programmes. From a variety of academic backgrounds and 
expertises, the ERIM community is united in striving for excellence and working at the forefront of creating 
new business knowledge.
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1
Introduction
We see a car briefly driving forward in a tunnel before it stops, completely surrounded by other
cars. As the camera pans to the other cars, we see people waiting patiently for the situation to
change. While the car slowly fills with smoke, we see a bus so full with passengers that they
hang their arms out of the windows, while all traffic remains motionless. The driver of the car
climbs out of a window and soars away out of the tunnel.
This visualization of congestion and crowding to convey an uncomfortable, night-
marish feeling in the famous opening sequence of Otto e Mezzo (Fellini, 1963), was
so effective that it has been imitated numerous times in later movies (Allen, 1980;
Schumacher, 1993). In the same year Fellini established the cinematic language of
peak hour congestion, future Nobel laureate William S. Vickrey, who is by some
considered to be the father of congestion pricing, published a paper “Pricing in Urban
and Suburban Transport” Vickrey (1963) that argues that the absence of peak-hour
pricing in urban transportation is irrational and wasteful. Vickrey explains that nearly
all costs of transportation systems are determined at the peak level and suggests that
pricing strategies should be employed to promote economic use of transport systems
rather than directly financing the services. The paper also proposes a technical system
to realize differentiation pricing, which turns out to be very similar to the smart card
ticketing systems employed by many operators in the late 1990’s and the early 2000’s.
In the same decades, multiple proposals related to peak hour pricing of car traffic
have been discussed in the parliament of the Netherlands, but none of them have
made it into laws.
In 2015, crowded trains become an increasing nightmare for the board of Nether-
lands Railways (NS), as old rolling stock is taken out of circulation before new rolling
stock is available (NOS, 2015). Furthermore, governmental benefits for students
traveling by public transport are increased while a decrease was expected. In an
attempt to control the damage, the CEO of NS proposes that universities change their
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In 2015, crowded trains become an increasing nightmare for the board of Nether-
lands Railways (NS), as old rolling stock is taken out of circulation before new rolling
stock is available (NOS, 2015). Furthermore, governmental benefits for students
traveling by public transport are increased while a decrease was expected. In an
attempt to control the damage, the CEO of NS proposes that universities change their
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schedule to move students out of the peak hours (as students are a significant flow of
passengers in the Netherlands). As a result some Dutch student unions (Oosterhuis
and van Meteren, 2016) protested, arguing that that NS makes the problems of the
company the problems of students and universities without any consultation with
them. After a television interview about the problems, the CEO of NS is ridiculed on
television in a popular Dutch satirical news program (Lubach, 2015).
In the Netherlands, the pricing of peak demand in both public and private trans-
portation has been a topic of heated debate for decades, without a strong consensus
in the Netherlands. NS has implemented an off-peak discount subscription service,
the “Voordeelurenkaart”, that provides travelers a forty percent discount outside of
the peak hours. This shows that peak hour demand is very costly for NS. As rolling
stock and infrastructure makes up a large part of the costs of public transport, it
can be easily reasoned that the peak demand determines the majority of the costs.
Suppose a hundred new passengers show up in an existing public transport system,
it is easy to argue that it is cheaper to let them travel with train services that have
spare capacity than to invest many millions in a new unit of rolling stock – especially
as one could argue that it is unfair to existing passengers to let them pay for this
investment. However, as passengers do not always have the flexibility to travel at the
moment at which the fares are the cheapest, some might argue that peak hour pricing
hurts hard working citizens the most, while the unemployed benefit a lot. As a result,
the Dutch government imposes a limit on the amount of money a single commuter
may spend yearly on the costs of travel. It is thus not difficult to see that experiments
with pricing incentives during the peak hours are a delicate subject from a political
and public relations perspective.
Meanwhile, travelers and public transport operators have to cope with crowded
vehicles and traffic congestion on a daily basis. With the increased availability of
information technology, more and more individuals have some flexibility to do work
at home or in the train, use video conferencing with persons at different locations
and strategically plan their journeys at times when crowding or congestion is not too
severe. At the same time, public transport operators now can use smart card data
to observe the travel decisions of their passengers in greater detail than ever before,
while they can use advanced decision support tools and information technology to
influence the operational processes faster than before. This provides new opportu-
nities for load balancing beyond mere congestion pricing or revenue management
policies, as providers can attempt to influence passengers with suggestions about
under utilized services and modify rolling stock capacities adaptively based on real
time data.
In this thesis we apply ideas from complexity science to study how we can make
an effort to improve public transport systems by using the opportunities created by
information technology with relation to crowding and capacity. The main research
goal of this thesis is formulated as follows:
1.1 Complexity in Public Transport 3
Research Question. Can micro-data on individual travel behavior be used to improve
capacity utilization in daily public transport operations - why and how?
The new opportunities introduced by information systems will result in more
and faster interactions between travelers and the public transport operators. Such
interactions are typically hard to take into account during strategic planning and
scheduling, as many of the traditional economic models assume a transport system
will converge to an equilibrium, while many of the models for line planning and
rolling stock scheduling model demand from passengers using static high level
aggregated flows. The modeling approaches typically associated with complexity
science are useful to study these out-of-equilibrium dynamics and model day-to-day
decision behavior based on observations made through smart card ticketing systems.
The approaches take into account that public transport operators get more and more
data related from smart card ticketing systems and other sources introduced by an
increasing adoption of information systems.
Readers Guide This chapter gives the reader an overview of the structure of this
thesis. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 1.2 we
introduce complexity science, in Section 1.1 we introduce the “Complexity in Public
Transport Project” that includes this thesis, in Section 1.3 we introduce the research
challenge and goals of this thesis, in Section 1.4 we introduce and summarize the
chapters and results of this thesis, in Section 1.5 we discuss the authorship of the
chapters in this thesis and in Section 1.6 we conclude and provide some directions for
future research.
1.1 Complexity in Public Transport
The work on this thesis was executed within the “Complexity in Public Transport”
(ComPuTr) project (Kroon and Vervest, 2010) that was conducted within the Com-
plexity program of the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO). The
Complexity program was a multi-disciplinary program that ranges from arts and
humanities to physics and from economics to life sciences and called for applications
of complexity science in different areas of society. An overview of the results of all
projects in the program and directions for future research are presented in the NWO
booklet “Grip on Complexity” (NWO, 2014).
Three common characteristics prevalent in all complex systems, including these
studied in the different research projects of the NWO Complexity program, are de-
fined by Boccara (2010) as 1) it consists of a large number of interacting agents, 2) it
exhibits emergence, i.e. self-organizing collective behavior and 3) there is no central
controller that dictates this behavior. Within public transport, the travel decisions of
passengers are not controlled by public transport operators, although the operations
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often are. Therefore an important goal of the ComPuTr project was to include passen-
gers and their behavior in planning and dispatching models. In Kroon and Vervest
(2010), the main research goal of the ComPuTr project was formulated as follows:
How to analyze and model (massive data on individual) passenger be-
havior in complex public transport networks? As a result: To define how
public transport operators can apply this most effectively, both in the
planning stage and in real-time operations?
Within the ComPuTr project two PhD research projects were formulated. The
first project focuses on real-time operations, specifically on disruption management.
Evelien van der Hurk successfully completed her PhD thesis on this topic in the
Summer of 2015 (van der Hurk, 2015). The second project is completed in this thesis
and focuses on the planning stage with a focus on peak demands and capacity.
As a first step to study peak demand, we converted smart card data recorded in
a public transport system into an agent population for the large scale agent-based
simulation framework MATSim (Horni et al., 2016). MATSim models agents based
on the paradigm of activity based modeling (Axhausen and Gärling, 1992; Miller,
1997). While the traditional four-step model (McNally, 2000) for demand forecasting
uses macroscopic properties such as land use and demographics to estimate travel
volumes of travel demand between pairs of regions, activity based modeling aims
to model individual households or even people. The possibility to model travelers
at a microscopic level opens up the opportunity to model individual behavior and
complex interactions between individuals. At the same time, the macroscopic data
used by the four-step model can be used to synthesize a population. The disadvantage
of activity based modeling is that the increased model details results in greater
requirements for computational power. However, with modern computers this is not
a very serious concern, as can be witnessed from the many large scale simulation
scenario’s discussed in the MATSim book (Horni et al., 2016).
Based on the results of this first step, we concluded that the main challenge in
studying crowding interactions with a very realistic simulation model such as MAT-
Sim requires careful modeling of economic behavior of passengers. As the research
team preferred to leverage expertise within the realm of complexity science, it was
decided to focus on simple models that capture the essence of crowding in favor of
developing a very precise model of economic behavior.
During one of the Winter Schools organized by NWO for participants in the Com-
plexity program, we learned about the principle of the El-Farol bar game (Arthur,
1994). This model has a couple of striking features: It deals with crowding and it
assumes individuals decide individually and independently whether they will oc-
cupy the capacity of the system, while the economic behavior was selected at random
from a set of many predefined strategies. Although this model had been applied
in the context of route choice for car traffic (Bazzan et al., 2000; Wahle et al., 2000),
the application of the model in the context of time-choice and dynamic capacity
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optimization in public transport was not explored at the time. The first part of this
thesis focuses on advances due to extensions of this model to the context of public
transport.
The second part of the thesis focuses on the analysis of passenger behavior, based on
observations collected via smart card ticketing systems. We develop algorithms that
can detect activity patterns that are relevant in the context of capacity management
and time choice modeling. This includes activities such as being at home or at work,
but also shopping. We provide new models to find such patterns and introduce a
way to validate the quality of the methods that produce such patterns based on smart
card data.
The final part of the thesis focuses on the decentral aspect of passenger choice. In
many situations, passengers may not have complete information on the state of public
transport; either because the operator does not provide the information or because
the operator does not have the information themselves (this is often the case when
disruptions occur). We analyze how individual passengers can still make decisions if
information is absent and identify different goals the passengers may have in mind
while making such decisions. For example, a passenger who travels home after a
day of work wants to arrive as soon possible, but a passenger who travels to a music
show or to the airport to catch a flight wants to arrive before the show starts or flight
departs. The proposed decision strategies can be applied for these different objectives.
1.2 Complexity and Complex Systems
In the explanation of the ComPuTr project, we introduced three common characteris-
tics of complex systems. The science of complex systems has become very popular
since the first research institute focused solely on complexity science, the Santa Fe
institute, was established in 1984. Years later this popularity was one of the catalysts
that lead to the unprecedented multidisciplinary call for proposals by Netherlands
Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) under which the ComPuTr project was
accepted. The common characteristics that occur in complex systems are that a system
has many interacting parts, which are sometimes also called agents, that the behavior
of the population of these parts is surprising and difficult to predict based on the
behaviors of the individuals and that the behavior of the system is not dictated from
a centralized controller.
Various modeling approaches are often associated with complexity science. One
recommended introductory textbook on the modeling of complex systems (Boccara,
2010) covers differential equations,maps, cellular automata, agent-based models and complex
networks. From these models, researchers have observed a wide array of phenomena
such as emergent behavior, power-laws, bifurcations and self-organized criticality. These
concepts are especially useful to compare phenomena and find commonalities in
various disciplines and applications and as a result these concepts serve as a common
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and time choice modeling. This includes activities such as being at home or at work,
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way to validate the quality of the methods that produce such patterns based on smart
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has many interacting parts, which are sometimes also called agents, that the behavior
of the population of these parts is surprising and difficult to predict based on the
behaviors of the individuals and that the behavior of the system is not dictated from
a centralized controller.
Various modeling approaches are often associated with complexity science. One
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language, that allows researchers from different backgrounds and disciplines to work
across the traditional boundaries between scientific disciplines.
With this long list of modeling approaches and phenomena, it comes at no surprise
that it is very difficult to give a clear and succinct definition of complexity science.
While, for example, physics can be described as the “study of nature”, chemistry as the
“study of matter” and biology as the “study of life”, a similar description for complexity
science could be the “study of interaction and emergent phenomena”, which is not the
most helpful description for the average layperson.
An important side of complexity science is its relationship with other disciplines.
Here at least two important aspects come to mind. First, while interaction is at the
core of complexity science it is also important in many other disciplines and subjects.
One famous example, the Lotka-Volterra model for predator-prey interactions (Lotka,
1910) was originally proposed in the context of ecology, but it is also suitable to
study interactions in the economy (Goodwin, 1982). While this shows the strength
of complexity science to study such commonalities across scientific disciplines and
investigates the general principles underpinning them, it must be acknowledged
that many of the models employed were developed by researchers who are often not
active within the complexity science community. It is thus useful to be aware that in
many cases complexity science is a discipline that connects other disciplines.
Secondly, the traditional scientific method, where we formulate a model, make a
prediction based on the model and then validate the model (or reject it) based on the
accuracy of how the prediction compares to empirical observations, assumes that
models are always capable of making good predictions. Complexity science often
deals with models that abstract away a lot of details and realism of the actual systems
and focus on how aggregate behavior that emerges from the interactions in the system.
Such models are not always useful for making predictions of real life systems and as a
result it can be very difficult to perform validation. The advantage is that complexity
science is able to address questions and issues that cannot be approached with purely
analytical methods, but can be simulated on a computer. For a brief overview of some
of the differences between complexity science and traditional science and engineering,
we refer the reader to the introduction of Downey (2012).
There are numerous examples of interesting models and every time an author
introduces complexity science they present their personal favorites. In this case we
will start with the Schelling segregation model (Schelling, 1971), which has agents
of two types (e.g. triangular and square) living on a cellular grid. An agent is happy
if at least 30% of their neigbours on the grid is like them. Every round, an unhappy
agent moves to a random unoccupied cell in the grid world. This is repeated until
no unhappy agents exist. Although 30% seems like a requirement that is easily met,
it still leads to severe segregation on the level of the population, as is displayed in
Figure 1.1. An interactive “playable post” by Vi Hart and Nicky Case which does an
outstanding job in explaining the model is suggested in the caption of Figure 1.1.
The main message of the model is that even though we have individual decision
rules that seem reasonable this may result in undesirable emergent behavior at the
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(a) Random distribution of shapes (b) The same population after convergence
Figure 1.1: The Schelling Segregation model as presented in the “Parable of the Poly-
gons” by Vi Hart and Nicky Case (https://ncase.me/polygons). Shapes
are unhappy if less than 13 of their neighbors have the same shape and
move to a random empty spot in case they are unhappy.
population level. The segregation at the population level is more severe that can
solely be explained as the “sum of the parts”; the interactions between multiple agents
play a pivotal role here.
The second example of complexity science is theNagel-Schreckenbergmodel (Nagel
and Schreckenberg, 1992). In this model, cars drive in a sequence of cells from left to
right. Each car has a speed and tries to accelerate to a maximum speed (4 cells per
step in our example), increasing their speed by one step each round. In case a car
would hit the car in front of them, they stop immediately to avoid a collision. With a
small probability (0.2 in our example) a car randomly breaks and decreases its speed
by one. The initial distribution of cars along the road is a uniform shuffle according
to a predefined density. If we vary the density, we can observe the impact the density
and the above rules have on the flow of the traffic, as can bee seen in Figure 1.2.
If the density of cars is low (as it is in Figure 1.2a), we can see that over time cars
move to the right. This is indicated by the dotted lines moving to the bottom right of
the figure. In case of a very congested road (as in Figure 1.2c) we observe traffic jams
that slowly move backward instead of forward! Even though the cars themselves
go right (albeit in a very slow manner), the emerging behavior of the traffic jams is
surprising, and cannot be simply explained from the behavior of an individual car.
Sometimes models such as these are criticized for being overly simple. People
come in more flavors than two and typically do not move to a random location.
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right. Each car has a speed and tries to accelerate to a maximum speed (4 cells per
step in our example), increasing their speed by one step each round. In case a car
would hit the car in front of them, they stop immediately to avoid a collision. With a
small probability (0.2 in our example) a car randomly breaks and decreases its speed
by one. The initial distribution of cars along the road is a uniform shuffle according
to a predefined density. If we vary the density, we can observe the impact the density
and the above rules have on the flow of the traffic, as can bee seen in Figure 1.2.
If the density of cars is low (as it is in Figure 1.2a), we can see that over time cars
move to the right. This is indicated by the dotted lines moving to the bottom right of
the figure. In case of a very congested road (as in Figure 1.2c) we observe traffic jams
that slowly move backward instead of forward! Even though the cars themselves
go right (albeit in a very slow manner), the emerging behavior of the traffic jams is
surprising, and cannot be simply explained from the behavior of an individual car.
Sometimes models such as these are criticized for being overly simple. People
come in more flavors than two and typically do not move to a random location.
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(a) 20% car density (b) 50% car density (c) 70% car density
Figure 1.2: Three simulations of the Nagel-Schreckenberg model with varying car
densities. Cells on the road containing a car are displayed as black cells,
while empty cells of the road are white. Every line of the figures is the state
of a road at a certain step in time. Time moves from top to bottom. We can
see that if the cars flow freely (on the left) they move to the right. In case
of traffic jams (to the right), the traffic jams themselves move backward.
Cars do not drive on a grid-based road and highways usually have more than one
lane. However, the strength of these models is precisely that they are very simple,
but still have surprising or counter-intuitive emergent properties. Understanding
these models helps us to guide empirical research by suggesting what to look for:
Do traffic jams occur out of nowhere on real highways in a similar way as the Nagel-
Schreckenberg model describes? Can social phenomena such as segregation or lack
of diversity be explained by a minor preference to be among similar people instead
of big conspiracies against minorities?
In this thesis, we aim to use complexity science in a similar way. By using a simple,
agent-based model and simulation, we gain insights that help us formulate new
questions that help us get a grip on crowding behavior in public transport systems.
1.3 Research Goals
In order to address the main research question of this thesis, we define three steps
that we will address separately. The focus of each of these steps is as follows:
1. Modeling of crowding caused by interactions between passengers and by
interactions between the passengers and the public transport operator.
2. Data-driven analysis of travel patterns. In order to build more realistic models
that incorporate crowding behavior, we must transform smart card data from
raw journeys to activity types that are useful for crowding analysis.
1.3 Research Goals 9
3. Decentralized decision models that allow us to implement agents that can
make travel decisions even if there is uncertainty about capacities or due to
disruptions.
We will consider each step in more detail by formulating a research goal that
corresponds to one of the steps and a part of this thesis. The research goal for the first
step is formulated as follows:
Thesis Research Goal I. Propose and analyze a simple model that can describe
emergent crowding behavior occurring due to the interactions of passengers and the
public transport operator.
The main strength of simple models is that they allow us to investigate the dy-
namics of systems. Models such as the Nagel–Schreckenberg model, or the Schelling
Segregation Model give us insight in the behavior of a system over time. When we
work with simulation, there is always a trade off to make: If we have only a few rules
we can be certain that the observed behavior must be caused by these rules, but the
resulting model is often too simple to be immediately applied in practical situations.
If we create a very realistic model with many rules and parameters, the model is more
suitable to support decisions and make predictions, but it is very difficult to attribute
observed behaviors to specific rules used in the simulation. As our knowledge about
the interaction between a public transport operator and passengers is fairly limited,
it is from a scientific point of view sensible to focus on simple models.
Inspired by the paper that introduced the El-Farol Bar Game (Arthur, 1994) and
the related work on minority games (Challet et al., 2004), we had a starting point to
develop an extension that can capture crowding interactions. While similar models
have been applied in transportation before (Bazzan et al., 2000; Wahle et al., 2000,
2002), this has always been within the context of car traffic, where crowding occurs
between individual vehicles on a road where departure times can be chosen freely.
The crowding dynamic in public transport is different as it occurs within the same
vehicle and mostly has impact on comfort, while departure times are dictated by a
schedule.
The second research goal of the thesis focuses on smart card data and investigates
howwe can apply it beyond the traditional approaches that estimate onlymacroscopic
passenger flows.
Thesis Research Goal II. Develop algorithms that can extract temporal and
spatial patterns relevant to agent-based modeling from journey sequences such as
smart card data.
Current research related to smart card data focuses mostly on estimating origin-
destination flows, but not on behavior of individual (groups of) passengers. A 2011
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survey paper on smart card data mentions the “total disaggregate approach” as a viable
area of research (Pelletier et al., 2011). Using data collected by the public transport
systems, typically via smart card data or smart phone applications, we can try to
gain insight into aspects of passenger behavior that are relevant to the models we
consider. Although operators have options to measure or estimate the volume of
passengers that move between two locations on an average day (Trépanier et al.,
2007), and numerous models can predict which travel option passengers will pick
when confronted with multiple alternatives (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985), decision
behavior over time is not as well understood. The longitudinal nature of the data
collected with modern devices allows us to analyze consecutive choices and include
insights from these studies in our simulation.
One pitfall that we stumble upon from time to time is to think along the follow-
ing line: with smart card-data, we know everything about the passenger there is to know.
Unfortunately this is wishful thinking, as the data only tells us what the passenger
decided in the situation that occurred in the past, but does not tell us at all what the
passenger would have decided if that situation was different. In the transportation
research community, this ties in with a relatively old discussion of stated choice versus
revealed choice (Wardman, 1988; Ben-Akiva et al., 1994)
The final research goal of the thesis addresses the question how we can model
decisions of decentralized passengers that have to make decisions related to crowding
while uncertain about capacity or disruptions.
Thesis Research Goal III. Develop decision strategies that can be utilized in case
of incomplete information or uncertainty about travel options that can be used for
decentralized decision making in agent-based simulation.
One of the key properties of complex systems is that there is no central controller
that controls all agents. As a result, simulation studies that focus on out-of-equilibrium
situations occurring due to incomplete information, overcrowded vehicles and disrup-
tions require that agents can adapt their plan individually without having complete
knowledge of the state of the system or the future states of the system. The third
research goal focuses on models that can be used to achieve this. We introduce a
decision problem where an individual traveler needs to decide whether to wait for
the next opportunity to travel with their preferred but currently unavailable travel
option, or switch to an alternative travel option using only information from the
published timetable. The difficult part is that the traveler does not know whether the
preferred travel option becomes available again in the next minute, the next hour, or
the next day.
We adopt ideas from online optimization (Borodin and El-Yaniv, 1998) and robust
optimization (Ben-Tal and Nemirovski, 1998) where it is assumed that a passengers
expects the worst to happen after a decision is made as well as ideas from stochastic
optimization (Birge and Louveaux, 1997) where it is assumed a passenger has some
































Figure 1.3: Overview of the structure of this thesis. A dashed arrow indicates that one
chapter influenced another chapter, but that they can be read separately
without any problems. The other arrows indicate which chapters follow
each other. The parts correspond to the research goals of the thesis and
the chapters are presented along with two keywords describing the topics
and techniques central to the chapter.
information related to the probabilities of the different scenario’s. Our analysis covers
a large number of possible objectives for the passenger, which makes it possible to
construct various decision rules that can be implemented by agents in an agent-based
simulation.
The structure of this thesis is built around these research goals. The three parts of
the thesis correspond to the three goals. In Figure 1.3 that shows the organization
of the thesis and the underlying relations of the chapters, along with two important
keywords for each chapter. In order to allow readers to read each chapter separately,
each chapter introduces important notation and concepts separately.
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1.4 Chapter Summaries
In Chapter 2 we introduce a framework inspired by the El-Farol Bar Game where we
have heterogeneous agents that make repeated travel decisions while an operator
makes operational decisions that influence the agents. We conduct two studies: One
where we evaluate the effect of information on the agents, where we find that inform-
ing agents about the crowding of certain travel options results in higher utilization of
public transport but lower satisfaction. This relationship is influenced by the ratio
of potential public transport users and the capacity. In the second study we have a
population of agents that have a random origin-destination along a line-network.
Here we measure the impact of the way operators assess demand for the allocation of
capacities in the network: Different approaches lead to different cost/benefit ratio’s
for the operator and different levels of public transport use.
In Chapter 3 we investigate the choices of a large group of students in a quasi-
experiment about time-choice when commuting by public transport. All participants
make twenty decisions without information about crowding, and another twenty
decisions after a crowding indicator is introduced. Based on behavioral measures
that indicate whether individuals are frequent switchers and how many different
travel options they switch between, we can distinguish four types of travelers. We
observe that information influences the sizes of the populations associated with these
behavioral types. The behavioral types and their reaction to information provides a
base for the construction of more realistic agent types in future research.
In Chapter 4 we use smart-card data to generate an agent-based simulation scenario
for the software packageMATSim (Horni et al., 2016). It provides a first step necessary
to use smart-card data in agent-based simulations where individual travelers are
modeled. To achieve this, an efficient pipeline for processing smart card data was
implemented that is able to analyze for many smart cards at which stationmost time is
spent, resulting in an educated guess for a home and a work location. Unfortunately,
the default economic decision model of the agents was not suitable to perform
simulation studies for revenue management. However, the processing of smart-card
data and running a large-scale simulation based on it turned out to be computationally
feasible.
The smart-card data processing pipeline engineered in Chapter 4 paved the way for
data mining approaches that go beyond mere home and work patterns. In Chapter 5
we focus on temporal-patterns observed at different stations. We propose a method-
ology that processes time-intervals using multiple runs of k-means clustering per
station. With this method we find that shorter time intervals, typically associated
with lunch or shopping activities can be detected besides the common home-work
travel patterns considered in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 6 we propose a method to generate synthetic smart card data from
predefined activity patterns and propose a way to validate methodologies that detect
activity patterns by comparing the outcome to the predefined patterns. Furthermore,
we use the kind of temporal patterns developed in Chapter 5 to estimate the fre-
1.5 Authorship 13
quency of these patterns at stations to obtain a discrete distribution of temporal
patterns per station. Based on these distributions it is possible to cluster the stations
themselves, providing insight in how similar stations are regarding the activity of
passengers around that station. Using the validation approach, we find that the pro-
posed methodology works well for stations with a clear activity purpose, such as
residential areas for home activities or office areas for work activities. Stations where
multiple activity types take place are still a challenge that needs to be addressed in
future research.
In the final part of the thesis, we make a first step toward modeling individual
decision strategies. While these decision strategies for individual passengers to pro-
duce useful advice within a smart-phone app, they are also important if we want
to model decentralized decision strategies for individual passengers in agent-based
simulations. In Chapter 7 we consider how passengers can decide whether to take a
detour or not in case of uncertainty. In the chapter we analyze how a passenger can
decide whether to take a detour or wait at the current location in case of a disruption.
Modeling the reaction of passengers in case of incomplete information is a major chal-
lenge and one of the problems considered in Van der Hurk (2015); Van der Hurk et al.
(2017), which considers what advice passengers need from the operator, while taking
limited capacity into account. In crowded situations, it is often uncertain at which
point in time the passenger will fit in a vehicle. These proposed decision models can
help to build agent-based models where the agents are able to make decision if they
are unaware of all operational details, in the same way passengers are unaware of
these details in real life.
In Chapter 7 we introduce a model where a passenger has arrived at the station to
discover that the preferred travel option will be unavailable for an unknown amount
of time. The option can either become available within minutes, or it may take very
long. The passenger can decide to use an alternative, less preferred choice, or wait for
the intended option to become available. Different decision strategies to deal with
this situation can be formulated, even if there is no information about the length
of disruption. In Chapter 7 this problem is solved computationally for a specific
objective of the passenger. In Chapter 8 we consider when it makes sense to consider
all strategies, or whether some of the strategies can be discarded beforehand. This is
done in relation to a very general class of objectives of the passenger.
1.5 Authorship
With the exception of Chapters 3 and 8, the author of this thesis was the principal
researcher of the presented work. This means that the author did all implementa-
tion, analysis and writing for these chapters. Discussions with Leo Kroon resulted
in significant improvements of the research and writing in each chapter. In Chap-
ters 2, 4, 5 and 6, discussions with Peter Vervest were invaluable in shaping the
direction of the research and formulating research questions. The discussions and
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feedback provided by Evelien van der Hurk were vital in the development of Chap-
ters 4, 5, 6. Gábor Maróti provided a number of good suggestions in the modeling
of Chapter 2 and had essential comments for the clarity of its introduction. Ting Li
kindly provided the smart card data that was used in Chapters 4 and 5. For Chapter 4
Milan Lovric helped with the implementation needed for the use of smart card data
in MATSim.
Chapter 3 is the result of a collaboration with Jan van Dalen and Clint Pennings who
are involved in the StatisticalMethods course of the Rotterdam School ofManagement.
They proposed to do a quasi-experiment within this course to obtain data inspired by
the model introduced in Chapter 2. They both designed the quasi-experiment, while
Clint Pennings implemented the software used to collect the data. The analysis and
writing of the chapter were performed by the author of this thesis, with the help of
valuable feedback of Jan van Dalen, Clint Pennings and Leo Kroon.
Chapters 7 and 8 are joint work with Leo Kroon, Marie Schmidt and Anita Schöbel.
The problem definition and model for possible strategies was the result of joint
discussions with all four authors. Chapter 7 was written by the author of this thesis
with valuable comments from all co-authors. The theorems and results of Chapter 8
were developed by Marie Schmidt and Leo Kroon. Marie Schmidt performed the
majority of writing for this chapter, while Anita Schöbel and the author of this thesis
checked the theorems and proofs and made numerous suggestions for improving the
chapter.
1.6 Conclusions and Future Research
Using an extension of the El-Farol Bar Game, we were able to model and simulate a
complex system that captures crowding interactions of public transport passengers,
system capacities and the public transport operator. With this model we can observe
varying degrees of crowding when passenger behavior, information and/or capacity
allocation policies are changed.
We have shown how smart card data can be transformed into an agent population
and use that population to simulate the journeys and travel of decisions of the
agents. We have proposed a number of methodologies to extract temporal and spatial
pattern from the smart card data, that can be helpful in activity based modeling of
transport demand. By providing a method to validate our and future methodologies,
we can observe that some types of activities can be detected rather well, while
activity patterns at locations with multiple activity types are a lot harder to detect
and distinguish.
Finally, we developed and analyzed decision strategies that can be utilized to
develop agent implementation that can make decisions with incomplete information
or uncertainty about disruptions. These models are a first step toward agent imple-
mentations that are confronted with full vehicles or unexpected disruptions, without
1.6 Conclusions and Future Research 15
being controlled centrally by the public transport operator or a global optimization
model.
With these results, we can conclude that complexity science can be used to model
and analyze crowding within public transport. For future research it is interesting
to integrate the separate parts in this thesis and build a realistic model that can
help public transport operators deal with crowding in a way that is beneficial for
passengers and reduces operational costs for the operator. By combining the crowding
interactions of Part I, the temporal and spatial activity patterns of Part II and existing
models developed by researchers in the field of transport economics, NS and other
operators could develop a tool that can be helpful the next time they face severe
capacity restrictions. In transport systems where passengers do not have information
on crowding or public transport can be unreliable due to filled vehicles, the work in
Part III provides extensions that can be used to include decentralized decisions of
individual passengers in this integrated approach.
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discussions with all four authors. Chapter 7 was written by the author of this thesis
with valuable comments from all co-authors. The theorems and results of Chapter 8
were developed by Marie Schmidt and Leo Kroon. Marie Schmidt performed the
majority of writing for this chapter, while Anita Schöbel and the author of this thesis
checked the theorems and proofs and made numerous suggestions for improving the
chapter.
1.6 Conclusions and Future Research
Using an extension of the El-Farol Bar Game, we were able to model and simulate a
complex system that captures crowding interactions of public transport passengers,
system capacities and the public transport operator. With this model we can observe
varying degrees of crowding when passenger behavior, information and/or capacity
allocation policies are changed.
We have shown how smart card data can be transformed into an agent population
and use that population to simulate the journeys and travel of decisions of the
agents. We have proposed a number of methodologies to extract temporal and spatial
pattern from the smart card data, that can be helpful in activity based modeling of
transport demand. By providing a method to validate our and future methodologies,
we can observe that some types of activities can be detected rather well, while
activity patterns at locations with multiple activity types are a lot harder to detect
and distinguish.
Finally, we developed and analyzed decision strategies that can be utilized to
develop agent implementation that can make decisions with incomplete information
or uncertainty about disruptions. These models are a first step toward agent imple-
mentations that are confronted with full vehicles or unexpected disruptions, without
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being controlled centrally by the public transport operator or a global optimization
model.
With these results, we can conclude that complexity science can be used to model
and analyze crowding within public transport. For future research it is interesting
to integrate the separate parts in this thesis and build a realistic model that can
help public transport operators deal with crowding in a way that is beneficial for
passengers and reduces operational costs for the operator. By combining the crowding
interactions of Part I, the temporal and spatial activity patterns of Part II and existing
models developed by researchers in the field of transport economics, NS and other
operators could develop a tool that can be helpful the next time they face severe
capacity restrictions. In transport systems where passengers do not have information
on crowding or public transport can be unreliable due to filled vehicles, the work in
Part III provides extensions that can be used to include decentralized decisions of
individual passengers in this integrated approach.
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2.1 Introduction
Operators in public transport are often faced with peak demands, typically dur-
ing the morning and afternoon rush hours. As a result, vehicles can become very
crowded, greatly reducing the comfort experienced by the passengers. The increasing
emergence of information technologies creates many new opportunities for public
transport operators. They can now use smart phone apps to communicate with pas-
sengers, providing advice and information on their journey. Decision support systems
are influencing the way operational decisions are made. The increasing adoption of
smart card technologies provides operators with a lot of new data that can be used
by these decision support systems. Detailed schedules that used to require a lot of
manual labor to create can be adapted to new circumstances with the push of a button
in the near future, due to improved algorithms and faster computers. Passengers
get more and more opportunities to work remotely via the Internet, creating greater
flexibility in when they have to be at the office. They can also use apps to make travel
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choices in a more strategic manner, for example if they want to avoid vehicles which
are too crowded.
However, the impact of crowding on passenger behavior and the interaction be-
tween railway operations and passengers is not well understood. In this chapter we
develop a model, based on the concept of minority games, that allows us to study
the dynamics of crowding in public transport through computational experiments
and evaluate the impact of operational and behavioral models on a number of perfor-
mance measures, most importantly the utilization of available capacities. We show
that we can experiment and study interactions between passengers as well as the
interactions between the public transport operator and the passengers. In particular,
we investigate how information impacts passengers under different assumptions
about the way they process information. Operators can adopt different strategies for
the optimization of capacities based on data collected about passengers travel choices.
The strategies can impact these travel choices, causing a feedback loop.
Since the “El-Farol Bar Game” (Arthur, 1994) was first introduced in 1994, the
concept of the minority game has received a lot of attention from researchers. One of
the great strengths of this model lies in the simplicity of its description: There is a
population of decision makers who have to decide every Thursday night whether to
go to the bar. Once they go the bar, they have a positive payoff if less than 60% of the
population goes to the bar, while they have a negative payoff if it is too crowded. As
everyone makes this choice every Thursday, the El-Farol Bar Game has an iterative
nature. While historic information is provided, the interesting aspect comes from the
fact that there is no direct coordination between the decision makers.
Issues related to limited availability of resources and a lack of explicit coordination
occur in many real world systems. The applications of these models include car traffic
(Bazzan et al., 2000), congestion in computer networks (Huberman and Lukose, 1997)
and financial markets (Challet et al., 2004). While these types of applications were
considered earlier from a game theory perspective, most notably under the name
of congestion games (Rosenthal, 1973), the novelty from the “El-Farol Bar” study was
the application of a complex systems approach enabled by simulation of a repeated
game, while game theory is mostly concerned with the properties of equilibria.
In this chapter, we focus onminority games where the operator cannot control agent
behavior, but has control over the disclosure of information and the system capacities.
The main application domain is public transport systems, where passengers share
vehicles depending on their chosen route and time of travel. If a connection is operated
frequently, passengers with some flexibility in their schedule can try to avoid crowded
situations by shifting their time of travel. Since it is reasonable that a passenger does
not want to travel at any time, we introduce the concept of individual choice sets
representing the acceptable choices. To our best knowledge, this type of heterogeneity
of the choice sets has not been studied in the context of minority games before.
Within public transport systems new technologies have introduced many opportu-
nities to provide passengers with additional information: Many stations and vehicles
have screens with travel information, and many passengers use smart phones to
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receive information during their journeys. The increasing adoption of smart card
ticketing systems allows operators to have accurate data on the utilization of each
vehicle. As operators in railway and metro systems can extend or shorten the trains
(Fioole et al., 2006) and bus operators can employ different vehicle sizes, new opera-
tional models that include adaptive capacity allocation based on (almost) real-time
information are becoming a possibility.
The main observation in the original “El-Farol Bar Game” simulations (Arthur,
1994) is that even though individual decision makers keep switching their preferred
predictive model from an individual fixed set of random models, the average utiliza-
tion of the bar converges to the efficient level. In order to explain this phenomenon
the minority game was introduced, where the utilization history was replaced with
a history of binary values indicating whether the bar was overcrowded or not. The
main idea of this approach is that the set of all possible deterministic strategies can be
finitely characterized so that methods from statistical mechanics can be applied (Chal-
let et al., 2000).
In the scientific literature of different different fields different names are used for
entities which make decisions. In the game theory literature, these entities are often
called players. In the Operations Research literature these entities are often referred
to by the name of their role in the operational process, for example ’dispatcher’,
’manager’ or ’operator’. In settings where simulation is used and many autonomous
decision makers interact, the term agent is popular for these decision making entities.
In this chapter we use the term agent to refer to modeling entities that represent
passengers, and use operator to refer to the public transport operator (which can be
regarded as a very special type of agent).
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.2 we introduce
our class of minority games. In Section 2.3 we discuss the architecture of the com-
ponents of our simulation. This simulation framework is then applied in order to
investigate the effect of different information policies in Section 2.4. In a second sim-
ulation study we evaluated the effect of rolling stock optimization in the context of
public transport (Section 2.5). In Section 2.6 we show that the inclusion of individual
choice sets and scoring functions leads to NP-hardness of maximizing the efficiency
of a given system. We discuss our findings and plans for future research in Section 2.7.
Related Work
A variation of the minority games are the resource allocation games, introduced by
(Galstyan et al., 2003). This extension of minority games introduces multiple resources
and capacities that vary over time. Conditions are given under which the agents
can use a social network structure in order to adapt efficiently to variations of the
capacities. The fluctuations of the capacities considered in the studies associated
with the resource allocation games only depend on time and do not depend on the
distribution of agents over the resources during the game.
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While the body of knowledge on learning techniques for agents in minority games
(Kets, 2012) is very useful for the engineering and design of artificial agents, it is a
question whether it is applicable within systems where real humans are involved.
Selten et al. (2007) conducted a laboratory experiment involving route-choice. The
participants could be divided into three groups: Participants who had the tendency to
switch away from a road if it was congested during the previous round, participants
who had the tendency to stay on their current road regardless of it being congested
during the previous round, and participants whowere harder to classify. Although the
participants showed different types of behavior, the distribution of the participants
over the roads approached the equilibrium very closely.
The problem of congestion in transportation networks has been addressed by
researchers using agent-based models. One example is the research by Kaddoura et al.
(2015). It studies a setting where a bus operator has to choose fares and headways
and has to compete with possibly congested road traffic. An external search process is
used to test different combinations of fares and headways and for every combination
the MATSim simulator (Horni et al., 2016) is used to evaluate the travel equilibrium.
This way the impact of departure time choice on the operator, the passengers and the
social welfare can be analyzed. In a second study due to Zou et al. (2015), an agent-
based choice model is developed, where decision rules based on data collected using
a survey. This survey asks for the last trip and performs a stated-choice experiment.
these decision rules are combined with a knowledge learning process in order to
perform a case study which involves the subway and car traffic in an area of Beijing.
They find different spreading behavior of peak traffic when the number of travelers
is increased and for different congestion charges which road traffic has to pay.
2.2 A Model For Crowding Dynamics
The general scheme of our model is that in each round every agent decides whether
it will use one or more resources or refrains from doing so. Using a resource gives the
possibility to gain a positive payoff or a negative payoff depending on the utilizations
encountered. If it does not use any resource, the payoff will be neutral, i.e. zero.
We define symbols for the resources, the agents and payoffs. The resources are
defined in the following way:
• A setM := {1, 2, . . . ,m} ofm resources.
• A soft capacity function cap : M→ Z+.
Thus there arem resources, each of which having an associated capacity. Note that
we define soft capacities that can be violated, but everyone in such a situation should
have a negative payoff. Based on the capacity we define the utilization of a resource
as the fraction of its capacity that is occupied. The typical example in public transport
is the number of passengers divided by the number of seats. As the game is played
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iteratively, the transport operator can adapt the capacities based on observations
recorded during earlier rounds of the game. We also define the preferences and
payoffs of the agents that play the game:
• A set N = {1, 2, . . . ,n} of n agents.
• A non-empty collection Ci of subsets ofM.
• A scoring function si : Qm × Ci → R for each agent i ∈ N
During each round, every agent should choose one of the options in its choice set.
We assume that every choice set contains the empty set as a neutral option, but this is
not strictly necessary. We can describe the outcome of a round based on the choices
made by all agents. If an agent i chooses to use a set of resources c ∈ Ci, we set the
indicator variable xic to 1. The set of all vectors of xic’s describing a valid outcome is
thus defined by
O = {x | ∀i ∈ N :
∑
c∈Ci
xic = 1, xic ∈ {0, 1}}. (2.1)
Given the outcome vector x for a round, we can calculate the utilization of the
resources. We define a vector u(x) ∈ Qm that contains an entry for each resource. The









While in principle si can be a general scoring function, for ease of analysis we use
the restricted class of threshold based scoring functions. These scoring functions have
a payoff of −1, 1 or 0 depending on an individual threshold θi and the maximum
encountered utilization. The scoring function itself is then defined as follows:
si(u, c) =








Since we want to analyze the behavior of an agent population, we introduce some
measures that are of analytic interest and can be recorded during a simulation. We
define the # symbol to denote the cardinality of a set (e.g. #{6, 9} = 2). Given an
outcome x ∈ O during any of the rounds of the game, we can calculate the following
observations:
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• utl(x) = 1
n
#{i ∈ N : xic = 1, c = ∅}, i.e. the fraction of agents utilizing any
resource (i.e. the fraction of those not selecting the empty set).
• pos(x) = 1
n
#{i ∈ N : xic = 1, si(u(x), c) > 0}, i.e. the fraction of agents with a
positive payoff.
• posc(x) = pos(x)utl(x) is the fraction of agents with a positive payoff among the
agents who utilize a resource.






si(u(x), c)xic is the average payoff of the agents.
In real world public transport systems, operators can gain insight into the number
of travelers, which is similar to the utl measure, using data collected by their smart-
card ticketing systems. The payoff of travelers is harder to measure for real travelers,
but operators can include features in their smart phone apps that ask for and record
the satisfaction of passengers.
2.3 Architecture of the Agents and Simulation
Given an instance of the game, a simulation still depends on two more aspects. (1)
The way the agents make their decisions and (2) to which extent the agents can
observe the outcome of the previous rounds. As we want to be able to evaluate the
effect of different types of agent behavior, we allow different types of agents in the
population. We introduce these types in Section 2.3.1. We first define the main steps
that are executed in each round of the simulation:
1. Let every agent i ∈ N choose one option c ∈ Ci from its choice set according to
its agent type.
2. Calculate the outcome vector x and corresponding utilization vector u(x) ac-
cordingly.
3. Let every agent i ∈ N observe, learn and process its score si(u(x), c) based on
its agent type.
4. The operator lets every agent i ∈ N observe, learn and process information
based on the active information policy and the utilization vector u.
From these steps we can see the necessary ingredients for an agent implementation
within this simulation scheme. An agent needs a choice function and can optionally
implement a method to process incoming scores and information.
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2.3.1 Agent Types
The outcome of the simulation depends to a large extend on the strategies utilized
by the agents. If there would be a single deterministic strategy used by the agents,
the distribution of the agents over different travel options would solely depend on
their choice sets and likely lead to empty or very crowded travel options. In order
to let agents distribute themselves evenly over the different travel options without
explicit coordination it is useful to let them include some random experimentation in
their decision process. There are many ways to include randomness in the decision
behavior. We have chosen to use the following agent types in our experiments, as we
believe they are simple to understand and/or close to the decision rules used in many
agent-based models.
The most straightforward agent type is the random agent, who selects a choice from
its choice set uniformly at random in each round. This agent type is useful for both
benchmarking purposes, validating the simulation architecture analytically, and to
model noisy behavior within the population.
The more complicated agent types make decisions based on observations during
earlier rounds of the game. For these agent types, step 4 of the simulation process in a
round can have an effect on step 1 in the next round. The number of rounds the agents
look back is referred to as the memory length. An important finding in the minority
game model is that the most efficient utilization is reached when the memory length
of the agents is proportional to the logarithm of the total number of agents (Savit
et al., 1999).
The second type of agent, the average payoff agent, applies a simple reinforcement
learning heuristic. Reinforcement learning strategies have received notable attention
in the literature, and we take one of the most simple ones as an example. As such,
our average payoff agents perform exploration during 10% of the rounds by making a
random choice, while they exploit the best option based on observed average payoffs
during 90% of the rounds. In case multiple choices have the best average payoff, the
tie is broken by picking one option uniformly at random.
A variation of the average payoff agent is the average utilization agent, who uses the
same reinforcement learning heuristic to learn the average utilization of the resources.
The main difference is that this agent uses the information received to learn the
average utilization and picks the choice with the lowest average utilization, or the
neutral option if this choice has still higher average utilization than its threshold.
The last type of agent, the predictive agent, aims to predict future utilizations in
order to find the best choice. If the agent can predict future utilizations, the agent can
generate a fictitious utilization vector and evaluate the expected score of each choice.
This agent type is similar to the one studied in the original El Farol Bar paper (Arthur,
1994). In a round with index t, the agent checks which of its personal heuristics was
most accurate in round t− 1 and uses this one to predict utilizations in round t. As
our model introduces the concept of multiple resources, there can be situations where
an agent does not know all historic utilizations of each resource. We calculate the
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2.3 Architecture of the Agents and Simulation
Given an instance of the game, a simulation still depends on two more aspects. (1)
The way the agents make their decisions and (2) to which extent the agents can
observe the outcome of the previous rounds. As we want to be able to evaluate the
effect of different types of agent behavior, we allow different types of agents in the
population. We introduce these types in Section 2.3.1. We first define the main steps
that are executed in each round of the simulation:
1. Let every agent i ∈ N choose one option c ∈ Ci from its choice set according to
its agent type.
2. Calculate the outcome vector x and corresponding utilization vector u(x) ac-
cordingly.
3. Let every agent i ∈ N observe, learn and process its score si(u(x), c) based on
its agent type.
4. The operator lets every agent i ∈ N observe, learn and process information
based on the active information policy and the utilization vector u.
From these steps we can see the necessary ingredients for an agent implementation
within this simulation scheme. An agent needs a choice function and can optionally
implement a method to process incoming scores and information.
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2.3.1 Agent Types
The outcome of the simulation depends to a large extend on the strategies utilized
by the agents. If there would be a single deterministic strategy used by the agents,
the distribution of the agents over different travel options would solely depend on
their choice sets and likely lead to empty or very crowded travel options. In order
to let agents distribute themselves evenly over the different travel options without
explicit coordination it is useful to let them include some random experimentation in
their decision process. There are many ways to include randomness in the decision
behavior. We have chosen to use the following agent types in our experiments, as we
believe they are simple to understand and/or close to the decision rules used in many
agent-based models.
The most straightforward agent type is the random agent, who selects a choice from
its choice set uniformly at random in each round. This agent type is useful for both
benchmarking purposes, validating the simulation architecture analytically, and to
model noisy behavior within the population.
The more complicated agent types make decisions based on observations during
earlier rounds of the game. For these agent types, step 4 of the simulation process in a
round can have an effect on step 1 in the next round. The number of rounds the agents
look back is referred to as the memory length. An important finding in the minority
game model is that the most efficient utilization is reached when the memory length
of the agents is proportional to the logarithm of the total number of agents (Savit
et al., 1999).
The second type of agent, the average payoff agent, applies a simple reinforcement
learning heuristic. Reinforcement learning strategies have received notable attention
in the literature, and we take one of the most simple ones as an example. As such,
our average payoff agents perform exploration during 10% of the rounds by making a
random choice, while they exploit the best option based on observed average payoffs
during 90% of the rounds. In case multiple choices have the best average payoff, the
tie is broken by picking one option uniformly at random.
A variation of the average payoff agent is the average utilization agent, who uses the
same reinforcement learning heuristic to learn the average utilization of the resources.
The main difference is that this agent uses the information received to learn the
average utilization and picks the choice with the lowest average utilization, or the
neutral option if this choice has still higher average utilization than its threshold.
The last type of agent, the predictive agent, aims to predict future utilizations in
order to find the best choice. If the agent can predict future utilizations, the agent can
generate a fictitious utilization vector and evaluate the expected score of each choice.
This agent type is similar to the one studied in the original El Farol Bar paper (Arthur,
1994). In a round with index t, the agent checks which of its personal heuristics was
most accurate in round t− 1 and uses this one to predict utilizations in round t. As
our model introduces the concept of multiple resources, there can be situations where
an agent does not know all historic utilizations of each resource. We calculate the
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accuracy of each heuristic based only on the information that is available. If there is
no information about round t − 1 for a particular resource, the agent will consider
the information of the most recent time-step for which information is available. As
availability of utilization information is defined on the agent level, an agent can
compare the heuristics using the same data set.
We implemented the following predictive heuristics: Replicate the oldest utilization
in memory, take the average of the utilizations in memory or fit a simple linear
regressive model on the utilizations in memory.
2.3.2 Information Policies
At the end of each simulation round, we let each agent process information and
observations on the utilization of the resources. We define a unit of information as a
3-tuple (t, r,u) consisting of the round of the game t, a resource r and a utilization
vector u. As the agent can have multiple resources in its choice set, it should be able
to receive and process multiple pieces of information each round. In general, an
information policy is a set of rules that determine the information offered to each agent
in each round. While there are very many information policies possible, we propose
four basic ones.
In public transport, the fact that an agent is using a resource allows it to observe
the utilization. Thus in our most basic information policy, private information, an agent
receives exact information for the resources related to its most recent choice.
On top of private information, the entity or agent controlling the resources could
monitor the utilizations and try to attract more agents in case a resource r has a low
utilization, say less than 40% of its capacity. In such a situation the information policy
can state that additional information regarding a resource r should be provided to all
agents. We refer to this type of policy as adaptive information.
In some situations there are information systems that provide information on
the crowding of a resource. A real life example one can think of is a smart phone
application of a public transport operator, that shows one, two or three icons based
on the forecasted crowdedness of a vehicle, reducing the utilization level provided to
the agent to a few discrete values. This idea is captured by the estimate information
policy, where the utilization of each resource is rounded up to either 0, 14 ,
2
4 , and so
on, similar to the 3 symbol crowding indicators provided by some operators. This
rounded utilization is then provided to all agents. We should take care that we send
the rounded utilizations in case the agent did not observe the utilization, and use
exact utilization otherwise.
In the final template, we send out exact information on every resource to every
agent in each round – thus in this situation the agents have full information.
All these information policies can be interpreted in terms of smart phone applica-
tions, except the private policy where no information is communicated. The adaptive
policy can be interpreted as an app that gives a notification in case a train is not
utilized a lot, the estimate policy can be interpreted as an app that shows up to four
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symbols after a possible journey to indicate the crowding, and the full information
policy can be seen as an app that shows passenger numbers and capacities for each
train.
2.4 Evaluating Information Policies
In our first experiment, we evaluate the four information policies in a population of
agents that use public transport to travel from a single origin to a single destination,
but can choose different times of travel. As such their choice sets contain only single-
ton resources, reflecting the departure times a public transport service is scheduled
and the empty set as a neutral option, reflecting a journey by car or staying at home.
We find that increasing the available information leads to a greater number of agents
utilizing the public transport system, but at the cost of the average payoff. However,
the magnitude of this effect is influenced by the ratio of population size and available
capacity.
2.4.1 Experimental Setup
In our experiments, we work with m = 10 resources representing the departure
times. Every choice set Ci contains ∅ and 3 different singleton sets picked uniformly
at random fromMwithout replacement. For each agent iwe use a threshold based
scoring function with θi ∈ { 510 , 610 , . . . , 1} picked uniformly. The capacity of each
resource is fixed to 10, i.e. cap(r) = 10.
As we have 100 units of capacity available each round, we consider a high capacity
scenario withn = 50 agents, a regular scenario withn = 100 agents and a low capacity
scenario with n = 200 agents. For each of these scenarios, we vary the population by
picking all pairs p,q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 10} such that p+q  10. Our population then consists
of 10p random agents, 10q average utilization agents and 10(10 − p − q) predictive
agents. In total 66 population mixtures are evaluated. For each mixture of agent
implementations we regenerate the choice sets and thresholds 100 times. For a given
instance of the choice sets we run the experiment 25 times, regenerating the predictive
agents 5 times if they are part of the population. Thus, in total we run 2500 simulations
per combination of population mixture and population size. As we want to ignore
the warm-up period of the simulation and like to interpret the rounds as days, the
measures are recorded from round 10 to 40 during each simulation run.
The predictive agents each have an individual randomly selected set of 3 random
predictive heuristics from the following list: Average heuristic with memory lengths
of either 4, 5, 6 or unlimited, linear regression with memory lengths of 4, 5, 6 or
unlimited, replicate the oldest observation with memory length either 1, 2 or 3.
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can state that additional information regarding a resource r should be provided to all
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application of a public transport operator, that shows one, two or three icons based
on the forecasted crowdedness of a vehicle, reducing the utilization level provided to
the agent to a few discrete values. This idea is captured by the estimate information
policy, where the utilization of each resource is rounded up to either 0, 14 ,
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4 , and so
on, similar to the 3 symbol crowding indicators provided by some operators. This
rounded utilization is then provided to all agents. We should take care that we send
the rounded utilizations in case the agent did not observe the utilization, and use
exact utilization otherwise.
In the final template, we send out exact information on every resource to every
agent in each round – thus in this situation the agents have full information.
All these information policies can be interpreted in terms of smart phone applica-
tions, except the private policy where no information is communicated. The adaptive
policy can be interpreted as an app that gives a notification in case a train is not
utilized a lot, the estimate policy can be interpreted as an app that shows up to four
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symbols after a possible journey to indicate the crowding, and the full information
policy can be seen as an app that shows passenger numbers and capacities for each
train.
2.4 Evaluating Information Policies
In our first experiment, we evaluate the four information policies in a population of
agents that use public transport to travel from a single origin to a single destination,
but can choose different times of travel. As such their choice sets contain only single-
ton resources, reflecting the departure times a public transport service is scheduled
and the empty set as a neutral option, reflecting a journey by car or staying at home.
We find that increasing the available information leads to a greater number of agents
utilizing the public transport system, but at the cost of the average payoff. However,
the magnitude of this effect is influenced by the ratio of population size and available
capacity.
2.4.1 Experimental Setup
In our experiments, we work with m = 10 resources representing the departure
times. Every choice set Ci contains ∅ and 3 different singleton sets picked uniformly
at random fromMwithout replacement. For each agent iwe use a threshold based
scoring function with θi ∈ { 510 , 610 , . . . , 1} picked uniformly. The capacity of each
resource is fixed to 10, i.e. cap(r) = 10.
As we have 100 units of capacity available each round, we consider a high capacity
scenario withn = 50 agents, a regular scenario withn = 100 agents and a low capacity
scenario with n = 200 agents. For each of these scenarios, we vary the population by
picking all pairs p,q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 10} such that p+q  10. Our population then consists
of 10p random agents, 10q average utilization agents and 10(10 − p − q) predictive
agents. In total 66 population mixtures are evaluated. For each mixture of agent
implementations we regenerate the choice sets and thresholds 100 times. For a given
instance of the choice sets we run the experiment 25 times, regenerating the predictive
agents 5 times if they are part of the population. Thus, in total we run 2500 simulations
per combination of population mixture and population size. As we want to ignore
the warm-up period of the simulation and like to interpret the rounds as days, the
measures are recorded from round 10 to 40 during each simulation run.
The predictive agents each have an individual randomly selected set of 3 random
predictive heuristics from the following list: Average heuristic with memory lengths
of either 4, 5, 6 or unlimited, linear regression with memory lengths of 4, 5, 6 or
unlimited, replicate the oldest observation with memory length either 1, 2 or 3.
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Table 2.1: Results of the simulation study where different information policies are
evaluated. The minimum, average and maximum utl (fraction of agents
utilizing a resource) and posc (fraction of agents who have a positive payoff
among those that utilize a resource) values measured for each of the 66
population mixtures are reported.
(a) Results for utl
Private Adaptive Estimate Full
utl (n = 50)
Minimum 0.63 0.75 0.75 0.75
Average 0.77 0.90 0.91 0.91
Maximum 0.91 0.97 0.99 0.99
utl (n = 100)
Minimum 0.45 0.66 0.70 0.73
Average 0.60 0.70 0.73 0.77
Maximum 0.75 0.75 0.82 0.85
utl (n = 200)
Minimum 0.20 0.40 0.46 0.51
Average 0.42 0.48 0.52 0.56
Maximum 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.78
(b) Results for posc
Private Adaptive Estimate Full
posc(n = 50)
Minimum 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.87
Average 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.90
Maximum 0.99 0.97 0.93 0.92
posc (n = 100)
Minimum 0.46 0.46 0.41 0.30
Average 0.77 0.65 0.60 0.48
Maximum 0.98 0.84 0.72 0.54
posc (n = 200)
Minimum 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Average 0.49 0.35 0.27 0.19
Maximum 0.94 0.68 0.42 0.26
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Figure 2.1: The effect of different mixtures of agent types on the utl measure for
n = 100. The corners of the triangles correspond to a population with
a single agent type, while other points in the triangle correspond with
mixtures.
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Figure 2.1: The effect of different mixtures of agent types on the utl measure for
n = 100. The corners of the triangles correspond to a population with
a single agent type, while other points in the triangle correspond with
mixtures.
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Figure 2.2: The effect of different mixtures of agent types on the posc measure for
n = 100. The corners of the triangles correspond to a population with
a single agent type, while other points in the triangle correspond with
mixtures.
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2.4.2 Results and Discussion
The results of our simulation experiments are presented in Table 2.1. If we look at the
left column of Table 2.1, we can verify that when we increase the level of information
provided to the agents, the number of agents utilizing a resource increases. If we
look at the average values from private to adaptive, we can see that the 0.13 increase
for the n = 50 scenario is greater than the 0.06 increase for n = 200. These numbers
suggest that the effect of information depends on the units of capacity available per
agent in the population.
If we look at the fraction of agents utilizing a resource with a positive payoff (this
can be interpreted as customer satisfaction) in the bottom half of Table 2.1, we can see
that increasing the level of information decreases the posc value. This seems intuitive,
since adding information attracts more agents, and having more agents increases the
likelihood of crowding. Again, the amount to which the posc value decreases when
we move from the private to the adaptive case is impacted by the amount of capacity
available per agent: For n = 50 the decrease of 0.02 is less dramatic than the 0.14
decrease in the n = 200 case.
We can use Figures 2.1 and 2.2 to study the effect of the different agent types.
As expected, information has no impact when all agents decide randomly, ignoring
information observed in the past. When at least some of the agents use information to
make their decisions this has an influence on the observed utl and posc metrics. The
way information is processed also influences the observed measures: A population
consisting of only average utilization agents has a different reaction than a population of
predictive agents. This suggests that the decision strategy of the agents is an important
aspect to consider for applications of this model.
The impact of disclosing more information to the agents starting at private informa-
tion and moving to adaptive information is highest for the predictive agents (utl goes
from 0.45 to 0.7), while the effect for the average utilization agents is greatest when
moving from adaptive information to estimate information (utl goes from 0.66 to 0.82).
As a result a good choice for a suitable information policy depends on the way the
agents process the information.
For future work we will investigate whether better information policies can be
designed. There are also questions regarding the effect of noise in communications,
such as technical problems at the side of the operator or agents ignoring information
sometimes. We are curious to learn whether such noise could lead to less correlated
agent behavior and whether this can lead to better system efficiency. Another aspect
that plays an important role is the memory of the agents: To what extend does old
information contribute to new decisions. The average utilization agents average over
the complete history, so it seems likely that new information has little influence on
their behavior after a large number of rounds, while the predictive agents can have
shorter memories, which should have an influence on whether the system converges
to a stable state or keeps fluctuating after a large number of rounds.
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Figure 2.2: The effect of different mixtures of agent types on the posc measure for
n = 100. The corners of the triangles correspond to a population with
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mixtures.
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for the n = 50 scenario is greater than the 0.06 increase for n = 200. These numbers
suggest that the effect of information depends on the units of capacity available per
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If we look at the fraction of agents utilizing a resource with a positive payoff (this
can be interpreted as customer satisfaction) in the bottom half of Table 2.1, we can see
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make their decisions this has an influence on the observed utl and posc metrics. The
way information is processed also influences the observed measures: A population
consisting of only average utilization agents has a different reaction than a population of
predictive agents. This suggests that the decision strategy of the agents is an important
aspect to consider for applications of this model.
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tion and moving to adaptive information is highest for the predictive agents (utl goes
from 0.45 to 0.7), while the effect for the average utilization agents is greatest when
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sometimes. We are curious to learn whether such noise could lead to less correlated
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2.5 Capacity Optimization in Public Transport
In our second experiment, we want to evaluate the effect of rescheduling capacities
on the crowding dynamics in the system based on predictions of demand the operator
makes using historical utilization of vehicles. In practice these types of predictions
can be based on detailed smart-card data (Pelletier et al., 2011). Consider a public
transport scenario where a train moves back and forth a railway line with 5 stops.
The train drives 8 full cycles per day and as moving along the railway line in one
direction gives us 4 trips between the stops, the timetable consists of 4 · 2 · 8 = 64
trips that are offered each day. As individual travelers want to travel between two
stops that are not necessarily connected by a single trip, a journey can consist of one
or multiple trips. We assume passengers will travel directly toward their destination
and as a result for each origin-destination (OD) pair there are 8 different time slots at
which passengers can make their journeys.
In order to facilitate the flow of passengers, the trains need to be long enough in
order to allow comfortable transportation. To achieve this, the operator monitors
utilization of vehicles and adapts the assigned number of rolling stock units to each
train accordingly. The operator can decide how often the observed utilizations are
evaluated to build a new rolling stock schedule. In this experiment, we assume that
this will happen periodically. We refer to the number of rounds after which the
operator produces a new rolling stock schedule as the rescheduling period, denoted by
an integer k.
2.5.1 Capacity Allocation
As the use of rolling stock units determines a significant amount of the operational
costs of a public transport operator, an operator monitors the utilization of the train
vehicles and adapts the capacities if necessary. The typical model used to determine
the rolling stock allocation in these situations is by constructing the network of
possible train movements, specifying a minimum demand on the arcs that correspond
to passenger trips and look for a circulation of minimum cost (Ford and Fulkerson,
1962) based on operational costs.
We implemented a module in the simulation that represents an operator which
dynamically monitors demand. During each round of the simulation, train utilization
for each trip is recorded. After k rounds, the demand of a trip is set to µ+ 2σ, where µ
is the mean utilization and σ its standard deviation during those k rounds. Although
public transport operators can use very advanced forecasting systems based on
multiple data sources, such as the weather, event calendars and historical smart
card data, we chose this rule because simple rules are easier to analyze and similar
rules of thumb are employed by real operators. The capacities of each trip are then
calculated according to a rolling stock circulation, where we define a cost of 1000
per unit used and a cost of 1 for moving a unit between consecutive stops on the
line. These numbers represent that buying and maintaining rolling stock units is















Figure 2.3: The network of trips along a line during the 16 time slots with the possible
movements of rolling stock units outside the regular trips represented by
dashed lines.
a lot more costly than moving them around. We also assume that storing a unit at
a station does not impose any costs. As a result, the minimum cost rolling stock
circulation minimizes the number of units required before minimizing the movement
costs, given that the defined demand must be met.
We use a minimum cost circulation algorithm (Ford and Fulkerson, 1962) (which
shares quite a lot of similarity with the well known augmenting path methods for
max flow) to obtain the capacities. Although more efficient algorithms exist for this
problem, the augmenting path method is straightforward to implement and fast
enough for our simulations. The input network is visualized in Figure 2.3. In this
representation, straight arcs represent movements between the stops and must carry
the determined demands. The circular arcs represent storing a vehicle at a stop.
The overnight arcs represent the purchase costs of the vehicles and the overnight
balancing movements.
While the algorithms employed by operators need to take many different types of
rolling stock and regulations into account (Fioole et al., 2006), for reasons of simplicity
and interpretability we assume that we have only one type of rolling stock with a
nominal capacity of 10 seats.
2.5.2 Experimental Setup
In order to set up the simulation, we define a resource set that consists of the trips, so
based on the 5 stops and 16 time-slots, we getm = 64 resources. The choice set of an
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max flow) to obtain the capacities. Although more efficient algorithms exist for this
problem, the augmenting path method is straightforward to implement and fast
enough for our simulations. The input network is visualized in Figure 2.3. In this
representation, straight arcs represent movements between the stops and must carry
the determined demands. The circular arcs represent storing a vehicle at a stop.
The overnight arcs represent the purchase costs of the vehicles and the overnight
balancing movements.
While the algorithms employed by operators need to take many different types of
rolling stock and regulations into account (Fioole et al., 2006), for reasons of simplicity
and interpretability we assume that we have only one type of rolling stock with a
nominal capacity of 10 seats.
2.5.2 Experimental Setup
In order to set up the simulation, we define a resource set that consists of the trips, so
based on the 5 stops and 16 time-slots, we getm = 64 resources. The choice set of an
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individual agent is generated as follows: We pick two stops o = d from among the
five stops. By choosing o as the origin and d as the destination, the direction along the
railway line is defined. We then pick 3 from the 8 available time slots corresponding
to this direction in order to define the acceptable journeys. The choice set then consists
of the empty set and the sets of trips corresponding to the journeys drawn randomly.
Again we work with threshold based scoring functions where the threshold is picked
uniformly from { 510 ,
6
10 , . . . , 1}.
For the purpose of simplicity, we use only one type of agent during this experiment:
The average payoff agent. One of the reasons to choose this agent implementation is
that MATSim (Horni et al., 2016) takes a related approach when computing dynamic
traffic equilibrium. We pick the number of agents as n = 1000. The reason to take
a large agent population is because the available capacity is at least 640 due to the
fact that every trip has at least 10 seats and we have 64 trips in total. In order to
have a high probability to facilitate all the demand during the first rounds of the
simulation, we set the initial demand of rolling stock units for each trip to 5. We
also experimented with initial rolling stock counts of 1 and 10 units. We found that,
keeping all other parameters equal, this did only affect the observed values during
the first few rounds of the simulation.
Our goal is to evaluate the effect of different rescheduling periods. As the observed
demand depends on the length of the rescheduling period, we evaluated rescheduling
periods of 1 round, 5 rounds and 10 rounds. For each of these rescheduling periods,
we generate 50 agent populations of choice sets with random thresholds. For each
population we then run 2 simulations of 50 rounds.
2.5.3 Results and Discussion
The time series distributions of the observed values of utl and posc during the
100 simulation runs for each of the three policies are presented in Figure 2.4. The
distributions of average payoffs, the operational costs (according to the minimum
cost rolling stock circulation) and the number of rolling stock units utilized during
the last round of the simulation are presented in Table 2.3.
As we increase the length of the period, we can observe that utl increases. If the
rescheduling period is 1 round, we can observe from Figure 2.4a that it converges
to a mean of 0.42. For a rescheduling period of 5 rounds it converges to a mean of
0.6 (Figure 2.4c) and for a rescheduling period of 10 rounds it converges to a mean
of 0.66 (Figure 2.4e). One possible explanation for the fact that longer periods give
a higher value for utl is that a longer rescheduling period has the potential to yield
a more stable mean and possibly more accurate standard deviation (except for the
case where the period is 1; then the standard deviation is always 0). As the mean and
standard deviation have direct effects on the demand and thus on the capacities that
are calculated, they seem likely causes for the observed behavior.
For the fraction of agents that utilize a resource and have a positive payoff, i.e. the
measure posc, we can observe that it converges to a value of 0.73 for a rescheduling
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Table 2.3: Results of the simulation study where the effect of rolling stock optimiza-
tion on average payoff, operator costs and rolling stock units required is
evaluated. The measures at round 100 of each simulation are reported, for
different rescheduling periods (k) of 1, 5 and 10.
Min. Mean Std. Max.
k = 1
utl 0.38 0.42 0.02 0.46
posc 0.60 0.73 0.05 0.84
avg 0.08 0.19 0.04 0.28
Cost 2092 2532 498.5 3112
Units 2 2.43 0.497 3
k = 5
utl 0.58 0.60 0.015 0.66
posc 0.74 0.85 0.03 0.92
avg 0.28 0.43 0.04 0.50
Cost 3166 4120 314 4120
Units 3 3.9 0.31 5
k = 10
utl 0.62 0.66 0.01 0.70
posc 0.76 0.86 0.03 0.92
avg 0.36 0.48 0.04 0.56
Cost 4188 4219 142 5208
Units 4 4.02 0.14 5
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period of 1 round (Figure 2.4b), to a value of 0.85 for a rescheduling period of 5
rounds (Figure 2.4d) and to a value of 0.86 for a rescheduling period of 10 rounds
(Figure 2.4f). The 1 round scenario has a higher standard deviation of outcomes than
the other scenarios.
While both the utl and posc measures have higher averages for longer rescheduling
periods, Figure 2.4 also shows slower convergence for longer rescheduling periods.
Table 2.3 also suggests that longer rescheduling periods lead to higher costs and a
higher number of rolling stock units required. However, this can be explained by
the increase of the utl value. A final interesting observation in Table 2.3 is that the
average payoff for the agents also increases if we use longer periods.
We can also consider the average cost per utilizing agent. For the k = 1 scenario this
is 2532/0.42 ≈ 6029, for the k = 5 scenario 4120/0.6 ≈ 6867 and for the k = 10 scenario
4219/0.66 ≈ 6256. This suggests that the maximum profit for the operator can be
obtained in the scenario where fewer agents travel by train. A similar pattern emerges
when we consider the customer satisfaction measure posc, but a different pattern
emerges when we consider avg. For the k = 1 scenario we find the average cost per
unit of payoff to be 2532/0.19 ≈ 13326, in the k = 5 scenario to be 4120/0.43 ≈ 9581
and in the k = 10 scenario to be 4219/0.48 ≈ 8789. This suggests that the k = 10
scenario is most desirable from a societal perspective, as it minimizes the cost per unit
of payoff, while the k = 1 scenario is most desirable for an operator purely focusing
on profit. Although these observation depend heavily on the chosen cost structure in
the model, this kind of cost-benefit analysis is an interesting application of the model.
Our results suggest that there aremany disadvantages for the single round reschedul-
ing period. Increasing the period may lead to higher costs, but the number of passen-
gers using one of the trains increases as well, which can lead to extra revenue. The
only advantage of a short rescheduling period is that the costs per passenger are min-
imized, but from a societal perspective the cost per unit of utility is the highest. For
future research we aim to search for different approaches to determine the demand
for the rolling stock circulation based on the utilizations observed in the simulation.
A different approach to the µ+ 2σ rule would be to adapt demand based on observed
scores. Sensitivity of the cost-benefit ratios for the relative cost between movement
of rolling stock units and utilizing rolling stock units is another interesting area for
further research.
2.6 Combinatorial Aspects
In the original “El-Farol Bar” model, it is not difficult to see that the ideal utilization
of the bar lies at 60%, because all agents have the same payoff. In our extension it
is not easy to determine the ideal utilization, as we are allowed to have agents with
different scoring functions assigned to the same resource. As a result, it can be the
case that for a single resource, some agents have a positive payoff and others have
a negative one. The individual choice sets complicate matters even further. As a
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(a) utl when rescheduling period
k = 1
(b) posc when rescheduling period
k = 1
(c) utl when rescheduling period
k = 5
(d) posc when rescheduling period
k = 5
(e) utl when rescheduling period
k = 10
(f) posc when rescheduling period
k = 10
Figure 2.4: Results of the capacity rescheduling experiments. The dark line shows
the mean over all 100 experiments, the dark gray area is one standard
deviation away from the mean and the light gray area shows the minimum
and maximum values observed.
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result, it is a combinatorial problem to maximize pos(x). We show this by proving
the NP-completeness of the related decision problem.
Theorem 2.1. For a given instance of the game, deciding whether there exists a valid outcome
x ∈ O such that all agents have a positive payoff (i.e. whether pos(x) is equal to 1) is NP-
complete, even if we have threshold scoring functions with 2 different thresholds and we allow
only singleton resources in the choice sets.
Proof. We show NP-hardness by reduction from the k–SET COVER problem (Karp,
1972). In the k–SET COVER problem we are given a collection A = {A1, . . . ,An} of n
sets, a set of all elements U =
⋃
i∈NAi and a positive integer k. We have to decide
whether there exists a subset A ′ ⊆ A such that |A ′|  k and ⋃A∈A′ A = U.
We now introduce |U| regular agents and |A|− k grumpy agents. We introduce a
mapping between the sets in A and the resources. Each element e ∈ U is represented
by a regular agent which has a choice set that consists of singleton resources corre-
sponding to the sets in A containing e. The grumpy agents have a choice set with
a singleton for every resource. We define the payoff functions such that the regular
agents have a positive payoff as long as they have chosen a resource, and the grumpy
agents have a positive payoff if they are exclusively assigned to a resource (if we fix
all cap(r) = 1, then θi = n if i is a regular agent and θi = 1 if i is a grumpy agent).
As a result the grumpy agents can only have a positive payoff if they are assigned
to resources in such a way that all the other agents can be assigned to the remaining
resources. By construction of the choice sets, this is only possible if the remaining
k resources that are not utilized by the grumpy agents correspond to sets that are
able to cover all elements. Thus, we have reduced the k-SET COVER problem into our
decision problem with 2 threshold scoring functions and singleton choice sets.
NP-completeness then follows from the fact that given a vector x, we can easily
check whether it is feasible and whether indeed pos(x) = 1.
In order to understand how the reduction works, we provide an example in Ta-
ble 2.4. Here the A’s and e’s represent the sets and elements of the k-SET COVER
instance. The corresponding model instance contains the a agents for the elements
and 5− k = 2 grumpy agents denoted by the g agents. For k = 3, we can assign the
two grumpy agents to resource 4 and resource 5, as the other agents are covered by
the remaining resources. If we would now change k to 2, we would need to add an
additional grumpy agent. However, we cannot give a positive payoff to both this
additional grumpy agent and all the regular agents at the same time. This is consistent
with the fact that there is no solution for the k-SET COVER instance if k = 2.
2.7 Conclusion and Future Work
We have evaluated the effect of information disclosure and capacity optimization in a
minority game designed to study crowding effects in public transport. The inclusion
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Table 2.4: An example reduction from k-SET COVER to a model instance.
(a) An example instance of a k-SET
COVER problem.






(b) The corresponding choice sets for
k = 3
Agent Ci
a1 {∅, {1}, {5}}
a2 {∅, {1}, {3}}
a3 {∅, {3}, {4}}
a4 {∅, {2}, {4}}
a5 {∅, {2}, {5}}
g1 {∅, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}}
g2 {∅, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}}
of heterogeneous agents and the availability of new information technologies such
as smart phone apps and smart card ticketing systems pose many new challenges
for the management of public transport systems. From the theoretical perspective
there are questions to what extend observations for the original minority game, such
as the relation between memory length and efficiency, still apply. From the practical
perspective, the question is whether an operator can influence and manage the coop-
eration of the agents in order to stimulate the efficient utilization of the vehicles. We
have conducted two simulation studies where we focused on the practical challenges.
In the first studywe evaluate the effect of different information policies in a scenario
where every agent uses at most a single trip every round. We find that disclosing
more information attracts more agents, but that this comes at the cost of lower payoffs.
This trade-off is influenced by the number of agents and the available capacity in
the system. There is a clear impact of different agent types on the outcome of the
simulations. A useful area for future research is to get a better understanding of the
decision strategies employed by real travelers and how these compare to the simple
decision strategies currently used in our model.
In the second simulation study, we evaluate the effect of adaptive capacity man-
agement in the context of railway transportation. Here the agents make a journey
along a railway line. They have to choose a time to travel between an individually
assigned origin and destination every round. As such journeys can cross multiple
stops and thus overlap on the line, more complex patterns of agent interaction can
emerge. We find that the number of rounds utilizations are recorded before capacities
are re-optimized has an impact on the number of agents utilizing the system and
their payoffs in the long run. Although the cost-benefit ratio for the operator was min-
imized when rescheduling every round, the cost per unit of payoff for all agents was
greatest with rescheduling every 10 rounds. Further research is necessary to analyze
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of heterogeneous agents and the availability of new information technologies such
as smart phone apps and smart card ticketing systems pose many new challenges
for the management of public transport systems. From the theoretical perspective
there are questions to what extend observations for the original minority game, such
as the relation between memory length and efficiency, still apply. From the practical
perspective, the question is whether an operator can influence and manage the coop-
eration of the agents in order to stimulate the efficient utilization of the vehicles. We
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the impact of the ratio between fixed costs and variable costs on these cost-benefit
ratios.
Our studies show that we are able to evaluate and compare the effects of different
models and policies for information and capacity. We observe that the amount of
information available to public transport users, communicated by means such as
smart phone apps, as well as the way historic information on vehicle utilization, such
as can be collected by means of smart card technologies, can have a big impact on the
number and satisfaction of public transport users. The question remains whether we
can improve on the policies we evaluated. We think that policies that act on agents
that repeatedly have a low payoff are an interesting area for further research.
To summarize, we have shown that our agent-basedmodel is able tomodel complex
interactions, in particular those related to crowding. This holds both for interactions
among passengers within a public transport system and between the passengers and
the public transport operator. We are able to observe an impact of the way passengers
use information in their decision make and the amount of information provided
by the operator, for example by using smart phone apps. The model can also be
used to model and evaluate the impact of demand predictions based on smart card
data for the purpose of capacity planning. With the inclusion of realistic behavioral
models our model can be utilized to further study the impact of technology on the
interactions within public transport systems.
3
Time Choice Data for Public Transport
Optimization
Co-authors : Clint Pennings, Jan van Dalen and Leo Kroon
This is chapter is a working paper.
3.1 Introduction
As urbanization increases and working habits become more flexible, it is a reasonable
fear that transportation systems will become more crowded and congested. Vehicle
utilization is a complex issue to deal with for public transport operators. Having
enough passengers in a vehicle makes a service profitable, while having too many
passengers leads to decreased comfort and less attractive public transport. The re-
sources necessary to cover the peak demand are typically not fully used outside the
peak hours, leading to a low overall vehicle utilization and a relatively high cost per
passenger mile.
With the advent of smart card ticketing technologies, public transport operators
have obtained a large amount of microscopic data on passenger journeys (Pelletier
et al., 2011). It is tempting to think that one simply has to analyze th data to learn
everything there is to know about passenger behavior and to incorporate this knowl-
edge into optimization models. Unfortunately, smart card data misses important
aspects of passenger behavior, such as which alternative travel options have been
considered by the passenger, the price sensitivity of the passenger and the potential to
reschedule activities. As a result it is not known which decisions a passenger would
have made if different alternatives had been available. However, it seems reasonable
to assume one can overcome this issue if commuting passengers are the focus of the
study, since those passengers generate enough data to make an educated guess about
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the public transport operator. We are able to observe an impact of the way passengers
use information in their decision make and the amount of information provided
by the operator, for example by using smart phone apps. The model can also be
used to model and evaluate the impact of demand predictions based on smart card
data for the purpose of capacity planning. With the inclusion of realistic behavioral
models our model can be utilized to further study the impact of technology on the
interactions within public transport systems.
3
Time Choice Data for Public Transport
Optimization
Co-authors : Clint Pennings, Jan van Dalen and Leo Kroon
This is chapter is a working paper.
3.1 Introduction
As urbanization increases and working habits become more flexible, it is a reasonable
fear that transportation systems will become more crowded and congested. Vehicle
utilization is a complex issue to deal with for public transport operators. Having
enough passengers in a vehicle makes a service profitable, while having too many
passengers leads to decreased comfort and less attractive public transport. The re-
sources necessary to cover the peak demand are typically not fully used outside the
peak hours, leading to a low overall vehicle utilization and a relatively high cost per
passenger mile.
With the advent of smart card ticketing technologies, public transport operators
have obtained a large amount of microscopic data on passenger journeys (Pelletier
et al., 2011). It is tempting to think that one simply has to analyze th data to learn
everything there is to know about passenger behavior and to incorporate this knowl-
edge into optimization models. Unfortunately, smart card data misses important
aspects of passenger behavior, such as which alternative travel options have been
considered by the passenger, the price sensitivity of the passenger and the potential to
reschedule activities. As a result it is not known which decisions a passenger would
have made if different alternatives had been available. However, it seems reasonable
to assume one can overcome this issue if commuting passengers are the focus of the
study, since those passengers generate enough data to make an educated guess about
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the choices they consider. Since commuting is the main cause for peak demands smart
card data of commuters is a promising data source for the study of crowding. To the
best of our knowledge it is an open question how to do this in a way that is useful for
the operational planning models used by public transport operators.
In this chapter we discuss three major contributions to the study of crowded public
transport systems in the big data era. First, we design an experiment that allows us to
obtain data with a similar structure as smart card data, but with the added advantage
that alternative choices, system parameters and the availability of information are
fully controlled and can be manipulated for different groups of respondents. As
we executed this experimental design with a large group of second year Bachelor
students rather than a true random sample of the population, we refer to this study
as a quasi-experiment. Second, we develop individual behavioral measures that can be
utilized to analyze the behavior of passengers based on their choice data. Finally, we
show that these measures can be successfully applied to create behavioral clusters
which can be used to define behavior in agent-based models and segmentation of the
customer base.
Crowded vehicles clearly cause discomfort for passengers, but it is not well under-
stood at which point passengers change their travel behavior in response to crowded
vehicles. Crowding has been considered by researchers from the field of transport
policy (Li and Hensher, 2011), investigating the economic effects of crowding on pas-
sengers and how this should be incorporated in long term investments and network
design. Crowding, however, is also a day-to-day matter in public transport operations.
One way in which operators can deal with crowded situations is clever assignment
of different vehicle types to optimize capacities (Fioole et al., 2006). Another way to
deal with crowded situations is to adapt the frequency in which services are operated
(Borndörfer et al., 2007).
In addition to scheduling based approaches, pricing incentives to seduce passen-
gers to travel outside the peak hours have been considered (Link, 2004; Knockaert
et al., 2012), although it was not received positively by public transport passengers.
An even different angle is to provide information about the expected crowding level
of each train service, e.g. via a smart-phone application, so passengers can re-plan
their time of travel.
The difficulty with these approaches is that they will likely influence the behavior
of passengers once implemented. Such a change in behavior will be observed by the
operator, whichmay react by again adapting capacity while stochasticity in operations
can cause fluctuations of the punctuality. This can cause new changes in passenger
behavior and we obtain a feedback loop of passenger-operator interaction in the
transportation system. Ideally, such interaction effects should be taken into account
by the operator during service design. However, typical scheduling models assume
demand to be fixed a priori and ignore interaction effects. One major reason for this
is the fact that passenger behavior is typically very time consuming to measure and
track, let alone include in the already challenging scheduling problems.
3.2 Related Work 43
In earlier research presented in Chapter 2, we have developed a simulation frame-
work that can be used to analyze the interactions between different choice strategies
of passengers and capacity optimization strategies of the public transport operator.
In the current research we have conducted a quasi-experiment in order to obtain a
dataset that allows us to model iterative choice strategies based on longitudinal data,
such as smart card data. Our quasi-experiment has a number of advantages over the
direct use of smart card data. First, this way we have greater control over the exper-
imental design, which allowed us to introduce a number of different experimental
manipulations. Secondly, it is usually not possible for public transport companies
to share actual smart card data with the research community because of privacy
laws and competitive concerns. With the results from the quasi-experiments we can
develop methodologies without these concerns and provide these methods to public
transport companies at a later stage. As such we can easily share and discuss this
dataset with other researchers. Furthermore, we also collected data on psychological
traits, which can prove useful for more in-depth studies than are possible with only
smart card data.
In this chapter, we explore a number of measures that allow us to analyze individual
choice vectors. By using k-means clustering, we obtain four archetypes of passengers,
the stoic who never switches, the dualist who switches between only two different
alternatives, and finally the moderate switcher and heavy switcher which keep choosing
from more than two travel options but with different frequencies. Based on these
archetypes we can establish that the availability and quality of crowding information
provided to passengers influences their behavior. We analyze how three different
manipulations, the occurrence of disruptions, the accuracy of information and the
crowding regime affect the occurrence of these different types of behavior. Based
on this, we make recommendations for the development of optimization models for
short term operational planning that takes the reaction of passengers in a crowded
situation into account.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2 we discuss
related literature. We introduce the design of the quasi-experiment in Section 3.3. In
Section 3.4, we discuss the behavioral measures that are a the core of methodology we
apply to analyze the data obtained by means of the quasi-experiment. In Section 3.5
we discuss the results of this analysis.
3.2 Related Work
Present study related to the analysis of smart card data in public transport serves
as an important motivation for our methodology. The traditional approach to the
modeling of transportation behavior involves estimating the economic value (typi-
cally expressed in a monetary value or a generalized travel time) of various sources
of discomfort by means of stated choice experiments. While the utility functions
obtained this way are extremely valuable, particularly in long term infrastructure
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the choices they consider. Since commuting is the main cause for peak demands smart
card data of commuters is a promising data source for the study of crowding. To the
best of our knowledge it is an open question how to do this in a way that is useful for
the operational planning models used by public transport operators.
In this chapter we discuss three major contributions to the study of crowded public
transport systems in the big data era. First, we design an experiment that allows us to
obtain data with a similar structure as smart card data, but with the added advantage
that alternative choices, system parameters and the availability of information are
fully controlled and can be manipulated for different groups of respondents. As
we executed this experimental design with a large group of second year Bachelor
students rather than a true random sample of the population, we refer to this study
as a quasi-experiment. Second, we develop individual behavioral measures that can be
utilized to analyze the behavior of passengers based on their choice data. Finally, we
show that these measures can be successfully applied to create behavioral clusters
which can be used to define behavior in agent-based models and segmentation of the
customer base.
Crowded vehicles clearly cause discomfort for passengers, but it is not well under-
stood at which point passengers change their travel behavior in response to crowded
vehicles. Crowding has been considered by researchers from the field of transport
policy (Li and Hensher, 2011), investigating the economic effects of crowding on pas-
sengers and how this should be incorporated in long term investments and network
design. Crowding, however, is also a day-to-day matter in public transport operations.
One way in which operators can deal with crowded situations is clever assignment
of different vehicle types to optimize capacities (Fioole et al., 2006). Another way to
deal with crowded situations is to adapt the frequency in which services are operated
(Borndörfer et al., 2007).
In addition to scheduling based approaches, pricing incentives to seduce passen-
gers to travel outside the peak hours have been considered (Link, 2004; Knockaert
et al., 2012), although it was not received positively by public transport passengers.
An even different angle is to provide information about the expected crowding level
of each train service, e.g. via a smart-phone application, so passengers can re-plan
their time of travel.
The difficulty with these approaches is that they will likely influence the behavior
of passengers once implemented. Such a change in behavior will be observed by the
operator, whichmay react by again adapting capacity while stochasticity in operations
can cause fluctuations of the punctuality. This can cause new changes in passenger
behavior and we obtain a feedback loop of passenger-operator interaction in the
transportation system. Ideally, such interaction effects should be taken into account
by the operator during service design. However, typical scheduling models assume
demand to be fixed a priori and ignore interaction effects. One major reason for this
is the fact that passenger behavior is typically very time consuming to measure and
track, let alone include in the already challenging scheduling problems.
3.2 Related Work 43
In earlier research presented in Chapter 2, we have developed a simulation frame-
work that can be used to analyze the interactions between different choice strategies
of passengers and capacity optimization strategies of the public transport operator.
In the current research we have conducted a quasi-experiment in order to obtain a
dataset that allows us to model iterative choice strategies based on longitudinal data,
such as smart card data. Our quasi-experiment has a number of advantages over the
direct use of smart card data. First, this way we have greater control over the exper-
imental design, which allowed us to introduce a number of different experimental
manipulations. Secondly, it is usually not possible for public transport companies
to share actual smart card data with the research community because of privacy
laws and competitive concerns. With the results from the quasi-experiments we can
develop methodologies without these concerns and provide these methods to public
transport companies at a later stage. As such we can easily share and discuss this
dataset with other researchers. Furthermore, we also collected data on psychological
traits, which can prove useful for more in-depth studies than are possible with only
smart card data.
In this chapter, we explore a number of measures that allow us to analyze individual
choice vectors. By using k-means clustering, we obtain four archetypes of passengers,
the stoic who never switches, the dualist who switches between only two different
alternatives, and finally the moderate switcher and heavy switcher which keep choosing
from more than two travel options but with different frequencies. Based on these
archetypes we can establish that the availability and quality of crowding information
provided to passengers influences their behavior. We analyze how three different
manipulations, the occurrence of disruptions, the accuracy of information and the
crowding regime affect the occurrence of these different types of behavior. Based
on this, we make recommendations for the development of optimization models for
short term operational planning that takes the reaction of passengers in a crowded
situation into account.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2 we discuss
related literature. We introduce the design of the quasi-experiment in Section 3.3. In
Section 3.4, we discuss the behavioral measures that are a the core of methodology we
apply to analyze the data obtained by means of the quasi-experiment. In Section 3.5
we discuss the results of this analysis.
3.2 Related Work
Present study related to the analysis of smart card data in public transport serves
as an important motivation for our methodology. The traditional approach to the
modeling of transportation behavior involves estimating the economic value (typi-
cally expressed in a monetary value or a generalized travel time) of various sources
of discomfort by means of stated choice experiments. While the utility functions
obtained this way are extremely valuable, particularly in long term infrastructure
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Interaction Model Simulation Loop
Figure 3.1: Overview of a simulation framework where the interactions between
individual decision strategies and operator policies that influence demand
can be simulated and analyzed.
planning and network design, they are specifically designed to model equilibria
under the assumption that all participants in the transport system are able to find this
equilibrium.
For operational planning on a day to day basis, it is questionable whether pas-
sengers are always able to find such an equilibrium, especially when small changes
are made in the public transport system, when disruptions or delays occur, or when
unusual high peaks of crowding occur.
In Chapter 2 we have developed a simulation framework where the interaction
of passengers and public transport operators can be modeled based on arbitrary
individual decision rules. This enabled us to analyze the behavior of simulated trans-
portation systems on short to medium time scales (i.e. days to weeks) and other
situations where rationality seems like an unrealistic assumption. We studied the
impact of crowding information and the interaction between passengers who try to
evade crowded situations and a public transport operator who is optimizing capacity
based on crowding observations. A visual abstract of this research is presented in
Figure 3.1. For the practical applicability of such models it is important to use behav-
ioral rules for the agents that are validated by data from the passenger population.
Since the current model only makes use of simple but unvalidated behavioral rules,
a methodology that is able to use data from smart cards or similar data sources to
calibrate agent decision behavior is a vital contribution to such models.
The optimization of the capacity offered by a public transport system also serves as
an important motivation for our research. One important aspect of public transport
supply is the frequency at which a certain service is operated. Methodologies for line
planning are used to determine which routes to offer at which frequencies based on
an origin destination matrix modeling the passenger demand (Borndörfer et al., 2007;
Schöbel, 2012). Since line planning is typically done for long term horizons and it
3.2 Related Work 45
complicates the decision process of passengers, the approach was limited to rolling
stock allocation (Fioole et al., 2006). This is a later step in the public transport planning
process which has a direct impact on the service quality and crowding experienced by
passengers. Nowadays, Netherlands Railways (NS) is able to produce a new rolling
stock circulation model for the next day, which fits our goal to consider it for data
driven short term public transport optimization.
We will now discuss these different fields in more detail.
3.2.1 Public Transport Policy Planning
The four step model (McNally, 2000) is the most common model for public transport
demand modeling used in long term planning practice. It consists of four steps: Trip
generation, trip distribution, mode choice and route assignment. The disadvantage
of this model is that the planning region must be divided into fixed zones. Travel de-
mand is then computed by estimating the number of trips between zones. A different
approach is the use of agent-based modeling, where transport demand is modeled
using individual entities that can have more intricate travel plans and decision strate-
gies. Although the four step model is most commonly used by practitioners, a number
of large scale agent-based models have been successfully developed for the purpose
of assisting (public) transport authorities in their policy development (Balmer et al.,
2006).
An important aspect of models used for long term policy and decisionmaking is the
use of utility functions which are used to predict how satisfied travelers will be with
certain journeys, modes and prices. Awidely used survey technique for this is discrete
choice modeling (Bierlaire, 1998), where respondents are shown different alternative
travel options and are asked to pick the one they prefer from certain carefully selected
combinations. Based on the reported preferences, a utility function is fitted on the
acquired data. This survey technique differs from our quasi-experimental design in
that we present the same choices throughout the experiment, but vary the outcome
presented after the choice has been made. This makes our approach less suited for the
estimation of utility functions, but enables us to study choice behavior over time.
An important model closely related to game theory for modeling how individuals
will travel trough a transportation network for a given origin destination matrix and
flow-dependent arc costs is the Wardrop equilibrium (Wardrop, 1952). It is computed
for a network with flow-dependent travel times where rerouting (part of) the flow for
a single origin destination pair will never lead to a faster route for that pair. The last
step of the four step model usually generates a variation of this equilibrium, where
travel times are replaced by general utilities.
3.2.2 Smart Card Data Analysis
Research based on data collected via smart card ticketing technologies has gained a
lot of popularity since many public transport systems have adopted these systems
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planning and network design, they are specifically designed to model equilibria
under the assumption that all participants in the transport system are able to find this
equilibrium.
For operational planning on a day to day basis, it is questionable whether pas-
sengers are always able to find such an equilibrium, especially when small changes
are made in the public transport system, when disruptions or delays occur, or when
unusual high peaks of crowding occur.
In Chapter 2 we have developed a simulation framework where the interaction
of passengers and public transport operators can be modeled based on arbitrary
individual decision rules. This enabled us to analyze the behavior of simulated trans-
portation systems on short to medium time scales (i.e. days to weeks) and other
situations where rationality seems like an unrealistic assumption. We studied the
impact of crowding information and the interaction between passengers who try to
evade crowded situations and a public transport operator who is optimizing capacity
based on crowding observations. A visual abstract of this research is presented in
Figure 3.1. For the practical applicability of such models it is important to use behav-
ioral rules for the agents that are validated by data from the passenger population.
Since the current model only makes use of simple but unvalidated behavioral rules,
a methodology that is able to use data from smart cards or similar data sources to
calibrate agent decision behavior is a vital contribution to such models.
The optimization of the capacity offered by a public transport system also serves as
an important motivation for our research. One important aspect of public transport
supply is the frequency at which a certain service is operated. Methodologies for line
planning are used to determine which routes to offer at which frequencies based on
an origin destination matrix modeling the passenger demand (Borndörfer et al., 2007;
Schöbel, 2012). Since line planning is typically done for long term horizons and it
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complicates the decision process of passengers, the approach was limited to rolling
stock allocation (Fioole et al., 2006). This is a later step in the public transport planning
process which has a direct impact on the service quality and crowding experienced by
passengers. Nowadays, Netherlands Railways (NS) is able to produce a new rolling
stock circulation model for the next day, which fits our goal to consider it for data
driven short term public transport optimization.
We will now discuss these different fields in more detail.
3.2.1 Public Transport Policy Planning
The four step model (McNally, 2000) is the most common model for public transport
demand modeling used in long term planning practice. It consists of four steps: Trip
generation, trip distribution, mode choice and route assignment. The disadvantage
of this model is that the planning region must be divided into fixed zones. Travel de-
mand is then computed by estimating the number of trips between zones. A different
approach is the use of agent-based modeling, where transport demand is modeled
using individual entities that can have more intricate travel plans and decision strate-
gies. Although the four step model is most commonly used by practitioners, a number
of large scale agent-based models have been successfully developed for the purpose
of assisting (public) transport authorities in their policy development (Balmer et al.,
2006).
An important aspect of models used for long term policy and decisionmaking is the
use of utility functions which are used to predict how satisfied travelers will be with
certain journeys, modes and prices. Awidely used survey technique for this is discrete
choice modeling (Bierlaire, 1998), where respondents are shown different alternative
travel options and are asked to pick the one they prefer from certain carefully selected
combinations. Based on the reported preferences, a utility function is fitted on the
acquired data. This survey technique differs from our quasi-experimental design in
that we present the same choices throughout the experiment, but vary the outcome
presented after the choice has been made. This makes our approach less suited for the
estimation of utility functions, but enables us to study choice behavior over time.
An important model closely related to game theory for modeling how individuals
will travel trough a transportation network for a given origin destination matrix and
flow-dependent arc costs is the Wardrop equilibrium (Wardrop, 1952). It is computed
for a network with flow-dependent travel times where rerouting (part of) the flow for
a single origin destination pair will never lead to a faster route for that pair. The last
step of the four step model usually generates a variation of this equilibrium, where
travel times are replaced by general utilities.
3.2.2 Smart Card Data Analysis
Research based on data collected via smart card ticketing technologies has gained a
lot of popularity since many public transport systems have adopted these systems
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(Pelletier et al., 2011). One of the advantages of smart card data is that repeated use
of the same smart card can link multiple journeys together. Depending on the precise
implementation of smart card technologies, it can be challenging to link smart card
transactions to specific public transport services in time and space. Some systems only
have a check-in at a station and as a result it is necessary to deduce likely check-out
stations (Trépanier et al., 2007). In systems where both check-in and check-outs occur,
data from conductors checking smart card can be used to validate different methods
for linking smart card transactions to public transport services (van der Hurk et al.,
2015). Other researchers have worked on the analysis of mobile phone location data,
but such data is different in its temporal resolution and spatial resolution and as a
result we cannot merely substitute mobile phone data with smart card data. For a
discussion about travel behavior analysis based on mobile phone data, we refer the
reader to Chen et al. (2016).
3.2.3 Complex Systems Science
Many fields of research are associated with the label complex systems science, such
as chaos theory such as the Lorenz-system (Lorenz, 1963), cellular automata such
as Conway’s Game of Life (Gardner, 1970) and processes that grow large networks
with certain properties, such as the small-world and scale free networks (Watts and
Strogatz, 1998; Barabási and Albert, 1999) as well as agent-based modeling.
A number of models of complex systems science have contributed to the field of
transportation. The Nagel-Schreckenberg (Nagel and Schreckenberg, 1992) model is a
cellular automaton in which cars behave according to two simple driving rules. A
car speeds up to a certain speed if no other car is in front of it and brakes when the
distance to the next car gets too small. With these rules, a group of cars interacting on
a highway may end up in a traffic jam under certain conditions.
An model which deals with coordination and utilization of individual agents is
the El-Farol bar game (Arthur, 1994). In this model a population of agents has to
decide every week whether to go to a bar or stay at home. Going to the bar yields
a positive or negative payoff depending on whether the number of attendees is
beyond a certain crowding threshold. Staying at home yields a neutral payoff. In the
original paper it was observed that although the aggregate behavior of the population
converges, individuals keep switching their strategies. This complex system has also
been studied by the name Minority Games (Challet et al., 2000). The minority game
perspective has been applied to route choice in car traffic (Bazzan et al., 2000; Wahle
et al., 2000). Selten et al. (2007) discuss an experiment where respondents had to
select one of two routes for multiple rounds. Their approach puts the respondents
in a computer lab and reported the outcome of a round based on the responses of
all respondents. The drawback of this approach is that it requires all respondents to
be present and wait for each other, limiting the scale at which data can be collected.
The quasi-experiment discussed in this chapter overcomes this issue by developing
an interactive experiment that can be performed by a single respondent at a time. To
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the best of our knowledge we are the first to consider minority games in the context
of public transport, which has different characteristics when compared to car traffic.
Our simulation study in Chapter 2 combines the ideas from minority games with a
public transport operator which re-optimizes capacities based on the observations in
the minority game.
3.3 Design of the Quasi-Experiment
In order to gain insight into the choice behavior of passengers in an iterated setting
where the same travel decision has to be made many times, we have developed
an interactive quasi-experiment modeling a daily commuting scenario. This quasi-
experiment consists of three main phases: (1) Travel decisions without crowding
indicators for 20 rounds. (2) Travel decisions with crowding indicators for 20 further
rounds. (3) Survey questions on personality traits and what the respondent focused
on during the experiment, as well as personal experience with public transport.
We conducted the experiment among more than 500 second year bachelor students,
a relevant group in the Netherlands as they make intensive use of public transport
and are responsible for a large part of public transport demand. The quasi-experiment
was held using an online environment. In this environment the respondents were
repeatedly asked to choose a travel mode (train or car), and in case of the train
their preferred time of travel. The verbatim text of the experiment is available in
Appendix B.1.
Respondents were incentivized by the use of their collected data in an important
assignment within a mandatory bachelor course on statistics. Furthermore, respon-
dents could partake in a quiz where they could win a gift coupon. The outcome of
the quiz was not related to the answers given in the quasi-experiment.
The travel time decisions during the first two phases of the experiment were based
on a realistic commuting scenario between the Dutch cities of Utrecht and Den
Bosch, one of the most frequented commuting trips in the railway network of the
Netherlands. Between these cities train travelers can choose between either one of
the local trains, which stop at every station in between, or one of the fast trains that
only stop in the big cities. Both stations are situated in the city centers. Traveling
between the city centers by car involves leaving and entering the city center and
driving along the highway for the remaining part. As a result, the fast train can be
a faster option if both home and work locations are situated within the city centers.
This is also the scenario communicated to the respondents. The travel choices offered
to the respondents are presented in Table 3.1.
After making a choice, the respondent receives information on how the journey
turned out and how crowded the train was. The possible responses for crowding are
presented in Table 3.2. An example response is:
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have a check-in at a station and as a result it is necessary to deduce likely check-out
stations (Trépanier et al., 2007). In systems where both check-in and check-outs occur,
data from conductors checking smart card can be used to validate different methods
for linking smart card transactions to public transport services (van der Hurk et al.,
2015). Other researchers have worked on the analysis of mobile phone location data,
but such data is different in its temporal resolution and spatial resolution and as a
result we cannot merely substitute mobile phone data with smart card data. For a
discussion about travel behavior analysis based on mobile phone data, we refer the
reader to Chen et al. (2016).
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Many fields of research are associated with the label complex systems science, such
as chaos theory such as the Lorenz-system (Lorenz, 1963), cellular automata such
as Conway’s Game of Life (Gardner, 1970) and processes that grow large networks
with certain properties, such as the small-world and scale free networks (Watts and
Strogatz, 1998; Barabási and Albert, 1999) as well as agent-based modeling.
A number of models of complex systems science have contributed to the field of
transportation. The Nagel-Schreckenberg (Nagel and Schreckenberg, 1992) model is a
cellular automaton in which cars behave according to two simple driving rules. A
car speeds up to a certain speed if no other car is in front of it and brakes when the
distance to the next car gets too small. With these rules, a group of cars interacting on
a highway may end up in a traffic jam under certain conditions.
An model which deals with coordination and utilization of individual agents is
the El-Farol bar game (Arthur, 1994). In this model a population of agents has to
decide every week whether to go to a bar or stay at home. Going to the bar yields
a positive or negative payoff depending on whether the number of attendees is
beyond a certain crowding threshold. Staying at home yields a neutral payoff. In the
original paper it was observed that although the aggregate behavior of the population
converges, individuals keep switching their strategies. This complex system has also
been studied by the name Minority Games (Challet et al., 2000). The minority game
perspective has been applied to route choice in car traffic (Bazzan et al., 2000; Wahle
et al., 2000). Selten et al. (2007) discuss an experiment where respondents had to
select one of two routes for multiple rounds. Their approach puts the respondents
in a computer lab and reported the outcome of a round based on the responses of
all respondents. The drawback of this approach is that it requires all respondents to
be present and wait for each other, limiting the scale at which data can be collected.
The quasi-experiment discussed in this chapter overcomes this issue by developing
an interactive experiment that can be performed by a single respondent at a time. To
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the best of our knowledge we are the first to consider minority games in the context
of public transport, which has different characteristics when compared to car traffic.
Our simulation study in Chapter 2 combines the ideas from minority games with a
public transport operator which re-optimizes capacities based on the observations in
the minority game.
3.3 Design of the Quasi-Experiment
In order to gain insight into the choice behavior of passengers in an iterated setting
where the same travel decision has to be made many times, we have developed
an interactive quasi-experiment modeling a daily commuting scenario. This quasi-
experiment consists of three main phases: (1) Travel decisions without crowding
indicators for 20 rounds. (2) Travel decisions with crowding indicators for 20 further
rounds. (3) Survey questions on personality traits and what the respondent focused
on during the experiment, as well as personal experience with public transport.
We conducted the experiment among more than 500 second year bachelor students,
a relevant group in the Netherlands as they make intensive use of public transport
and are responsible for a large part of public transport demand. The quasi-experiment
was held using an online environment. In this environment the respondents were
repeatedly asked to choose a travel mode (train or car), and in case of the train
their preferred time of travel. The verbatim text of the experiment is available in
Appendix B.1.
Respondents were incentivized by the use of their collected data in an important
assignment within a mandatory bachelor course on statistics. Furthermore, respon-
dents could partake in a quiz where they could win a gift coupon. The outcome of
the quiz was not related to the answers given in the quasi-experiment.
The travel time decisions during the first two phases of the experiment were based
on a realistic commuting scenario between the Dutch cities of Utrecht and Den
Bosch, one of the most frequented commuting trips in the railway network of the
Netherlands. Between these cities train travelers can choose between either one of
the local trains, which stop at every station in between, or one of the fast trains that
only stop in the big cities. Both stations are situated in the city centers. Traveling
between the city centers by car involves leaving and entering the city center and
driving along the highway for the remaining part. As a result, the fast train can be
a faster option if both home and work locations are situated within the city centers.
This is also the scenario communicated to the respondents. The travel choices offered
to the respondents are presented in Table 3.1.
After making a choice, the respondent receives information on how the journey
turned out and how crowded the train was. The possible responses for crowding are
presented in Table 3.2. An example response is:
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Table 3.1: The 8 possible travel options. The respondents were informed that they
should be at work 8:30 the latest, with their home and work locations at
negligible distance from the stations.
Choice Mode Departure Time Duration (minutes) Arrival Time
1 Train 7:11 46 7:57
2 Train 7:23 30 7:53
3 Train 7:38 29 8:07
4 Train 7:41 46 8:27
5 Train 7:53 30 8:23
6 Train 8:08 29 8:37
7 Car 7:30 55 8:25
Table 3.2: The three possible types of feedback presented after a travel option has
been picked
0 You sat comfortably and were able to work in the train.
1 You were able to work in the train for most of the journey.
2 You had to stand and were unable to work.
Your scheduled arrival time was 7:53. Your actual arrival was 7:56.
You were able to work in the train for most of the journey.
Respondents are then asked to indicate on a scale from 1 to 5 how satisfied they
are with the outcome of their choice. These two steps, making a travel choice and
reporting satisfaction based on the provided feedback, are repeated for each round.
During the first and second phase of the experiment the respondent fills in twenty
rounds, so forty in total.
During the second phase of the experiment the respondent has to make the same
decision again for twenty rounds, but this time a crowding indicator (see Figure 3.2)
is presented, predicting the crowding of the the train options.
We present a formal definition of the data used during the experimentation as well
as the implementation details of our experimental manipulations in Section 3.3.2, but
first we motivate and discuss the different experimental manipulations separately.
3.3.1 Experimental manipulations
In order to compare the choices of different respondents, we presented the same
results (arrival time and crowding) to the respondents who make the same choices,
if they are within the same experimental manipulation group. This also has the
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Figure 3.2: Presentation of the different choices with crowding indicators in the quasi-
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advantage that an individual respondent does not have to wait for the travel choices
of the other respondents during the experiment. Typically, experiments based on
direct interactions between the respondents, e.g. Selten et al. (2007), are much more
costly to set up (i.e. they require a computer lab) and allow only for a small number
of participants.
With a large number of respondents we had the opportunity to introduce three
experimental manipulations. Each manipulation was applied to a respondent with
probability 0.5. As a result we are able to compare the respondents who did not
receive a certain manipulation with the ones which did receive that manipulation.
As there are three manipulations which a respondent can have or not, there are eight
different combinations of manipulation assignments which we will refer to as groups.
The three different manipulations are the following: One group only observes small
delays to the planned travel time, while another group might run into a disruption of
half an hour in a crowded vehicle (Occurrence of Disruptions). During the second
phase of the experiment one group will see crowding indicators that perfectly predict
what will happen in the train, while the other group gets crowding indicators that are
random (Quality of Information). One group will be discouraged to keep using the
same travel option due to increased crowding of the last choice, while the other group
has to deal with purely random crowding (Reactive Crowding). One group will be
discouraged to keep using the same travel option due to increased crowding of the
last choice while the other group has to deal with purely random crowding (Reactive
Crowding). This manipulation can be interpreted as a public transport operator which
moves capacity away from the travel option last chosen by the respondent to the
adjacent travel options and are thus capacity decisions that are bad for a respondent
who wants to stick to a single choice.
As soon as a respondent entered our system they were randomly allocated to one
of these manipulations. This was not communicated to the respondent in any way,
so it is reasonable to assume that differences in behavior between groups are caused
by the manipulations. The motivation to include the occurrence of disruptions is
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that disruptions often cause very crowded situations in public transport, so this is
important to consider when studying crowding behavior. The quality of information
is something which operators have to predict, so in the real world there is always an
error margin in these predictions. Including it as a manipulation allows us to compare
the effect of errors in the crowding indicators on choice behavior against a best case
scenario. The motivation to include reactive crowding as a manipulation is that it
allows us to analyze whether increased crowding levels are give a greater incentive
to change travel times than purely random crowding levels.
3.3.2 Formal definition of the interactive data and procedure of the
quasi-experiment
In order to formally define the interactive nature of the experiment, we need to define
both the data presented to the respondents and the computations we used to analyze
the experiment. We begin by defining a vector of the arrival times based on Table 3.1
in the following way:
arr := [7:57, 7:53, 8:07, 8:27, 8:23, 8:37, 8:25]
During the experiment, the respondent gives feedback during twenty rounds.
The feedback given to the respondent in each of these rounds was generated using
a number of matrices. These matrices are drawn a single time prior to the quasi-
experiment. As a result, the feedback and crowding indicators observed by the
respondents are based on the same data matrices. These data matrices are defined as
follows:
The crowding matrixU ∈ {0, 1, 2}6×20 for train options. An entryUc,r is the crowding
during round r for choice c and either 0 (low crowding), 1 (moderate crowding) or
2 (high crowding) where 0 is low crowding and 2 is high crowding. The crowding
was drawn uniformly and independently at random. Note that the crowding matrix
contains no crowding for the car choice, c = 7.
The delay matrix D ∈ Z7×20. An entry of the delay matrix Dc,r contains the delay
of choice c during round r, which comes on top of the travel time communicated
to the respondents. Each entry was computed by taking the absolute value of an
independent draw from the normal distribution |N(0, 3)| for the train choices. In the
Dutch network, more than 90% of the trains arrive “on time”, which means they are
delayed by at most five minutes. For the car choices the delay matrix is used to model
stochasticity due to traffic lights and minor traffic. The distribution |N(0, 3)| was used
in case the disruption matrix DI (which we define next) contains a 1 for the car option
and |N(0, 6)| was used otherwise. We refer to the delay matrix that used |N(0, 3)| byD
for the car choices, while we refer to the |N(0, 6)| matrix by D ′. Thus, we assume that
the standard deviation of delays of the train is three minutes and of the car is either
three or six minutes.
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The disruption matrix DI ∈ {0, 1}7×20. An entry of the disruption matrix DIc,r con-
tains 1 if a disruption occurred for choice c during round r. If a respondent faces a
disruption this implies an increase of 30 minutes in the travel time. The entries were
drawn independently from the Bernoulli distribution B(0.1) for all the train choices
and from B(0.3) in case of a car choice, were a disruption represents an accident or
a severe traffic jam. The probability was chosen in such a way that in expectation
a respondent runs into a disruption twice when travelling by public transport. The
probability for disruptions in car based transport are higher as we model route with
very high demands which often result in traffic jams, while rail punctuality is typically
quite high in the Netherlands.
The random information matrix I, which is only relevant during the second phase.
This matrix is generated in the same way as the matrix U. This way, the crowding
indicator levels are generated according to the same distribution as the real crowding.
In case we want to provide accurate information to a respondent, the crowding matrix
U is used and in the base case there is a 13 probability that an entry in U is accurate
and equal to I and a 23 probability that it is not.
During the second phase of twenty rounds, respondents were presented with
crowding indicators before making a choice, representing the predicted crowding
of each train choice. The crowding indicator indicated the expected crowding level
consisting of either one, two or three symbols representing a person.
Our three experimental manipulations yield 23 = 8 respondent groups, denoted
by a triplet (δj,qj, ρj). The three manipulations are referred to as occurrence of
disruptions, quality of information and reactive crowding.
The first manipulation, occurrence of disruptions, consists of the occurrence of
large disruptions, indicated by δj ∈ {0, 1} for respondent j. One group of respondents,
δj = 0, were incidentally confronted with a large disruption and the other group only
faced small delays.
The second manipulation, quality of information, consists of the quality of in-
formation during the second phase of the experiment, indicated by qj ∈ {0, 1} for
respondent j. One group, qj = 0, received accurate crowding level information and
the other group received random information.
The third manipulation, reactive crowding, consists of the relation between the
crowding level and the prior choice, indicated by ρj ∈ {0, 1}. One group, ρj = 0,
experienced a purely random crowding level and for the other group the crowding
level was partly dependent on the previous choice.
Reactive crowding was implemented as follows. If a respondent picked a certain
train journey the previous round, the “crowd” will be attracted to this option, making
that option more crowded during the current round. This increase in crowding is
modeled to be due to a shift of the crowd from travel options close in time. As
such, the crowding of the adjacent (with respect to the choice number) travel options
is decreased by one. As a result, a respondent who only cares about avoiding the
crowding and who is in the ρ = 1 group has an incentive to keep switching from its
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current travel option. In case the choice during the previous day was either the car or
does not exist, the “regular” crowding level, as defined in the matrix U, is used. Given
a base crowding level c described in U, the function tj transforms this crowding level
c to the manipulated crowding level based on the current chosen travel option o
and the previously chosen option o ′ when ρj = 1 and is the identity function in case
ρj = 0. In case the crowding level is adjusted, we make sure it will be one of the three




c if o ′ = 7
min{2, c+ 1} if ρj = 1∧ o = o ′
max{0, c− 1} if ρj = 1∧ |o− o ′| = 1
c otherwise
(3.1)
This function reflects the idea that the crowding level is just a random draw in case
the respondent is in a ρj = 0 group, or has selected the car during the previous round.
If the respondent is in the ρj = 1 group, the crowding level is modified depending on
the choice of the previous round.
Example 3.1. Suppose that during round 5 the respondent j picked choice 4. During round 6,
by chance the crowding of travel options 3, 4 and 5 is defined to be 1. If ρj = 0, i.e. respondent
j has random crowding, the reported crowding will be 1 for all these choices. However, if
ρj = 1, i.e. respondent j has reactive crowding, the reported crowding for options 3 and 5 will
be 0, while it will be 2 for travel option 4.
While one can argue that this crowding behavior may not be realistic in actual
transport systems, this rule is designed to have two properties which we believe to
be important for the experiment: 1) the rule should be deterministic in a sense that
two respondents who make the same choices observe the same crowding levels, as
this is important for a fair comparison between correspondents; and 2) the crowding
should be noticeable by the respondents, as one of the important questions is whether
crowding interactions affect the choice behavior of the respondent at all. Even if our
crowding behavior would be exaggerated, it is still helpful to determine whether or
not there is an effect.
When the quasi-experiment is currently in the second phase, the respondent is
shown a crowding indicator before making a choice, as is visualized in Figure 3.2.
Thus we need to compute the value of the crowding indicator for each train choice
during every round r before presenting the possible travel choices to respondent j.
We compute the function indj(r,o,o ′) for each chosen travel option o based on the
travel option chosen by respondent j during the previous round, denoted by o ′. This
computation depends on j’s quality of information qj and is defined as follows.
indj(r,o,o ′) =
{
tj(Ur,o,o,o ′) if qj = 0
tj(Ir,o,o,o ′) otherwise
(3.2)
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The sole purpose of this function is to switch between the crowding levels, and the
random draws that are considered to be the predicted crowding levels, based on the
qj property of respondent j.
For both the first and second phase, the respondent is provided with feedback after
a travel option o has been picked. First, we will calculate the amount of travel delay
trdj(r,o) during round r for respondent j, which is added to the regular travel time
in the feedback. This computation depends on whether respondent j experiences any
disruptions, denoted by δj.
trdj(r, c) =
{
Dr,c + 30(1− δj)DIr,c if c < 7∨ δj = 1
D ′r,c + 30DIr,c otherwise
(3.3)
Finally, the crowding level crj(r, c, c ′) experienced by respondent j during the
chosen travel option o and the previous travel option o ′ is computed. The feedback
provided to the respondent between picking a travel option and recording the sat-
isfaction contains either one of three remarks from Table 3.2. In order to obtain this
level, the crowding transformation function tj is applied to the current utilization
Ur,c, except in the case of a heavy disruption. If there is a disruption, we assume that
capacity is insufficient and the train will be at the maximum crowding level. The
formal definition of crj is as follows:
crj(r, c, c ′) =
{
2 if trdj(r, c)  30
tj(Ur,c, c, c ′) otherwise
(3.4)
Based on these formulas and matrices, we formally specify the loop of the quasi-
experiment for the two interactive phases of the experiment, as is presented in
Algorithm 1.
3.4 Methodology and Analytics
After having obtained the data, we analyze it with a methodology that in principle
can also be applied to data collected by operators. We will apply the following three
steps:
1. Analyze descriptive statistics of the entire population, in particular the number
of times the different travel choices have been selected and the number of
respondents who change their travel choice compared to the previous round.
2. Derive and analyze behavioral measures for individual respondents based on
the selected choices and the experimental data linked to these choices.
3. Obtain behavioral profiles by clustering the behavioral measures of the previous
step.
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Algorithm 1: Loop for the two interactive phases of the quasi-experiment
Data: Loop for respondent j during either the first or second phase
1 r← 1 ;
2 c ′ ← −1 ;
3 while r  20 do
4 Print Table 3.1 ;
5 if Phase = 2 then
6 for k := 1 to 6 do
7 Show indicator with indj(r, k, c ′) symbols for choice k.
8 c← Chosen User Input ;
9 Print "Your scheduled arrival time was " + arrc ;
10 a← arrc+ trdj(r, c) ;
11 Print "Your actual arrival was " +a ;
12 u← crj(r, c, c ′) ;
13 if a  30 then
14 Print "You experienced a disruption."
15 if u = 0 then
16 Print "You sat comfortably and were able to work in the train."
17 else if u = 1 then
18 Print "You were able to work in the train for most of the journey."
19 else
20 Print "You had to stand and were unable to work."
21 r← r+ 1 ;
22 c ′ ← c ;
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After collecting the answers of the respondents, we plotted the choices, switching
behavior and reported satisfaction to visualize the results over the course of the
experiment. This yields a high level description of the collected data.
In order to distinguish different types of behavior, we first need to define proper
behavioral measures. We focus onmeasures that are based on data already available at
many public transport operators, specifically the travel choice picked by a passenger,
delay information, the utilization of vehicles and possibly the satisfaction reported
by the respondents. Of these, microscopic satisfaction scores are the hardest to obtain
for the operator. However, recent versions of the smart phone app of Netherlands
Railways (NS) allows passengers to report how satisfied they were with their current
journey.
We will first define a number of behavioral measures in Section 3.4.1. We perform
two types of analysis using these measures. First we compare the behavior of the
different experimental manipulation groups among the different phases. Second, we
apply a clustering method in order to discover different behavioral profiles within
the data. We then compare how these behavioral profiles are distributed among the
different experimental manipulation groups and in the first and second phase of the
experiment.
In order to isolate the effects of different experimental manipulations and among
phases, we simply split the data according to a manipulation, perform the measures
and use the standard t-test to compare whether the two groups are significantly
different. Since we perform 9× 9 of such comparisons, we choose 0.01 as a threshold
for significance and report the p-values to know in which cases we are close to this
bound.
In order to distinguish different types of behavior, we propose to use k-means
clustering. The question with k-means is which number of clusters to choose. We
prefer to solve this with a scree-plot (explained in Appendix A), aiming to keep it
reasonably small for easier interpretation. The scree-plot displays the within-cluster
sum of squares against the number of clusters. The plot is visually inspected to find a
sharp bend, after which the number of clusters is chosen to be just before the point
after which adding more clusters has a relatively small impact on the sum of squares.
We consider the behavior during the first and second phase separately for the full
population.
After assigning a behavioral type to each respondent for the first phase and the
second phase, we can analyze whether the number of times each behavioral type
occurs differs between the experimental groups when compared to the full population.
We use an exact binomial test to compute how likely the observed distributions could
have been generated at random as a statistical test.
Finally, we analyze the change in behavioral types from the first to the second
phase, by regarding the fractions of respondents who transfer from first phase clusters
to second phase clusters.
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Algorithm 1: Loop for the two interactive phases of the quasi-experiment
Data: Loop for respondent j during either the first or second phase
1 r← 1 ;
2 c ′ ← −1 ;
3 while r  20 do
4 Print Table 3.1 ;
5 if Phase = 2 then
6 for k := 1 to 6 do
7 Show indicator with indj(r, k, c ′) symbols for choice k.
8 c← Chosen User Input ;
9 Print "Your scheduled arrival time was " + arrc ;
10 a← arrc+ trdj(r, c) ;
11 Print "Your actual arrival was " +a ;
12 u← crj(r, c, c ′) ;
13 if a  30 then
14 Print "You experienced a disruption."
15 if u = 0 then
16 Print "You sat comfortably and were able to work in the train."
17 else if u = 1 then
18 Print "You were able to work in the train for most of the journey."
19 else
20 Print "You had to stand and were unable to work."
21 r← r+ 1 ;
22 c ′ ← c ;
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3.4.1 Behavioral Measures
In this section, we define a number of behavioral measures that can be computed
for a single respondent. We had the following goals and preferences in mind while
defining these measures:
First, preferably themeasures should be based on the choices made by an individual
respondent, since we are looking for a way to describe the behavior of individuals.
Second, the measures should be based on information available or reasonably
obtainable by a public transport operator, such as information on delays and disrup-
tions (i.e. the realized timetable), the utilization rate of the vehicles (by combining
smart card data and a rolling stock schedule) or the information communicated to
passengers via apps or websites.
Third, the measures should be as simple as possible. Although advanced time
series techniques could be applied, we prefer measures that look back a single round
for reasons of simplicity.
Fourth and finally, the measures should have a scale that is easy to interpret,
preferably [0, 1].
In order to introduce the measures we picked based on these preferences, we will
use the notation introduced in Section 3.3.2. Since we want to measure the behavior
of a single respondent, we first assume that the respondent number j is fixed, as are
the choice vector C and the satisfaction vector S. The measures are defined on either
one or both of these vectors and a window k. The window restricts the number of
observations that are used, so if we want to compute a certain measure for only the
first ten rounds, we use a k of 10. Furthermore, while some measures such as the
number of switches can be computed without specific knowledge of the respondent
group, others require the specific group of j, i.e. qj, δj and ρj. Only the measures that
require knowledge of the respondent group will be parametrized by j.
The choices of a certain respondent j that were recorded by the online environment
are stored in a vector C = [c1, c2, . . . , c20] and the satisfaction scores in a vector
S = [s1, s2, . . . , s20]. Formally, the set C of all possibly choice vectors is defined as
C = {1, 2, . . . , 7}20. In addition, a vector X = [x1, x2, . . . x19] indicating whether the next
choice will be different from the current one. Formally
xr =
{
1 if cr = cr+1
0 if cr = cr+1
Note that X solely depends on C and is only defined in order to simplify the
mathematical expression of some of our measures.
In order to keep the measures as simple as possible, we will mostly focus on the
switching behavior of a respondent.
A central measure for the behavior of a respondent is the probability the respondent
switches. This can be computed by dividing the number of switches by the number
of rounds. We will call this measure sp. This measure is formally defined as follows:
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Table 3.3: Overview of behavioral measures used for analysis




The probability of switching in case of high crowding or to remain
in case of low crowding during the previous round. Formally, it can




The probability of switching probability when the satisfaction was
either 4 or 5 or to remain if the satisfaction was either 1 or 2 during
the previous round.





The probability of switching if the satisfaction during the previous
round was higher than the average observed satisfaction of respon-
dent j. Its formal definition is the same as the definition of rsc, where
the constant 3 is replaced with the observed average.
Delay responsive
switching: dr
The probability of switching when the delay of the previous round
was higher than the average witnessed delay or to remain at the
previous travel option otherwise. Formally it can be regarded as:
Pr((xi = 1| trdj(i, ci)  avgtrdj(i))∪ (xi = 0| trdj(i, ci) < avgtrdj(i)))
Last switch: ls
The index of the round the last switch occurred divided by the total
number of rounds considered. Indicates the time a respondent sticks
to a single choice.
Minimum time
for a choice set
cardinality of 2:
mtsc2
The index of the last round after which only two choices are con-





The average of the satisfaction scores reported by the respondent.
Maximum
streak: maxstr
The longest sequence of rounds where no switch was observed. Is
an indication of the sequential stability of a respondents choices.
Sensitivity to
information: si
Measures whether a respondent seems to ignore information com-
pletely or whether a respondent always choosen for an option with
a certain type of information. Can only be computed in the second
phase of the experiment.
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A primary design principle behind many of our proposed behavioral measures is
that we want to capture whether a certain event during one round of the experiment
will have an influence on the switching behavior of the respondent for its choice
during the next round. Let us consider the probability that an individual will switch
in round i given a choice set, which can be written as
Pr(xi = 1) = sp(C, i)
Now suppose that event E occurred during round i. A typical way to detect whether
this event affects the switching behavior is to check whether switching is independent
from the event E, i.e. if
Pr(xi = 1|E) = Pr(xi = 1)
In case of inequality, it is also useful to know whether Pr(xi = 1|E) is greater than or
equal to Pr(xi = 1).
Through application of Bayes’ theorem, we can derive
Pr(xi = 1|E) =






By application of Bayes’ theorem we can see that when Pr(xi = 1|E) > Pr(xi = 1)
holds, we should also observe that the fraction of Pr(E|xi = 1) divided by Pr(E) is
greater than 1. When Pr(xi = 1|E) is smaller than Pr(xi = 1), the fraction should be
strictly smaller than 1.
Thus, this fraction gives useful information about the influence of an event on the
switching probability. However, the scale of this value is [0, sp−1] and thus dependent
on sp. As such it is not suitable to compare different respondents, since the base rate
sp will likely be different for these respondents. For that reason, we prefer to use
measures based on Pr(xi = 1|E) instead. We developed the following measures that
fit this general patterns, which are presented in the first rows of Table 3.3.
In addition to the effect of a certain event on the switching probability, we also
defined a number of measures on other aspects of behavior. The following measures
all have a natural maximum (e.g. the number of rounds considered) which can be
used to normalize them to the [0, 1] scale. These measures are presented in the bottoms
rows of Table 3.3.
The formal definitions of these measures are discussed in Section 3.4.2.
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3.4.2 Formal Definitions of Behavioral Measures
We will introduce some definitions in order to simplify the expressions of our behav-
ioral models. We define versions of the crj and indj that take the choice vector C as
input instead of two separate choices:
crj(r,C) =
{
crj(r, cr,−1) if r < 2
crj(r, cr, cr−1) otherwise
indj(r,C) =
{
indj(r, cr,−1) if r < 2
indj(r, cr, cr−1) otherwise
Sometimes it is necessary to ignore the data of rounds where the respondent
chooses to go by car, since there is no information or crowding in case of car use. For
this purpose we define a function that computes an index set of the rounds where the
respondent chooses to go by public transport as follows:
PT(C, k) := {r : 1  r  k, cr = 7}
In order to count how often the respondent traveled by public transport, we use
the notation # PT(C,k) to refer to the cardinality of the set.
We will now introduce a type of notation that is not common: The bracketed
notation. This notation is useful to count how often a certain logical condition holds
without resorting to specific set building notation. An expression [a = b] has a value
of 1 if the expression (in this case a = b) within the brackets is true, while it has value
0 otherwise.
In order to understand how crowding affects the switching behavior of an individ-
ual, we consider how the prior probability of switching, Pr(xr = 1) will be affected
by a crowded public transport experience. In order to do so, we can compare the con-
ditional probability of switching in case the crowding was high, to the prior crowding
probability. If the conditional probability is higher, the individual has a tendency to
switch in case of crowded situations. As such, we are interested in the situation:
Pr(xr = 1| crj(r,C) = 2) > Pr(xr = 1)
If we use sp(C,k) as an estimate for Pr(xr = 1), we can apply the theorem of Bayes
to rewrite this to:
Pr(crj(r,C) = 2|xr = 1)
Pr(crj(r,C) = 2)
> 1
Let us formally define this fraction as ca
high
j :
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ca
high
j (C, k) :=
k∑
r∈PT(C,k)
[xr = 1][crj(r,C) = 2]∑
r∈PT(C,k)




Similar, we expect that if someone is trying to avoid crowds, a low crowding
during the current round will decrease the probability of switching. We are thus also
interested in whether the following holds:
Pr(xr = 1| crj(r,C) = 0) < Pr(xr = 1)
We can apply Bayes’ theorem in a similar way to obtain a fraction that should be
smaller than 1 in case of crowd avoidance. We will define this ratio as calowj and
compute it as follows:
calowj (C, k) :=
k∑
r∈PT(C,k)
[xr = 1][crj(r,C) = 0]∑
r∈PT(C,k)








j are very useful to update the prior switching probability,
given the witnessed crowding level, but they have the disadvantage of having a scale
which depends on sp(C,k). In order to compare and cluster different individuals, it is
better to have a measure on a [0, 1] scale, which has a value of 1 in case ca
high
j (C,k)
is sp(C,k)−1 and calowj (C,k) is 0, and has a value of 0 if it is the other way around.





xr[crj(r,C) = 2] +
∑
r∈PT(C,k)
(1− xr)[crj(r,C) = 0]∑
r∈PT(S,k)
[crj(r,C) ∈ {0, 2}]
Another indication of switching behavior, is the latest round ls during which a
switch occurred. The lower this value is, the more likely the respondent has decided
upon a fixed behavioral pattern, making the same choice every round. One way in
which this measure can be defined is as follows:
ls(C, k) := argmax
1rk
{rxr}
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We can generalize this concept by analyzing the size of the choice set the respondent
still considers. If we assume that a strategy of the respondent is to try many different
options during the beginning of the experiment and then gradually restricts the
relevant choices to a smaller set, it is useful to know fromwhich round the respondent
is only using only l different choices. We call this measure theminimum time for a choice
set cardinality, and is parameterized by an additional parameter l, which specifies the
maximum number of choices we allow the respondent to use before considering the
restriction of the choice set small enough. It can be computed as follows:
mtscl(C, k) := argmin1rk {[#{ci : r  i  k}  l]r}
Yet another type of switching behavior depend on the relation between reported
satisfaction and the decision to switch. For this, we use the fact that the satisfaction
is reported on a five step scale, so Si ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5} for any i. The tendency of a
respondent to switch after a low satisfaction score and to stay with the same choice




xr[sr < 3] +
k∑
r=1




A potential issue with this measure is that a certain respondent may not use the
whole range of possible satisfactions. In such a situation, the notion of a high or
low satisfaction used within the rsc measure may not be appropriate for this specific
correspondent. To overcome this, we can use the average satisfaction reported by the
respondent as a threshold, instead of just taking 1 and 2 as a low satisfaction, and
4 and 5 as high satisfactions. The drawback of this is that we assume we know this
average beforehand, something which may not hold in a setting where measurements
are performed continuously. We obtain this different measure, the adjusted reactive





















The sensitivity to information sij is an aspect of behavior which is relevant during the
second phase of the experiment, where we measure the extent in which information
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The sensitivity to information sij is an aspect of behavior which is relevant during the
second phase of the experiment, where we measure the extent in which information
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affects the behavior of a respondent. In order to come up with a definition for sij we
will first introduce a function that simply counts how often the respondent chooses
a travel option for which a specific crowding indicator was shown. This function is
called the indicator count and is defined as follows:




If we assume that a respondent is completely insensitive to information, we can
hypothesize that the respondent chooses as if no information is available. Since
the information consists of independent random draws, such a respondent should
not be biased to select travel options which were presented with a specific type of
information more often. The opposite of this situation is a respondent who has a very
strong preference for a certain type of information and will pick a travel option that
is presented with the respondents preferred type of information. We will define the
sensitivity to information, i.e. sij, in such a way that the value of 0 corresponds with
the first situation and a value of 1 corresponds to the second situation. The formal
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0 otherwise
In order to detect a tendency of a respondent to repeat a choice for a number of
rounds, it is interesting to consider the longest streak of a single choice observed
with the choice sequence of a certain individual. If the sequence contains a very long
streak this gives an indication that the respondent feels a kind of loyalty toward a
certain travel option, while a respondent with many short streaks is more focused
toward experimentation. In order to compute the length of the maximum streak, we
need to take the maximum over the length of a number of streaks. This can either
be expressed using an iterative or recursive procedure. We present the recursive
procedure with the variable b as a state variable for the length of a streak.
maxstr ′(C, k,b) :=
 b if k = 1max {maxstr ′(C, k− 1, 1),b} if ck = ck−1maxstr ′(C, k− 1,b+ 1) otherwise
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A different driver for behavior can be the delay witnessed the previous day. Al-
though it seems likely that a delay is included in the satisfaction score reported by
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the respondent, delays are usually already recorded by public transport operators. It
is thus interesting to also consider it a possible driver of switching behavior. The delay
responsive switching measure dr is defined in a very similar way as the other reactive
switching measures, by counting how often a switch occurred if the delay was higher
than the average observed delay and no switch occurred if the delay was lower than
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Since all our measures are defined as a function that takes some vector and a round
k as an argument and produces a number within [0, 1], we can easily compare a choice
vector of the first and second phase for a certain individual. For this we define the
phase comparison function which compares a choice vector C for the first phase and a
choice vector C ′ for the second phase, according to one of our behavioral measures f,
in the following way:
Φf(C,C ′, k) := f(C ′, k) − f(C, k)
Since f : C× Z→ [0, 1], we know that Φf : C× C× Z→ [−1, 1].
3.5 Results
In this section we discuss the results and findings based on applying our three step
methodology to the collected data.
3.5.1 Descriptive Data of Responses
The number of completed quasi-experiments is 515. The distribution of the choices
during the first and second round is presented in Figures 3.3a and 3.3b. We can
observe that the two fast trains, departing at 7:53 and 7:38 are the most popular
choices, the later train being more popular. The car is also a popular choice, but not
as popular as the 7:53 train. These choices seem very reasonable, as one is likely to
arrive on time for work, while minimizing the amount of time spent traveling. The
picture for the second phase is clearly not as smooth as the picture of the first case,
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giving already a strong indication that the crowding indicators influence the choice
behavior of the respondents.
In Figures 3.3c and 3.3d the number of respondents who switch from one travel
option in the previous round to another is reported (as such we have no results for
round 1, where there is no previous round). During the first phase, the number of
switching respondents is typically a little below half. During the second phase this
number increases and is also fluctuating more heavily than during the first phase.
3.5.2 Behavioral Measures
Descriptive statistics of the measures can be found in Table 3.4. The descriptive
statistics show some differences between the first and second phase, most notably a
major increase in the switching probability, on average by 0.18 and an increased of
the satisfaction by 0.04 (on a [0, 1] scale).
We also consider the observed measures for the different groups, and have per-
formed comparisons between these groups. The complete results can be found in
Appendix B.2. The measured values for different groups are presented in Tables B.1,
B.2 and B.3. The summary of these comparisons can be found in Table 3.5. We discuss
the most notable results for the different groups:
Information: During the first phase of the experiment, the accuracy of information
has no impact at all. This is expected, since no information is being communi-
cated during the first phase. During the second phase, the accuracy of informa-
tion has an impact on the crowding avoidance, the time of the last switch, the
switching probability, the tendency to switch when dissatisfied, and the average
satisfaction. The availability of accurate information influences all measured
aspects of behavior when considering the introduction of information during
the second phase. Surprisingly the effect on the sensitivity to information is not
significant. It can be expected that a poorer quality of information will make
people less sensitive to the information. Although the sign of the observed
difference matches this intuition, our evidence is inconclusive.
Disruptions: The occurrence of disruptions has a relatively mild impact on the
behavior. Most notably, the lack of disruptions leads to a higher average satis-
faction and a lower sensitivity to information.
Crowding: Reactive crowding has a notable influence on the behavior. The biggest
impact is observed related to the last switch; in case it is possible to obtain
lower crowding levels by switching, people tend to keep switching for a longer
amount of time. The reactive crowding manipulation also yields lower satisfac-
tion. Crowding Avoidance (ca) is lower in case the crowding is reactive, which
can be explained based on the dynamic. If crowding was low during the previ-
ous round, it is likely to become high during the next round when the reactive

























































(d) Number of switches during phase 2
Figure 3.3: Descriptive statistics of our data set. The top two figures show how many
respondents (the x-axis) choose each of the different travel options (the
colors in the legend) in each of the rounds (the y-axis). The bottom two fig-
ures show howmany passengers have switched compared to the previous
round, for each of the rounds.
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Table 3.4: Table of Summary Statistics over the full population of 515 respondents.
The top part shows the different behavioral measures during the first phase
of the experiment (i.e. without a crowding indicator). The middle part
shows the behavioral measures for the second phase of the experiment
(i.e. with a crowding indicator). The bottom part shows the distribution of
change of the behavioral measures from the first to second phase for each
individual.
Percentiles
Statistic Mean St. Dev. Min. 25% Median 75% Max.
ca-1 0.34 0.19 0.00 0.20 0.33 0.46 0.92
ls-1 0.65 0.38 0.00 0.29 0.84 0.95 0.95
mtsc2-1 0.41 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.79 0.89
sp-1 0.41 0.31 0.00 0.11 0.37 0.68 1.00
rsc-1 0.41 0.31 0.00 0.12 0.40 0.67 1.00
rsca-1 0.59 0.17 0.00 0.50 0.61 0.67 1.00
avgS-1 0.56 0.08 0.30 0.51 0.56 0.62 0.79
maxstr-1 0.45 0.33 0.05 0.16 0.32 0.76 1.00
dr-1 0.52 0.15 0.11 0.42 0.53 0.63 0.79
ca-2 0.33 0.23 0.00 0.12 0.33 0.50 0.91
ls-2 0.83 0.25 0.00 0.84 0.95 0.95 0.95
mtsc2-2 0.55 0.36 0.00 0.05 0.74 0.84 0.89
sp-2 0.59 0.27 0.00 0.42 0.63 0.79 1.00
rsc-2 0.59 0.27 0.00 0.41 0.62 0.80 1.00
rsca-2 0.58 0.16 0.17 0.50 0.56 0.67 1.06
avgS-2 0.60 0.10 0.29 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.83
maxstr-2 0.28 0.24 0.05 0.11 0.21 0.37 1.00
dr-2 0.47 0.13 0.11 0.37 0.47 0.58 0.79
si-2 0.40 0.23 0.00 0.25 0.40 0.55 1.00
Φca −0.01 0.26 −0.67 −0.18 0.00 0.19 0.75
Φls 0.18 0.36 −0.95 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.95
Φmtsc2 0.14 0.39 −0.89 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.89
Φsp 0.18 0.30 −0.95 0.00 0.16 0.37 0.95
Φrsc 0.18 0.30 −1.00 −0.004 0.16 0.36 1.00
Φrsca −0.01 0.22 −0.72 −0.11 0.00 0.11 0.78
ΦavgS 0.04 0.10 −0.23 −0.03 0.04 0.11 0.47
Φmaxstr −0.17 0.29 −0.89 −0.32 −0.11 0.00 0.95
Φdr −0.05 0.17 −0.58 −0.16 −0.05 0.05 0.58
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Table 3.5: Table indicating for which behavioral measures a significant impact of
the manipulations (represented by the columns) and the introduction of
information in the second phase (represented by the Φ values) was found.
For each split of the population based on a manipulation, it is indicated
whether there was a significant difference (p  0.01) and how large the
observed difference was (+ indicates an increase of less than 0.1, while ++
indicates a larger increase). The comparison is summarized for the first (1)
and second (2) phase and the pair-wise differences between the two phases
(Φ)
Information Disruptions Crowding
1 2 Φ 1 2 Φ 1 2 Φ
ca ++ ++ + - -
ls - - ++ +
mtsc2 - -
sp - - - - ++ ++
rsc - - - - ++ ++
rsca ++ + - - -
avgS - - + + - +
maxstr ++ - - -
dr + + - - -
si n.a. n.a. n.a. - n.a. n.a. - n.a.
that they switch more often in case the crowding is low. In the situation where
crowding is reactive, it is also observed that respondents are less sensitive to
information.
3.5.3 Behavioral Clusters
For the third part of our analysis, we will cluster the dataset. Based on a scree-plot,
we observed that the best number of clusters is 4 for both the first and second phase
data. We run the k-means algorithm on the data for the first and second phase. The
cluster means and cluster sizes are reported in Table 3.7.
Based on this table, we observe the following types of clusters which we will
interpret as follows:
The stoic (st): The stoic has a very short period of experimentation at the beginning
of the experiment and then sticks with a single choice for the remainder of
the rounds. The mean of the stoic cluster in the first and second phase of the
experiment is very similar. The stoics are fewer in number during the second
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Based on this table, we observe the following types of clusters which we will
interpret as follows:
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Table 3.6: Transitions between clusters comparing phase 1 against phase 2
Phase 2
Phase 1 st du ms hs
st 0.25 0.31 0.27 0.17
du 0.05 0.31 0.42 0.22
ms 0.02 0.15 0.43 0.41
hs 0.02 0.07 0.45 0.46
Table 3.7: Results of the three clustering runs. For the first and second phase, four
clusters were chosen. The centroid values for each cluster are presented, as
well as the number of observations with the clustering and the fraction this
comprises of the entire population.
Clusters Phase 1 Clusters Phase 2
st du ms hs st du ms hs
ca 0.19 0.29 0.41 0.44 0.17 0.36 0.48 0.18
ls 0.04 0.78 0.83 0.93 0.06 0.85 0.89 0.94
mtsc2 0.01 0.06 0.65 0.82 0.01 0.08 0.77 0.72
sp 0.04 0.28 0.44 0.80 0.04 0.41 0.58 0.86
rsc 0.04 0.29 0.45 0.80 0.05 0.41 0.57 0.87
rsca 0.56 0.61 0.65 0.56 0.65 0.59 0.61 0.52
avgS 0.58 0.56 0.54 0.56 0.60 0.59 0.57 0.65
maxstr 0.94 0.47 0.30 0.14 0.92 0.36 0.23 0.12
dr 0.64 0.57 0.51 0.38 0.65 0.53 0.48 0.38
Size 130 110 126 149 43 105 202 165
Fraction 0.25 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.08 0.20 0.40 0.32
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phase of the experiment, which suggests that the availability of information
leads to more variation in choices made. The main reason for stoics to switch
seems to be a disruption, as their dr value is a lot higher than the ca or rsc
values.
The dualist (du): The dualist has a short period of experimentation at the beginning
of the experiment and then keeps switching between two alternative choices
for the remainder of the experiment. As such, a dualist has a very low value
for mtsc2, but a high value for the last switch ls. The number of dualists is
comparable during the first and the second phase of the experiment. During
the second phase of the experiment, the dualists are more likely to switch than
during the first phase of the experiment.
The moderate switcher (ms): The final two types, the moderate and the heavy
switcher, are similar in regard to the fact that they consider more than two
alternative choices for a relatively long time (more than 75% of the rounds).
Their main difference is that the moderate switcher switches in 58% of the cases
on average. During the second phase of the experiment, the moderate switcher
also has a higher crowd avoidance than the heavy switcher.
The heavy switcher (hs): The heavy switcher keeps switching between more than
two alternatives for a long time. When compared to the moderate switcher,
the reactive switching coefficient is larger in case of the heavy switcher, and
thus the satisfaction score seems to be a good predictor of additional switches.
It is also remarkable that during the second phase, the crowd avoidance is a
lot lower for a heavy switcher than for a moderate switcher, while they have
similar levels during the first phase.
It is worthwhile to consider whether these different cluster types appear propor-
tionally when we split the dataset according to our experimental manipulations. We
have computed these appearances for both the first and second phase and have ap-
plied an exact binomial test to see whether the observed distributions are significantly
different from a random distribution. The results are reported in Table 3.8.
The following observations are significant at the p  0.01 level.
• During the first phase of the experiment, the occurrence of large disruptions
leads to fewer stoics.
• During the second phase of the experiment, accurate information leads to a
significantly larger number of heavy switchers, while inaccurate information
leads to a significantly larger number of moderate switchers.
• During the second phase, reactive crowding leads to more heavy switchers.
This suggests that respondents learn that in the setting of reactive crowding it
pays off to switch more often.
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of the experiment and then keeps switching between two alternative choices
for the remainder of the experiment. As such, a dualist has a very low value
for mtsc2, but a high value for the last switch ls. The number of dualists is
comparable during the first and the second phase of the experiment. During
the second phase of the experiment, the dualists are more likely to switch than
during the first phase of the experiment.
The moderate switcher (ms): The final two types, the moderate and the heavy
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Table 3.8: Distribution of Treatments over Clusters for both phases. The p-value in-
dicates the probability that the distribution of the two treatments within a
behavioral group occurs by chance. Significant results at the p < 0.01 level
are displayed in a bold font.
Information Disruptions Reactive Cap.
Cluster 0 1 p-value 0 1 p-value 0 1 p-value
Phase 1
st 73 57 0.09 49 81 0.003 78 52 0.014
du 60 50 0.2 58 52 0.31 53 57 0.39
ms 64 62 0.46 75 51 0.02 56 70 0.123
hs 68 81 0.16 73 76 0.43 63 86 0.035
Phase 2
st 18 25 0.18 15 28 0.033 28 15 0.033
du 45 60 0.08 53 52 0.5 64 41 0.016
ms 61 141 9 · 10−9 103 99 0.42 117 85 0.014
hs 141 24 1.1 · 10−21 84 81 0.45 41 124 3.4 · 10−11
Finally, let us consider to which extent the respondents jump between the clusters
from the first to the second phase. For this we can produce a Markov-style transition
matrix, where we count the number of respondents who jumped from one cluster
to another between the first and second phase and divide it by the total number of
respondents belonging to the first cluster in the first phase. This yields the transition
matrix presented in Table 3.6
First, it can be observed that the stoics in the second phase of the experiment
are likely to also have been stoics during the first phase. Furthermore, when stoics
start switching more often during the second phase, they are more likely to become
dualists or moderate switchers than heavy switchers. The behavioral measures of
these types are simple enough to be able to deduce these from the smart card data of
commuters, which makes the findings of practical importance for public transport
operators.
Dualists during the first phase are most likely to become moderate switchers
or remain dualists when crowding indicators are introduced in the second phase.
Moderate Switchers and Heavy Switchers change roles in almost equal proportions
in the second phase and they are not likely to become dualists or stoics.
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3.6 Discussion and Conclusion
We have conducted a quasi-experiment based on a crowding scenario in public
transport. We have obtained time-choice data from 515 respondents, as well as their
satisfaction with the reported outcomes. Public transport operators can derive similar
data from smart card data and rolling stock allocations. Satisfaction data can either
be collected through smart phone apps, or estimated using utility models, which are
in widespread use already.
We have been able to find a number of effects caused by our experimental manipu-
lations. First, the introduction of information has an impact on the behavior of the
respondents, as they switch more often and are slightly more satisfied on average.
When random information leads to lower satisfaction than accurate information, it
also leads to more crowd avoidance and a lower switching probability. Secondly, the
absence of disruptions leads to higher satisfaction. Finally, increasing the crowding
of the previous choice leads to longer periods of switching.
Based on our measures, we are able to distinguish four types of behavior: Stoics,
who decide early and stay with their decision; dualists, who decide on two travel
options early and keep switching between these two; and the moderate and heavy
switchers. We observe that the occurrence of large disruptions leads to fewer stoics
during the first phase of the experiment. During the second phase of the experiment
the availability of accurate information leads to more heavy switchers, while random
information leads to more moderate switchers. The reactive crowding incentivizes
switching behavior with regard to crowding and we indeed observe that purely
random crowding leads to fewer heavy switchers than the case of reactive crowding,
but this difference is only significant during the second phase of the experiment,
when information is made available.
This implies that crowding influences behavior and more so when crowding in-
formation is provided to the respondents. The availability of information also has
an impact on behavior, as well as the quality of the information provided. The fact
that the crowding regime (random or reactive) leads to a change in behavior when
information is available, suggests that respondents are able to discover that crowding
is reactive and that at least some of them adapt their behavior accordingly.
These insights are useful for the development of an agent-based simulation model,
as it offers four behavioral types which can be mimicked by such agents. For the stoic
it makes the most sense to pick a preferred travel option once and stick to it. For the
other behavioral profiles, we propose two different ways to implement them in a
simulation study:
Randomized Behavior: There is always a certain probability that an agent switches
from one choice to another. These probabilities can be influenced by events that
occurred during the previous round. The probability based behavioral measures
can be used to determine the probability that an individual will switch given a
set of circumstances. A randomized draw can be used to decide whether or not
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an agent should switch based on this probability. In case of a switch, the agent
must also decide which new option will be chosen. In case of the dualist this is
an easy choice. In case of the moderate and heavy switchers population wide
probabilities can be used to decide the new choice.
Deterministic Behavior: The occurrence of an event (e.g. too crowded, a disruption)
will always or never trigger a switch; a deterministic agent does not utilize
random draws to make decisions. The events in which a switch will occur will
be selected randomly a priori using the behavioral parameters.
Furthermore, these behavioral profiles can also help in forecasting future passenger
choices. For stoics the strategy to predict that the previous choice will be repeated will
be very accurate. For dualists a forecasting strategy that focuses on when a switch
will occur will be an effective forecasting strategy. Since both groups already make
up quite a large part of the population, treating these groups separately will likely
result in a more accurate forecasting model.
Future research aims to combine these findings with our existing simulation frame-
work from Chapter chp:eftg in order to develop an agent-based simulation model.
Operators should be able to apply the same process to smart card data in order to
create a useful tool for crowding, in which rolling stock planning and information
policies can be evaluated for different behavioral groups. As a result such an agent-
based model can be a valuable tool for evaluating different strategies for capacity
decisions in a dynamic setting where passengers react to crowding and information.
Part II
Analysis of Smart Card Data for
Public Transport Design
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Recognizing Demand Patterns from Smart Card
Data for Agent-Based Micro-simulation of Public
Transport
Co-authors : Milan Lovric, Ting Li, Evelien van der Hurk, Leo Kroon and
Peter Vervest
This chapter is an improved version of a paper has been accepted for inclu-
sion in the proceedings after peer review by the program committee of the
workshop on Agents in Traffic and Transportation of the AAMAS 2015.
4.1 Introduction
In public transport systems without seat reservations, the question of how fluctuating
demand can be serviced in a cost-efficient way poses a major challenge. Peaks in
demand have a high toll on the costs, since they dictate the required amount of
staff and the number of vehicles, while vehicles that are almost empty generate a
net loss for the operator. Tools that allow the public transport operator to evaluate
the effects of operational and strategic decisions on costs and demand are therefore
vital to achieve the goal of improving the service quality and financial performance.
Most of the tools used in practice model passengers as aggregate flows rather than
individuals, either because detailed data is not available or to reduce the complexity
the decision maker has to face. During recent years, smart card systems have been
introduced that log all movements of individual passengers through the systems.
This gives a lot of detailed data that was previously unavailable. However, given the
body of research related to smart card data, it has been observed that incorporating
such data into the tools and models used for decision making is a non-trivial task
(Pelletier et al., 2011).
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A promising approach is agent-based micro-simulation. In such a simulation,
individual passengers and vehicles are modeled through agents that interact with
the public transport system according to their individual goals, consisting of various
activities that need to be performed at various locations. In this chapter, we use the
MATSim simulation package (Horni et al., 2016) which has an active user-base and
has been applied to a number of large scale scenarios. Within MATSim, all agents try
to adapt their plans in such a way that their utility is improved. The simulation runs
until there is no significant improvement within the agent population, i.e. until the
population reaches an approximate equilibrium.
The major issue in generating an agent population from real life observations is the
question how we can prevent agents to divert from this equilibrium in an unrealistic
way, without restricting the agents in such a way that their only preference is to
replicate the observed state. Furthermore smart card data is merely a proxy of the
actual activities that individuals perform and therefore additional assumptions are
required to build a model of demand driven by activities instead of fixed flows.
We will limit our field of application to the study of revenue management. In revenue
management (Talluri and Van Ryzin, 2005) the goal is to control demand by adapting
our pricing strategy in such a way that we get a better match between the available
capacity and the demand emerging from the population. Our population can try to
adapt to our pricing strategy by shifting the time at which they travel. We will study
how the population reacts to an off-peak discount, but we believe that our approach
is suitable for many similar case studies.
When generating our agent population, we run into the problem that the number of
observed journeys differs a lot between individual passengers. We solve this problem
by combining three types of demand that we can detect in our smart card dataset:
trip-based, tour-based and pattern-based demand. Our first goal is to show how we can
efficiently generate the agent population from our smart card data using these three
demand models. Our next goal is to discuss how we can experiment with different
parameters for the demand models to study revenue management. The final goal is
to discuss our results and how we can improve our methods in the future.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.2, we discuss
prior literature and related work. In Section 4.3, we discuss smart card datasets in
general and our dataset in particular. Section 4.4 addresses the modeling of demand,
based on the smart card dataset. In Section 4.5, we discuss the simulation and our
experimental setup. We present the results of our experiments in Section 4.6. Finally,
we discuss our results and opportunities for extensions of our approach in Section 4.7.
4.2 Related Work
In recent years, smart card ticketing systems have attracted notable attention from
the research community. A literature review on the use of smart card data in public
transport is given by Pelletier et al. (2011). They divide the research into three cat-
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egories: Strategic-level studies, tactical-level studies and operational level studies.
Since some of the public transport systems only work with check-ins, part of the
literature focuses on estimating the destination of passengers given their check-in
location and time, for example in Trépanier et al. (2007). Some literature describes
how the behavior of passengers can be analyzed. A notable example is Morency et al.
(2007), where spatial and temporal variations are measured across different types of
cards. However, the literature review by Pelletier et al. (2011) contains not a single
reference to the use of smart card data within a simulation context. Moreover, their
conclusion contains the following quote:
For the mass of data available on individual trips, new modeling methods
will be needed, such as the Totally Disaggregate Approach, because clas-
sical models cannot be used at a such detailed level of resolution. [...] It
will then be possible to calibrate individual base models from these large
datasets.
(Pelletier et al., 2011) (page 566)
In the simulation of road traffic, microscopic simulation models have been a topic for
quite some years. In the 1990’s, it was mostly a topic studied as a field of application
for super computers (Cameron and Duncan, 1996). With the increase of computing
power, more applications emerged in the 2000’s, including Treiber et al. (2000). With
the introduction of MATSim (Horni et al., 2016), we saw a rise in literature related
to micro-simulation. MATSim has been applied to some very large scale scenarios,
including simulations of Berlin (Rommel, 2007) and Zürich (Meister et al., 2010),
both including more than a million individual travelers. At some point MATSim
was expanded from the simulation of road traffic, to the simulation of public trans-
port (Rieser, 2010). The website of the project contains a list with the most important
publications related to the project and is updated regularly.
The kind of microscopic demand which is fundamental in the design of MATSim,
is called activity-based demand (Bowman and Ben-Akiva, 2001) and was already
discussed in the context of micro-simulation by Miller (1997). This is an approach
where travel demand is modeled by means of the activities the individual travelers
want to perform over the day. One way to record activities of individual travelers is
by using surveys, for example Axhausen et al. (2002). In recent studies, census data
was used to perform synthesis of activity based demand (Axhausen et al., 2008). A
survey on this approach to demand generation is given by Müller and Axhausen
(2010).
Apart frommodeling the activity patterns of travelers, much research regarding the
behavior of travelers has been performed, resulting in many sophisticated methods.
Most notably, we must mention the field of discrete choice modeling (Ben-Akiva
and Lerman, 1985), since it has spawned a lot of research within the domain of
transportation. One of the main tools within discrete choice modeling is the stated-
choice survey, where respondents have to select their preferred alternative from
different available alternatives.
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A comprehensive textbook on the research on and practice related to revenue
management is Talluri and Van Ryzin (2005). The focus of research related to revenue
management has been on systems where reservations are made in advance. In our
setting, however, we do not have a mechanism where we can decide whether we
accept new customers. This is different from, for example, long distance trains and
the airline industry where tickets are always bought in advance. An example of a
study related to revenue management in a comparable railway setting is Link (2004).
This study shows some of the difficulties in applying revenue management within
our context. An example of a successful application for long distance trains with seat
reservations is Ben-Khedher et al. (1998).
4.3 Smart card data
During recent years, the Dutch smart card, called “OV-chipkaart” was introduced
as a cross-operator travel product. Starting from 2009, the smart card was made
the mandatory product of travel in major Dutch cities, such as Amsterdam and
Rotterdam, replacing paper tickets. One of the unique features of the Dutch system is
that passengers have to check in and check out with the smart card in all modes of
travel, including railways.
We use data collected from smart card usage over the course of four months from
a major public transport operator in The Netherlands. During this period, the only
available tickets were different smart card products. The transactions in our dataset
denote either a check-in or check-out in a vehicle or on a platform. Moreover the
smart card data contains the mode of travel, the unique id of the chip on the smart
card (which we call the media id), the time stamp of the transaction (in seconds) and
the location of the transaction. Due to the sensitivity of the data for the operator and
privacy concerns for the passengers, we only show relative numbers and figures.
We prepared our raw dataset of almost 60 million transactions in such a way that
we could process each transaction sequentially. We had to split up the dataset into
separate chunks, using a round robin approach to assign media id’s we had not seen
before to a fixed chunk for that id. Afterward, we sorted the separate chunks on
media id and time stamp in main memory. We combined the results into a single
dataset. While processing this set sequentially, we would be sure to encounter all
transactions belonging to a certain media id together, with increasing time stamps.
After sorting the dataset, we can link check-ins and check-outs. People forgetting to
check in or check out gives some inconsistencies in the dataset. It is relatively easy to
filter these inconsistencies out, by assuming that a consecutive check-in and check-out
belong together. This is reasonable, since the system has a maximum amount of time
after which a check-in becomes invalid. After this linking step we know all the trips
made by the passenger. Since the passengers have to check in and check out in each
vehicle, we have separate trips when the passenger makes a transfer on his journey.
Another preprocessing step is to link consecutive trips that are close in time to each
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other into journeys. This yields our main dataset. Figure 4.1a shows the numbers
of unique passengers traveling over the course of a typical weekday. Figure 4.1b
shows a histogram describing how many journeys were made with a single smart
card. As we can see, most of the smart cards have made only a relatively low number
of journeys, but there are plenty of passengers with many journeys.
(a) Demand histogram of a weekday
(b) Histogram of the number of passengers
that made a certain number of journeys
within 4 months
Figure 4.1: Demand as observed in the smart card dataset
4.4 Demand modeling
When it comes to demand modeling for the simulation of public transport, a tradi-
tional approach is to use origin-destination matrices estimated from sources such
as census data and manual counts of the number of passengers in some sampled
vehicles (Müller and Axhausen, 2010). The main drawback of this approach is that it
becomes very difficult and expensive to measure the exact progression of passenger
flows over the day. With smart-card data, we know the origin, destination and exact
time of travel of each individual travel, which allows for new opportunities with
respect to measuring these flows.
Regarding flows of passengers in the network, we can take different approaches.
The basic approach is to consider a flow through the network as a set of journeys:
Passengers who travel from a certain origin to a certain destination at a certain time.
We will refer to this approach to demand as trip-based demand. However, in many
case there will be passengers who travel multiple times within the same day. In many
of these cases, their consecutive journeys combine to a tour from origin to origin,
with some intermediate destinations. In such cases, events happening at one of the
intermediate destinations, will also influence the events in the remainder of the tour.
Since our goal is to model individual passengers instead of aggregated flows, these
tours contain valuable information. We will refer to this approach to demand as
tour-based demand.
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A comprehensive textbook on the research on and practice related to revenue
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Another preprocessing step is to link consecutive trips that are close in time to each
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of unique passengers traveling over the course of a typical weekday. Figure 4.1b
shows a histogram describing how many journeys were made with a single smart
card. As we can see, most of the smart cards have made only a relatively low number
of journeys, but there are plenty of passengers with many journeys.
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In activity-based micro-simulation, each individual traveler can be represented by
an agent and this approach thus allows for microscopic analysis of a public transport
system. The drawback is that we need a lot of information to model these agents. Even
if we assume that all activities take place at a station, not all required information
is available in the smart card data. The smart card data tells us where, when and how
people travel, but it does not tell us why people travel, which is something that is
vital to activity-based demand modeling.
Traditional methods use various statistical methods and interpolation techniques
to fill the gaps of unknown information, in order to be able to simulate a public
transport system. We can apply such an approach to the smart card data as well: We
use the information which is available, such as location, modality and time of travel
as much as possible and fill the gaps of information using estimation methods.
We introduce an approach that goes beyond the notion of tour-based demand, but
does not yet reach the precision of activity-based demand, as pattern-based demand.
In a broad sense, we define pattern-based demand as demand produced by activities
of such a nature that certain patterns will emerge in the travel behavior of passengers
who perform the activity routinely. A typical example of such an activity is working,
since people usually work at regular times at a certain location. Other types of
activities are education (which is usually bound to a schedule that may or may not
change regularly), a periodic visit to familymembers and visiting sports events. In this
chapter, we will focus on patterns generated from working activities, since we believe
that these will be most easy to recognize. In addition to this, we consider educational
activities with a fixed schedule as a working activity, since the implications for the
temporal flexibility of a passenger are usually similar. To summarize, we have:
Trip-based demand Demand with only a single journey
Tour-based demand Demand consisting of a tour of journeys, with consecutive
arrivals and departures at the same station. Also, the first and last station are
equal.
Pattern-based demand Demand that exhibits a recurring pattern, produced by a
regular underlying behavior of the passenger.
4.4.1 Detecting customer patterns
Commuters usually live and work at the same place. This leaves patterns of frequent
home→ work→ home journeys in the smart card data. We can scan consecutive jour-
neys for these patterns. This way we can derive an activity profile for a customer. For
the sake of convenience, we limit ourselves to the class of activity profiles described
in the following definition:
Definition 1. Activity Profile
An activity profile is a tuple (l,bpref, epref, δb, δe) where
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• The activity takes place at location l
• The preferred starting time of the activity is bpref
• The activity should not start before bpref − δb and not after bpref + δb
• The preferred ending time of the activity is epref
• The activity will not end before epref − δe and not after epref + δe
• The preferred duration of the activity is epref − bpref
Now for each passenger, we try to decide whether he is commuting and what his
home and working stations are. To do this, we have to make a few assumptions.
1. We assume that somebody who is commuting travels a lot. Therefore, if the
number of times traveled in the considered dataset is not above a certain
threshold (which should be chosen according to the length of the time period
under consideration), we conclude that the passenger is not a commuter.
2. We assume that a commuter has a fixed home and a fixed location of work and
that the stations associated with these locations will be the two most frequently
visited stations. To be sure these frequent stations are visited more frequently
than other stations, we define thresholds for the number of times they should
occur.
3. We assume that, if we include weekends, someone will spend more time at
home than at work. Since we can measure the time between a consecutive
arrival and a departure from a station, we classify the station where most time
is spent as the home station.
4. We assume flexibility in time of travel and the length of the working activity is
represented by a certain amount of variation in their travel times between their
home and working stations.
We use the first assumption to decide whether we try to recognize a pattern for a
certain passenger at all. The second and third assumptions can be used to recognize a
passengers home station and working station. Finally, we use the fourth assumption
to model the flexibility of a passenger based on this variance. These assumptions
results in the procedure shown in Algorithm 2.
It is not difficult to see that each of the steps can be performed in time linear
with respect to the set of journeys J, except for line 4, where we have to calculate
frequency statistics. To take the first and second most frequent station, we can sort the
stations based on their frequencies. Since at most O(n) stations occur in J, this gives a
O(n logn) time bound. In Skiena (2008), it is discussed that this selection problem
takes O(n logn) time in general. Since there are no loops in the algorithm, we may
conclude that it runs in O(n logn) time for a single passenger with n journeys.
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm for the detection of customer patterns based on the
assumption that most time is spent at the home location and home and work
locations occur as most frequent in the smart card data.
Parameters :A minimum sample size θ, thresholds t0 and t1 with 0 < t0, t1  1
Input :A set J of n journeys of a single passenger
Output :A home station s and a pattern (t,bpref, epref, δb, δe) that describes a
working activity profile as defined in Definition 1
1 if n < θ then
2 Conclude there is no valid pattern
3 end
4 Find two stations a,bwith maximal frequency as start or endpoint over the
journeys in J ;
5 Denote na,nb as number of journeys that have a or b as a start or endpoint, n as
the total number of journeys in J ;
6 if ¬(na  t0n∧ nb  t1n) then
7 conclude there is no valid pattern
8 else
9 ∆a := average time difference between consecutive (a,b) and (b,a) journeys ;
10 ∆b := average time difference between consecutive (b,a) and (a,b) journeys ;
11 if ∆a  ∆b then
12 s := a; t := b ;
13 else
14 s := b; t := a ;
15 end
16 end
17 Take the average arrival time of (s, t) journeys as preferred starting time bpref ;
18 Take the average departure time of (t, s) journeys as preferred ending time epref ;
19 Take the standard deviation of (s, t) arrival times as the start time flexibility δb ;
20 Take the standard deviation of (t, s) departure times as the end time flexibility δe ;
21 return s, (t,bpref, epref, δb, δe)
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4.4.2 Deriving the Agent population
We will now discuss how to derive an agent population from our dataset. In the
beginning of Section 4.4, we discussed the difference between trip-based, tour-based
and pattern-based demand. Since there are smart cards that are used only once and
passengers who have highly irregular travel patterns (because they do not use public
transport to commute), we not be able to derive a pattern for each customer and we
may not even be able to find a tour in the data for each customer. Therefore, we take
a step-wise approach, where we first try to calculate a pattern for a passenger. If this
succeeds, we generate demand for this passenger based on the pattern we found. If
we fail to find a pattern, we search for a tour and generate tour-based demand by
introducing dummy activities at the intermediate stations of the tour. If we even fail
to find a tour, we generate trip-based demand by generating agents for each trip the
customer made.
We will choose a single day (preferably not during the weekend) to model. We
first filter our dataset such that we only retain customers that have traveled on that
day. After filtering, we decompose our dataset into three parts: One group contains
customers of which we know a lot, one group contains customers of which we have a
tour and lastly, one group of customers with a single or unpredictable travel pattern.
For each customer, we have to generate an activity plan for the day. We will take a
different approach to the generation of plans for each group of customers.
A plan for the day is a list of activity profiles with planned ending times for all
activities. There is one exception: The last activity of the agent should be a home
activity, which has no ending time. The ending time in the plan of an agent may differ
from the ending times in the activity profile: An agent may try to deviate from his
preferred time if this gives him an improvement in utility. The planned ending time
is exactly what allows the agent to do this. When we start generating plans for our
agent population, we initially stick with the preferred ending times from the activity
profiles as the planned ending times. For the group of customers for which we have
derived a pattern, we can generate a home→ work→ home activity plan. For the group
of customers for which we only have a tour, we only have a set of locations. For
the activity profiles, we can derive a starting and ending time, using the check-out
and check-in time at each intermediate station. While it is reasonable to assume the
observed arrival and departure time are close to the preferred start and end time of
the activity, the smart card data does not tell us how flexible the preferences of the
passenger with regard to these times were. For the time being, we decide to select
a global value for the δb and δe of tour-based agents. We take a similar approach
with the trip-based customers, where we generate a single agent for each trip. For
each journey we observe from u to v, we generate an agent with a home→ dummy→
home pattern, where the first home activity should be performed at location u and the
dummy and last home activity should be performed at location v. This prodecure for
demand generation is further explain in Algorithm 3.
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The running time of this algorithm is proportional to the size of the Jc sets. Let us
define n =
∑
c∈C |Jc|. If we define k = |C| as the number of customers andm as the
maximum number of journeys for a single customer, we can easily see that n  mk.
Lines 1–4 are regular filtering steps, that can be performed by examining each set
Jc or by applying the earlier algorithm and can therefore all run in O(km logm) =
O(n logm) time. The loops in lines 6–19 each iterate at most over k customers and
generating the plan for each customer can be done in O(m) time. Therefore, lines
6–19 run in O(mk) = O(n) time as well. Therefore, the whole algorithm runs in
O(n logm) time.
Algorithm 3:Algorithm for the generation of trip, tour and pattern based demand
for a single day of the simulation. The journeys of a group of customers are used
to generate the demand.
Input :A day d and a set of customers C with for each c ∈ C their respective set
of journeys Jc
Output :An agent population for day d
1 P := {p : p ∈ C, Jc contains a journey during day d} ;
2 Ppat := {p : p ∈ P, Jp has a pattern } ;
3 Ptour := {p : p ∈ P \ Ppat, Jp makes a tour at day d} ;
4 Ptrip := P \ (Ppat ∪ Ptour) ;
5 Initialize agent set A := ∅ ;
6 foreach p ∈ Ppat do
7 Generate an agent with a “home→ work→ home” plan ;
8 Add the agent to A ;
9 end
10 foreach p ∈ Ptour do
11 Generate an agent with a plan containing the tour locations and ending times
of p’s tour at day d ;
12 Add the agent to A ;
13 end
14 foreach p ∈ Ptrip do
15 foreach (u, v) journey traveled by p on d do
16 Generate an agent with a “home (at u)→ dummy (at v)→ home (at v)” plan
such that the dummy activity starts at the check-out time of the journey ;







For our agent-based simulation, we used the MATSim 0.3.0 software package. To
run a MATSim based simulation, we need three ingredients: The agent population, a
network describing how vehicles can travel between nodes and a public transport
schedule. When we start the simulation, all agents calculate an initial plan. The
main loop consists of a replanning and a simulation phase. During the planning
phase, each agent can adapt his activity plan. They do so by using certain modules
available in MATSim, called mutators. During the simulation phase, all plans are
executed and all events related to movements and activities of agents and vehicles
are generated. The mutators used by the agents to adapt their plans, can be given
individual probabilities. An example of such mutators are the rerouting mutator,
that recalculates the fastest route between activities based on the network congestion
of the previous day. Another example is the time mutator, that shifts the planned
starting and ending times of the activities randomly, while retaining their sequential
order.
At some point the mobility simulation of MATSim was extended with support for
public transport (Rieser, 2010). This mobility simulation is an extension of the road-
traffic simulation. We may define networks of different modalities and the public
transport vehicles are modeled as cars with a driver and a lot of space for additional
passengers. To generate the required network, we used a list of stations with their
geographical locations and the available schedule information for all three modalities.
We add the stations as nodes in the network. If there was a vehicle that visited two
stations consecutively in the schedule, we added a link between the two stations,
with the distance of the link based on Euclidean distance between the two stops. We
enforce the vehicles to wait at each stop until their scheduled time of departure. The
mobility simulation itself is a discrete event simulation through a queuing network
generated from the input network.
MATSim allows us to transfer money from or to an agent, but this mechanism is
not triggered automatically. We added a module that imposes fares on the agents.
It keeps track of the moments agents enter and exit the vehicles and the distances
traveled by the vehicles. The fare of a journey consists of a base tariff that is the same
for all journeys and a distance tariff with a certain fixed amount per meter traveled.
An additional aspect is the transfer time: If the check-out time and check-in time of
two consecutive journeys is small enough, the agent does not have to pay the base
tariff a second time. At the end of the simulation of a single day, the accumulated
fares are billed to the agent and taken into account during the evaluation of the utility
of the executed plan.
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network describing how vehicles can travel between nodes and a public transport
schedule. When we start the simulation, all agents calculate an initial plan. The
main loop consists of a replanning and a simulation phase. During the planning
phase, each agent can adapt his activity plan. They do so by using certain modules
available in MATSim, called mutators. During the simulation phase, all plans are
executed and all events related to movements and activities of agents and vehicles
are generated. The mutators used by the agents to adapt their plans, can be given
individual probabilities. An example of such mutators are the rerouting mutator,
that recalculates the fastest route between activities based on the network congestion
of the previous day. Another example is the time mutator, that shifts the planned
starting and ending times of the activities randomly, while retaining their sequential
order.
At some point the mobility simulation of MATSim was extended with support for
public transport (Rieser, 2010). This mobility simulation is an extension of the road-
traffic simulation. We may define networks of different modalities and the public
transport vehicles are modeled as cars with a driver and a lot of space for additional
passengers. To generate the required network, we used a list of stations with their
geographical locations and the available schedule information for all three modalities.
We add the stations as nodes in the network. If there was a vehicle that visited two
stations consecutively in the schedule, we added a link between the two stations,
with the distance of the link based on Euclidean distance between the two stops. We
enforce the vehicles to wait at each stop until their scheduled time of departure. The
mobility simulation itself is a discrete event simulation through a queuing network
generated from the input network.
MATSim allows us to transfer money from or to an agent, but this mechanism is
not triggered automatically. We added a module that imposes fares on the agents.
It keeps track of the moments agents enter and exit the vehicles and the distances
traveled by the vehicles. The fare of a journey consists of a base tariff that is the same
for all journeys and a distance tariff with a certain fixed amount per meter traveled.
An additional aspect is the transfer time: If the check-out time and check-in time of
two consecutive journeys is small enough, the agent does not have to pay the base
tariff a second time. At the end of the simulation of a single day, the accumulated
fares are billed to the agent and taken into account during the evaluation of the utility
of the executed plan.
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θ pattern tour trip
80 26% 32% 42%
120 14% 40% 46%
160 4% 48% 48%
200 1% 50% 49%∞ 0% 50% 50%
Table 4.1: Population distributions for different θ values
4.5.2 Experimental Setup
We processed the smart card data on a desktop PCwith a quad-core Intel Core 2 Quad
Q6600 processor and 8 GB of RAM running Windows 7 Professional SP1, 64-bit. Since
we want our passengers to have their working station in at least half of their journeys
and we want their home station to be at least as frequent as their working station, we
chose t0 = 0.6 and t1 = 0.5. Prior to our experiments, we generated populations for
different values of θ. Since θ determines the minimum number of journeys before
we use a smart card to generate pattern based demand, the θ will have an important
impact on the generated population as a higher value will push more and more smart
card into the tour based or trip based demand. We examined a few possible values
of θ, of which the resulting percentages of pattern based, tour based and trip based
demand that are being generated are presented in Table 4.1. In the extreme case, we
observe that 50% of all smart cards can be used to generate tour-based demand. If
we require 80 journeys in the full time periode, roughly 25% of the smart cards can
be used to generate pattern based demand. Since this percentage rapidly declines
when we increase θ, we use θ = 80, θ = 120 and θ = ∞ in our experiments where
we assess the impact of pattern based demand in the simulation. For the tour-based
and trip-based demand, we wanted our agents to keep as close as possible to their
observed travel time, so we fixed δb and δb for their activity patterns to 5 minutes.
This gives us a total of three different agent populations.
The simulations themselves were performed on a desktop PC with an Intel i7-4770
processor and 16GB of RAM running Windows 10. For our pricing strategy, we took
figures inspired by the real world pricing policies. We set the base tariff to 0.75 and the
distance based tariff to 0.115. The allowed transfer time is set to 30 minutes. For our
experimentation with revenue management policies, we ran each of our populations
through the network two times: Once with a single tariff over the full day and once
for each discount percentage of 1%, 5% and 40% outside the peak hours (the peak
hours are between 7:00–9:00 and 16:00–19:00). This way we can compare the effect of
a small discount with the effect of a larger discount. The check-in time determines
whether the discount is given, which is similar to various peak-hour pricing schemes
used in practice. To allow agents to perform time shifts, we enabled MATSim’s time
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mutator module. Since we run each population against all four pricing policies, we
get twelve scenarios for which we run a simulation experiment.
After some preliminary experiments, we saw that the increase of agent-utilities
slowed down significantly between the 60th and 100th iteration. To be sure our
simulation reached a state that is close to an equilibrium, we ran each simulation up
until the 180th iteration.
4.5.3 Scoring, Utilities and Price Elasticities
The standard way to compute the utilities of agents within MATSim is called the
Charypar-Nagel scoring function Charypar and Nagel (2005). In this section we con-
sider the basic idea of this scoring function. First and foremost, the scoring function
results in monotone non-decreasing utility for the activity when it is performed longer
(and strictly increasing in case the activity is available), and monotone non-increasing
utility for longer travel times. Thus, agents maximize their utility when they spend
their time doing as little traveling as possible while balancing the activity times.
Activities are defined to have “typical durations” and the scoring function is defined
in such a way that the highest utility is obtained when the time spend doing different
activities is proportional to their typical durations.
For a typical commuter, two activities are important: The home activity and the
work activity. In a regular case, the work activity is available in a certain time window.
If the agent arrives to early it has to wait before the activity starts. This scenario
results in opportunity loss, as the time spend waiting could also have been used to
extend the home utility. As the work activity becomes available there is a window
in which it can be started. Starting too late may result in the situation where a good
duration of the work activity cannot be obtained, resulting in opportunity loss. The
scoring function also adds an additional penalty if an activity starts later than a given
time, resulting in even greater decreasing utilities in such situations.
Since we are interested in the impact of time shifting on the utility of the agents, we
consider the impact of the departure time xd in the morning on the utility ua gained
by performing activities. The general structure of this relationship is expressed in
Figure 4.2 Although the actual scoring functions work with logarithmic curves, we
use a linear representation for the sake of simplifying the discussion. Both logarithmic
and linear function are monotonic and continuous in the considered areas, which
makes the similar from the perspective of a heuristic search for an equilibrium.
The function presented in Figure 4.2 has the following segments: The first part
represents the opportunity loss at the home activity in case the agent arrives too early
for the work activity. The second segment represents the fact that the time the activity
starts does not matter too much, as long as its duration can be balanced with the
other activities. The third segment represents the part where the agent is not late at
work, but is unable to perform work long enough to properly balanced it with the
home activity. The final segment represents the fact that the agent is late at work and
an additional penalty is incurred.
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results in opportunity loss, as the time spend waiting could also have been used to
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in which it can be started. Starting too late may result in the situation where a good
duration of the work activity cannot be obtained, resulting in opportunity loss. The
scoring function also adds an additional penalty if an activity starts later than a given
time, resulting in even greater decreasing utilities in such situations.
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Figure 4.2: Structure of the impact of the departure time in the morning xd on the
utility term of utility gained by performing activities ua.
The structure of Figure 4.2 is ideal from an optimization perspective: By evaluating
small deviations from the departure time, better utilities can be found until the global
maximum is reached. As the function is continuous and concave, it is very easy to
maximize. This structure changes as soon as we introduce a period discount on the
travel fees. In Figure 4.3 we see the structure of the utility based on ticket price up
given the departure time of the agent in the morning xd, assuming the fee of the
journey is otherwise fixed.
xd
up
Figure 4.3: Structure of the impact of the departure time xd on the utility term caused
by different ticket price up due to the costs of the ticket in case of a markup
or discount period, assuming the durations of the activities do not change.
We can clearly see that Figure 4.3 contains a sharp discontinuity. When we add this
to the regular scoring function from Figure 4.2 the resulting function is discontinu-
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ous and non-concave. The resulting function is a lot harder to optimize by simple
heuristics, due to the introduction of local optima.
Another important difference between car traffic and public transport is that public
transport is schedule based. This has implications for the utility function, as waiting
at a station or bus does not yield any utility. As a result, it is best for agents to arrive at
a station or bus stop just before their intended vehicle depart, as waiting at a station
results in less time that can be spend performing utilities. The resulting impact of the
time of departure xd on the utility due to waiting for a public transport vehicle to
depart uw is presented in Figure 4.4.
xd
uw
Figure 4.4: Structure of the impact of the departure time xd on change in utility caused
by waiting for the next public transport service uw.
We can clearly see that the utilities caused by waiting for a public transport vehicle
introduce another layer of discontinuity in the utility function. As a result, we can
conclude that optimizing utilities by time shifts in case of public transport with off-
peak discounts is more complex than for car traffic, as agents have to deal with more
discontinuities.
One way to overcome this issue is to use a different time shifting mutator. The
default mutator available in MATSim randomly adapts the time of departure. For car
traffic, it makes sense that individuals in the real world do something like this: If they
arrive for work, they depart a few minutes earlier the next day and check whether
that helps. In case of public transport, a more advanced mutator that explicitly takes
the time-table and discount periods into account would very likely be beneficial. This
information can be used to determine potential local minima and jump to those points,
instead of randomly mutating the departure time. Furthermore, many passengers of
public transport make use of timetables to plan their journeys, so it can be argued
that within the context of public transport such a strategy resembles actual behavior
better than the current mutator.
For our simulations we did consider to implement an extension of this scoring
function that assigns a personal price sensitivity to each agent, but we decided to
keep this is currently a common parameter for all agents. We used 6 and −6 as
the (global) coefficients for the performing and traveling utilities and −18 as the
coefficient for late arrival. Note that price elasticity is not defined directly in MatSIM,
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better than the current mutator.
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but rather is an emergent property of the utility coefficients defined and the properties
of the activities, notably the typical duration of each activity. In some preliminary
experiments we found that the simulations are quite sensitive to the typical duration
assigned to the home activity. We decided to set this typical duration to twelve hours
for all agents. However, it must be noted that it is important to compare the price
elasticity that emerges from the model with price elasticities measured in other ways
before it can be applied in practice. Two relevant papers that investigate possible
ways to calibrate these types of emergent macroscopic properties are Flötteröd et al.
(2011) and Flötteröd (2017) of which the latter considers an application to finding a
good road pricing policy.
4.6 Results
Generating our one of the agent populations we use for simulation can be done very
efficiently from the dataset we discussion in Section 4.3. The average time required to
process this full set of 27 million journeys and write the agent population to MATSim
input files was on average 107 seconds. As Input/Output seemed to be a signficant
bottleneck, it is likely that these times can be further reduced with SSD storage and
modern hardware.
Our simulation executed a complete iteration of the mobility simulation in about
half a minute. Some additional time was needed for routing computations performed
by MATSim and also disk IO due to the dumping of all the plans of the agents after
each 10th iteration. A complete run of a single scenario took roughly 95 minutes.
The vehicle loadings observed after the first iteration were in all of our six scenarios
relatively similar to Figure 4.1a. But at the 180th iteration, we saw notable differences.
During the experiments we measured the number of passengers currently making
use of the public transport system (the passenger count) and the revenue generated
by the travelling of passengers. We normalized these values by defining the highest
observed value as 100. The maximum passenger count and the collected revenue
observed during the simulation of each scenario is reported in Table 4.2. The different
observed passenger counts for a plain tariff and the 40% discount scenarios are shown
in Figure 4.5.
Let us consider the impact of the three levels of θ, i.e. θ = 80, θ = 120 and θ =∞.
Based on Figure 4.5 we can see that for a plain tariff, the morning peak becomes less
steep when we increase θ and that it also influences the height of the afternoon peak.
In Table 4.2 we can observe that the highest observed passenger count decreases
when we move from θ = 80 to θ = 120, but increases when we move from θ = 120 to
θ =∞. However, the revenue increases for both steps. This suggests that the total use
of the public transport increases as we include less pattern based demand, but that
this also causes subtle shifts in time that results in a non-straightforward behavior of
the highest observed peak passenger count.
4.7 Discussion 91
The scenarios with the high discount of 40% show a different picture. In the case of
θ = 80, we can see that the peak demands are decreased by this discount. Especially
the morning peak is split up into two lower peaks, one of which lies outside the
discount window. As we increase θ to 120 or even∞, we can see that this split in
the morning peak hour becomes less pronounced, but remains visible. Table 4.2
shows that the maximum passenger count increases as we increase θ within the 40%
discount scenario, while the same holds for the revenue. This relation is similar for
the 5% discount, but at a 1% discount the maximum passenger count for θ = 120
is lower than for θ = 80 and more similar to the scenarios with no discount. This
suggests that if the goal is to reduce peak demand, one must carefully evaluate the
reaction of the population to a discount. This is also suggested by the percentage
point per discount percent, which is close to 0.2 for the θ = 80 case, but varies quite a
bit for θ = 120 and θ =∞. This shows that relation between peak demand and the
discount is non-linear in nature.
As the θ = 80 has the highest number of agents with pattern based demand, we
would expect these agents to have more opportunity to perform a time shift than
in the θ = ∞ scenarios. This is also supported by the more pronounced change in
peak demand observed during the morning peak for the θ = 80 scenarios. However,
the results also suggest that when it comes to the maximum passenger count, this
measure is not directly related to the amount of flexiblity or lack thereof caused by
the different θ values. We believe this warrants future research which takes a closer
look at how these discounts affect agents who travel specifically during the peak
periods.
One thing that should be noted, is the high peak close to the end of the day in both
Figures 4.5a and 4.5b. This is a clipping artifact and implies that a certain group of
agents prefers to travel at the end of the day and suggests there is a problem with
the calibration of these agents. Although the problem decreases when we increase
θ, the problem does not disappear entirely, even when we have θ = ∞. We ignore
this problem for the time being, but it suggests that we should be careful in drawing
conclusions based on these results, and it is an issue that should be addressed in the
future.
4.7 Discussion
Our results show that our proposed method of generating an agent population from
a smart card dataset and perform a microscopic simulation where each customer is
presented by an agent is achievable within a reasonable amount of time. Generating
the agent population and performing a single run of the simulation (given that all
routes are calculated) both take under two minutes of time.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss different topics for future research. In
Section 4.7.1 we discuss how to improve the demand generation itself. We discuss the
possibilities with regard to calibration of the parameters used by the simulation in
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Plain tariff (Max: 98.0)
40% discount (Max: 89.6)
(a) θ = 80








Plain tariff (Max: 97.2)
40% discount (Max: 91.0)
(b) θ = 120








Plain tariff (Max: 100.0)
40% discount (Max: 91.0)
(c) θ =∞
Figure 4.5: Vehicle loadings after 180 iterations for the minimum number of journeys
before a smart card is used to create pattern based demand θ ∈ {80, 120,∞}.
On the horizontal axis, the time of day is displayed. On the vertical axis, a
normalized passenger count is displayed. The 1% and 5% discounts are
not shown as they would be hard to distinguish from the lines currently
visible.
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Table 4.2: Normalized maximum passenger count and normalized revenue for differ-
ent off-peak discounts and demand scenario’s with θ ∈ {80, 120,∞}. The
change resulting due to the discounts compared to the plain tariff within
each scenario is also reported as a percentage point (pp). For the maximum
passenger count, this change is also divided by the discount percentage,
which can be interpreted as the pp change of the maximum passenger count
per percent of discount.
Max. # Passengers Revenue
Experiment Level Change (pp) Change (pp) Level Change (pp)
per discount %
Scenario θ = 80
Plain tariff 98.0 98.6
1% discount 97.8 -0.2 -0.20 98.0 -0.6
5% discount 96.8 -1.2 -0.24 95.4 -3.2
40% discount 89.6 -8.4 -0.21 71.6 -27.0
Scenario θ = 120
Plain tariff 97.2 99.2
1% discount 97.0 -0.2 -0.20 98.6 -0.6
5% discount 97.4 0.2 -0.04 96.2 -3.0
40% discount 91.0 -6.2 -0.16 72.2 -27.0
Scenario θ =∞
Plain tariff 100.0 100.0
1% discount 99.0 -1.0 -1.00 99.4 -0.6
5% discount 97.8 -2.2 -0.44 97.0 -3.0
40% discount 91.0 -9.0 -0.23 73.0 -27.0
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Figure 4.5: Vehicle loadings after 180 iterations for the minimum number of journeys
before a smart card is used to create pattern based demand θ ∈ {80, 120,∞}.
On the horizontal axis, the time of day is displayed. On the vertical axis, a
normalized passenger count is displayed. The 1% and 5% discounts are
not shown as they would be hard to distinguish from the lines currently
visible.
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Section 4.7.2. Section 4.7.3 addresses the question how we can incorporate additional
datasets in order to distinguish different types of activities. Finally, Section 4.7.4
addresses the issue of validation.
4.7.1 Demand Generation
In our demand generation algorithm we make a couple of assumptions. The assump-
tion that people who commute travel a lot, is very fundamental and probably realistic.
The assumption that commuters have a fixed home and fixed working location prob-
ably often holds, but may be relaxed a bit: It can be broken by people who have more
than one place to spend the night, or who have a job that has different locations that
get visited in a regular patterns. With enough observations, it may be possible to
detect such patterns as well. The assumption that people spend more time at home
probably holds often as well, but we must be careful with regard to outliers: It may
be possible that somebody switches mode while at work (either by taking a bike
or a car). In such an event, it would be possible that our approach will reveal that
somebody stayed for days at his working station, while this was not true in reality.
However, the assumption that the variation in travel behavior of a passenger reflects
his flexibility with regard to travel time is the most doubtful. Studies with more
information regarding this assumption would be extremely valuable in improving
our demand generation process.
While we have shown that our approach can efficiently generate an agent popula-
tion from a real life smart card dataset, the fact that we have taken an approach that
is very efficient and straightforward to implement has the disadvantage of being rela-
tively crude. One may argue that we can introduce sophisticated pattern recognition
and data-mining techniques in this process, in order to generate an agent population
that is closer to reality.
4.7.2 Calibration
In order to reflect real life behavior more closely, calibration of our simulation is a
required to use it in a decision support setting. The single global price elasticity for
all agents is something that could be implemented on an individual level, without
altering the structure of the utility function itself. One way to implement this, without
modifying the general scoring function is to adapt our fare-module to vary the price
based on the price sensitivity of an agent. We can use a personal transformation
function for each agent that scales the fares down for insensitive agents and scales
the fares up for sensitive agents. Another kind of sensitivity that could be valuable to
include in the simulation, is the sensitivity to the crowdedness of vehicles. If vehicles
become too crowded, additional delay can induce delays in the public transportation
system. This aspect was mostly ignored in our current simulation.
The right values for the price elasticities will be very difficult to estimate from only
check-ins and check-outs. The main problem in this regard is the fact that we do
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not know what possible alternatives were available and have been considered by
the passenger, before he made his journey. In the field of discrete choice modeling,
this kind of data is referred to as revealed choice data. In situations where surveys are
conducted and the subjects are exposed to multiple alternatives from which they
must select a single option, we get stated choice data. Within the field of discrete choice
modeling, most of the research effort has been performed on analyzing stated choice
data. Stated choice experiments are designed in such a way that properties such as
the price elasticities of (groups within) the population can be esimated effectively.
In our case, it would be necessary to combine information obtained from stated
choice experiments to calibrate the simulation obtained from revealed choice data.
Some literature on how to combine revealed and stated choice data has been pub-
lished during the 1990’s of which Ben-Akiva et al. (1994) and Adamowicz et al. (1994)
are two examples. However, Pelletier et al. (2011) mentions that there is little research
in this area concerning smart card data.
4.7.3 Extensions based on additional datasets
One possible way to move our pattern based demand closer to real activity based
demand models is by combining the smart card dataset with other datasets. A promis-
ing approach might be to look at regional information of stations. We could use such
datasets to construct profiles of stations, that allow us to make better guesses with
regard to the activities that can be performed around the stations. If a station is close
to a large industrial plant or office buildings, it is very probable that passengers
traveling there do so because they have to work. A station close to a shopping mall
will not only attract the employees of the shops, but customers as well. Local stations
that coincide with a railway station or an airport are likely to attract passengers that
want to travel further, or want to travel home. Stations in residential areas will likely
serve as a home station, or as a station that gets visited by passengers who want
to visit friends or family. We propose to use data provided by the OpenStreetMap
project (OpenStreetMap Foundation, 2012), since this contains tags that contains
information on available activities at certain locations.
After we generate profiles for all our stations with such information, we can take
this information into account while recognizing patterns. This would allow us to
make better guesses of the temporal flexibility of passengers for which we do not
have a large enough set of journeys. Suppose we observe a passenger who starts his
day with a journey from a residential area to an area with a lot of office buildings
and stays there for six hours. He travels to an area with a shopping mall and stays
there for one hour, after which he travels home. Even if we never observed any other
journeys by this passenger, we can still make an educated guess about what he was
doing and thus to what extent he could have been flexible. However, this calls for
much more sophisticated statistical techniques than the one we are currently using.
Depending on the kind of questions we want to study, it may or may not be worth
the effort to go this far.
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4.7.4 Validation
Validating a simulation like this is not a trivial task. One aspect that we can validate is
the question whether the simulation can be used as a predictive tool for the movement
of passengers through a public transport network. The straightforward way to do this
is by splitting the dataset at a certain moment in time. We then use the first part of the
dataset to generate agent populations and compare the outcomes to what is observed
in the second part of the dataset. At first, we should choose a moment within a period
where no policy and scheduling changes have occurred. If we can pass this test, we
can raise the bar by choosing the moments at which a policy change has occurred,
such as the introduction of a new schedule or new pricing schemes.
Another aspect that we may want to validate, is the question whether the emerging
activity patterns of the agents represent the real-life activity patterns of the passengers
represented by the agents. Validating this aspect requires much greater effort than
validating the movements of passengers. One approach could be to use survey data
containing activity logs registered in diaries and compare the diaries to the activity
plans in the simulation. There may be some privacy issues with this approach, since
it would require that we link the smart card id’s to the participants, in order to match
a diary to an agent. A possible workaround is to generate dummy check-in/check-
out data from the diaries by generating a check-in and a check-out for the journeys
documented in the diaries. We could then use this dataset as if it were a smart card
dataset and investigate to what extent the generated activity patterns of the agents
reproduce the original activity plans.
In a similar way, we can consider the study of other location tracking datasets,
such as triangulation logs from mobile phone operators or the location logs from the
mobile phones themselves. The main advantage is that such a dataset contains more
details on the whereabouts of individuals, which gives more opportunity to estimate
what they are doing. When using smart card data, we may observe that a person
checks out at a station near a shopping mall and checks in four hours later. However,
we have no data to decide whether it is probable that this person has been shopping
or that this person has been working as an employee at one of the stores. If we have
a mobile phone log, we may observe that the person has visited a great number of
stores during these four hours. This would be evidence that he was not working as
an employee. However, mobile phone data often comes as a set of observations in
time and space without device id’s to protect the privacy of their owners. As a result,
this direction of research has severe challenges.
4.7.5 Economic Modelling
In practice, revenue management studies are often driven by the price elasticity of
the demand, which models the relation between the change in demand and the price
of travel. In an activity based simulation model these elasticities are an emergent
property of the scoring function that uses the activities and travelling to compute
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utilities. As a result, activity based models depend on parameters for every activity
and parameters for travelling. Based on all these parameters, the price elasticity of the
demand becomes an emergent property rather than something which is put directly
in the model. One potential advtange of this approach is that in some situations it can
be easier to model activities of the population that to perform economic experiments
to obtain the price elasticity. Another potential advantage is that it may be easier to
include non-linear interactions between the demand and congestion, other modes of
transport or properties of the activities than to model the price elasticity for each and
every situation that may occur.
There are also disadvantages to this approach. First, the behavior of the population
is quite sensitive to the parameters of the activity based model. In one preliminary
study we increase the typical duration of the home activity to twenty hours, which
resulted in a time shift of the afternoon peak. This raises the important question how
the different parameters of the activity based model influence the price elasticity of
the demand, and to which extent this relation is realistic for practical applications.
An interesting area for future research is to explore in detail how the price elasticity
is influenced by the different parameters of the model and the price elasticity of the
demand. To gain better understanding of the emergence of a macroscopic such as the
price elasticity, it makes sense to use simple scenarios with a single public transport
line with a few stops and investigate the trade offs a single agent can make with
regard to travel times and the resulting utilities. While there might be potential for
analytical results in this area, it is also possible to simulate a number of scenarios with
different parameters and compare the plans and corresponding utilities emperically.
4.8 Conclusions
We have shown howwe can use smart card data to generate different types of demand.
We developed an agent-based simulation that allows us to analyze the movements of
the agents through our multimodal public transport network. We experimented with
different settings for the number of trip-based agents and with three discount policies
in the off-peak hours. Finally, we discussed several opportunities for future research.
As soon as we sorted our dataset in such a way that we could process all journeys
customer by customer in chronological order, demand generation could be done
very efficiently. We used simple rules to determine whether a customer should be
modeled using trip based, tour based or pattern based demand. We have evaluated
the impact of different thresholds for the pattern based customers on the resulting
approximate equilibrium. We have also seen that an off-peak discount can be used
to let a part of the agent population shift their travel times. In our case, this lead to
a lower revenue. However, the effect on the required capacity must be taken into
account when making a trade off between costs and revenue.
There are many opportunities for future research. First, our simulation can greatly
benefit from proper calibration. Configuring the behavior and economic parameters
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of the agents is far from trivial. This requires surveys with representative groups and
expert knowledge that the various public transport companies might or might not be
willing to share. The amount of work this requires will likely result in a model that is
better suited for practical applications, but it does not necessarily answer how we
can use methods and ideas from complexity science in the modeling and optimization
of public transport processes. Including heterogeneity in the price sensitivity of is
also an important step to include more accurate economic behavior of the agents,
although this would be mostly a software development challenge that should not be
too difficult to overcome, given the open structure of the MATSim framework.
Other opportunities for future research are the method for demand generation,
which can be improved upon. One way is to take a closer look at the smart card data
itself and apply data mining techniques to create a number of different behavioral
types. Another opportunity is to combine the smart card data with additional datasets.
We believe this line of research to be better suited within the framework of complexity
science, as it is concerned with the relationship between emerging patterns and
microscopic travel behavior.
We believe that an improved version of our simulation, where economic behavior
is realistic and properly validated, can be helpful in both the design of revenue
management systems, including location based and modality based tariff schemes
and other fields of study within a public transport context.
5
Detecting Activity Patterns from Smart Card Data
Co-authors : Evelien van der Hurk, Leo Kroon, Ting Li and Peter Vervest
This paper has been accepted after peer review for presentation at, and
publication in the proceedings of, the 25th Benelux Conference on Artificial
Intelligence (BNAIC2012).
5.1 Introduction
One of the most valuable pieces of information during the development and opera-
tional planning of passenger transportation systems is passenger demand. Under-
standing how demand develops allows governments and public transport operators
to assess the profitability of infrastructure investments. By changing the infrastruc-
ture or by developing a new area, new travel routes and new purposes to travel are
created. Transportation is a major concern in the cost-benefit analysis of such large
projects. Passenger demand also serves as input for the design of public transport
systems, where they are important when decisions on which lines to operate, the
service frequencies and the assignment of vehicles of different capacities to each
service are made.
Traditional demand models typically estimate an origin-destination matrix of trips
and use a traffic assignment model to map routes to OD-pairs in the transportation
network. Typical data sources for such matrices are counts of observed travellers.
Especially in public transport counts can be used to obtain an origin-destination
matrix within a reasonable processing effort. However, counts cannot be obtained
for cases where we consider a change in infrastructure or service. To overcome this
problem other data sources, such as data related to land use and travel-choice surveys
are used to make predictions of demand in other scenarios. One of the drawbacks of
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using origin-destination matrices is that it is not straightforward to make a matrix
time-dependent, analyze the behavior of specific groups of travellers (outside of an
origin-destination gorup) or to model more detailed interactions between passengers
and public transport, such as for example due to crowding.
Activity-based models (Axhausen and Gärling, 1992) provide an improvement in
this regard. The main idea of this paradigm is that transport demand emerges from
many individual desires to perform certain activities at different locations at certain
times. Instead of defining a large matrix as demand, a list of activity plans is created.
In a simulation agents can perform these activities in a simulated transportation
network. It is possible to observe how the agents decide to travel from activity to
activity within the simulation. An example implementation of such a model is the
open source agent-based transport simulation package MATSim (Horni et al., 2016),
that has been applied at different locations around the world. The input required
for such models consists of individual day plans that define a chain of activities.
Since this input data cannot be directly deducted from an OD-matrix, random plans
generated from economic and geographical data are often combined with travel
diaries collected through surveys.
In this chapter we develop a method to deduce and analyse activity patterns and
activity sequence patterns within the time dimension. We define an activity as a
combination of a time interval and a location. These activities are reconstructed from
the set of trips stored in the data for a specific person. Using both clustering and
labeling methods, we identify important activity time intervals and analyse common
activity chains. We consider a time interval to be important if it represents at least
10% of the activities at a station in the network. We are not only able to identify
home-work patterns, but also identify shorter activities. Moreover, the activity chains
provide information on the order of different activities. We aim to extend our method
to include spatial dimensions in the future, by labeling stations into groups based
on the temporal patterns outputted. We believe that the results obtained using our
method can provide public transport operators insight into how their network is
being used and give valuable input for activity based models.
5.1.1 Related Work
Pelletier et al. (2011) present an excellent general review of smart card data research in
public transport during the years 2000-2010. As this is an extensive literature review,
we only present a short overview of research focused on activity analysis based on
smart card data.
Agard et al. (2006) analyse a binary vector indicating smart card activity during
four fixed time slots, defined by the public transport operator. They find four main
travel patterns using hierarchical clustering, the top two of which correspond to a
home-work-home pattern and a home-study-home pattern. Morency et al. (2007)
focus on the variation in temporal patterns using a k-means clustering algorithm.
They also consider vectors of 24 binary values indicating whether a passenger has
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boarded a vehicle during the corresponding hour of the day. Using clustering with
the Hamming distance measure and the component wise median to derive cluster
centroids, they are able to derive regularity indicators from the raw data. Devillaine
et al. (2012) present an analysis focused on the temporal distribution of activities
based on smart card data from both Santiago, Chile and Gautineau, Canada. Their
classification is based on both temporal aspects as well as card type. The assigned
classes are work, study, home and other. They find that the temporal distribution
of activities in Santiago differs from Gautineau. Activities classified as other have
peaks at their starting times when they start more often around noon or four in the
afternoon in the Gautineau network, while they are more evenly distributed in the
Santiago network.
A different methodology to analyse spatio-temporal patterns is to calculate eigen-
behaviors (Eagle and Pentland, 2009). The general idea of the method is to apply
Principal Components Analysis on vectors of binary variables representing time
slot/location combinations. While this method is usually able to reduce a matrix
of vectors to a few dominant eigenvectors, the fractional nature of the eigenvectors
makes them complicated to interpret, especially if the goal is to create input for
activity based models.
5.2 Journeys and Activities
The central idea of activity based modelling is that mobility patterns of individuals
can be regarded as a sequence which alternates between journeys and activities. For
example, we can have a sequence such as
(t1, l1) · · · (t2, l1) → (t3, l2) · · · (t4, l2) → (t5, l3) · · · (t6, l3) → . . .
where the variables t indicate time instances such that ti  ti+1 and the variables
l indicate locations. It has been proposed numerous times that a good model of
activities performed by individuals will generate high quality travel demand, i.e. the
→ arrows representing journeys can be inferred from the dots representing activities.
However, many data sources collected by and available for transportation agencies
contain either observations at a short time instance (such as mobile phone data)
or information on journeys (such as smart phone data or number plate tracking at
entrances and exits of highways).
As operators and individual passengers adopt information technology at an in-
creasing rate, we now have numerous data with information on the locations of
individuals. For the purpose of demand modelling, we have a number of guiding
principles for an analysis system:
Scalable In case the number of observations for individuals is too large to store
on one computer, it would be useful if we can still compute relevant statistics.
We will assume that the data for a specific individual or a specific location is
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using origin-destination matrices is that it is not straightforward to make a matrix
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generated from economic and geographical data are often combined with travel
diaries collected through surveys.
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activity sequence patterns within the time dimension. We define an activity as a
combination of a time interval and a location. These activities are reconstructed from
the set of trips stored in the data for a specific person. Using both clustering and
labeling methods, we identify important activity time intervals and analyse common
activity chains. We consider a time interval to be important if it represents at least
10% of the activities at a station in the network. We are not only able to identify
home-work patterns, but also identify shorter activities. Moreover, the activity chains
provide information on the order of different activities. We aim to extend our method
to include spatial dimensions in the future, by labeling stations into groups based
on the temporal patterns outputted. We believe that the results obtained using our
method can provide public transport operators insight into how their network is
being used and give valuable input for activity based models.
5.1.1 Related Work
Pelletier et al. (2011) present an excellent general review of smart card data research in
public transport during the years 2000-2010. As this is an extensive literature review,
we only present a short overview of research focused on activity analysis based on
smart card data.
Agard et al. (2006) analyse a binary vector indicating smart card activity during
four fixed time slots, defined by the public transport operator. They find four main
travel patterns using hierarchical clustering, the top two of which correspond to a
home-work-home pattern and a home-study-home pattern. Morency et al. (2007)
focus on the variation in temporal patterns using a k-means clustering algorithm.
They also consider vectors of 24 binary values indicating whether a passenger has
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boarded a vehicle during the corresponding hour of the day. Using clustering with
the Hamming distance measure and the component wise median to derive cluster
centroids, they are able to derive regularity indicators from the raw data. Devillaine
et al. (2012) present an analysis focused on the temporal distribution of activities
based on smart card data from both Santiago, Chile and Gautineau, Canada. Their
classification is based on both temporal aspects as well as card type. The assigned
classes are work, study, home and other. They find that the temporal distribution
of activities in Santiago differs from Gautineau. Activities classified as other have
peaks at their starting times when they start more often around noon or four in the
afternoon in the Gautineau network, while they are more evenly distributed in the
Santiago network.
A different methodology to analyse spatio-temporal patterns is to calculate eigen-
behaviors (Eagle and Pentland, 2009). The general idea of the method is to apply
Principal Components Analysis on vectors of binary variables representing time
slot/location combinations. While this method is usually able to reduce a matrix
of vectors to a few dominant eigenvectors, the fractional nature of the eigenvectors
makes them complicated to interpret, especially if the goal is to create input for
activity based models.
5.2 Journeys and Activities
The central idea of activity based modelling is that mobility patterns of individuals
can be regarded as a sequence which alternates between journeys and activities. For
example, we can have a sequence such as
(t1, l1) · · · (t2, l1) → (t3, l2) · · · (t4, l2) → (t5, l3) · · · (t6, l3) → . . .
where the variables t indicate time instances such that ti  ti+1 and the variables
l indicate locations. It has been proposed numerous times that a good model of
activities performed by individuals will generate high quality travel demand, i.e. the
→ arrows representing journeys can be inferred from the dots representing activities.
However, many data sources collected by and available for transportation agencies
contain either observations at a short time instance (such as mobile phone data)
or information on journeys (such as smart phone data or number plate tracking at
entrances and exits of highways).
As operators and individual passengers adopt information technology at an in-
creasing rate, we now have numerous data with information on the locations of
individuals. For the purpose of demand modelling, we have a number of guiding
principles for an analysis system:
Scalable In case the number of observations for individuals is too large to store
on one computer, it would be useful if we can still compute relevant statistics.
We will assume that the data for a specific individual or a specific location is
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available at a single node of computation, and that the number of locations
under consideration is very small compared to the number of observations.
Anonymous Aggregate Data Since individual travel patterns contain a lot of pri-
vacy sensitive information, we prefer that the system is able to collect interesting
aggregate data without the need to keep very long histories of individual obser-
vations. In other words, the aggregate data should be anonymous.
5.3 Smart Card Data
The Dutch smart card system, called “OV-Chipkaart” is a nation-wide smart card
for payment of public transport journeys across modes and operators. The system is
operated by the common smart card authority “Trans Link Systems”, which collects
the transactions and provides the operators with the data of their customers. This
is raw transactional data where each record contains at least a unique media ID
of the smart card, date and time of the transaction, an ID specifying the station or
stop where the transaction took place and the type of the transaction (i.e. check-in
or check-out). One of the important features of the Dutch implementation is that
passengers both need to check in when they start their journey and check out at the
end. As a result, we do not need to estimate alighting points.
In order to analyse the intervals corresponding to activities in the network, we
have extended our implementation discussed in Chapter 4 in order to extract the
activities from the raw smart card data.
5.3.1 From raw transactions to journeys
The first step in preparing our data for analysis is to derive a data set of journeys from
the raw smart card data. In order to do this, we sort the raw smart card data based
on the media ID and the time stamps, such that we can easily process consecutive
transactions card by card. Every time we detect a check-in followed by a check-out
while passing through the data, we generate a trip containing a departure time,
departure location, arrival time and arrival location. For some modes (bus and tram)
a journey may consist of several trips. After the construction of trips, we merge all
trips that take place within the operator specified allowed transfer time. If we end up
with journeys that start and end at the same station, we remove them from the final
set of journeys.
5.3.2 From journeys to activities and time intervals
After we have obtained a sequence of journeys j1, j2, . . . , jn for each smart card,
ordered by time, we continue with the detection of activities. If journey ji’s arrival
location is equal to journey ji+1’s departure location, we create an activity at the
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common location from the arrival time of journey ji until the departure time of
journey ji+1.
As it is possible that activities span multiple days, we simplify them by projecting
them onto a modular ring. Let us first pick a number of time slots U. Throughout this
chapter we will work with hourly time slots, so U = 24. All calculations involving the
intervals will now be done on the modular ring ZU. Under the assumption that ZU
represents a day, the begin time of the activity is projected onto the ring, rounding
the final time slot down after scaling, while the end time of the activity is rounded
up after scaling. Given an interval x, the start and end times are denoted by the
pair (xb, xe), which starts at a time slot xb ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,U − 1} and ends at time slot
xe ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,U− 1}. As a result, a time slot can be an “overnight” time slot in case
xb > xe. For such time slots, it is not correct to take the difference xb − xe to calculate
the duration of the time slot, as time moves forward. To overcome this fact we define
the duration xd of an interval x as follows:
xd =
{
xe − xb if xe  xb
xe +U− xb otherwise
Note that this formula does not make a distinction between activities that are longer
by a multiple of U, thus activities which have an actual duration of 32 or 80 will both
have an xd of 8. We do this because it simplifies the analysis and presentation of the
data a bit, but for practical applications it should be considered to take information
about activities that take multiple days into account.
5.4 Extracting Frequent Time Intervals by Clustering
As the number of different intervals observed at each station is likely to be too
large for regular interpretation, we will apply a clustering algorithm in order to
obtain a compact description of the types of intervals observed at the station. As the
dissimilarity of two time intervals may depend on the context of the activities, we
introduce a parameterised penalty function that will be used to as a distance measure
for clustering. As an example of such differences, consider that activities at an office
will likely have high similarity in the starting time of the activity, while shopping or
entertainment activities are more likely to have similarity in the duration.
After processing the raw smart card data, we end up with a set of stations S and a
multiset Is of observed intervals at a each station s ∈ S. We then apply the k-means++
algorithm (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007) discussed in Appendix A on each multiset
Is. The advantage of the k-means++ over the traditional k-means algorithm is that
it is O(log k) competitive due to a sampling method for the initial clustering that
favours centroids that are far away from each other. Since there are many stations
in the network, we also propose a method to aggregate the cluster outputs to a full
network level. The reason we do not apply the clustering algorithm on the union of
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available at a single node of computation, and that the number of locations
under consideration is very small compared to the number of observations.
Anonymous Aggregate Data Since individual travel patterns contain a lot of pri-
vacy sensitive information, we prefer that the system is able to collect interesting
aggregate data without the need to keep very long histories of individual obser-
vations. In other words, the aggregate data should be anonymous.
5.3 Smart Card Data
The Dutch smart card system, called “OV-Chipkaart” is a nation-wide smart card
for payment of public transport journeys across modes and operators. The system is
operated by the common smart card authority “Trans Link Systems”, which collects
the transactions and provides the operators with the data of their customers. This
is raw transactional data where each record contains at least a unique media ID
of the smart card, date and time of the transaction, an ID specifying the station or
stop where the transaction took place and the type of the transaction (i.e. check-in
or check-out). One of the important features of the Dutch implementation is that
passengers both need to check in when they start their journey and check out at the
end. As a result, we do not need to estimate alighting points.
In order to analyse the intervals corresponding to activities in the network, we
have extended our implementation discussed in Chapter 4 in order to extract the
activities from the raw smart card data.
5.3.1 From raw transactions to journeys
The first step in preparing our data for analysis is to derive a data set of journeys from
the raw smart card data. In order to do this, we sort the raw smart card data based
on the media ID and the time stamps, such that we can easily process consecutive
transactions card by card. Every time we detect a check-in followed by a check-out
while passing through the data, we generate a trip containing a departure time,
departure location, arrival time and arrival location. For some modes (bus and tram)
a journey may consist of several trips. After the construction of trips, we merge all
trips that take place within the operator specified allowed transfer time. If we end up
with journeys that start and end at the same station, we remove them from the final
set of journeys.
5.3.2 From journeys to activities and time intervals
After we have obtained a sequence of journeys j1, j2, . . . , jn for each smart card,
ordered by time, we continue with the detection of activities. If journey ji’s arrival
location is equal to journey ji+1’s departure location, we create an activity at the
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common location from the arrival time of journey ji until the departure time of
journey ji+1.
As it is possible that activities span multiple days, we simplify them by projecting
them onto a modular ring. Let us first pick a number of time slots U. Throughout this
chapter we will work with hourly time slots, so U = 24. All calculations involving the
intervals will now be done on the modular ring ZU. Under the assumption that ZU
represents a day, the begin time of the activity is projected onto the ring, rounding
the final time slot down after scaling, while the end time of the activity is rounded
up after scaling. Given an interval x, the start and end times are denoted by the
pair (xb, xe), which starts at a time slot xb ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,U − 1} and ends at time slot
xe ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,U− 1}. As a result, a time slot can be an “overnight” time slot in case
xb > xe. For such time slots, it is not correct to take the difference xb − xe to calculate
the duration of the time slot, as time moves forward. To overcome this fact we define
the duration xd of an interval x as follows:
xd =
{
xe − xb if xe  xb
xe +U− xb otherwise
Note that this formula does not make a distinction between activities that are longer
by a multiple of U, thus activities which have an actual duration of 32 or 80 will both
have an xd of 8. We do this because it simplifies the analysis and presentation of the
data a bit, but for practical applications it should be considered to take information
about activities that take multiple days into account.
5.4 Extracting Frequent Time Intervals by Clustering
As the number of different intervals observed at each station is likely to be too
large for regular interpretation, we will apply a clustering algorithm in order to
obtain a compact description of the types of intervals observed at the station. As the
dissimilarity of two time intervals may depend on the context of the activities, we
introduce a parameterised penalty function that will be used to as a distance measure
for clustering. As an example of such differences, consider that activities at an office
will likely have high similarity in the starting time of the activity, while shopping or
entertainment activities are more likely to have similarity in the duration.
After processing the raw smart card data, we end up with a set of stations S and a
multiset Is of observed intervals at a each station s ∈ S. We then apply the k-means++
algorithm (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007) discussed in Appendix A on each multiset
Is. The advantage of the k-means++ over the traditional k-means algorithm is that
it is O(log k) competitive due to a sampling method for the initial clustering that
favours centroids that are far away from each other. Since there are many stations
in the network, we also propose a method to aggregate the cluster outputs to a full
network level. The reason we do not apply the clustering algorithm on the union of
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all Is multisets is that we are also interested in time intervals that occur frequently at
a station that does not serve a large part of the total demand.
Finally, as the results of the clustering algorithm may vary with the random initial
configuration, the parametrization of the penalty function and the choice for k, we
run our clustering and aggregation method multiple times in order to get a feeling for
the robustness of the cluster centroids. As there there is a finite discrete set of possible
centroids, we measure the frequency in which each centroid occurs in the output of
the different runs of the algorithm.
5.4.1 The parameterised penalty function
In order to assign different penalties to differences between start time, duration and
end time of the activities, we introduce a vector θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3). Here, θ1 and θ2
control the penalties if either the duration, start time or end time is equal, while
θ3 controls the penalty if these values are all different. Our penalty function that
represents the difference between two intervals x and y is defined as follows:
dθ(x,y) =
 θ1(xd − yd)
2 if xb = yb ∨ xe = ye
θ2(xb − yb)
2 if xd = yd
θ3(|xb − yb|+ |xd − yd|)
2 otherwise
Note that our penalty function d is heuristic in nature, as it can end up awarding a
large penalty to a pair of activities for which the end times are close to each other, but
a much smaller penalty to a pair of activities for which the start times are as close to
each other. As one of the aims of our method is to aggregate many different clustering
outcomes to decide which activity patterns are common in the data set, the focus of
our research was not to make this heuristic penalty function mathematically sound.
The design of a mathematically sound distance measure for our methodology is a
promising direction for future research.
In addition to the distance measure, we also need a way to calculate the centroid
of a cluster. Since we work with ZU, the set of all intervals is given by Z2U. In case of
U = 24 this gives us 576 intervals. As a result, the best cluster center within a cluster
of size n can be brute forced in 576 · n calls to the distance measure.
5.4.2 Calculating the relevant cluster centroids and their robustness
In order to aggregate the clustering output of the individual stations, we decided to
work with a threshold-based rule. This rule check for a given threshold t whether
an interval (xb, xe) is relevant if there exists a station s ∈ S such that (xb, xe) occurs
as a centroid in the cluster output of the multiset Is and that cluster contains more
than t|Is| elements of Is. The set of all intervals that adhere to this criterion can be
calculated using Algorithm 5. We also keep track of a weight map w, which registers
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Algorithm 4: Iterative loop used to calculate the robustness fraction.
Input :A set C of configuration parameters for runExperiment, a cutoff number
m
Output :A table with for each (xb, xe) interval the robustness fraction
1 Method calcRobustness(C) :
2 r← new table of dimension U×U filled with 0-values;
3 foreach (θ, k,σ, t) ∈ C do
4 (J,w)←runExperiment(θ, k,σ, t);
5 foreach (xb, xe) ∈ J do
6 if w((xb, xe))  themth highest value in {w(x) : x ∈ J} then






the fraction of the population covered by the interval in the cases where it exceeds
the threshold.
Since the output of the clustering algorithm, and therefore the output of the runEx-
periment method can vary for different configurations of the parameters, we decided
to apply it multiple times, keeping track of how often each interval shows up. Since
the number of intervals in a single result set can still be quite large, we truncate the
result set to them highest scoring intervals according to the weight map w. We then
count the number of times an interval is in a truncated result set and report this as
the fraction of the total number of experiments as the “robustness fraction”. The loop
we use to calculate the robustness fractions is presented in Algorithm 4.
5.5 Labeling and Activity Chain Analysis
After we have applied the clustering algorithm to learn important time intervals
in the network, we want to learn something about the relationship between the
activities that take place during these intervals. Utilising the output of the clustering
algorithm, we can propose a labeling algorithm that assigns a label to each interval.
This algorithm then allows us to transform the chains of activities observed in the
data of the separate passengers into chains of activity labels.
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all Is multisets is that we are also interested in time intervals that occur frequently at
a station that does not serve a large part of the total demand.
Finally, as the results of the clustering algorithm may vary with the random initial
configuration, the parametrization of the penalty function and the choice for k, we
run our clustering and aggregation method multiple times in order to get a feeling for
the robustness of the cluster centroids. As there there is a finite discrete set of possible
centroids, we measure the frequency in which each centroid occurs in the output of
the different runs of the algorithm.
5.4.1 The parameterised penalty function
In order to assign different penalties to differences between start time, duration and
end time of the activities, we introduce a vector θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3). Here, θ1 and θ2
control the penalties if either the duration, start time or end time is equal, while
θ3 controls the penalty if these values are all different. Our penalty function that
represents the difference between two intervals x and y is defined as follows:
dθ(x,y) =
 θ1(xd − yd)
2 if xb = yb ∨ xe = ye
θ2(xb − yb)
2 if xd = yd
θ3(|xb − yb|+ |xd − yd|)
2 otherwise
Note that our penalty function d is heuristic in nature, as it can end up awarding a
large penalty to a pair of activities for which the end times are close to each other, but
a much smaller penalty to a pair of activities for which the start times are as close to
each other. As one of the aims of our method is to aggregate many different clustering
outcomes to decide which activity patterns are common in the data set, the focus of
our research was not to make this heuristic penalty function mathematically sound.
The design of a mathematically sound distance measure for our methodology is a
promising direction for future research.
In addition to the distance measure, we also need a way to calculate the centroid
of a cluster. Since we work with ZU, the set of all intervals is given by Z2U. In case of
U = 24 this gives us 576 intervals. As a result, the best cluster center within a cluster
of size n can be brute forced in 576 · n calls to the distance measure.
5.4.2 Calculating the relevant cluster centroids and their robustness
In order to aggregate the clustering output of the individual stations, we decided to
work with a threshold-based rule. This rule check for a given threshold t whether
an interval (xb, xe) is relevant if there exists a station s ∈ S such that (xb, xe) occurs
as a centroid in the cluster output of the multiset Is and that cluster contains more
than t|Is| elements of Is. The set of all intervals that adhere to this criterion can be
calculated using Algorithm 5. We also keep track of a weight map w, which registers
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Algorithm 4: Iterative loop used to calculate the robustness fraction.
Input :A set C of configuration parameters for runExperiment, a cutoff number
m
Output :A table with for each (xb, xe) interval the robustness fraction
1 Method calcRobustness(C) :
2 r← new table of dimension U×U filled with 0-values;
3 foreach (θ, k,σ, t) ∈ C do
4 (J,w)←runExperiment(θ, k,σ, t);
5 foreach (xb, xe) ∈ J do
6 if w((xb, xe))  themth highest value in {w(x) : x ∈ J} then






the fraction of the population covered by the interval in the cases where it exceeds
the threshold.
Since the output of the clustering algorithm, and therefore the output of the runEx-
periment method can vary for different configurations of the parameters, we decided
to apply it multiple times, keeping track of how often each interval shows up. Since
the number of intervals in a single result set can still be quite large, we truncate the
result set to them highest scoring intervals according to the weight map w. We then
count the number of times an interval is in a truncated result set and report this as
the fraction of the total number of experiments as the “robustness fraction”. The loop
we use to calculate the robustness fractions is presented in Algorithm 4.
5.5 Labeling and Activity Chain Analysis
After we have applied the clustering algorithm to learn important time intervals
in the network, we want to learn something about the relationship between the
activities that take place during these intervals. Utilising the output of the clustering
algorithm, we can propose a labeling algorithm that assigns a label to each interval.
This algorithm then allows us to transform the chains of activities observed in the
data of the separate passengers into chains of activity labels.
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Algorithm 5: Iterative loop used to calculate relevant time intervals in the network
Input :Distance measure parameters θ, the number of clusters k, a random seed
σ, a threshold t
Output :A set of relevant intervals R, a weight map w
1 Method runExperiment(I, θ, k, σ, t) :
2 foreach station s ∈ S do
3 R← ∅;
4 C1, . . . ,Ck ← k-means++ applied on Is with penalty function dθ and
random seed σ;




7 x← centroid of Ci;
8 R← R ∪ {x};
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5.5.1 Developing the labeling algorithm
In Devillaine et al. (2012) it was observed that there are differences in the extent to
which different time intervals show up in different public transport networks. Since
our intervals are described by two time slots, it is straightforward to visualise the
robustness fractions in a grid containing all possible intervals. Such a plot gives great
insight in the extent to which time intervals are important. We can use the plot to
construct a tree-based labeling rule by checking proposed rules against the robust
intervals in the plot.
An important aspect to take into account during the development of the labeling
rule is the interpretability of the chosen labels. As our focus is currently mostly
exploratory, we decided to focus on labels that are easy to interpret, such as long,
short, early, late and overnight.
5.5.2 Analysing consecutive activities
Utilising the labeling procedure developed in the previous sectionwe can now analyse
chains of activity labels. We count all consecutive pairs of activities that are performed
by the same person and are connected by a single journey. The resulting table of
counts can then be interpreted as the adjacency matrix of a weighted directed graph,
where the nodes represent the activity labels and the arcs represent the “followed
by” relationship as observed in the data. There are many software packages available
that allow us to visualise and analyse such networks. During our analysis, we have
worked with Gephi (Bastian et al., 2009).
We can count activity chains of an arbitrary length in a similar fashion. We believe
that counting chains that are very long will not give a lot of insight, as passengers
are not likely to perform many activities within a single day. However, smaller chain
lengths, such as three or four activities, could be interesting as these patterns are
likely to represent behaviour over one or two days. For this reason we added a triplet
counting routine to our implementation of the processing algorithm for the adjacency
matrix generation.
5.6 Experiments and Results
We have applied our clustering method on urban smart card data set from a Dutch
network, containing four months of transactions. The data set contains roughly 22·106
journeys and 12 · 106 activities. We calculated the robustness fractions using the method
described in Section 5.4.2. Our set of configurations contained all combinations
of the following: For k one of {6, 8, 10, 20}, θ ∈ {1, 2, 4}3 with the constraint that
θ3  θ1 ∧ θ3  θ2, one of two random seeds,m = 40 and t = 0.1. The total number of
configurations is 112. The resulting table is visualised in Table 5.1.
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Algorithm 5: Iterative loop used to calculate relevant time intervals in the network
Input :Distance measure parameters θ, the number of clusters k, a random seed
σ, a threshold t
Output :A set of relevant intervals R, a weight map w
1 Method runExperiment(I, θ, k, σ, t) :
2 foreach station s ∈ S do
3 R← ∅;
4 C1, . . . ,Ck ← k-means++ applied on Is with penalty function dθ and
random seed σ;




7 x← centroid of Ci;
8 R← R ∪ {x};
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of the following: For k one of {6, 8, 10, 20}, θ ∈ {1, 2, 4}3 with the constraint that
θ3  θ1 ∧ θ3  θ2, one of two random seeds,m = 40 and t = 0.1. The total number of
configurations is 112. The resulting table is visualised in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The table of the robustness fractions of the intervals as calculated by our
clustering and aggregation algorithm. Every cell corresponds to an activity
interval with the combination of a starting time and ending time. Activity
intervals at empty cells are never detected for any configuration of the
clustering method by the aggregation algorithm, while cells with a value
of 1 are detected for all configurations of the associated activity interval.
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Figure 5.2: Labeling trees for the labels of an interval
Many of the highly robust intervals in Figure 5.1 are typically associated with
commuting patterns. However, many shorter intervals that start after nie are quite
robust as well. Additionally, intervals with a duration of precisely six or seven hours
are very infrequent. This tells us six hours is a natural boundary to distinguish
between short and long activities. The proposed labeling on the duration is presented
in Figure 5.2a. Distinguishing between starting times appears to be more complicated.
Before 9:00 short activities rarely begin, so 8:00 seems to be a good boundary for early
activities. At 13:00 it seems that among the shorter activities, the intervals that are
one hour longer than those starting before 13:00 become robust as well. As a result,
we pick the second boundary at 12:00. Finally, after 16:00 the intervals or not very
robust, so this gives us the final boundary. As it would be hard to interpret different
labels for overnight activities, we introduce a single label “Overnight” for activities
that have xb > xe. The resulting tree is presented in Figure 5.2b.
We visualised the trees for labeling on duration and start time based labeling sepa-
rately, but they can be combined into one large tree. We can now apply the different
trees to count the pairs of sequentially occurring activity labels. We visualised the
pairs observed this way as a network in Figure 5.3
Some interesting patterns can be observed in Figure 5.3. First, the most promi-
nent pairs of activities are those between an overnight interval and intervals that
are early and long. These are typically time intervals associated with home-work
and home-study patterns and are thus within expectation high ranking. A more
interesting pattern occurs between overnight and noon activities. There is less inter-
action between early activities and noon activities than between overnight and noon
activities.
Let us now consider the top ten of triplets occurring in the activity label chains. The
most dominant triplets are typically associated with home - work - home like chains.
The fourth and fifth triplet in the full labeling describe a single activity during noon.
Here we might be a bit careful in labeling the overnight activity as home: Maybe some
people travel to their work by car and use the public transport system during lunch
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Figure 5.3: Network visualisation of the adjacency matrices based on the different
labelings.
time to visit a nearby location. The tenth triplet shows a pattern where two activities
are started within the noon window. There is also evidence of people performing a
long activity one day and a short activity the next day, and vice versa, as witnessed
by triplets eight and nine in the duration based labeling.
When we compare these results to the analysis of the “other” activity label consid-
ered during the analysis of Gautineau data by Devillaine et al. (2012), we see that the
third triplet in the start time based labeling suggest a possible peak around 12:00 for
at least some of the stations. However, they also found a peak around 16:00, which
would be the afternoon label in our case. However, if we consider labels in the start
time table, only the sixth and ninth triplets represent evening activities and both are
not as strong as the single noon triplet.
5.7 Conclusions and Future Work
We have developed an approach to cluster temporal intervals derived from activity
data at a station level using a parameterised penalty function nd to aggregate the
results, such that we obtain the most interesting time intervals in the data. We repeat
this process to obtain robustness fractions. Based on the robustness fractions, we
constructed a tree-based labeling procedure. The labels allow us to find the most
frequent pairs and triplets of activity types observed in individual activity chains.
While the typical intervals associated with home and work activities are dominant,
we are able to identify shorter activities as well and provide some insight on their
relation to other activities within the activity chains of individual passengers.
Our current approach still has some drawbacks. The modular ring ZU with U = 24
is a quite rigorous simplification, as we cannot distinguish between an activity that
takes one hour and an activity that takes 25 hours. While this simplification allows
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Overnight LongEarly Overnight 19%
LongEarly Overnight LongEarly 16%
Overnight LongNoon Overnight 4%
Overnight ShortNoon Overnight 3%
ShortNoon Overnight ShortNoon 2%
ShortAfternoon Overnight ShortNoon 2%
Overnight ShortEarly Overnight 2%
LongNoon Overnight LongNoon 2%
ShortAfternoon ShortAfternoon Overnight 2%
Overnight ShortNoon ShortNoon 2%
Duration based labeling
Overnight Long Overnight 23%
Long Overnight Long 20%
Short Overnight Short 10%
Short Short Short 9%
Overnight Short Overnight 7%
Short Short Overnight 6%
Overnight Short Short 6%
Short Overnight Long 6%
Long Overnight Short 4%
Overnight Long Short 2%
Start time based labeling
Overnight Early Overnight 20%
Early Overnight Early 19%
Overnight Noon Overnight 7%
Noon Overnight Noon 5%
Noon Overnight Early 4%
Afternoon Overnight Noon 3%
Early Overnight Noon 2%
Afternoon Overnight Early 2%
Overnight Afternoon Overnight 2%
Overnight Early Noon 2%
Table 5.1: The most frequent triplets of consecutive labels for each labeling method
and the percentage with which they occurs among all triplets detectedwhen
applying that particular labelling method. Triplets are generated based on
the consecutive activities of individual smart cards. If the frequency of a
triplet is 20% this means that if you look at three consecutive activities of a
single smart card, in 20% of the cases these labels correspond to the labels
of the triple.
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results, such that we obtain the most interesting time intervals in the data. We repeat
this process to obtain robustness fractions. Based on the robustness fractions, we
constructed a tree-based labeling procedure. The labels allow us to find the most
frequent pairs and triplets of activity types observed in individual activity chains.
While the typical intervals associated with home and work activities are dominant,
we are able to identify shorter activities as well and provide some insight on their
relation to other activities within the activity chains of individual passengers.
Our current approach still has some drawbacks. The modular ring ZU with U = 24
is a quite rigorous simplification, as we cannot distinguish between an activity that
takes one hour and an activity that takes 25 hours. While this simplification allows
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us to get a general idea of what is happening within the system without having
to look at too many numbers, it is likely more caution is necessary if we want to
construct the input for activity based models. Moreover, we ignore the distinction
between weekdays and weekends, which has a very significant impact on travel
behaviour. For the implementation of a valid simulation, it will be necessary to make
this distinction. If we introduce these detailed descriptions of the activity intervals, it
would also be necessary to reconsider the distance measure used. In future work a
more rigorous mathematical basis could be used in its design as part of this process.
Finally, we constructed our labeling algorithm by hand. A question is whether we can
use automatic classification algorithms instead of our manually constructed labeling
procedures.
Aside from further refinements of our methods, such as reducing the number of
parameters to set and varying distance measures, there are two main topics for future
research. First, we can use either the clustering output at the station level or the
complete distribution of intervals observed at the stations to identify similar classes
of stations. If we are able to reduce our stations to a small number of important
classes, we can attempt to include some spatial aspects in the analysis of the activity
chains. Finally, it can be consider how our findings can be used to improve demand
generation procedures for agent-based simulation studies similar to the study in
Chapter 4.
6
Exploratory Analysis of Time-Space patterns in
Smart Card Data
Co-authors : Evelien van der Hurk, Leo Kroon and Peter Vervest
This chapter is a working paper.
6.1 Introduction
The introduction of smart card ticketing systems has resulted in a wealth of data for
public transportation operators compared to analogue ticketing systems. Previously
a lot of effort was required to make crude estimates of passenger volumes, often split
in peak and off-peak volumes. Smart card ticketing provides detailed information
related to time and location of arrivals and possibly departures for each passenger.
It may come as no surprise that some practitioners think that with the availability
of smart card data, the operators now know everything there is to know about the
passengers.
Unfortunately smart card data does not contain all information relevant to transport
planning. Researchers in transport demand modeling (Ben-Akiva et al., 1994) are
very aware of the difference between stated choice data, i.e. information that states
which travel option a passenger considers as best from a set of given alternatives, and
revealed choice data, i.e. information about which actual choice a passenger took but
not the considered alternative travel options.
Parallel to the introduction of smart cards in public transport, disruptive new
business models were introduced in private transportation often driven by informa-
tive smart phone applications that give detailed expectations about the journey a
prospective customer is considering. Such developments give travelers more freedom
in planning their journeys. In the nearby future it may also become possible that
fleets of on-demand automated vehicles are introduced, decreasing the need for car
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ownership in favor of on-demand automated vehicles. An advantage of such a system
is that, if designed properly, vehicle utilization can be increased as currently most
cars are not utilized for the majority of the time. The big challenge for this business
model is whether it can be made reliable. If the chances of getting an on demand
vehicle are very low during peak-hours, there is a still an important reason for many
individuals to keep owning cars. In order to decrease car ownership, it is important
that the information technology used to organize such systems is user friendly and
reliable. It is likely that this will require models that go beyond the scheduling of
individual trips, but take activity patterns of the customer base into account.
In order to provide good service qualities to the passengers of public transport
and other systems where vehicle sharing is employed to increase utilization, it is
important to understand what goals passengers are trying to accomplish with their
journeys and what alternatives they consider as acceptable for achieving these goals.
A passenger who has to catch a plane at the airport has other requirements related to
the journey than a passenger who wants to have coffee with family. Nowadays, this
type of information is barely taken into account as public transport operators focus
on moving certain volumes of peoples between origin destination pairs as efficient as
possible. With the advent of potentially cheaper and smarter private transportation
systems on the horizon, there is a great need to design public transport systems and
the related information systems from the perspective of the passenger.
In previous chapters we have considered home-work patterns in smart card data as
well as temporal patterns. In this chapter we focus on patterns that look at temporal
and spatial properties, as activities performed by individuals happen at a certain time
interval at a certain location. In this chapter we consider how we can improve upon
these methods by proposing a way in which the generated patterns can be validated.
As we do not know the underlying pattern for actual smart card data, we develop a
way to produce synthetic smart card data for which these patterns are known. We
generate data for a mockup scenario based on the city of Utrecht in the Netherlands.
We evaluate a clustering approach that groups stations based on similar temporal
profiles and show that this method can also be applied to other methods that extract
behavioral patterns from smart card data.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.2 we consider
and formalize the general structure of smart card data and its relation to activities.
In Section 6.3, we introduce an algorithm that can generate synthetic smart card
data based on predefined activity patterns that can also be used in the validation
step. In Section 6.4, we propose a way to make groups of stations based on the
distributions of labelled time intervals at each station. In Section 6.5, we introduce the
demand patterns and synthetic smart card data set that we use in our experiments.
In Section 6.6, we compute groups of similar stations based on the synthetic data set
and validate how well these groups of stations match with the predefined demand
patterns. In Section 6.7, we conclude with a brief discussion of the obtained results
and sketch a direction for future research on the topic of methodologies for smart
card data analysis.
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Table 6.1: Example dataset of processed smart card data
Smart Card Departure Arrival Departure Location Arrival Location
ID Timestamp Timestamp
2348 2016-03-14 9:06 2016-03-14 9:18 Central Station Main Square
2348 2016-03-14 15:03 2016-03-14 15:21 Main Square Central Station
2348 2016-04-14 11:01 2016-04-14 11:03 Central Station Shopping Mall
5231 2016-03-14 10:03 2016-03-14 10:33 Suburban Street Main Square
5231 2016-03-14 14:37 2016-03-14 15:07 Main Square Suburban Street
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.2 Activities and Smart Card Data
Smart card data come in various formats and there are variations in the technical
details of the systems that collect the data between diffirent public transport operators.
Some ticketing systems collect only check-ins, while other systems collect both check-
ins and check-outs. This latter system reduces the need to estimate the check-out
locations afterward, which is an advantage for the analysis. However, a number of
methodologies that estimate check-out locations based solely on the check-ins are
discussed in Pelletier et al. (2011).
We assume a smart card database consists of records that contain a smart card id
(often the serial number of the media used), a time stamp, the location of the transac-
tion, the type of action (check-in or check-out) and possible additional information
such financial data (which we neglect in this chapter).
Often it is easier to link a check-in and a check-out to create a table of journeys
instead of raw transactions. For this purpose it is a matter of sorting the raw transac-
tions based on the smart card id and on the time stamp. Consecutive check-in and
check-out pairs can be easily combined this way, yielding a dataset with the structure
displayed in Table 6.1.
From this dataset of journeys, we derive a similar dataset of activities. In order
to describe this process, we first formalize the symbols used to describe both the
journeys and the activities.
6.2.1 Formal definitions of journeys and activities
Let us now introduce the formal definitions that make up journeys and activities. We
work with the assumption that individuals alternate between traveling (journeys)
and performing activities. This can be done without loss of generality, if we allow
activities to have no duration (i.e. their start and end times coincide) and journeys
that have the same location as departure and arrival locations. To define activities,
we first define how to represent time and space:
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and performing activities. This can be done without loss of generality, if we allow
activities to have no duration (i.e. their start and end times coincide) and journeys
that have the same location as departure and arrival locations. To define activities,
we first define how to represent time and space:
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• Time instants are modeled by choosing a temporal unit (e.g. minutes or seconds)
and a time offset (for Unix timestamps this is the start of the first of January
1970). As a result, we can use common arithmetic on the natural numbers to
work with time instants.
• Time durations are also modeled using the natural numbers, with the same
temporal unit as we are using for time instants.
• A set of locations L that occur within our dataset.
Using our chosen representation of time and space, we can now define how to
model activities:
Definition 2. An activity Ai is a 3-tuple (ai,di, li) where ai ∈ N is the time at which the
activity starts, di ∈ N is the time at which the activity ends and a location li ∈ L where the
activity takes place. The duration of an activity is computed by di − ai.
Suppose that some individual performs n activities at different locations. We can
then consider following activity sequence for this individual:
A1 = (a1,d1, l1),A2 = (a2,d2, l2), . . . ,An = (an,∞, ln)
In this sequence, it must hold that ai  di  ai+1 for all i, since time always goes
forward. Associated with a sequence of activities, we have a corresponding sequence
of journeys. A journey can be defined as follows:
Definition 3. A journey Ji is a 4-tuple (di−1,ai, li−1, li) where di−1 is the departure time
at which the journey starts, ai is the arrival time at which the journey ends, li−1 ∈ L is the
origin location of the journey and li ∈ L is the destination location of the journey.
Suppose that we know the activity sequence of a certain individual. The sequence
of journeys of the same individual will then have the following structure:
J1 = (?,a1, ?, l1), J2 = (d1,a2, l1, l2), . . . , Jn = (dn−1,an, ln−1, ln)
The chronological order defined on the ai’s and di’s also applies when we consider
a sequence of journeys. Given a sequence of activities, we do not know the precise
departure time and origin of the first journey, which is indicated with the question
mark symbol in the above sequence.
The relationship between journeys and activities can be exploited in this chapter.
Although smart card datasets typically contain information on journeys, we can
transform a sequence of journeys to a sequence of activities and vice versa. This can
be done in a streaming fashion, as we only need to keep two journeys (or activities)
in memory to produce an activity (or journey) assuming they are ordered in time.
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6.3 Synthesis of Artificial Smart Card Data
One of the complications that rises in research related to mobility data in general and
smart card data in particular, is the availability of the data. Real life data sets are often
considered of significant importance by companies that collect and own the data,
because of a competitive advantage or the sensitive nature of the data in relation to
privacy. As a result many researchers have difficulties obtaining such data. In order
to develop and test ways to deal with the data, it is important to have such data in the
first place, but the best way to convince companies that they should provide access to
the data is to show them that the developed methodologies will be indeed beneficial
to them and their customers.
A second issue is that too much reliance on these company-owned data sets is
detrimental for the scientific process, as it makes it extremely difficult to reproduce
experiments. Furthermore, as real life data is not based on any model, it makes
validation of proposed methodologies difficult due to a lack of a ground truth. In this
section we provide an alternative to company-owned data sets by the introduction of
a framework that can generate synthetic data sets that can be shared and discussed
by researchers.
The framework uses activity type definitions and generator definitions to generate
sequences of journeys and activities for individuals over any desired number of
days. It assumes that an individual has a home activity type that serves as a starting
point and ending point for a tour of activities connected by journeys. The performed
activity types are selected using a Markov chain, while the choice of time, duration
and location of each individual activity is dependent on the activity types.
A generated tour always starts at the home activity. For the current day, it is
then decided if there are potential starting activities to be performed or whether the
individual decides to stay at home for the day and try again the next day. If a starting
activity is selected, the location and time for the first activity is then determined. For
consecutive activities during the same tour, the starting time of the next activity is
based on the ending time of the previous activity plus travel time. If at some point
the home activity is selected as the next activity, the tour ends. This procedure also
implements a number of rules that we will discuss in further detail in the appropriate
sections.
6.3.1 Activity Types
In order to generate chains of activities, we define generators that are able to produce
tours of activity types. We then fill in the location for each of these activity types on
the generated tour. By design activity types play a central role in how the data that
will be generated. An activity type declaration contains information related to the
temporal properties of related activities, as well as possible locations at which the
activity can be performed. For example, we may define one activity type for being
at home, with possible locations in a residential area and within the city center, and
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• Time instants are modeled by choosing a temporal unit (e.g. minutes or seconds)
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1970). As a result, we can use common arithmetic on the natural numbers to
work with time instants.
• Time durations are also modeled using the natural numbers, with the same
temporal unit as we are using for time instants.
• A set of locations L that occur within our dataset.
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In this sequence, it must hold that ai  di  ai+1 for all i, since time always goes
forward. Associated with a sequence of activities, we have a corresponding sequence
of journeys. A journey can be defined as follows:
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The chronological order defined on the ai’s and di’s also applies when we consider
a sequence of journeys. Given a sequence of activities, we do not know the precise
departure time and origin of the first journey, which is indicated with the question
mark symbol in the above sequence.
The relationship between journeys and activities can be exploited in this chapter.
Although smart card datasets typically contain information on journeys, we can
transform a sequence of journeys to a sequence of activities and vice versa. This can
be done in a streaming fashion, as we only need to keep two journeys (or activities)
in memory to produce an activity (or journey) assuming they are ordered in time.
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One of the complications that rises in research related to mobility data in general and
smart card data in particular, is the availability of the data. Real life data sets are often
considered of significant importance by companies that collect and own the data,
because of a competitive advantage or the sensitive nature of the data in relation to
privacy. As a result many researchers have difficulties obtaining such data. In order
to develop and test ways to deal with the data, it is important to have such data in the
first place, but the best way to convince companies that they should provide access to
the data is to show them that the developed methodologies will be indeed beneficial
to them and their customers.
A second issue is that too much reliance on these company-owned data sets is
detrimental for the scientific process, as it makes it extremely difficult to reproduce
experiments. Furthermore, as real life data is not based on any model, it makes
validation of proposed methodologies difficult due to a lack of a ground truth. In this
section we provide an alternative to company-owned data sets by the introduction of
a framework that can generate synthetic data sets that can be shared and discussed
by researchers.
The framework uses activity type definitions and generator definitions to generate
sequences of journeys and activities for individuals over any desired number of
days. It assumes that an individual has a home activity type that serves as a starting
point and ending point for a tour of activities connected by journeys. The performed
activity types are selected using a Markov chain, while the choice of time, duration
and location of each individual activity is dependent on the activity types.
A generated tour always starts at the home activity. For the current day, it is
then decided if there are potential starting activities to be performed or whether the
individual decides to stay at home for the day and try again the next day. If a starting
activity is selected, the location and time for the first activity is then determined. For
consecutive activities during the same tour, the starting time of the next activity is
based on the ending time of the previous activity plus travel time. If at some point
the home activity is selected as the next activity, the tour ends. This procedure also
implements a number of rules that we will discuss in further detail in the appropriate
sections.
6.3.1 Activity Types
In order to generate chains of activities, we define generators that are able to produce
tours of activity types. We then fill in the location for each of these activity types on
the generated tour. By design activity types play a central role in how the data that
will be generated. An activity type declaration contains information related to the
temporal properties of related activities, as well as possible locations at which the
activity can be performed. For example, we may define one activity type for being
at home, with possible locations in a residential area and within the city center, and
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define a second activity type work that can occur in the city center or in an industrial
area. For every activity type, our definition needs to specify the following properties:
• A unique identifier. Every activity can be identified by a unique name.
• A starting time distribution. If the activity is selected as the first activity of a
tour, the starting time is sampled using the specified distribution. If an activity
never occurs as the first non-home activity in a tour, this distribution is never
used in the sampling process.
• A duration distribution. In order to determine how long a non-home activity is
performed, durations are sampled from this distribution.
• The days of the week during which this activity can begin. Some activities
may only be available at certain days of the week. Work and school activities
are typically only available from Monday until Friday, while activities such as
events and music festivals are typically only available in the weekends.
• Whether an individual chooses a fixed location to perform this activity type. If
the location has the fixed attribute, the same individual always performs this
activity at the same location (although the location may be different for different
individuals). Typical activity types with a fixed attribute are home, work and
school, while shopping or entertainment are examples of activity types without
fixed locations.
• The skip probability of this activity type. This is used to determine whether
an individual leaves home in order to perform activities. Suppose the only
activity type that is considered by an individual for a certain day has a skip
probability of 0.3. Then with probability 0.3 that individual stays at home that
day. If multiple activity types are considered at the beginning of the day, we
define the lowest skip probability among those activity types to determine the
probability to stay at home or not, but other implementations are possible.
• A set of possible locations L at which this activity type can be performed.
When an activity is generated for a certain individual, it is also necessary to deter-
mine the location for that individual. For this purpose, a set of possible locations is
associated with each activity type. If an activity lacks the fixed attribute, a location
is selected randomly each time any individual wants to perform this location. If it
has the attribute, a new location is selected randomly only when a new individual
performs the activity for the first time.
For each location l in the set L of an activity type definition, we define a number of
attributes. Note that each activity type has its own set of locations, and that the same
location can be defined for multiple activity types.
• A name useful for identifying the location.
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• A latitude/longitude pair pl to indicate the exact position of this location on
the globe for the purpose of computing travel times.
• A weight wl, useful to indicate that some locations are more popular for this
activity type than others.
In order to determine the location for an activity type, we have two procedures. The
first procedure is the most simple, as it only depends on the weights of the locations.
The probability p(l) to select location l is defined to be proportional to the weight of







In certain cases the individual for whom we are selecting a location for is already at
a different location o, which may influence the probability to select another location.
For this, we use a distance function d(o, l)which estimates howmuch time is required
to travel from o to location l (our basic estimate takes 50 km/h as the crow flies, but
more elaborate functions are possible). This distance function is used together with a













For practical purposes, we always use Equation 6.1 to select a location in case
λ  0. In case λ > 0, we use Equation 6.2 in case a previous location is available.
If no previous location is available, such as when determining a home location,
Equation 6.1 is used.
6.3.2 Generators
When all the activity types are declared, the second part of the model defines what
types of activity chains will and will not occur. For the purpose of determining the
sequence of activities that are performed by an individual, we use Markov Chains in
a similar way as they are used to generate semi-realistic random natural language
sentences. Instead of using only a single Markov chain to generate chains of activities,
our procedure derives multiple Markov chains from the input data. As the input data
contains blue prints instead of exact Markov chains, we use the more intuitive term
generators. We define the following properties for a generator:
• A weight, indicating how likely it is that a new individual uses this generator
to create a chain of activities and journeys.
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define a second activity type work that can occur in the city center or in an industrial
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activity type that is considered by an individual for a certain day has a skip
probability of 0.3. Then with probability 0.3 that individual stays at home that
day. If multiple activity types are considered at the beginning of the day, we
define the lowest skip probability among those activity types to determine the
probability to stay at home or not, but other implementations are possible.
• A set of possible locations L at which this activity type can be performed.
When an activity is generated for a certain individual, it is also necessary to deter-
mine the location for that individual. For this purpose, a set of possible locations is
associated with each activity type. If an activity lacks the fixed attribute, a location
is selected randomly each time any individual wants to perform this location. If it
has the attribute, a new location is selected randomly only when a new individual
performs the activity for the first time.
For each location l in the set L of an activity type definition, we define a number of
attributes. Note that each activity type has its own set of locations, and that the same
location can be defined for multiple activity types.
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• A latitude/longitude pair pl to indicate the exact position of this location on
the globe for the purpose of computing travel times.
• A weight wl, useful to indicate that some locations are more popular for this
activity type than others.
In order to determine the location for an activity type, we have two procedures. The
first procedure is the most simple, as it only depends on the weights of the locations.
The probability p(l) to select location l is defined to be proportional to the weight of







In certain cases the individual for whom we are selecting a location for is already at
a different location o, which may influence the probability to select another location.
For this, we use a distance function d(o, l)which estimates howmuch time is required
to travel from o to location l (our basic estimate takes 50 km/h as the crow flies, but
more elaborate functions are possible). This distance function is used together with a













For practical purposes, we always use Equation 6.1 to select a location in case
λ  0. In case λ > 0, we use Equation 6.2 in case a previous location is available.
If no previous location is available, such as when determining a home location,
Equation 6.1 is used.
6.3.2 Generators
When all the activity types are declared, the second part of the model defines what
types of activity chains will and will not occur. For the purpose of determining the
sequence of activities that are performed by an individual, we use Markov Chains in
a similar way as they are used to generate semi-realistic random natural language
sentences. Instead of using only a single Markov chain to generate chains of activities,
our procedure derives multiple Markov chains from the input data. As the input data
contains blue prints instead of exact Markov chains, we use the more intuitive term
generators. We define the following properties for a generator:
• A weight, indicating how likely it is that a new individual uses this generator
to create a chain of activities and journeys.
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• A home activity type, that is used as a starting and ending activity for every
tour generated by this generator. In many applications this should be an activity
type with a fixed location, although this is not strictly necessary.
• A list of transitions. It is highly recommended that these transitions are defined
such that the home activity can be reached from any other activity and that all
cycles in the Markov chain contain the home activity. This is to ensure that any
started tour returns to the home activity after a finite number of steps.
Every time we start creating a chain of activities for a new individual, we first
decide at random which of the generators to use with probabilities proportional to
their defined weights. The Markov chain associated with that generator is defined
by the transitions and the properties of the activity types. All transitions that are not
defined explicitly are assumed to have a probability of zero. The transitions that are
defined have the following properties:
• The from activity type, indicating from which current activity this transition is
to be considered during the generation of journeys.
• The to activity type, indicating which activity is performed next when this
transition is selected.
• The weight of the transition. The probability that a certain transition is selected
is proportional to the weight of a transition among the relevant transitions that
share the same from activity type.
Note that although a single Markov chain is defined, not all activities may be
available every day. As a result, the actual transition probabilities to go from one
activity type to another depend on the availability of that activity during the day for
which we are currently generating activities.
Suppose that we have a set of activity types A and transition weights tij for
i ∈ A, j ∈ A. The probability that activity j is selected to succeed activity i during the







if j available during day d
0 otherwise
(6.3)
Here, Ad is the set of activity types that are available during day d. Note that
during some days, it could be the case that there are no valid transitions. In those
cases, the current activity is extended until a day is reached where a valid transition
exists.
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6.3.3 Sampling Process
Using all the properties defined in the previous sections, we can generate random
data. For a certain individual, we generate T tours, starting from a given point in
time, advancing the days until the individual returns to the home activity T times.
The following procedure can then be repeated as often as desired to obtained the
desired amount of data:
1. Pick a generator to use with probability proportional to the weights defined for
the generators.
2. Repeat the following until the specified number of tours T has been generated
a) Determine a day during which the new tour starts. First try the day after
the day the last home activity started. If there are no eligible activity types
for this day or all eligible activities for the new day have a skip probability
greater than zero and a random draw is lower than the minimal skip
probability, continue to the next day.
b) Determine the next activity and determine the location to perform it. If
the activity type has the fixed location attribute, reuse the earlier choice if
available, otherwise pick a random location with probabilities proportional
to their weights.
c) Sample the starting time for the next activity and end the current home
activity just in time to travel to the next activity in time.
d) While the activity type of the current activity is not equal to home, repeat:
i. Draw a duration for the current activity type and perform it for that
duration.
ii. Use the generator to determine the next activity type and its location.
iii. Travel to the next activity type directly after the end of the current
activity.
iv. Start the next activity type as soon as you arrive at the new location.
6.4 Labelling of Activities
In this section we propose how to group stations based on observed time patterns
while processing a database of journeys, convert the journeys to activities, and assign
labels to the activities based on their temporal attributes. Using these labels, stations
can be clustered to provide us with information how similar stations are. If we know
the activity types associated with our dataset, we can use these clusters to investigate
to what extent temporal properties can help us to identify what passengers are doing
at a certain location and discover which stations are similar based on the activity
types performed at their location.
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• A home activity type, that is used as a starting and ending activity for every
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type with a fixed location, although this is not strictly necessary.
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such that the home activity can be reached from any other activity and that all
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• The to activity type, indicating which activity is performed next when this
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• The weight of the transition. The probability that a certain transition is selected
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share the same from activity type.
Note that although a single Markov chain is defined, not all activities may be
available every day. As a result, the actual transition probabilities to go from one
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during some days, it could be the case that there are no valid transitions. In those
cases, the current activity is extended until a day is reached where a valid transition
exists.
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6.3.3 Sampling Process
Using all the properties defined in the previous sections, we can generate random
data. For a certain individual, we generate T tours, starting from a given point in
time, advancing the days until the individual returns to the home activity T times.
The following procedure can then be repeated as often as desired to obtained the
desired amount of data:
1. Pick a generator to use with probability proportional to the weights defined for
the generators.
2. Repeat the following until the specified number of tours T has been generated
a) Determine a day during which the new tour starts. First try the day after
the day the last home activity started. If there are no eligible activity types
for this day or all eligible activities for the new day have a skip probability
greater than zero and a random draw is lower than the minimal skip
probability, continue to the next day.
b) Determine the next activity and determine the location to perform it. If
the activity type has the fixed location attribute, reuse the earlier choice if
available, otherwise pick a random location with probabilities proportional
to their weights.
c) Sample the starting time for the next activity and end the current home
activity just in time to travel to the next activity in time.
d) While the activity type of the current activity is not equal to home, repeat:
i. Draw a duration for the current activity type and perform it for that
duration.
ii. Use the generator to determine the next activity type and its location.
iii. Travel to the next activity type directly after the end of the current
activity.
iv. Start the next activity type as soon as you arrive at the new location.
6.4 Labelling of Activities
In this section we propose how to group stations based on observed time patterns
while processing a database of journeys, convert the journeys to activities, and assign
labels to the activities based on their temporal attributes. Using these labels, stations
can be clustered to provide us with information how similar stations are. If we know
the activity types associated with our dataset, we can use these clusters to investigate
to what extent temporal properties can help us to identify what passengers are doing
at a certain location and discover which stations are similar based on the activity
types performed at their location.
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6.4.1 Classification
One of the main goals of our methodology is to group locations that are similar based
on the temporal distribution of activities. For this purpose, we introduce two types of
classifiers, functionswhichmap the space of some property of the activities to a discrete
set of labels. We assume an analyst can manually define the temporal classifier, and
the output of our clustering method can be used as a k-nearest neighbour classifier to
obtain a temporal classifier. The formal properties of these classifiers can be defined as
follows:
• The temporal classifier, which takes the starting and ending time of an activity
and produces a label based on the temporal properties of the observation. We
call the set of possible labels CT .
• The spatial classifier, which takes the location where the activity takes place and
produces a label based on its location. We call the set of possible labels CL. The
output of a clustering algorithm can be used to classify activities based on their
location.
Starting with a sequence of journeys we can transform these journeys into a se-
quence of activities and use one of the classifiers to label the individual activities.
This way, we obtain a labeled activity sequence. As long as the sequences of activities
are already sorted, we can do this transformation in a streaming fashion, i.e. we do
not need to store the entire smart card data set in the random acccess memory of a
single computer, but are able to process the activities as they come.
Defining a temporal classifier is relatively straightforward: We decide a level of
granularity and the temporal patterns that are relevant to us and construct a decision
tree that corresponds to these choices. We propose a time classifier that only looks
at the starting time of an activity as well as a duration classifier that considers the
duration of the activities. The exact classification rules we use in this chapter are
based on the work of Chapter 5 and are displayed in Figure 6.1. We can combine
the labels of these two classifiers to obtain labels with both time and duration, and
also expand the classifier to include whether the activity takes place during the week
(Monday to Friday) or in the weekend (Saturday or Sunday).
Although many combinations are possible, we will consider results for three tem-
poral classifiers: The combination of the start time classifier and the duration classifier
(producing labels such as “Short Afternoon”), the combination of the start time classi-
fier and the week/weekend classifier (producing labels such as “Week Noon”) and
the combination of the duration classifier and the week/weekend classifier (produc-
ing labels such as “Weekend Long”). Note that there is an important trade off to
make here: Have a greater details in the classifier provides more information to the
subsequent steps in the processing pipeline, but also make analysis of the results
more complicated as the generated distributions will contain more data.








 13:00  17:00
otherwise






 4 hours  24 hours
otherwise
(b) Duration Classifier
Figure 6.1: Two possible temporal classifiers. They can be combined or expanded to
create derivative classifiers.
Table 6.2: Conversion from label occurrences (counts) to probabilities per location
(a) Count Matrix
Temporal Label l1 l2 . . .
Short 5 6 . . .
Long 2 12 . . .
Multi day 3 2 . . .
(b) Probability Matrix
Temporal Label l1 l2 . . .
Short 0.5 0.3 . . .
Long 0.2 0.6 . . .
Multi day 0.3 0.1 . . .
Defining a spatial classifier is a bit more complicated. While it is possible to create
groups of locations and classify locations manually, a different approach is to cluster
locations based on their temporal properties. First, we consider all the activities that
have been observed at the individual locations and label them using the temporal
classifier. We create a matrix of the observed frequencies of the labels, which will have
a structure similar to Table 6.3a. Then, we normalize this matrix over the column to
create a matrix that contains the probability that a certain temporal label is observed
at that station as is given in Table 6.3b, based on the matrix with the counts.
The matrix with normalized label probabilities (as displayed in Table 6.3b) is suit-
able for a clustering approach as discussed in Appendix 4. We use k-means clustering
in our experiments with Euclidean distances between the discrete distribution vectors
of the locations, but other clustering approaches can be considered as well. In order to
pick the number of clusters k that is required k-means clustering, we compute a scree-
plot (which is explained in Appendix A). This plots the relation between the sum of
the within cluster distances against the number of clusters k. Preferably we choose a
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set of labels. We assume an analyst can manually define the temporal classifier, and
the output of our clustering method can be used as a k-nearest neighbour classifier to
obtain a temporal classifier. The formal properties of these classifiers can be defined as
follows:
• The temporal classifier, which takes the starting and ending time of an activity
and produces a label based on the temporal properties of the observation. We
call the set of possible labels CT .
• The spatial classifier, which takes the location where the activity takes place and
produces a label based on its location. We call the set of possible labels CL. The
output of a clustering algorithm can be used to classify activities based on their
location.
Starting with a sequence of journeys we can transform these journeys into a se-
quence of activities and use one of the classifiers to label the individual activities.
This way, we obtain a labeled activity sequence. As long as the sequences of activities
are already sorted, we can do this transformation in a streaming fashion, i.e. we do
not need to store the entire smart card data set in the random acccess memory of a
single computer, but are able to process the activities as they come.
Defining a temporal classifier is relatively straightforward: We decide a level of
granularity and the temporal patterns that are relevant to us and construct a decision
tree that corresponds to these choices. We propose a time classifier that only looks
at the starting time of an activity as well as a duration classifier that considers the
duration of the activities. The exact classification rules we use in this chapter are
based on the work of Chapter 5 and are displayed in Figure 6.1. We can combine
the labels of these two classifiers to obtain labels with both time and duration, and
also expand the classifier to include whether the activity takes place during the week
(Monday to Friday) or in the weekend (Saturday or Sunday).
Although many combinations are possible, we will consider results for three tem-
poral classifiers: The combination of the start time classifier and the duration classifier
(producing labels such as “Short Afternoon”), the combination of the start time classi-
fier and the week/weekend classifier (producing labels such as “Week Noon”) and
the combination of the duration classifier and the week/weekend classifier (produc-
ing labels such as “Weekend Long”). Note that there is an important trade off to
make here: Have a greater details in the classifier provides more information to the
subsequent steps in the processing pipeline, but also make analysis of the results
more complicated as the generated distributions will contain more data.








 13:00  17:00
otherwise






 4 hours  24 hours
otherwise
(b) Duration Classifier
Figure 6.1: Two possible temporal classifiers. They can be combined or expanded to
create derivative classifiers.
Table 6.2: Conversion from label occurrences (counts) to probabilities per location
(a) Count Matrix
Temporal Label l1 l2 . . .
Short 5 6 . . .
Long 2 12 . . .
Multi day 3 2 . . .
(b) Probability Matrix
Temporal Label l1 l2 . . .
Short 0.5 0.3 . . .
Long 0.2 0.6 . . .
Multi day 0.3 0.1 . . .
Defining a spatial classifier is a bit more complicated. While it is possible to create
groups of locations and classify locations manually, a different approach is to cluster
locations based on their temporal properties. First, we consider all the activities that
have been observed at the individual locations and label them using the temporal
classifier. We create a matrix of the observed frequencies of the labels, which will have
a structure similar to Table 6.3a. Then, we normalize this matrix over the column to
create a matrix that contains the probability that a certain temporal label is observed
at that station as is given in Table 6.3b, based on the matrix with the counts.
The matrix with normalized label probabilities (as displayed in Table 6.3b) is suit-
able for a clustering approach as discussed in Appendix 4. We use k-means clustering
in our experiments with Euclidean distances between the discrete distribution vectors
of the locations, but other clustering approaches can be considered as well. In order to
pick the number of clusters k that is required k-means clustering, we compute a scree-
plot (which is explained in Appendix A). This plots the relation between the sum of
the within cluster distances against the number of clusters k. Preferably we choose a
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value k after which the within cluster distance decreases slowly compared to earlier
values. In case of doubt, a lower value of k is preferred as it makes interpretation of
results simpler.
The results of k-means clustering can also be used to obtain a spatial classifier. The
core idea of k-means clustering is to select a centroid (or mean) of each cluster, and
assign every point to the centroid which it is closest to with respect to the Euclidean
distance.
6.4.2 Validation
In order to assess the quality of the clustering method we can compute to which
extent each cluster of locations matches the locations associated with each activity
type. Let us consider L to be the set of all locations and L1,L2, . . . ,Lk the output of
our clustering method. Let us now consider the A the set of defined activity types
used to generate the data set, and for each activity type a ∈ Awe have La as the set
of locations at which activity type a can be performed. We can compute for each pair
of an activity type a and a cluster i ∈ {1, . . . ,k} the overlap of La and Li. We define





In an ideal situation we would have a perfect match between an activity type a
and a cluster i. If we create a table, this situation would result in at most oai values
to be 0, while some are 1. To asses the quality of the clustering output and validate
whether it represents the original patterns well, we can inspect a table of overlap
fractions. Note that the ideal situation is not likely to occur in practice, as it requires
the number of clusters to be equal to the number of activity types. For actual data it
is not likely that we can define the exact number of activity types. Furthermore, the
ideal situation requires that there is a one-on-one correspondence between activity
types and locations. As at least some stations are likely to offer multiple activity types,
it is expected that at least some overlap fractions will be between 0 and 1. In those
cases, it is better if the number of non-zero entries in each row and each column is
small.
6.5 Synthetic Smart Card Data
In order to evaluate the applicability of our proposed methodology, we apply it to
synthetic smart card data of which we known the underlying demand patterns for
the purpose of validation. There are a number of reasons to work with synthetic
data first. Synthetic data can be shared with other researchers and thus increase the
transparency and reproducibility of our results. Furthermore, for real world smart
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Table 6.4: The temporal activity types defined in the synthetic smart card data. This
includes the distributions for the start time of an activity and its duration (n
denotes a normal distribution, otherwise it is uniform), on which days the
activity will be performed and whether the same individual will always
perform the activity at a fixed location.
Activity Start Duration Days Locations Fixed
home - - All 25 Yes
work n(9:00,30m) n(8h,1h) Monday – Friday 14 Yes
work-always (8:00 – 23:00) n(9h,1h) All 2 Yes
work-evening n(15:00,30m) n(8h,1h) Monday – Saturday 5 Yes
shop-day n(13:00,2h) n(30m,15m) Monday – Saturday 5 No
shop-evening n(17:00,1h) n(30m,15m) Monday – Friday 4 No
shop-major n(11:00,1h) n(5h, 90m) Monday, Friday, Saturday 3 No
study n(11:00,1h) (2h – 6h) Monday – Friday 4 No
card data, we have no objective way to compare the results of our methodology to a
“ground truth” and as a consequence is not suitable for validation of a methodology.
For the generation of smart card data, we use the methodology introduced in
Section 6.3. We developed a synthetic demand template for the city of Utrecht, in the
Netherlands. The activities used in this demand template are introduced in Table 6.4.
We define different types of work activities and different types of shop activities.
For example, work-always activities can start at any point during the day and thus
models shifts in hospital or security, while the regular work activity is more like an
office job. Similar distinctions are made for the shop activities, where quick shopping
can be done during the day or in the evening, but major shopping can take a lot more
time. More activity types can be added, but as we intend to validate our methodology
we need to compare the results of our method against the different activity types. We
prefer to keep the number of activity types limited to make sure this comparison is
manageable.
In the demand template, we also specify potential locations for all activity types.
We have selected a number of locations in the city that can typically be associated
with shopping areas, important public transport hubs, university locations, hospitals
and residential areas. We assume that people live at all locations, even if there are
for example shops at that location, but that the purely residential areas without such
activities are twice as likely to be the home of a person than the areas where other
activities can take place. Besides, there is a large overlap between the locations where
shopping activities can be performed and where people can work, as shops have to
be operated by employees and are often near popular office locations. The number of
shopping locations that are open in the evening is smaller than the ones that are open
during the day. Because of this the list of shop-evening locations is smaller than the
list of shop-day locations. Finally, the shop-major locations include some irregular
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value k after which the within cluster distance decreases slowly compared to earlier
values. In case of doubt, a lower value of k is preferred as it makes interpretation of
results simpler.
The results of k-means clustering can also be used to obtain a spatial classifier. The
core idea of k-means clustering is to select a centroid (or mean) of each cluster, and
assign every point to the centroid which it is closest to with respect to the Euclidean
distance.
6.4.2 Validation
In order to assess the quality of the clustering method we can compute to which
extent each cluster of locations matches the locations associated with each activity
type. Let us consider L to be the set of all locations and L1,L2, . . . ,Lk the output of
our clustering method. Let us now consider the A the set of defined activity types
used to generate the data set, and for each activity type a ∈ Awe have La as the set
of locations at which activity type a can be performed. We can compute for each pair
of an activity type a and a cluster i ∈ {1, . . . ,k} the overlap of La and Li. We define





In an ideal situation we would have a perfect match between an activity type a
and a cluster i. If we create a table, this situation would result in at most oai values
to be 0, while some are 1. To asses the quality of the clustering output and validate
whether it represents the original patterns well, we can inspect a table of overlap
fractions. Note that the ideal situation is not likely to occur in practice, as it requires
the number of clusters to be equal to the number of activity types. For actual data it
is not likely that we can define the exact number of activity types. Furthermore, the
ideal situation requires that there is a one-on-one correspondence between activity
types and locations. As at least some stations are likely to offer multiple activity types,
it is expected that at least some overlap fractions will be between 0 and 1. In those
cases, it is better if the number of non-zero entries in each row and each column is
small.
6.5 Synthetic Smart Card Data
In order to evaluate the applicability of our proposed methodology, we apply it to
synthetic smart card data of which we known the underlying demand patterns for
the purpose of validation. There are a number of reasons to work with synthetic
data first. Synthetic data can be shared with other researchers and thus increase the
transparency and reproducibility of our results. Furthermore, for real world smart
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Table 6.4: The temporal activity types defined in the synthetic smart card data. This
includes the distributions for the start time of an activity and its duration (n
denotes a normal distribution, otherwise it is uniform), on which days the
activity will be performed and whether the same individual will always
perform the activity at a fixed location.
Activity Start Duration Days Locations Fixed
home - - All 25 Yes
work n(9:00,30m) n(8h,1h) Monday – Friday 14 Yes
work-always (8:00 – 23:00) n(9h,1h) All 2 Yes
work-evening n(15:00,30m) n(8h,1h) Monday – Saturday 5 Yes
shop-day n(13:00,2h) n(30m,15m) Monday – Saturday 5 No
shop-evening n(17:00,1h) n(30m,15m) Monday – Friday 4 No
shop-major n(11:00,1h) n(5h, 90m) Monday, Friday, Saturday 3 No
study n(11:00,1h) (2h – 6h) Monday – Friday 4 No
card data, we have no objective way to compare the results of our methodology to a
“ground truth” and as a consequence is not suitable for validation of a methodology.
For the generation of smart card data, we use the methodology introduced in
Section 6.3. We developed a synthetic demand template for the city of Utrecht, in the
Netherlands. The activities used in this demand template are introduced in Table 6.4.
We define different types of work activities and different types of shop activities.
For example, work-always activities can start at any point during the day and thus
models shifts in hospital or security, while the regular work activity is more like an
office job. Similar distinctions are made for the shop activities, where quick shopping
can be done during the day or in the evening, but major shopping can take a lot more
time. More activity types can be added, but as we intend to validate our methodology
we need to compare the results of our method against the different activity types. We
prefer to keep the number of activity types limited to make sure this comparison is
manageable.
In the demand template, we also specify potential locations for all activity types.
We have selected a number of locations in the city that can typically be associated
with shopping areas, important public transport hubs, university locations, hospitals
and residential areas. We assume that people live at all locations, even if there are
for example shops at that location, but that the purely residential areas without such
activities are twice as likely to be the home of a person than the areas where other
activities can take place. Besides, there is a large overlap between the locations where
shopping activities can be performed and where people can work, as shops have to
be operated by employees and are often near popular office locations. The number of
shopping locations that are open in the evening is smaller than the ones that are open
during the day. Because of this the list of shop-evening locations is smaller than the
list of shop-day locations. Finally, the shop-major locations include some irregular
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Figure 6.2: Graphical representation of the Markov process that is used to determine
in which order different activity types are performed. The left part of
the graph represents individuals who work and do different kinds of
shopping. The middle part of the graph represents students who study
and have their jobs often in the evening. The right part of the graph
represents individuals who have to work on a wide range times and do
nothing else.
locations. An area with a number of furniture shops and a large gardening shop are
included under shop-major, but not under shop-day or shop-evening.
As a second step, we specify one or more Markov chains of the possible activity
sequences. The structure defined for the synthetic demand template is shown in
Figure 6.2. We define three behavioral archetypes: A working person who goes
shopping once in a while, a student who also does shopping and prefers a job in the
evening, and a person who only works at irregular times, such as nurses in a hospital.
We have used this model to randomly generate 200,000 smart card logs consisting
of 50 tours that start and end at the home location of that smart card. This process
takes roughly a minute on a computer with an i7 4770 CPU and results in 1.8 GB of
textual data. The dataset is published on Zenodo (Bouman, 2017).
6.6 Results
As a first step, our software determines the number of clusters we use to classify
the locations. The scree-plot utilized for this process is shown in Figure 6.3, which
displays the results for the three temporal classifiers introduced in Section 6.4. From
the scree plot we can decide that the case where we only consider the combination of
arrival time and duration will be used to produce seven clusters, the classifier that
combines duration with week/weekend will be used to produce five clusters and the
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Figure 6.3: Scree plot for three different time classifiers applied to the synthetic smart
card data. The number of clusters which was finally selected is indicated
with a black dot.
classifier that combines arrival time with week/weekend will be used to produce five
clusters. As the scree plot is relatively smooth, these choices are somewhat debatable,
especially for the classifiers that include the week/weekend label. This indicates that
there is room for future research related to the classification and clustering steps.
With the choices for the number of clusters per classifier, we can apply both steps to
summarize the full data set using the computed cluster centroids. These are displayed
in Table 6.5. We can interpret the clusters based on the frequency of the different
labels in each centroid. For example, a cluster that has a high value for the “Overnight”
label is likely associated with residential areas, while a cluster that has a high value
for “Long Early” labels is likely associated with areas where people work. If both
labels occur frequently within a cluster, it is an area where both people live and work.
In Table 6.6a we can observe a number of different cluster types. Clusters A3 and
A5 contains mostly “Long Early” and “Overnight” activities, indicating that this
cluster contain areas where people both live and work. Cluster A1 focuses purely on
the “Overnight” activities, indicating that this cluster is associated with areas that are
purely residential. Clusters A6 and A7 contain both “Long Early” and “Overnight”
activities, but also a couple of short activities indicating that these are areas where
people live, work and do some short shopping. Cluster A4 again contains “Long Early”
and ”Overnight”, but also “Long Afternoon” and “Short Afternoon”, indicating that
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nothing else.
locations. An area with a number of furniture shops and a large gardening shop are
included under shop-major, but not under shop-day or shop-evening.
As a second step, we specify one or more Markov chains of the possible activity
sequences. The structure defined for the synthetic demand template is shown in
Figure 6.2. We define three behavioral archetypes: A working person who goes
shopping once in a while, a student who also does shopping and prefers a job in the
evening, and a person who only works at irregular times, such as nurses in a hospital.
We have used this model to randomly generate 200,000 smart card logs consisting
of 50 tours that start and end at the home location of that smart card. This process
takes roughly a minute on a computer with an i7 4770 CPU and results in 1.8 GB of
textual data. The dataset is published on Zenodo (Bouman, 2017).
6.6 Results
As a first step, our software determines the number of clusters we use to classify
the locations. The scree-plot utilized for this process is shown in Figure 6.3, which
displays the results for the three temporal classifiers introduced in Section 6.4. From
the scree plot we can decide that the case where we only consider the combination of
arrival time and duration will be used to produce seven clusters, the classifier that
combines duration with week/weekend will be used to produce five clusters and the
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card data. The number of clusters which was finally selected is indicated
with a black dot.
classifier that combines arrival time with week/weekend will be used to produce five
clusters. As the scree plot is relatively smooth, these choices are somewhat debatable,
especially for the classifiers that include the week/weekend label. This indicates that
there is room for future research related to the classification and clustering steps.
With the choices for the number of clusters per classifier, we can apply both steps to
summarize the full data set using the computed cluster centroids. These are displayed
in Table 6.5. We can interpret the clusters based on the frequency of the different
labels in each centroid. For example, a cluster that has a high value for the “Overnight”
label is likely associated with residential areas, while a cluster that has a high value
for “Long Early” labels is likely associated with areas where people work. If both
labels occur frequently within a cluster, it is an area where both people live and work.
In Table 6.6a we can observe a number of different cluster types. Clusters A3 and
A5 contains mostly “Long Early” and “Overnight” activities, indicating that this
cluster contain areas where people both live and work. Cluster A1 focuses purely on
the “Overnight” activities, indicating that this cluster is associated with areas that are
purely residential. Clusters A6 and A7 contain both “Long Early” and “Overnight”
activities, but also a couple of short activities indicating that these are areas where
people live, work and do some short shopping. Cluster A4 again contains “Long Early”
and ”Overnight”, but also “Long Afternoon” and “Short Afternoon”, indicating that
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Table 6.5: Location clustering results for three type of temporal classifiers applied
to the synthetic smart card data. Locations were clustered based on the
discrete distribution vectors of the different temporal labels of the activities
observed at that location. Each row indicates the average distribution of
activity labels for activities observed at locations in the cluster, as well
as the number of stations covered by the cluster. For readability, some
abbreviations are introduced, such as A.noon for afternoon and Eve. for
evening. All labels that occur with value greater than 0.1 in the centroid are
bold.
(a) Clustering based on a temporal classifier which produced labels for both duration and
arrival time.
Long Short
Cluster A.noon Early Eve. Noon Overnight A.noon Early Eve. Noon Stations
Cluster A1 0,03 0,04 0,00 0,01 0,92 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 11
Cluster A2 0,01 0,13 0,00 0,12 0,00 0,02 0,37 0,00 0,36 2
Cluster A3 0,02 0,66 0,00 0,01 0,30 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 6
Cluster A4 0,38 0,23 0,00 0,02 0,17 0,13 0,01 0,03 0,04 1
Cluster A5 0,06 0,35 0,00 0,01 0,47 0,07 0,01 0,02 0,02 2
Cluster A6 0,03 0,49 0,00 0,01 0,15 0,18 0,03 0,03 0,07 3
Cluster A7 0,08 0,26 0,00 0,07 0,22 0,01 0,19 0,00 0,18 2
(b) Clustering based on a temporal classifier which produced labels for week or weekend and
the duration of activities.
Weekend Week
Cluster Overnight Long Short Long Short Stations
Cluster B1 0,22 0,00 0,00 0,77 0,00 11
Cluster B2 1,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2
Cluster B3 0,62 0,00 0,01 0,35 0,02 4
Cluster B4 0,70 0,00 0,08 0,13 0,10 2
Cluster B5 0,79 0,00 0,02 0,18 0,01 8
(c) Clustering based on a temporal classifier which produced labels for week or weekend and
the arrival time at an activity location.
Week Weekend
Cluster Overnight A.noon Early Eve. Noon A.noon Early Eve. Noon Stations
Cluster C1 0,22 0,44 0,00 0,31 0,02 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 11
Cluster C2 1,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2
Cluster C3 0,70 0,15 0,00 0,10 0,01 0,02 0,00 0,00 0,01 5
Cluster C4 0,56 0,24 0,00 0,16 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,01 2
Cluster C5 0,79 0,11 0,00 0,07 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,01 7
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these areas can be used both for long and short shopping in addition to living and
work activities. Finally, cluster A2 contains a mix of “Long Early”, “Long Noon”,
“Short Early” and “Short Noon” activities, indicating that no people live in these areas.
Note that although some clusters are associated with the same “types” of activities,
the distribution of how frequent these activities occur can be quite different.
The second clustering output displayed in Table 6.6b is based on only the duration
of activities and the week or weekend label. Only cluster B4 stand out because it only
contains “Overnight” activities, while all other clusters focus on both “Overnight”
and “Week Long” activities, but with different distributions. Cluster B4 contains most
of the short activities. When one is only interested in which activity types occur at
certain stations, this clustering output is not very informative.
The third clustering output displayed in Table 6.8a is based on the time at which
activities take place and the week or weekend label. Cluster C2 captures stations that
only have “Overnight” activities and thus correspond to residential areas. None of
the centroids seem to have high values in any of the “Weekend” patterns, indicating
that the activities with “Week” labels play a more significant role among the activity
types. There are no early activities in the clustering outcome, while such activities
were important in the clustering outcome of Table 6.6a.
For the purpose of validation, we consider the original model used to generate
the data and check to what extent the clusters capture specific activity types defined
in the smart card data generator. One station always has one or more activity types
that can occur at that location, and we consider which percentage of the stations in a
cluster coincide with the stations where a particular activity type is defined. Ideally,
we have values of 100% and few strictly positive values per row, as this indicates that
a cluster matches specific activity types very well. The results of this validation step
are presented in Table 6.7
The classifier which combines arrival times and duration is able to distinguish
certain activity types the best from the classifiers we tested. This can be observed
in Table 6.8a: Cluster A1 captures only home activity locations, while cluster A2
captures only stations where study activities occur. Cluster A3 captures locations
where shopping and work activities take place. Clusters A4 and A5 capture locations
where many different types of activities take place and are not very informative as a
result. Cluster A6 captures a large fraction of locations where shopping activities take
place, while cluster A7 captures locations where study and irregular work activities
are performed.
The clustering based on a combination of duration and week/weekend labels is
lessactivity types reasonably well. In Table 6.8b we can see that cluster B1 captures
locations where home activities take place, while cluster B2 captures locations where
study activities take place. Cluster B4 captures locations where shopping activities
take place reasonably well. Clusters B3 and B5 are harder to interpret and thus not as
informative as the other clusters.
The clustering based on the classifier that combines arrival time and week/week-
end shows a similar and can be seen in Table 6.8c. This suggests that the classifier that
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Cluster A6 0,03 0,49 0,00 0,01 0,15 0,18 0,03 0,03 0,07 3
Cluster A7 0,08 0,26 0,00 0,07 0,22 0,01 0,19 0,00 0,18 2
(b) Clustering based on a temporal classifier which produced labels for week or weekend and
the duration of activities.
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Cluster B1 0,22 0,00 0,00 0,77 0,00 11
Cluster B2 1,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2
Cluster B3 0,62 0,00 0,01 0,35 0,02 4
Cluster B4 0,70 0,00 0,08 0,13 0,10 2
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(c) Clustering based on a temporal classifier which produced labels for week or weekend and
the arrival time at an activity location.
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Cluster Overnight A.noon Early Eve. Noon A.noon Early Eve. Noon Stations
Cluster C1 0,22 0,44 0,00 0,31 0,02 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 11
Cluster C2 1,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2
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Cluster C4 0,56 0,24 0,00 0,16 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,01 2
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these areas can be used both for long and short shopping in addition to living and
work activities. Finally, cluster A2 contains a mix of “Long Early”, “Long Noon”,
“Short Early” and “Short Noon” activities, indicating that no people live in these areas.
Note that although some clusters are associated with the same “types” of activities,
the distribution of how frequent these activities occur can be quite different.
The second clustering output displayed in Table 6.6b is based on only the duration
of activities and the week or weekend label. Only cluster B4 stand out because it only
contains “Overnight” activities, while all other clusters focus on both “Overnight”
and “Week Long” activities, but with different distributions. Cluster B4 contains most
of the short activities. When one is only interested in which activity types occur at
certain stations, this clustering output is not very informative.
The third clustering output displayed in Table 6.8a is based on the time at which
activities take place and the week or weekend label. Cluster C2 captures stations that
only have “Overnight” activities and thus correspond to residential areas. None of
the centroids seem to have high values in any of the “Weekend” patterns, indicating
that the activities with “Week” labels play a more significant role among the activity
types. There are no early activities in the clustering outcome, while such activities
were important in the clustering outcome of Table 6.6a.
For the purpose of validation, we consider the original model used to generate
the data and check to what extent the clusters capture specific activity types defined
in the smart card data generator. One station always has one or more activity types
that can occur at that location, and we consider which percentage of the stations in a
cluster coincide with the stations where a particular activity type is defined. Ideally,
we have values of 100% and few strictly positive values per row, as this indicates that
a cluster matches specific activity types very well. The results of this validation step
are presented in Table 6.7
The classifier which combines arrival times and duration is able to distinguish
certain activity types the best from the classifiers we tested. This can be observed
in Table 6.8a: Cluster A1 captures only home activity locations, while cluster A2
captures only stations where study activities occur. Cluster A3 captures locations
where shopping and work activities take place. Clusters A4 and A5 capture locations
where many different types of activities take place and are not very informative as a
result. Cluster A6 captures a large fraction of locations where shopping activities take
place, while cluster A7 captures locations where study and irregular work activities
are performed.
The clustering based on a combination of duration and week/weekend labels is
lessactivity types reasonably well. In Table 6.8b we can see that cluster B1 captures
locations where home activities take place, while cluster B2 captures locations where
study activities take place. Cluster B4 captures locations where shopping activities
take place reasonably well. Clusters B3 and B5 are harder to interpret and thus not as
informative as the other clusters.
The clustering based on the classifier that combines arrival time and week/week-
end shows a similar and can be seen in Table 6.8c. This suggests that the classifier that
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Table 6.7: Validation based on the overlap fractions oai of combinations of the loca-
tions in each cluster i that correspond to the locations in the set La defined
for a particular activity type a. If we see a percentage of 100%, this means
that a certain cluster has captured all locations at which that activity type
can be performed. If we see a percentage of 50%, half of the locations at
which an activity can be performed is captured by the locations within that
cluster. These percentages are given for three different types of temporal
classifiers. The best situation is when a cluster captures the locations of
as few activity types as possible, preferably with high values. Values with
more than 40% are displayed in a bold font.
(a) Table based on the clustering based on a temporal classifier that generates labels based on
duration and arrival times.
Cluster home shop-day shop-eve. shop-major study work work-alw. work-eve.
A1 44% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
A2 0% 0% 0% 0% 50% 0% 0% 0%
A3 24% 0% 0% 67% 0% 43% 50% 20%
A4 4% 20% 25% 0% 0% 7% 0% 20%
A5 8% 20% 25% 0% 0% 14% 0% 20%
A6 12% 60% 50% 33% 0% 21% 0% 20%
A7 8% 0% 0% 0% 50% 14% 50% 20%
(b) Table based on the clustering based on a temporal classifier that generates labels based on
week or weekend and the duration of activities.
Cluster home shop-day shop-eve. shop-major study work work-alw. work-eve.
B1 44% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
B2 0% 0% 0% 0% 50% 0% 0% 0%
B3 16% 20% 25% 33% 0% 29% 0% 20%
B4 8% 40% 50% 0% 0% 14% 0% 20%
B5 32% 40% 25% 67% 50% 57% 100% 60%
(c) Table based on the clustering based on a temporal classifier that generates labels based on
week or weekend and the arrival time at activities.
Cluster home shop-day shop-eve. shop-major study work work-alw. work-eve.
C1 44% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
C2 0% 0% 0% 0% 50% 0% 0% 0%
C3 20% 40% 50% 33% 0% 36% 50% 40%
C4 8% 20% 25% 0% 0% 14% 0% 20%
C5 28% 40% 25% 67% 50% 50% 50% 40%
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combines duration and activity time yields more informative results than a classifier
that combines a single one of these options with a week/weekend label.
6.7 Discussion and Future Research
We have shown that we can generate a large amount of synthetic smart card data.
We can analyze the temporal are spatial properties of activities implied by the smart
card data and make groups of similar stations, all within reasonable time. As the
synthetic smart card data is generated from a predefined set of demand patterns,
we can validate the quality of the obtained clusters of stations. We learn that certain
clusters match specific activity types by the tested approach, while other activity types
are more difficult to distinguish. This makes sense, as some activity types may be
similar, such as studying and working activities, while other locations offer different
activity types at the same time, such as shopping, working and home activities.
From these results, we can reason that public transport operators do not know
“everything” based on the smart card data. Even if there is a good way to segment
passengers or activities, it is likely that some different activity types share temporal
and spatial attributes and therefore will always be confused by looking solely at
the smart card data. This relates strongly to the observation made in Chapter 4 that
smart card data do not contain all information required to regard it as activity based
demand.
The results show that although in theory smart card data miss information, it
undeniably contains more information than traditional ticket sales data or random-
ized manual passenger counts. Since some clusters could be associated with specific
activity types, such as shopping or studying, there is fertile ground to develop
methodologies that allows operators to explore the goals passengers pursue with
their travels. The approach of generating synthetic smart card data and validating
the outcome of such methods proposed in this chapter will be a valuable tool in the
development of future methods.
There are a number of ideas that can be considered for future improvement of the
methodology tested, or even for alternative methodologies. Since we make use of
basic k-means clustering it seems there is room to experiment with other data mining
techniques. One idea could be to work directly with the temporal attributes of the
activities instead of the labels we currently work with, or with a hybrid approach that
assigns a likelihood to each label instead of picking a single label. This keeps more
information available during the clustering process, which could potentially be ex-
ploited by more sophisticated clustering methods, but this makes it more challenging
to present the output concisely to the end user.
Another idea to consider for future research is to use thresholds in the processing
pipeline to produce binary vectors, indicating whether a certain type of label occurs
with a high enough frequency at a station, instead of the distribution vectors we
currently used. This would result in greater similarity for a station that has both
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residential and working activities, even if the frequency of these activities is different.
This could result in the need for fewer clusters, but at the cost of information related
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7.1 Introduction
One of the major nuisances a passenger in railway transport can experience is a
disruption, resulting in the cancellation of a number of train services. Not only do
disruptions usually cause significant delays of the passengers’ journeys, but they
may also confront the passenger with a complicated question: “What is the best way to
continue my journey?” In such a situation, a little bit of information may be extremely
valuable for making the right choice. As such, it is important that operators do the best
they can in informing their passengers. However, even the operator himself may not
have all information that would be required to give the best possible advice. In many
cases it can take some time to assess the cause and severity of a disruption. In other
situations the cause may have been resolved but the exact time before operations are
back to normal is still uncertain.
In case good information is not available, the passenger faces a dilemma. Should
he be optimistic about the duration of the disruption and hope it is over soon enough
to wait for the planned fast connection, or should he be pessimistic and take an alter-
native that might take much longer than the disrupted connection? Both approaches
may lead to an unfortunate outcome, as the optimistic passenger might wait much
longer than anticipated before the disruption is over, while the pessimistic passenger
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may find out that the disruption had vanished just after he departed on his lengthy
detour.
In the past decades, algorithms for situations where the input arrives over time,
have been investigated under the name of “online algorithms”. Often the performance
is measured by the so-called “competitive ratio”, which can be interpreted as the
worst-case ratio of the obtained solution value to the best achievable solution value
when having the required information in advance.
In this chapter we study the quality of strategies in an online passenger waiting
problem, where a passenger has to decide between waiting for the end of the disrup-
tion or taking a detour. We characterize the strategies of the passenger and analyze the
competitive ratios of these strategies. We apply the results to some realistic disruption
scenarios in order to show the applicability of this approach in decision support
systems that can improve passenger guidance in a disrupted situation. Additionally,
we investigate a version of the problem where we perform an average case analysis
using different probability distributions.
7.2 Related Work
Over the years, many approaches dealing with decision making under uncertainty
have been developed.
One popular way of analyzing online algorithms is competitive analysis, where the
worst case ratio of the online solution compared to the offline solution is used to
measure the quality of an online strategy (Sleator and Tarjan, 1985; Borodin and El-
Yaniv, 1998). Another way of analyzing solution strategies is to introduce a probability
distribution on the uncertain input parameters and consider the expected value of
the solution value. An example of this approach is Fujiwara and Iwama (2002). In
this chapter we refer to this approach as average-case analysis.
The first competitive analysis of online strategies in the literature appeared in
Sleator and Tarjan (1985), where the performance of different online update rules
on a list data structure was compared to the optimal offline schedule, i.e., the best
schedule if all information was known before.
Other frameworks to deal with uncertainty are robust optimization (Ben-Tal et al.,
2009), which aims to find a solution which is feasible for all possible realizations of
scenarios, and stochastic optimization (Birge and Louveaux, 1997), where a probabil-
ity distribution on scenarios is given and a solution needs to be feasible with high
expectation.
Several uncertain shortest path problems on networks have been considered in the
literature. For example, the Canadian traveler problem (Papadimitriou and Yannakakis,
1991; Bar-Noy and Schieber, 1991) asks how to find a path through a network in
which edges may be blocked, which is revealed to the traveler when an adjacent node
is reached. A different class of path finding problems deals with the situation where
edge-lengths are uncertain (Yu and Yang, 1998). This problem has been studied under
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the aspect of regret-robustness, i.e., minimizing the worst-case difference between
the length of the chosen path and an optimal path over all scenarios. In Büsing (2009),
travel advice is given to passengers by providing them with a sub-network that
contains a shortest path for each scenario from two uncertainty sets (the interval-
based and Γ -uncertainty set).
However, the approaches used there are not directly applicable to uncertain rout-
ing problems in railway transport. One approach to give travel advice in case of
uncertainty is made in Goerigk et al. (2013a), where robustness of passenger routes
against train delays is studied, mainly focusing on passenger transfers.
In Tsuchiya et al. (2006) a decision support system for passengers in a disrupted
public transport system is discussed, where the travel time of different routes is
predicted using a “resumption process model” fitted on past data of disruptions. It
also deals with how the advice can be presented to the user.
In this chapter, we also consider route choice in railway transport systems under
uncertainty. We assume that there is a disruption of uncertain length on a specified
route. We want to give travel advice to passengers who planned to travel on this
route. An important aspect of our approach is that possible routes depend on an
underlying periodic timetable. We evaluate different travel strategies with respect to
the competitive ratio and the expected arrival time.
7.3 Passenger Route Choice in Case of Disruptions
Let us consider the case where a passenger wants to make a journey using a certain
railway transport service. He arrives at his departure station at time 0 and discovers
that his preferred (and fastest) connection is obstructed by a disruption. No infor-
mation about the cause or duration of the disruption is given, but an alternative
connection is available. Since it is usual in railway transport that different connections
run multiple times during a day, the passenger can actually decide not to take the
first departure available, but wait for a later connection and see what happens to the
disrupted connection meanwhile. Although we assume the goal of the passenger is
to arrive at his destination as early as possible, under certain circumstances it can
be beneficial to wait. For example, if the alternative connection departs in 8 minutes
and the next regular connection departs in 12 minutes, it could be the case that the
disruption is resolved in 10 minutes. If the alternative connection is at least 5 minutes
slower than the regular one, the passenger would benefit from waiting in this situa-
tion. However, the problem is that the passenger does not know that the disruption
will be resolved before the next regular connection departs at the moment he has to
decide whether to board the alternative connection.
In order to analyze this problem, we first introduce some notation by means of a
formal problem definition:
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Definition 4 (Passenger Waiting Problem). An instance of the passenger waiting
problem consists of a service schedule (∆S,S, TS,y) for a disrupted regular connection and a
service schedule (∆D,D, TD) for an alternative connection. In these schedules, ∆S and ∆D
denote the first scheduled departure time (relative to the arrival of the passenger at time 0) for
both services respectively, and S and D denote the travel duration of both connections. The
two services are repeated regularly after periods of TS and TD units of time. Furthermore, y
denotes the time the regular connection needs to travel until it hits the disruption (therefore y
is restricted to 0  y  S). Finally, we denote the time at which the disruption is resolved by
x.




















which is the departure time of the next train on the alternative connection after the moment t.
When we know the decision of the passenger, we can calculate his arrival time based on the
time the disruption is resolved, x. If the passenger decides to board the ith departure of the
alternative connection, he will thus arrive at time ∆D+ iTD +D. If the passenger boards the
ith departure of the regular connection, he will arrive at the time the first regular connection
that goes unhindered through the disruption will arrive. This is at time max{∆S + iTS +
S, sucS(x− y) + S}.
Assuming reasonable passenger behavior, we can assume ∆D+D > ∆S+ S. We
also assume there is no ambiguity in the order in which departure events happen. If
events would coincide, we should adapt the schedules by adding an  to either ∆S or
∆D. Although it is possible to work without this assumption, it makes the formulas
less complicated and does not really influence our arguments and results.
The Online Passenger Waiting Problem
Let us consider an instance I containing both the regular schedule (∆S,S, TS,y)
and the schedule of the alternative connection (∆D,D, TD). For the online setting
we assume that a passenger does not know the value of x, but receives a message
immediately when the disruption is over and never earlier. As a result the passenger
will not know x before it is actually time x.
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Example Instances
Let us consider the map in Figure 7.1 showing part of the passenger railway services
operated by Netherlands Railways (NS). Suppose a passenger wants to travel from
Gouda to Rotterdam. There is a disruption on the track between Gouda to Rotterdam
and therefore no trains bound for Rotterdam are leaving Gouda. However, the tracks
to The Hague (on the map: Den Haag) are still accessible and thus the passenger has
the option to make a detour. The regular connection usually departs every 15 minutes
and has a duration of 10 minutes. At the moment the passenger arrives at Gouda, the
next scheduled departure is within 5 minutes. This gives us ∆S = 5,S = 10, TS = 15.
We assume the first train to The Hague departs in 1 minute. The detour through The
Hague takes roughly 50 minutes in total and departs every 15 minutes from Gouda.
This gives us ∆D = 1,D = 50, TD = 15. Since no direct trains for Rotterdam are









Figure 7.1: Example scenario for a passenger traveling from Gouda to Rotterdam
In our second example we consider a case where some distance (and hence some
time) must be traveled before arriving at the disrupted connection, thus y > 0. Let us
consider a passenger who leaves from Utrecht to travel to Rotterdam. The regular
connection goes through Gouda as well and normally takes about 30 minutes. Now
suppose the disruption between Gouda andWoerden, so there are no trains bound for
either Rotterdam or The Hague leaving from Gouda. In such a situation, Netherlands
Railways (NS) usually advises passengers to travel via Schiphol (which takes about
85 minutes). But as Gouda is on the regular connection from Utrecht to Rotterdam
and it is likely that there are still trains bound for Gouda that leave from Utrecht, the
passenger can make a gamble and travel towards Gouda, hoping that by the time
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we assume that a passenger does not know the value of x, but receives a message
immediately when the disruption is over and never earlier. As a result the passenger
will not know x before it is actually time x.
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Example Instances
Let us consider the map in Figure 7.1 showing part of the passenger railway services
operated by Netherlands Railways (NS). Suppose a passenger wants to travel from
Gouda to Rotterdam. There is a disruption on the track between Gouda to Rotterdam
and therefore no trains bound for Rotterdam are leaving Gouda. However, the tracks
to The Hague (on the map: Den Haag) are still accessible and thus the passenger has
the option to make a detour. The regular connection usually departs every 15 minutes
and has a duration of 10 minutes. At the moment the passenger arrives at Gouda, the
next scheduled departure is within 5 minutes. This gives us ∆S = 5,S = 10, TS = 15.
We assume the first train to The Hague departs in 1 minute. The detour through The
Hague takes roughly 50 minutes in total and departs every 15 minutes from Gouda.
This gives us ∆D = 1,D = 50, TD = 15. Since no direct trains for Rotterdam are









Figure 7.1: Example scenario for a passenger traveling from Gouda to Rotterdam
In our second example we consider a case where some distance (and hence some
time) must be traveled before arriving at the disrupted connection, thus y > 0. Let us
consider a passenger who leaves from Utrecht to travel to Rotterdam. The regular
connection goes through Gouda as well and normally takes about 30 minutes. Now
suppose the disruption between Gouda andWoerden, so there are no trains bound for
either Rotterdam or The Hague leaving from Gouda. In such a situation, Netherlands
Railways (NS) usually advises passengers to travel via Schiphol (which takes about
85 minutes). But as Gouda is on the regular connection from Utrecht to Rotterdam
and it is likely that there are still trains bound for Gouda that leave from Utrecht, the
passenger can make a gamble and travel towards Gouda, hoping that by the time
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Figure 7.2: Example scenario for a passenger traveling from Utrecht to Rotterdam
In this case, the regular connection has S = 30, TS = 15 and for example ∆S = 5.
However, as it takes 20 minutes to reach Gouda, we get y = 20. The detour through
Schiphol usually takes D = 85 minutes and departs every TD = 30 minutes from
Utrecht, the first one for example at time ∆D = 2. As we can see in Section 7.7, the
scenarios with y = 0 behave differently from the scenarios with y > 0.
7.4 Competitive analysis of the online passenger
waiting problem
The concept of competitive analysis as discussed in Section 7.2 was introduced by
Sleator and Tarjan (1985). One possible approach to an online analysis which we will
use in this chapter is the game-theoretic interpretation. We consider a one-round
game where we have two players: An algorithm player who picks an algorithmA and
an instance player or adversary who afterwards picks an instance I. The algorithm
player wants to perform as well as possible, i.e., to minimize the ratio of A applied to
I and an optimal solution of I in case of full information. The adversary, on the other
hand, wants to maximize this value. If the adversary chooses the best-response to the
algorithm A played by the first player, we obtain the worst-case competitive ratio of
A as outcome of the game.
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The Competitive Ratio
In general, if we consider a set of all possible instances I, the competitive ratio of a






Here, offline(I) is the best possible solution value for instance I in an offline setting
where all instance data (in our case also the time instant x the disruption is over)
is known when the best decision is calculated, and onlineA(I) denotes the solution
value of the algorithm applied to instance I.
Now let us consider the competitive ratio of the online passenger waiting problem.
We will analyze the decision strategies of the passenger using a competitive analysis.
For a given decision strategy of the passenger, it is not difficult to construct an instance
with arbitrarily large competitive ratio. As long as the adversary has the flexibility
to pick a schedule, he can pick TS and TD very large and pick y and x such that the
algorithm always will end up in the wrong connection.
Hence, we cannot provide passengers with an easy strategy which works well
for all disruption situations. However, for a given instance I of the online passenger
waiting problem, it is possible to determine the strategy with best competitive ratio
as we see in the following. By Ix we denote an offline version of the problem where
the time x at which the disruption is over is fixed.
If we have a set of strategies indexed by r, then the online performance of a strategy
r on instance I for a given value of x is denoted by onliner(I, x). For such a strategy r,






Again, we can interpret this from a player-adversary point-of-view. Let the passen-
ger pick a strategy r. In reply to this, the adversary may now pick an x in such a way
that the performance of the strategy is as bad as it can be. The competitive ratio of
strategy r on an instance I is attained by taking the maximum of the performance
ratio over all possible values of x.
r-Greedy strategies
It is likely that real passengers do not decide whether to wait by flipping a coin
and thus use deterministic strategies in these cases. Because of this, we will ignore
randomized strategies. Since x is not bounded from above, any strategy that makes the
passenger board the disrupted train before the disruption is over has an unbounded
competitive ratio. Just the same, every strategy which does not specify a waiting
time limit after which the passenger boards alternative train if the disruption has not
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vanished so far has unbounded competitive ratio. Since alternative trains depart only
at time instants ∆D + rTD for the integers r, we can restrict ourselves to consider only
strategies which do the following:
• take the train which arrives earliest at its destination, if the disruption is over
before time ∆D + rTD,
• take the alternative train then, if the disruption is not over at time ∆D + rTD.
We will call such a strategy an r-greedy strategy.
Calculating the competitive ratio of an r-greedy strategy on a
certain schedule instance
Now that we have introduced the notion of the competitive ratio and the notion of
the r-greedy strategy, we will show how we can efficiently calculate the competitive
ratio of such a strategy on an instance of the online passenger waiting problem where
the schedules are fixed, but x is not.
Theorem 7.1. The competitive ratio CrI of an r-greedy strategy on an instance I is the
maximum of
∆D+ rTD +D





min{sucS(x) + S, sucD(x) +D}





∆S + iTS : i 
⌊






∆S + iTS + y : i 
⌊




C3 := {∆D + iTD : i  r} .
Proof. The fraction in (7.1) represents the maximum competitive ratio over the range
where the disruption is over after the passenger has departed on a detour, so where
we have x > ∆D+ rTD. In that situation, onliner(I, x) = ∆D+ rTD +D and therefore
does not really depend on x anymore. The best decision for the adversary is thus to
pick x in such a way that offline(Ix) is as small as possible and thus we take the limit
of x→ ∆D+ rTD, giving (7.1).
Note that we use the assumption that no departure events coincide and that we
would need to add an epsilon to the sucS expression to deal with such situations.
The case considered in (7.2) represents the maximum competitive ratio over the
range where the passenger has not departed at the time the disruption is over. In this
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range we have x  ∆D+ rTD, so we should only take the maximum over a limited
interval. Within this interval, there are only a few number of possible values for x
which influence the online or the offline strategies: The moments either the regular
connection departs (C1), the detour departs (C3) or the regular connection reaches
the disruption (C2). We evaluate the online/offline ratio for each of these moments
and take the maximum over all of them.
As (7.1) covers the case x > ∆D + rTD and (7.2) covers the case x  ∆D + rTD,
taking the maximum of both gives us the competitive ratio.
Now that we have a way to calculate the competitive ratio of a given r-greedy
strategy, we can calculate the value of r for which the competitive ratio is the smallest,
which we call r∗. For this, it is sufficient to limit the range of candidate values for r∗
using the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. If we have ∆D+ rTD > ∆D+D, then Cr
′
I  CrI for any r ′ > r.
Proof. If the competitive ratio of CrI is attained using x  ∆D + rTD, then the same
competitive ratio can be attained for Cr
′
I . If the competitive ratio of C
r
I is attained
using x > ∆D+ rTD, the denominator for both r and r ′ will be ∆D+D and in that





Now we can calculate r∗ by evaluating
r∗ = argminrmaxr=0 C
r






7.5 Average case analysis of the online passenger
waiting problem
Instead of taking the competitive ratio as a performance measure for our online
strategies, in this section we compare strategies by an average case analysis, i.e., by
comparing the expected arrival times according to some probability distributions.
Considering the two options of choosing either the first regular or the first alternative
connection, an interesting question bfor which probability distributions is one choice
the better than the other. As there are many different probability distributions, it
makes sense to limit ourselves to a certain class of distributions. In this section we
discuss a way to solve this question for a uniform distribution and for an exponential
distribution using binary search.
The expected arrival time of the regular connection
Let us assume we have access to a cumulative distribution function over the possible
values of x defined as
f(z) = Pr(x  z).
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Let us also introduce a function g : N0 → [0, 1] such that g(i) gives us the probability
that the ith regular connection can pass the disrupted area, but the (i− 1)th regular
connection cannot yet. We calculate g using f in the following way:
g(i) =

f(∆S+ y) if i = 0
f(∆S+ iTS + y) otherwise
− f(∆S+ (i− 1)TS + y)




g(i)(∆S+ iTS + S).
If we want to evaluate this formula for a distribution with infinite support, we
should terminate the calculation based on some small threshold  and stop it when
f(∆S+ iTS + y) > 1− .
Finding an indifference distribution
We first consider uniform distributions, where x is drawn uniformly from the range
[0,ω] for a givenω > 0. We will denote the expected arrival time for a given uniform
distribution by Eω[arr]. We want to find anω such that we are indifferent between
both considered strategies, i.e., such that Eω[arr] = ∆D+D. We can apply a binary
search procedure in order to find anω that brings us close enough to ∆D+D. The
ω that we find with this procedure can be used in the decision process as follows:
If we believe it is likely that the real-life distribution behaves uniformly with range
[0,a] with a < ω, we should prefer the regular connection over the alternative one. If
we believe that a > ωwe should prefer the alternative connection over the regular
connection. We can apply a similar procedure if x is drawn from the exponential
distribution with rate λ.
As long as we consider single parameter distributions for which the expected
arrival E[arr] is continuous when regarded as a function of the parameter of the
distribution, and we can find lower and upper bounds for the parameter such that
one bound gives E[arr] < ∆D+D and the other bound gives E[arr] > ∆D+D, a binary
search procedure can produce the value of the parameter for which the passenger
will be indifferent between the regular and the alternative connections.
Although the indifference value can also be found analytically, we chose a binary
search procedure since it is easy to implement and efficient enough to do computa-
tions within less than a second on almost any device. Note that also strategies that let
the passenger wait some time and then depart are reasonable (and might minimize
the expected arrival time dependent on the respective distribution). It will be part of
our further research to include these strategies in the evaluation as well.
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7.6 Implementation
Asmany passengers use smartphones during their journeys, we decided to implement
the online and average case analysis using a platform that can be executed easily
on these devices. Our implementation consists of roughly 250 lines of JavaScript,
which can be executed by almost any web browser. This includes some rudimentary
input checking and displaying results for the user. Our implementation is available
at http://computr.eu/pwp and is able to calculate the results from Section 7.7
instantly on a modern smartphone.
Important for the performance of calculating ω and λ using binary search is the
precision of the binary search in approximating ∆D+D. In our implementation, the
binary search terminates when |E[arr] − (∆D +D)| < 0.001. Furthermore, for the 
in evaluating E[arr] for the exponential distribution we choose 0.001 as well. The
expectation for the uniform distribution is evaluated with exact precision, as this
distribution has finite support.
7.7 Examples
Table 7.1: Example instances with their parameters
Instance ∆S S TS y ∆D D TD
A 1 15 15 0 5 30 20
B 1 15 15 5 5 30 20
C 5 10 10 5 2 60 15
D 1 10 60 5 10 60 5
E 10 10 60 5 1 60 5
Gd-Rtd 5 10 15 0 1 50 15
Ut-Rtd 5 30 15 20 2 85 30
Non-Convex 1 10 15 0 2 50 5
In order to evaluate our approach to the passenger waiting problem, we applied
our calculation to a number of example instances, presented in Table 7.1. The results
of our analysis are presented in Table 7.2. Although these results demonstrate our
approach quite well, we encourage the readers to experiment with their own instances
using our available web-based implementation from Section 7.6.
Table 7.2 can be read as follows: The top table contains the schedule definitions
of the instances as discussed in Section 7.3. The bottom table contains the results:
Our competitive analysis from Section 7.4 tells us that we should wait for the r∗th
departure of the regular connection if we want to minimize the competitive ratio to
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Table 7.2: Analysis results for the example instances from Table 7.1
Instance r∗ Cr
∗
I ω λ 1/λ
A 0 1.13 23 0.09 11.6
B 1 1.94 27.25 0.07 14.9
C 3 1.95 94.75 0.02 49.5
D “any” 6.36 64 0.04 28.2
E 0 3.05 40.5 0.04 26.7
Gd - Rtd 2 1.80 67.3 0.03 34.1
Ut - Rtd 2 1.86 105.5 0.02 55.8
Non-Convex 6 1.58 68.5 0.03 34.8
Cr
∗
I . The results of the average case analysis presented in Section 7.5 are given by the
range ω of the uniform distribution and rate λ of the exponential distribution that
make the passenger indifferent between taking the first detour train and waiting until
the disruption is resolved. This means that if the passenger expects the disruption
to vanish before the distributions listed in the table predict, he should wait until the
disruption is resolved, while otherwise he should take the first detour train.
Let us first discuss instances A and B. With a regular travel time of 15 minutes and
a detour of 30 minutes, the second regular connection will already arrive relatively
close to the detour and it can thus be expected that waiting is not very beneficial.
For instance A the competitive analysis reflects this with a choice for r∗ = 0. Things
change when we increase y from 0 to 5, as in instance B we get r∗ = 1. The adversary
then picks x = 6 and makes us end up in the second regular connection rather than
in the alternative connection. However, the average case analysis yields anω that is
quite similar for instances A and B. This holds for 1/λ as well. As both values are not
that large, this approach suggests to take the detour.
Instance C is an example where the competitive analysis suggests to wait longer.
This is mostly because the alternative connection is quite lengthy compared to the
regular connection. As a result, waiting for the next regular departure takes only a
small amount of time compared to the increase in travel time of the detour. The large
values of the uniform distribution with rangeω ≈ 95 and the exponential distribution
with mean 1/λ ≈ 50 suggest we should wait.
Instance D is interesting, as all values for r∗ within the range considered yield the
same competitive ratio. This is due to the adversary exploiting that y > 0 by letting
the passenger take one regular connection later than the first one to pass through the
disruption, by picking x = 6. Regardless of the waiting strategy, in the worst case the
passenger will end up in the second departure of the regular connection.
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If we swap ∆D and ∆S, we end up in instance E and we get a better competitive
ratio if we always pick the first detour. The impact of the swap of ∆D and ∆S on
the uniform rangeω is quite large, while the exponential mean 1/λ barely changes.
Therefore, interpreting the best strategy in this situation is quite difficult, but if we
are risk-averse we can safely take the detour.
The examples presented in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 yield a competitive ratio of 1.80 and
1.86. In the Gd-Rtd scenario, it pays off to wait for 30 minutes to make sure that no
early regular connection departs whose 10 minute trip length is much faster than
the 60 minutes of the detour. For the Ut-Rtd scenario, the competitive ratio increases
slightly, but the way in which it is attained is different. The best decision for the
adversary is to release the disruption before the passenger stops waiting, while for












Figure 7.3: An example where the behavior of CrI as a function of r behaves non-
convex
Finally, we have the non-convex scenario with a detour connection that is much
more frequent than the regular one. This leads to non-convex behavior in the com-
petitive ratio, as can be seen in Figure 7.3. Since there is no departure of the regular
connection scheduled between the departures of the detour connection with r = 1
and r = 3, the detour connection with r = 1 dominates the detour connection with
r = 2, as there is no opportunity to benefit from the resolution of the disruption in
that interval. This example justifies that we indeed have to try a set of different values
for r as suggested by Theorem 7.2.
To conclude, these example instances show that there is no strategy which is
clearly superior in all cases, and the question which strategy is best depends both on
the preferred quality measure and on the periodic timetables of the instance under
consideration.
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Table 7.2: Analysis results for the example instances from Table 7.1
Instance r∗ Cr
∗
I ω λ 1/λ
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C 3 1.95 94.75 0.02 49.5
D “any” 6.36 64 0.04 28.2
E 0 3.05 40.5 0.04 26.7
Gd - Rtd 2 1.80 67.3 0.03 34.1
Ut - Rtd 2 1.86 105.5 0.02 55.8
Non-Convex 6 1.58 68.5 0.03 34.8
Cr
∗
I . The results of the average case analysis presented in Section 7.5 are given by the
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If we swap ∆D and ∆S, we end up in instance E and we get a better competitive
ratio if we always pick the first detour. The impact of the swap of ∆D and ∆S on
the uniform rangeω is quite large, while the exponential mean 1/λ barely changes.
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The examples presented in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 yield a competitive ratio of 1.80 and
1.86. In the Gd-Rtd scenario, it pays off to wait for 30 minutes to make sure that no
early regular connection departs whose 10 minute trip length is much faster than
the 60 minutes of the detour. For the Ut-Rtd scenario, the competitive ratio increases
slightly, but the way in which it is attained is different. The best decision for the
adversary is to release the disruption before the passenger stops waiting, while for












Figure 7.3: An example where the behavior of CrI as a function of r behaves non-
convex
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r = 2, as there is no opportunity to benefit from the resolution of the disruption in
that interval. This example justifies that we indeed have to try a set of different values
for r as suggested by Theorem 7.2.
To conclude, these example instances show that there is no strategy which is
clearly superior in all cases, and the question which strategy is best depends both on
the preferred quality measure and on the periodic timetables of the instance under
consideration.
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7.8 Conclusions and Future work
Considering our results with some examples instances, we can conclude that both
approaches allow us to evaluate the trade-offs that occur within the passenger waiting
problem. The average case analysis tells us for which probability distributions we
should wait and for which we should take the detour, while the online analysis gives
us a strategy with the best possible worst case performance.
We would like to extend our model to situations where the alternative connections
have greater differences and may share edges within a network model. Moreover,
we are working on a rigorous classification of instance classes for the passenger
waiting problem based on their properties. Additionally, we think about good ways
to communicate the output of our model to the end user. Finally, we consider how
we can take preferences of the passengers, such as their valuation of waiting versus
traveling and the riskiness of decisions, into account.
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approaches may lead to a different ’optimal’ solution or strategy. In this chapter, we
define the concept of (weak) dominance of strategies in uncertain situations. The set of
non-dominated strategies can be considered a candidate set for the decision maker
- we show that we only need to search within this set to find strategies which are
optimal in the robust, online, or stochastic sense.
Our application is the Traveler’s Route Choice Problem (TRCP) which was introduced
in Chapter 7. We analyze dominance relations among strategies for this problem. The
TRCP considers a traveler in a railway system with a periodic timetable who wants
to travel from an origin to a destination and has chosen a route to do so. At some
station he learns that his chosen route is blocked further on, and that it is uncertain
at what point in time the blocked area will be opened again. Now the traveler has
different options: He can board the train hoping that the disruption is over before the
blocked area is reached. If this is not the case, he will have to wait directly in front of
the blocked area until it is over. However, at his current station there is also another
train service going to his destination. This other train service has a later arrival time
at his destination than the service that was chosen initially, but it is not blocked and
may hence be faster in the current situation. Now the question is whether the should
traveler stick to the train service as planned or should he switch to a train along the
detour route? Moreover, since we assume that both services are operated periodically,
the traveler can also wait in the station and board one of the two trains later on. The
TRCP is a relevant problem for railway operators; e.g., solution algorithms could
be implemented in the route planning software to give good advice for travelers in
situations as described above.
A situation as described does not only occur in railway systems, but also in other
public transport systems and it can be generalized to other applications, e.g. to
production systems, as will be explained. All these situations have in common that a
decision on how to proceed has to be taken without exact knowledge on the duration
of a disruption in the system. The decision to either hope that the preferred option
will be in operation soon again or to take a detour is not trivial, since it depends on
the frequencies and processing times of both alternatives and on the duration of the
disruption, which is uncertain.
The contribution of this chapter is thus two-fold. On the one hand, we define the
concept of (weak) dominance for general uncertain optimization or decision problems
and show how it relates to quality measures for decision making and optimization
under uncertainty from the literature.
On the other hand, we investigate dominance relations among the strategies for
the TRCP. Based on the instance parameters, we are able to specify the set of non-
dominated strategies. This often reduces the number of potentially optimal solutions
considerably and will hence also reduce the computation time when solving this
problem numerically.













Figure 8.1: The fastest route S and the detour route D connecting the departure and
the destination station.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 8.2 introduces a
formal description of the TRCP, and shows that it has more applications than railway
systems. Section 8.3 provides an overview of related literature. In Section 8.4 we
describe the strategies that may be used for solving instances of the TRCP. Next, in
Section 8.5 several optimization criteria from robust, stochastic and online optimization
are defined, which can be used for evaluating strategies. In Section 8.6 we define the
concept of (weak) dominance among strategies. Section 8.7 gives a complete description
of the dominance relations among the strategies for the TRCP. Finally, Section 8.8
finishes the Chapter with conclusions and subjects for further research. The Appendix
of this chapter, which is not included in this thesis but available as an appendix to the
publication, contains additional graphics for the illustrative example in Section 8.5.2,
and the proofs of the results in Sections 8.4, 8.6, and 8.7.
8.2 The Traveler’s Route Choice Problem
8.2.1 Problem definition
Consider the following situation: A traveler in a railway system wants to travel
by train from a departure station to a destination station. The fastest train service
available at his wished departure time is a service along route S. The trains along
this route are called S-trains. However, there is a disruption on this route such that it
is blocked. The traveler has two options: Wait and hope that the disruption on the
route S is over soon, or take the shortest available connection along a route with later
arrival time D. The trains along the route D are called D-trains. See Figure 8.1 for an
illustration of the situation.
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Let (∆S, TS,MS) denote the schedule of the S-trains. The first S-train departs at
time ∆S,MS denotes the (undisrupted) travel time of the S-trains, and TS is the time
period after which the schedule of the S-trains is repeated. That is, according to the
timetable, the S-trains depart at the points in time ∆S, ∆S + TS, ∆S + 2TS,. . . , and
arrive at the points in time ∆S +MS, ∆S + TS +MS, ∆S + 2TS +MS,. . . . Note that
we have TS > ∆S, since otherwise there would be one more S-train departing at time
0 < ∆S − TS < ∆S, hence the train departing at time ∆S would not be the first one.
For the sake of simplicity we assume that the traveler learns about the disruption
on the route S at time 0. Despite the disruption, the traveler can continue his trip on
the route of the S-train until the blocked area. We denote by y the travel time from
the origin until the blocked area is reached. If the disruption is over when the i-th
S-train reaches the blocked area, that is if it is over before or at time ∆S+ iTS+y, then
the train (and the traveler) can complete the journey undisruptedly. If the disruption
is not over at that time, the train cannot continue and the traveler has to wait at
the corresponding location until the disruption is over and he is picked up by the
first S-train which runs again according to the regular timetable. This is common
in real-world situations, where the timetable outside the disrupted area is operated
according to a so-called contingency plan, which keeps the timetable there as much as
possible the same as the regular timetable. This can be done by short turning of trains
at both sides of the blocked area. Once the disruption is over, the regular timetable is
resumed again.
Similarly, let (∆D, TD,MD) denote the schedule of the (fastest available) detour
connection. Here ∆D denotes the departure time of the first D-train after time 0,MD
is the travel time of the D-trains, and TD is the time period after which the schedule of
the D-trains is repeated. As above, we have TD > ∆D. That is, the D-trains depart at
the points in time ∆D, ∆D+TD, ∆D+2TD,. . . , and arrive at ∆D+MD, ∆D+TD+MD,
∆D + 2TD +MD,. . . . All D-trains are operated.
We assume that ∆S+MS < ∆D+MD. That is, in case of no disruption, the traveler
arrives earlier if he uses route S. Indeed, if∆S+MS  ∆D+MD, then it is obvious that
the traveler should take the first D-train anyway. Furthermore, we do not necessarily
assume thatMS < MD. We assume that all instance parameters are non-negative.
Let x denote the (unknown) point in time when the disruption is resolved. We
analyze the following two situations in this chapter:
1. The maximum duration of the disruption is bounded by xmax <∞.
2. We have no prior information about the maximum duration of the disruption.
In that case xmax =∞ and we use the notation [a, xmax] := [a,∞) for intervals
and f(xmax) := limx→∞ f(x) for functions of xmax.
Thus an instance I of the TRCPwith I = ((∆S,MS, TS), (∆D,MD, TD),y, xmax) consists
of
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1. The schedules of the S-trains and the D-trains as well as the time y after which
the disruption is reached on the route S.
2. A time bound xmax ∈ R+ ∪ {∞} which specifies the latest point in time when
the disruption ends.
We finally introduce some notation which is convenient in the remainder of the
Chapter. First, for each integer r ∈ N0 ∪ {∞} we use
depS(r) := ∆S + rTS and depD(r) := ∆D + rTD
These time instants denote the time of the r-th departure of an S-train, or a D-train,
respectively. Next, given a point in time x,

















denote the time of the earliest departure of an S-train, or a D-train, respectively, after
time x. We set depS(∞) :=∞, depD(∞) :=∞, sucS(∞) :=∞, and sucD(∞) :=∞.
8.2.2 Production planning: A second example for the TRCP setting
Railway systems are regularly confronted with disruptions. As a consequence, some
of the scheduled services are canceled. This means that the TRCP is of great impor-
tance in railway systems. However, this is not the only application of the problem.
One further application is exemplarily mentioned below.
Consider a company A producing some product. For the production, certain sub-
parts are needed which are usually delivered by company B which is the fastest
option for acquiring the required subparts. Company B accepts orders every day until
9:00 and usually delivers at 17:00.
Unfortunately, company B has some problems with a machine which is needed for
the last two hours of the manufacturing process, but which currently cannot be used.
It is uncertain when the machine’s repair is finished such that the machine can be
operated again.
However, there is another company, C, which is also able to produce the required
subparts, but the production at company C takes 12 hours. Ordering the subparts at
company C has to be done before 11:00.
Suppose it is 8:00 in the morning. The question now is: Should the order be given
to company B or to company C? Or is it better to wait one day to see if company B is
able to repair the machine until 15:00 when it is needed and then decide what to do?
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This problem also fits in the framework of the TRCP by using an instance Iwith
the following parameters: I = ((∆S = 1,MS = 8, TS = 24), (∆D = 3,MD = 12, TD =
24),y = 15− 9 = 6, xmax =∞).
8.3 Literature Overview
Uncertainty in problem parameters can complicate decisions. This often concerns
decisions which would be easy to make if all problem parameters were known, as for
example in the TRCP. In the first paragraph of Section 8.3.1 we review literature on
different models and quality measures for evaluating decisions under uncertainty.
However, to compare strategies in this chapter, we do not use a specific quality
measure for evaluating strategies, but instead make use of the more general concept
of (weak) dominance. Various dominance concepts have been described in the literature.
An overview can be found in the second paragraph of Section 8.3.1. Finally, in
Section 8.3.2 we briefly discuss problems which show some similarity to the TRCP.
8.3.1 Decision making under uncertainty
Solution choice and optimization in uncertain situations Different models have
evolved to explain people’s choices in uncertain situations. Knight (1921), a pioneer
in this field, distinguishes risk, a situation in which a probability distribution of an
uncertain parameter is known, and uncertainty, where no probability distribution is
given.
One of the most influential theories on decisions under risk is expected utility theory,
see von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944). Every person is assumed to possess a
utility function which assigns a value to each choice under each possible scenario
and to choose the option which optimizes the expected utility. Other theories like
regret theory (Loomes and Sugden, 1982; Bell, 1982; Fishburn, 1982) and prospect
theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) assume that decisions are not based only on
the expected utility, but also on the expected regret in comparison to other options.
This line of research is of a descriptive nature. It aims at modeling people’s real-
life behavior, not to provide a framework for making optimal decisions. The choice
situations are often simple in the sense that there is only a limited number of options
to choose from (often: only two) and that the outcome of a decision under all scenarios
is known explicitly.
Decisions under uncertainty are also considered in the field of mathematical opti-
mization. Research in this field aims at developing methods to choose the best possible
solution for an optimization problem. Also here, the quality of a solution depends on
both the solution and the scenario (which can hence be called a utility function in the
above-used terminology). Besides, also feasibility of a solution may depend on the
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scenario. Similar to the above-described concepts, stochastic optimization often aims
at optimizing the expected value (Birge and Louveaux, 1997). Robust optimization has
different objectives: It searches for a solution which is optimal in the worst-case over
all scenarios (Ben-Tal et al., 2009). Like above, besides absolute values, also relative
values like regret or the competitive ratio from online optimization are considered in
the literature (Kouvelis and Yu, 1997; Borodin and El-Yaniv, 1998). See also Section 8.5
for details on objectives used in stochastic, robust, and online optimization.
In these fields, the focus lies on developing optimization methods that are able to
handle the typical problem structures arising from the modeling framework. Whether
the (utility) function and the objective chosen is appropriate or whether it is the one
an informed decision maker would base his/her decision upon is seldom discussed.
In the remainder of this chapter we will use the term uncertainty both for situations
with and without probability distributions.
Dominance: Which solutions can be excluded? All concepts described in the pre-
vious section establish an order on the set of solutions. In the end the solution with
the best value is selected.
However, different utility functions and different objectives lead to different orders
of the solutions and hence also to different selected solutions. This can cause problems
whenever the precise utility and/or objective is not known beforehand. In this case,
it may be better to specify a set of solutions which contains all possible “reasonable”
choices of solutions.
The concept of (first-order) stochastic dominance excludes all solutions which
cannot be optimal with respect to the expected value of any increasing utility function.
Narrowing down the set of considered utility functions leads to more restrictive
dominance concepts (stochastic dominance of higher orders). See Levy (1992) for
details. Stochastic (first order) dominance can alternatively be defined as follows: A
solution A stochastically dominates a solution B, if for each possible outcome α, the
probability that A is better than α is higher than the probability that B is better than
α. Similar dominance concepts have been described, e.g., in Perny and Spanjaard
(2002), and Gabrel and Murat (2007) for uncertain situations without probability
distributions. They correspond to first and second order stochastic dominance under
the assumption of a uniform distribution on the set of possible scenarios.
However, whenever worst-case objectives are considered (as it is the case in robust
and online optimization), stochastic dominance is not applicable, i.e. a solution
may be optimal with respect to a worst-case objective although it is stochastically
dominated. For this reason, in this chapter we are going to apply a dominance concept
which excludes less solutions than stochastic dominance. It is motivated by Pareto-
dominance in multi-objective optimization and sometimes referred to as state-wise
or state-by-state dominance (see Section 8.6.1 for a definition, and, e.g. Ehrgott (2005)
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This problem also fits in the framework of the TRCP by using an instance Iwith
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of the solutions and hence also to different selected solutions. This can cause problems
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it may be better to specify a set of solutions which contains all possible “reasonable”
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cannot be optimal with respect to the expected value of any increasing utility function.
Narrowing down the set of considered utility functions leads to more restrictive
dominance concepts (stochastic dominance of higher orders). See Levy (1992) for
details. Stochastic (first order) dominance can alternatively be defined as follows: A
solution A stochastically dominates a solution B, if for each possible outcome α, the
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dominated. For this reason, in this chapter we are going to apply a dominance concept
which excludes less solutions than stochastic dominance. It is motivated by Pareto-
dominance in multi-objective optimization and sometimes referred to as state-wise
or state-by-state dominance (see Section 8.6.1 for a definition, and, e.g. Ehrgott (2005)
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for the use in multi-objective optimization). We will show in Section 8.6.1 that any
solution which is dominated (with respect to this concept) cannot be optimal with
respect to any reasonable choice of objective and utility function.
This dominance concept is not new in optimization under uncertainty. It has been
used, e.g. in Dias and Climaco (2000), Kouvelis and Sayin (2006), and Gast (2010) in
the context of specific robust or stochastic optimization problems. A critical discussion
of whether uncertain optimization problems can and should be regarded as multi-
objective optimization problems in this manner is given in Hites et al. (2006). It
is shown that some but not all properties can be transferred, that new insight is
obtained, but that both notions must not be confused. A multi-objective perspective
is also used in Gast (2010) in the context of supply chain management problems with
uncertain input data. A unifying framework in which many robustness concepts are
described by this multi-objective point of view is given in Klamroth et al. (2013) for
finite scenario sets, and is under research for arbitrary uncertainty sets by Klamroth
et al. (2015).
8.3.2 The TRCP and related problems
The TRCP The TRCP was first introduced in Chapter 7. In that Chapter, formulas
for computing the competitive ratio for different strategies for the TRCP were given.
Furthermore, assuming an underlying uniform or exponential distribution, it was
analyzed whether departing immediately with the next D-train or waiting for the
disruption to end leads to a lower expected arrival time, depending on the expected
duration of the disruption. Based on these results, different strategies were evaluated
on two cases from the Dutch railway network.
Uncertain shortest paths There exists a variety of uncertain versions of the shortest
path problem, from the perspectives of stochastic, robust, and online optimization
(Bar-Noy and Schieber, 1991; Nie and Wu, 2009; Yu and Yang, 1998; Westphal, 2008).
While some papers assume that a path has to be chosen a priori, others assume
that it can be updated at any point in time (Bar-Noy and Schieber, 1991; Westphal,
2008). Two-stage models, where in the first stage an initial path is chosen which can
be updated in a second stage, represent an intermediate concept between these two
extremes (Büsing, 2012; Golovin et al., 2014).
A major difference between the described problems and the TRCP is that these
problems are not schedule-based. Furthermore, in contrast to the majority of the
models for uncertain shortest paths, in the TRCP the length of the disruption is
uncertain.
Route choice in public transportation systems There is a huge number of publica-
tions about route choice in the transit assignment literature, see Liu et al. (2010) for an
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overview. The focus lies on modeling passenger flows as accurately as possible in
regular traffic situations. In crowded situations, the focus is often on finding an equi-
librium. The question of optimal route choice in case of disruptions is not addressed.
The problem of finding routes for (single) passengers is known as timetable infor-
mation. Uncertain versions of this problem have been studied, e.g., in Dibbelt et al.
(2013), Goerigk et al. (2013b), and Keyhani et al. (2014). In contrast to the TRCP which
addresses the route choice in case of a major disruption, the mentioned papers focus
on route choice in case of small delays.
Route choice in individual transportation A different problem which is studied in
many different variants is the choice between two routes for individual travel. One of
the routes is longer and/or tolled but generalized cost for traveling is deterministic.
On the other route, travel time is uncertain. This problem is studied in the context of
learning (i.e., the decision is repeated every day) in Chancelier et al. (2009). De Palma
et al. (2012) study the value of different forms of information in this situation. Lam
and Small (2001), and Avineri and Prashker (2003) quantify a traveler’s sensitivity to
uncertainty in such a setting.
8.4 Strategies for the uncertain Traveler’s Route Choice
Problem
8.4.1 The deterministic version
Before we analyze the uncertain case which was described as the TRCP in Section
8.2.1, we consider the deterministic version of the Traveler’s Route Choice Problem.
This is useful since we want to compare the solutions for instances of the TRCP with
the solutions that would have been obtained if the end time of the disruption had
been known in advance.
The deterministic version of the Traveler’s Route Choice Problem is the same
problem as the TRCP, but now also the end time of the disruption x is given in
advance. In this problem the question is again: Which connection should the traveler
choose, such that his arrival time at his destination is earliest? Fortunately, this
question can be answered easily and optimally by comparing the arrival times of the
S-trains and the D-trains:
Lemma 8.1. For a given instance I of the deterministic Traveler’s Route Choice Problem
with I = ((∆S,MS, TS), (∆D,MD, TD),y, x), the minimal arrival time z∗(x) is given by
z∗(x) = min{sucS(x− y) +MS,∆D +MD}.
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This is useful since we want to compare the solutions for instances of the TRCP with
the solutions that would have been obtained if the end time of the disruption had
been known in advance.
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problem as the TRCP, but now also the end time of the disruption x is given in
advance. In this problem the question is again: Which connection should the traveler
choose, such that his arrival time at his destination is earliest? Fortunately, this
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The proof of this result is given in the online appendix of the publication of this
chapter.
8.4.2 The uncertain version
In the TRCP, the traveler only knows that the route S is disrupted, however, he does
not know the end of the disruption before the disruption is actually over at time x.
As long as the traveler has not taken one of the trains at any time before time t, his
options at time t are:
• Remain waiting at the departure station (W).
• Take an S-train (S): This is only possible if t = depS(r) = ∆S + rTS for some
r ∈ N0.
• Take a D-train (D): This is only possible if t = depD(r) = ∆D + rTD for some
r ∈ N0.
The described options can be represented in a decision tree as shown in Figure 8.2
where each directed path from the root node (the leftmost node) to a leaf of the tree
represents a strategy of the traveler. We assume that, as soon as the traveler has
boarded a train, he cannot withdraw this decision. That is, he cannot go back to the
departure station, not even if y = 0.
The decision of the traveler about how to proceed with his journey can be based on
a so-called strategy. A strategy consists of two stages, and describes:
• How long the traveler intends to wait at the departure station until boarding
one of the trains (this is the first stage of the strategy).
• How the traveler reacts if the disruption is over while he is still waiting at the
departure station (this is the second stage of the strategy).
Note that the traveler may not have to deal with the second stage, since he took one
of the trains before the disruption was over. Then he cannot leave the train again, but
is bound to his first stage decision.
The first stage
In the first stage of the strategy, the traveler chooses one of the leaves of the decision
tree in Figure 8.2, corresponding to the train he intends to take. He may choose to
take an S-train at time depS(r) = ∆S + rTS.
In this case the traveler arrives at time:
{
depS(r) +MS if x  depS(r) + y
sucS(x− y) +MS otherwise
(8.1)
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max{depS(1), sucS(x− y)}+MS
sucS(x− y) +MS max{depS(2), sucS(x− y)}+MS
. . .
∆D +MD
0 ∆S ∆S + TS ∆D ∆S + 2TS time
Figure 8.2: The first stage path corresponding to the strategy “take the first D-train”
(later called A0,D).
Indeed, either the disruption is over when the S-train arrives at the disrupted area
(i.e., x  depS(r) + y), or the traveler has to wait at the point where the disruption
takes place and can continue his journey with the first regular S-train once the
disruption is over (see also Lemma 8.1). He may also choose to take a D-train at time
depD(r) = ∆D + rTD.
In this case the traveler arrives at time: depD(r) +MD. (8.2)
In Figure 8.2, these arrival times are depicted in the corresponding leaves of the
decision tree. Note that, for a given instance of the TRCP, the arrival times of the D-
trains are constant, and the arrival times of the S-trains depend only on the (unknown)
end time of the disruption x. Thus as long as the end of the disruption x is unknown,
there is no need nor use to change the first stage strategy.
The second stage
If the disruption is over while the traveler is still waiting at the departure station, it
is reasonable to adapt his earlier chosen first stage strategy, for example, by taking
the next S-train instead of the train chosen in the first stage. Indeed, at that moment
the arrival times of all strategies can be evaluated, as is shown in Figure 8.3. Hence,
the train with the earliest arrival time can be selected. This is the second stage of the
strategy.
Since the end of the disruption x is revealed at time t = x, this implies that a
reasonably acting traveler chooses to act as follows:
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Figure 8.2: The first stage path corresponding to the strategy “take the first D-train”
(later called A0,D).
Indeed, either the disruption is over when the S-train arrives at the disrupted area
(i.e., x  depS(r) + y), or the traveler has to wait at the point where the disruption
takes place and can continue his journey with the first regular S-train once the
disruption is over (see also Lemma 8.1). He may also choose to take a D-train at time
depD(r) = ∆D + rTD.
In this case the traveler arrives at time: depD(r) +MD. (8.2)
In Figure 8.2, these arrival times are depicted in the corresponding leaves of the
decision tree. Note that, for a given instance of the TRCP, the arrival times of the D-
trains are constant, and the arrival times of the S-trains depend only on the (unknown)
end time of the disruption x. Thus as long as the end of the disruption x is unknown,
there is no need nor use to change the first stage strategy.
The second stage
If the disruption is over while the traveler is still waiting at the departure station, it
is reasonable to adapt his earlier chosen first stage strategy, for example, by taking
the next S-train instead of the train chosen in the first stage. Indeed, at that moment
the arrival times of all strategies can be evaluated, as is shown in Figure 8.3. Hence,
the train with the earliest arrival time can be selected. This is the second stage of the
strategy.
Since the end of the disruption x is revealed at time t = x, this implies that a
reasonably acting traveler chooses to act as follows:
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max{depS(1), sucS(x− y)}+MS
sucS(x− y) +MS depS(2) +MS
1st stage dec. 2nd stage dec.
∆D +MD
0 ∆S ∆S + TS ∆D ∆S + 2TS time
t = x
Figure 8.3: The second stage path corresponding to the strategy “take the first D-train”
(later called A0,D) for a realization of x and the case depS(2) +MS <
∆D +MD.
• If sucS(x) +MS < sucD(x) +MD, then he takes the next available S-train at
time sucS(x) and he arrives at time sucS(x) +MS.
• If sucS(x) +MS > sucD(x) +MD, then he takes the next available D-train at
time sucD(x), and he arrives at time sucD(x) +MD.
Thus in both cases the traveler arrives at time: min{sucS(x) +MS, sucD(x) +MD}
(8.3)
Without loss of generality, we assume that the traveler takes the S-train if sucS(x) +
MS = sucD(x) +MD. Note that, if the traveler is still waiting at the departure station
at a point in time t with sucD(t) +MD < sucS(t) +MS, then he should take the
D-train anyway, whether the disruption is over or not.
Combining the first and second stage
As was described before, if the disruption ends at time x while the traveler is still
waiting at the departure station, he takes the uniquely defined second-stage strategy
A∗(x). Hence, the practical strategies for the TRCP can be described as follows:
• The strategies Ar,S, for r = 0, . . . ,∞ connected to the r-th departure of an
S-train:
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– Wait at the departure station not longer than until min{x, depS(r)}, i.e.,
until the r-th S-train departs or until the disruption is over, whatever
happens first.
– If x  depS(r) use the second-stage strategy A∗(x).
– If depS(r) < x, take the r-th S-train.
• The strategiesAr,D, for r = 0, . . . ,∞ connected to the r-th departure of a D-train:
– Wait at the departure station not longer than until min{x, depD(r)}, i.e.,
until the r-th D-train departs or until the disruption is over, whatever
happens first.
– If x  depD(r) use the second-stage strategy A∗(x).
– If depD(r) < x, take the r-th D-train.
Note that the above strategies are the strategies that are not sorted out as being
impractical at first sight. In Section 8.7 on dominance among strategies for the TRCP
we show that some of the above strategies are clearly superior to others.
IfA is one of the above defined strategies for solving instances of the TRCP, then we
will use the notation z(A, x) for the arrival time that is realized by applying strategy
A, if the end time of the disruption turns out to be x. Based on these descriptions, the
arrival times realized by the strategies Ar,S and Ar,D can be computed as follows:
z(Ar,S, x) =

min{sucS(x) +MS, sucD(x) +MD} if x  depS(r),
depS(r) +MS if depS(r) < x
and x  depS(r) + y,










8.5 Evaluating strategies under uncertainty
8.5.1 Quality measures for optimization under uncertainty
There are many different ways of measuring the quality of a strategy under uncer-




where the objective function z depends on a strategyA and on an uncertain parameter
x from an uncertainty setX. In the following, we briefly describe some common quality
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A∗(x). Hence, the practical strategies for the TRCP can be described as follows:
• The strategies Ar,S, for r = 0, . . . ,∞ connected to the r-th departure of an
S-train:
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– Wait at the departure station not longer than until min{x, depS(r)}, i.e.,
until the r-th S-train departs or until the disruption is over, whatever
happens first.
– If x  depS(r) use the second-stage strategy A∗(x).
– If depS(r) < x, take the r-th S-train.
• The strategiesAr,D, for r = 0, . . . ,∞ connected to the r-th departure of a D-train:
– Wait at the departure station not longer than until min{x, depD(r)}, i.e.,
until the r-th D-train departs or until the disruption is over, whatever
happens first.
– If x  depD(r) use the second-stage strategy A∗(x).
– If depD(r) < x, take the r-th D-train.
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impractical at first sight. In Section 8.7 on dominance among strategies for the TRCP
we show that some of the above strategies are clearly superior to others.
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A, if the end time of the disruption turns out to be x. Based on these descriptions, the
arrival times realized by the strategies Ar,S and Ar,D can be computed as follows:
z(Ar,S, x) =

min{sucS(x) +MS, sucD(x) +MD} if x  depS(r),
depS(r) +MS if depS(r) < x
and x  depS(r) + y,










8.5 Evaluating strategies under uncertainty
8.5.1 Quality measures for optimization under uncertainty
There are many different ways of measuring the quality of a strategy under uncer-




where the objective function z depends on a strategyA and on an uncertain parameter
x from an uncertainty setX. In the following, we briefly describe some common quality
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measures used for evaluation under uncertainty. Note that most literature on robust
and stochastic optimization deals with solutions, however, we transfer these concepts
to strategies in the following description.
Robust optimization aims at the minimization of some objective function in the




is used as an objective function, see e.g. Ben-Tal et al. (2009). Other robustness ap-
proaches do not evaluate the absolute objective value over all scenarios x, but compare
the realized objective value of a strategy A to the objective value of the best possible
strategy that could have been obtained under prior knowledge of scenario x, denoted
as z∗(x). We call the difference
zrg(A, x) := z(A, x) − z∗(x)




is called the competitive ratio (or relative regret) of the strategy A in scenario x. Mini-
mizing the worst-case regret
gwc-rg(A) := sup
x∈X
z(A, x) − z∗(x)





are common objective functions in robust optimization, see e.g. Kouvelis and Yu
(1997). In online optimization, the competitive ratio is the most common quality
measure, see e.g. Borodin and El-Yaniv (1998).
If a probability distribution with probability density function p on the uncertainty
set X is known, the conservative approach of robust optimization can be weakened
by excluding unlikely scenarios with high objective values. For example, for any
γ ∈ [0, 1] and f ∈ {z, zrg, zcomp}we define by
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with
I(A,α) := {x : f(A, x)  α}, (8.4)
the minimal value of fwhich can be guaranteed with probability γ. If we set γ := 1,
we obtain the above-described problems of minimizing the worst-case absolute value,
regret or competitive ratio from robust and online optimization. An example for this
objective function where γ < 1 can be found, e.g. in Daskin et al. (1997) and Gao
(2011).






(where p : X→ [0, 1] is the probability distribution on the uncertainty set X), which,
as before, can be evaluated for f ∈ {z, zrg, zcomp}, see e.g. Birge and Louveaux (1997).
If the traveler in the TRCP has an important appointment at his destination at a
certain time, then he would choose a strategy with highest probability to arrive on time.
Likewise, the probability to achieve a certain regret value or competitive ratio can be





as the probability that f(A, x) stays below the value α for f ∈ {z, zrg, zcomp}.
This function gprob-α(A) is sometimes called the reliability of A (Nie and Wu, 2009;
Pan et al., 2013). Often, a lower bound on the reliability, a so-called chance constraint
gprob-α(A)  γ is imposed, see e.g. Valdebenito and Schuëller (2010) and Birge and
Louveaux (1997). Approaches that find the most reliable strategy are less common,
see e.g. Nie and Wu (2009); Gao (2011); Pan et al. (2013).
As a last example for a quality measure, some papers, see e.g. Sigal et al. (1980),
also investigate how to find a strategy which has the highest probability of being





with I(A)opt := {x : f(A, x)  f(A ′, x) for all A ′}, as an evaluation criterion. Note that
for this measure it is irrelevant whether we choose f as the absolute value, the regret
or the competitive ratio.
Summarizing, which strategy is considered as optimal depends on:
1. The way of measuring the objective value for a given A and a given scenario x:
• Absolute value
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for this measure it is irrelevant whether we choose f as the absolute value, the regret
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Summarizing, which strategy is considered as optimal depends on:
1. The way of measuring the objective value for a given A and a given scenario x:
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• Absolute regret
• Competitive ratio (or relative regret)
2. The utility function, i.e., the way of aggregating over the uncertainty set:
• Minimize: Objective value that can be guaranteed with probability at least
γ (with robust and online optimization (γ = 1) as special cases)
• Minimize: Average value
• Maximize: Probability of reaching a predefined value α
• Maximize: Probability of having found an optimal solution
3. The choice of the probability distribution.
Hence, while in the deterministic case the definition of an optimal solution is straight-
forward, this is not true in the uncertain case. In this chapter we compare different
strategiesA. The uncertain parameter in this case is the time x at which the disruption
vanishes. In the next section we indeed see that different quality measures lead to
different “optimal” solutions.
8.5.2 An Illustrative Example
Consider an instance of the TRCP where the timetable of the S-train is defined by
∆S = 0, TS = 2, MS = 2, and the timetable of the D-train is defined by ∆D = 0,
TD = 5,MD = 12. We furthermore assume that the blocked area on the route of the
S-train is reached after y = 1, and that the length of the disruption is unbounded with
an expected duration of 11. All times are specified in minutes.
Table 8.1 illustrates that in this example, optimality of a strategy strongly depends
on the quality measure. To obtain better insights on how the strategies perform for
different values of x it is advisable to consult the appendix. Table 8.1 shows the
different quality measures for the strategies Ar,D and Ar,S for r = 0, 1, 2.
The first subtable shows worst-case values for the (absolute) travel time, the regret
and the competitive ratio obtained in the deterministic version of the problem. Opti-
mizing according to these criteria leads to different results. If the traveler wants to be
at the destination as early as possible in the worst-case, he should follow strategyA0,D
because this is the smallest value in the first row. If a relative quality measure, i.e., the
regret or the competitive ratio, is used, the situation is different. In this example, for
any D-train strategy Ar,D, the regret is maximal if the disruption is resolved just after
the traveler took the D-train, and is then basically equal to the difference in travel
timesMD −MS = 10. However, the second (and any further) D-train strategy has a
slight advantage, due to the fact that the frequency of the D-train is not a multiple of
that of the S-train. For the competitive ratio the best strategy is to wait for the third
D-train. Since in the worst case the disruption may never be resolved, the strategies
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take D-train take S-train
A0,D A1,D A2,D A0,S A1,S A2,S
1. Worst-case value (guaranteed with probability 1)
absolute value 12 17 22 ∞ ∞ ∞
regret 10 9 10 ∞ ∞ ∞
ratio 6 2.13 2 ∞ ∞ ∞
2. Value guaranteed with given probability γ for exponential/Poisson distribution with mean λ = 11
absolute value (for γ = 0.5) 12/12 17/17 10/22 10/12 10/12 10/12
absolute value (for γ = 0.9) 12/12 17/17 22/22 28/16 28/16 28/16
regret (for γ = 0.5) 2/0 5/5 2/10 0/0 0/0 2/0
regret (for γ = 0.9) 8/4 9/9 10/10 16/4 16/4 16/4
ratio (for γ = 0.5) 1.2/1 1.42/1.42 1.5/1.83 1/1 1/1 1.17/1
ratio (for γ = 0.9) 3/1.5 2.23/2.23 1.83/1.83 2.33/1.33 2.33/1.33 2.33/1.33
3. Expected value for the exponential/Poisson distribution with mean λ = 11
absolute value 12/12 12.77/16.63 13.21/16.75 12.97/12.50 13.14/12.50 13.29/12.51
regret 3.44/1.05 4.21/5.68 4.65/5.80 4.41/1.55 4.59/1.55 4.73/1.56
ratio 1.93/1.14 1.51/1.54 1.50/1.50 1.37/1.13 1.45/1.13 1.49/1.13
4. Probability of reaching value (in %) for the exponential/Poisson distribution with mean λ = 11
absolute 10 0/<1 37/4 52/23 56/34 56/34 56/34
absolute 12 100/100 37/4 60/46 63/58 63/58 63/58
regret 2 53/86 37/4 60/46 70/78 70/78 69/78
regret 5 63/96 81/70 60/46 74/91 74/91 74/91
competitive ratio 1.5 63/96 72/70 51/46 63/58 55/58 47/58
competitive ratio 2 76/> 99 90/89 100/100 88/> 99 88/> 99 88/> 99
5. Probability of being optimal (in %) for the exponential/Poisson distribution with mean λ = 11
any measure 44/66 15/1 28/26 63/58 55/58 50/47
Table 8.1: Objective values for different quality measures for the strategies Ar,P with
r ∈ {0, 1, 2} and P ∈ {S,D}. In each row, the optimal value(s) are shown in
bold.
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Ar,S have infinite objective value and should not be used when planning for the
worst-case.
When looking at probabilities instead of worst cases, as we do in subtables 2-5, the
situation is different. Since the expected duration of the disruption is only 11 minutes,
which is lower than the driving time of the detour train (12 minutes), with respect
to some of the quality measures it turns out to be better to follow an S-train strategy
than to follow a D-train strategy.
For example, we can see in the third line of the second subtable that if the traveler
follows strategy A0,S, he has a 50% chance to a regret of 0. That means that with (at
least) 50% probability it is optimal to take the first S-train, if the disruption length is
distributed exponentially. The D-train strategies, on the contrary, will yield a higher
regret with probability 50%.
Of course not only the expected value of the disruption length matters, but also
the assumption on the underlying distribution. For example, if the traveler wants
to optimize the probability of traveling at most 2 minutes longer than necessary,
he should follow strategy A0,S or A1,S if he assumes an underlying exponential
distribution, but under the assumption of a Poisson distribution he should follow
strategy A0,D (line 3 of subtable 4).
A particular case can be observed in the first line of the fourth subtable: Consider
a traveler who has an important appointment at his destination and has to arrive
there within the next 10 minutes. Since the travel time of the D-train is 12 minutes,
the passenger’s only chance for an arrival within the next 10 minutes is that the
disruption is resolved fast and S-trains are operational soon again. That is the reason
why the passenger should apply one of the strategiesAr,S to maximize the probability
of timely arrival - and why D-train strategies which imply waiting longer for the
disruption to vanish have a much better objective value than A0,D.
8.6 Comparing strategies under uncertainty: (weak)
dominance
8.6.1 The concept of (weak) dominance
In the example in Section 8.5.2, no strategy is optimal with respect to all criteria
- optimality, in fact, depends on the quality measure used for evaluating possible
strategies, i.e., on how to handle the uncertain length of the disruption. However,
we observe that some strategies in our example are inferior to others: e.g. A1,S is not
better than A0,S in any of the listed cases - but it is worse in some of them. This idea
is captured by the concept of (weak) dominance which we define in the following.
Roughly speaking, a strategy (weakly) dominates another strategy if the result of the
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first one is at least as good as the result of the second one for every possible scenario
x ∈ X. Thus, when looking for an optimal strategy, we can ignore the second one.
Definitions 5 and 6 formally describe the concepts of weak dominance and dominance
of one strategy over another strategy.
Definition 5. Let I be an instance of an optimization problem under uncertainty. A strategy
A weakly dominates another strategy A ′ on the instance I if z(A, x)  z(A ′, x) for all
x ∈ X.
Definition 6. Let I be an instance of an optimization problem under uncertainty. A strategy
A dominates another strategy A ′ on the instance I if A weakly dominates A ′ and if,
additionally, z(A, x) < z(A ′, x) for at least one x ∈ X.
The fact that a rationally-acting decision maker would not choose a dominated
solution is widely accepted in the literature. In Lemma 8.2 we justify this assumption
by showing that none of the concepts for measuring solution quality under uncer-
tainty with objective function g described in Section 8.5.1 would lead to a dominated
solution. A formal proof is given in the appendix. This is a generalization of the
results in Gabrel and Murat (2007), Klamroth et al. (2013), and Iancu and Trichakis
(2014) where this result was proven for some specific concepts for measuring solution
quality.
Lemma 8.2. If strategy A weakly dominates strategy A ′, then g(A)  g(A ′).
We conclude that, although we cannot clearly say which strategy is best under uncer-
tainty without knowing a decision maker’s exact way of evaluating solution quality,
we can exclude all dominated strategies, since we have seen that, if a strategy A
weakly dominates a strategy A ′, then A is at least as good as A ′ with respect to
any reasonable objective function. Furthermore, note that, since stochastic dominance
implies dominance as it is defined here, sorting out the dominated solutions will not
remove any stochastically non-dominated solutions.
8.6.2 Non-dominated strategies in the illustrative example
We now illustrate the concept of dominated and non-dominated strategies in the
example from Section 8.5.2 with ∆S = 0, TS = 2,MS = 2, ∆D = 0, TD = 5,MD = 12
and y = 1. In the reasoning below we make use of the fact that sucS(x) + 2 <
sucD(x) + 12 for all x. Thus, if the disruption is over at time x and the passenger is
still waiting at that time, then it is best to take the first S-train, independent of the
value of x.
We first consider the D-train strategies. We see in Table 8.1 that the strategies A0,D,
A1,D, A2,D are optimal for certain choices of the objective. According to Lemma 8.2,
we can conclude that they are non-dominated. However, we can even show that all
D-train strategies Ar,D are not weakly dominated in this example:
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8.6.2 Non-dominated strategies in the illustrative example
We now illustrate the concept of dominated and non-dominated strategies in the
example from Section 8.5.2 with ∆S = 0, TS = 2,MS = 2, ∆D = 0, TD = 5,MD = 12
and y = 1. In the reasoning below we make use of the fact that sucS(x) + 2 <
sucD(x) + 12 for all x. Thus, if the disruption is over at time x and the passenger is
still waiting at that time, then it is best to take the first S-train, independent of the
value of x.
We first consider the D-train strategies. We see in Table 8.1 that the strategies A0,D,
A1,D, A2,D are optimal for certain choices of the objective. According to Lemma 8.2,
we can conclude that they are non-dominated. However, we can even show that all
D-train strategies Ar,D are not weakly dominated in this example:
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1. First we show that there is no r ′ such thatAr′,D dominatesAr,D. To this purpose,
for a given r ′ we assume a disruption length of x = r ′TD + 1. We obtain a travel
time of
z(Ar′,D, r ′TD + 1) = r ′TD +MD = 5r ′ + 12
for strategy Ar′,D. We now compare this to the travel time of strategy Ar,D.
• If r ′ < r, then Ar,D yields a travel time of
z(Ar,D, r ′TD+1) = sucS(r ′TD+1)+MS  r ′TD+1+(TS−1)+MS = 5r ′+4.
• If r ′ > r, then Ar,D yields a travel time of
z(Ar,D, r ′TD + 1) = rTD +MD = 5r+ 12.
Hence in both cases, for a disruption length of x = r ′TD + 1, strategy Ar,D is
better than strategy Ar′,D. According to Definition 5 it follows that Ar′,D does
not weakly dominate Ar,D.
2. Nowwe show that there is no r ′ such thatAr′,S dominatesAr,D. To this purpose,
for a given r ′ we assume a disruption length of x = rTD +MD. .
• If rTD +MD > r ′TS, then for Ar′,S we obtain a travel time of
z(Ar′,S, rTD +MD) = sucS(5r+ 12− 1) + 2  5r+ 13.
• If rTD +MD  r ′TD, then for Ar′,S we obtain a travel time of
z(Ar′,S, rTD +MD) = sucS(5r+ 12) + 2  5r+ 14.
We now compare this to the travel time of strategy Ar,D which is
z(Ar,D, rTD +MD) = rTD +MD = 5r+ 12.
Hence for a disruption length of x = rTD +MD, strategy Ar,D is better than
strategy Ar′,S. According to Definition 5 it follows that Ar′,S does not weakly
dominate Ar,D.
We can hence conclude that all D-train strategies are not weakly dominated in this
example.
We now consider the S-train strategies. In Table 8.1 we see that A0,S is optimal for
several objective functions, and that for some it is the only optimal solution (at least
among the strategies shown in the table). We conclude according to Lemma 8.2 that
A0,S is not weakly dominated. Strategies Ar,S for r ∈ N however, are dominated by
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A0,S in this example. We prove this by showing that for any x ∈ [0,∞), z(A0,S, x) is at
least as good as z(Ar,S, x) and for some x it is strictly better:
• if x  1, then z(Ar,S, x) = 2+ 2 > 2 = z(A0,S, x)
• if x ∈ (1, 2r], then z(Ar,S, x) = sucS(x) + 2  sucS(x− 1) + 2 = z(A0,S, x)
• if x ∈ (2r, 2r+ 1], then z(Ar,S, x) = 2r+ 2 = z(A0,S, x)
• if x > 2r+ 1 then z(Ar,S, x) = sucS(x− 1) + 2 = z(A0,S, x).
Summarizing, in the illustrative example from Section 8.5.2, all D-train strategies
are non-dominated, but only one of the S-train strategies is non-dominated, namely
A0,S.
8.7 Results on dominance for the TRCP
Lemma 8.2 shows that for finding an optimal strategy with respect to any of the qual-
ity measures described in Section 8.5.1 we only have to investigate non-dominated
strategies. This motivates our research on dominance in this section.
As before, the uncertainty set X equals the interval [0, xmax], where xmax ∈ R+ ∪
{∞}. For the sake of a more compact representation, all proofs of the theorems and
lemmas in this section are given in the appendix.
In this section, we describe the dominance relations among the D-train strategies
Ar,D, among the S-train strategies Ar,S, and between the Ar,D and the Ar,S strategies.
We start with the following intuitive result, which allows us to exclude some trivial
cases.
Lemma 8.3.
• If ∆D +MD  ∆S +MS, then the D-train strategy A0,D weakly dominates all other
strategies.
• If sucS(xmax−y)+MS  ∆D+MD, then the S-train strategyA0,S weakly dominates
all other strategies.
Based on the result of Lemma 8.3, we consider in this section only instances I of the
TRCP satisfying the following condition:
∆S +MS < ∆D +MD < sucS(xmax − y) +MS. (8.5)
The remainder of this section is structured as follows. In Section 8.7.1 we show the
intuitive results that the D-train strategy A0,D is not weakly dominated, and that in
most cases the S-train strategyA0,S is not weakly dominated either. Section 8.7.2 gives
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1. First we show that there is no r ′ such thatAr′,D dominatesAr,D. To this purpose,
for a given r ′ we assume a disruption length of x = r ′TD + 1. We obtain a travel
time of
z(Ar′,D, r ′TD + 1) = r ′TD +MD = 5r ′ + 12
for strategy Ar′,D. We now compare this to the travel time of strategy Ar,D.
• If r ′ < r, then Ar,D yields a travel time of
z(Ar,D, r ′TD+1) = sucS(r ′TD+1)+MS  r ′TD+1+(TS−1)+MS = 5r ′+4.
• If r ′ > r, then Ar,D yields a travel time of
z(Ar,D, r ′TD + 1) = rTD +MD = 5r+ 12.
Hence in both cases, for a disruption length of x = r ′TD + 1, strategy Ar,D is
better than strategy Ar′,D. According to Definition 5 it follows that Ar′,D does
not weakly dominate Ar,D.
2. Nowwe show that there is no r ′ such thatAr′,S dominatesAr,D. To this purpose,
for a given r ′ we assume a disruption length of x = rTD +MD. .
• If rTD +MD > r ′TS, then for Ar′,S we obtain a travel time of
z(Ar′,S, rTD +MD) = sucS(5r+ 12− 1) + 2  5r+ 13.
• If rTD +MD  r ′TD, then for Ar′,S we obtain a travel time of
z(Ar′,S, rTD +MD) = sucS(5r+ 12) + 2  5r+ 14.
We now compare this to the travel time of strategy Ar,D which is
z(Ar,D, rTD +MD) = rTD +MD = 5r+ 12.
Hence for a disruption length of x = rTD +MD, strategy Ar,D is better than
strategy Ar′,S. According to Definition 5 it follows that Ar′,S does not weakly
dominate Ar,D.
We can hence conclude that all D-train strategies are not weakly dominated in this
example.
We now consider the S-train strategies. In Table 8.1 we see that A0,S is optimal for
several objective functions, and that for some it is the only optimal solution (at least
among the strategies shown in the table). We conclude according to Lemma 8.2 that
A0,S is not weakly dominated. Strategies Ar,S for r ∈ N however, are dominated by
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A0,S in this example. We prove this by showing that for any x ∈ [0,∞), z(A0,S, x) is at
least as good as z(Ar,S, x) and for some x it is strictly better:
• if x  1, then z(Ar,S, x) = 2+ 2 > 2 = z(A0,S, x)
• if x ∈ (1, 2r], then z(Ar,S, x) = sucS(x) + 2  sucS(x− 1) + 2 = z(A0,S, x)
• if x ∈ (2r, 2r+ 1], then z(Ar,S, x) = 2r+ 2 = z(A0,S, x)
• if x > 2r+ 1 then z(Ar,S, x) = sucS(x− 1) + 2 = z(A0,S, x).
Summarizing, in the illustrative example from Section 8.5.2, all D-train strategies
are non-dominated, but only one of the S-train strategies is non-dominated, namely
A0,S.
8.7 Results on dominance for the TRCP
Lemma 8.2 shows that for finding an optimal strategy with respect to any of the qual-
ity measures described in Section 8.5.1 we only have to investigate non-dominated
strategies. This motivates our research on dominance in this section.
As before, the uncertainty set X equals the interval [0, xmax], where xmax ∈ R+ ∪
{∞}. For the sake of a more compact representation, all proofs of the theorems and
lemmas in this section are given in the appendix.
In this section, we describe the dominance relations among the D-train strategies
Ar,D, among the S-train strategies Ar,S, and between the Ar,D and the Ar,S strategies.
We start with the following intuitive result, which allows us to exclude some trivial
cases.
Lemma 8.3.
• If ∆D +MD  ∆S +MS, then the D-train strategy A0,D weakly dominates all other
strategies.
• If sucS(xmax−y)+MS  ∆D+MD, then the S-train strategyA0,S weakly dominates
all other strategies.
Based on the result of Lemma 8.3, we consider in this section only instances I of the
TRCP satisfying the following condition:
∆S +MS < ∆D +MD < sucS(xmax − y) +MS. (8.5)
The remainder of this section is structured as follows. In Section 8.7.1 we show the
intuitive results that the D-train strategy A0,D is not weakly dominated, and that in
most cases the S-train strategyA0,S is not weakly dominated either. Section 8.7.2 gives
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necessary and sufficient conditions for a D-train strategy to be (weakly) dominated by
another D-train strategy. In Section 8.7.3, (weak) dominance among S-train strategies
is studied for the caseMS < MD. The main result here is that for y > 0 all S-train
strategies Ar,S with r ∈ N are dominated. The caseMD MS is described in Section
8.7.4. In this case the only non-dominated strategies are A0,S (if y > 0) and A0,D. In
Section 8.7.5, we consider the case y = 0. In this case it is better to wait until the
disruption is over than to commit oneself to any S-train. Finally, the results that have
been derived in this section are summarized in a table in Section 8.7.6.
8.7.1 Dominance of A0,S and A0,D
In this section we describe the rather intuitive results that in most cases the S-train
strategy A0,S and the D-train strategy A0,D are not weakly dominated. Note that this
does not necessarily mean that in most cases A0,S and A0,D are the best strategies. It
just means that (if the conditions of the lemmas are fulfilled) no matter which strategy
A we pick, we can always find x1, x2 ∈ [0, xmax] such that z(A0,S, x1) < z(A, x1) and
z(A0,D, x2) < z(A, x2).
We start with the result that the strategy A0,S is not weakly dominated if y > 0:
Theorem 8.4. Let I be an instance of the TRCP with y > 0.
• For all r ∈ N, Ar,S does not weakly dominate A0,S.
• For all r ∈ N0, Ar,D does not weakly dominate A0,S.
In the next theorem we show that also the strategy A0,D is not weakly dominated,
unless the disruption is over soon (i.e., unless xmax is small).
Theorem 8.5. Let I be an instance of the TRCP.
• Ifmax{∆D+MD−MS,∆D}+y < xmax, then for all r ∈ N0, Ar,S does not weakly
dominate A0,D.
• If max{∆D +MD −MS,∆D} < xmax, then for all r ∈ N, Ar,D does not weakly
dominate A0,D.
8.7.2 Dominance among D-train strategies
This section starts with a characterization of the dominance of a D-train strategy over
a later D-train strategy. Lemma 8.6 shows that, if for a D-train strategy Ar˜,D there
is no S-train which departs later and arrives earlier than the corresponding D-train,
then the D-train strategy Ar˜,D dominates all subsequent D-train strategies Ar,D with
r > r˜.
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This can be understood as follows: If there is such an S-train, then waiting for the
next D-train may have the advantage that possibly the disruption vanishes before
the departure of this S-train. In that case, one may take the S-train and arrive earlier
than with the first D-train. However, if such an S-train does not exist, then there is no
advantage in waiting for the next D-train. The following lemma provides the details.
Lemma 8.6. Let I be an instance of the TRCP, and consider r˜ ∈ N0. If there does not exist
r ′ ∈ N0 such that
depD(r˜) < depS(r
′) and depS(r
′) +MS < depD(r˜) +MD,
then the D-train strategy Ar˜,D weakly dominates all D-train strategies Ar,D with r > r˜.
Furthermore, the D-train strategy Ar˜,D dominates all D-train strategies Ar,D with r > r˜
and depD(r) < x
max.
In Theorem 8.7 we show that the condition of Lemma 8.6 is also necessary for
dominance among two D-train strategies.
Theorem 8.7. Let I be an instance of the TRCP, and consider r˜ ∈ N0. Then the D-train
strategy Ar˜,D dominates all D-train strategies Ar,D with r > r˜ and depD(r) < x
max if and
only if there does not exist r ′ ∈ N0 such that
depD(r˜) < depS(r
′) and depS(r
′) +MS < depD(r˜) +MD. (8.6)
8.7.3 Dominance among S-train strategies for the caseMS < MD
In the TRCP, the S-train denotes the train whichwould arrive earliest at the destination
if there was no disruption, i.e., ∆S +MS < ∆D +MD. This does not necessarily
imply thatMS < MD However, in this section we explicitly make the assumption
that MS < MD for discussing dominance among the S-train strategies. The case
MD MS will be treated in Section 8.7.4.
IfMS < MD, then the S-train strategy Ar−1,S weakly dominates the next S-train
strategy Ar,S if there does not exist a D-train that departs later than depS(r− 1) + y
and arrives earlier than depS(r) +MS. Indeed, if such a D-train exists, then, at the
departure time depS(r− 1) of the S-train, there may be an advantage in waiting for
a later train: If the disruption is over after depS(r− 1) + y but before the departure
of the D-train, then the passenger will arrive earlier by not taking the S-train at time
depS(r− 1) but a D-train. However, if there is no such D-train, then this advantage
does not exist.
Lemma 8.8. Let I be an instance of the TRCP with MS < MD, and consider r ∈ N0. If
there does not exist r ′ ∈ N0 such that
depS(r− 1) + y < depD(r
′) and depD(r
′) +MD < depS(r) +MS, (8.7)
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necessary and sufficient conditions for a D-train strategy to be (weakly) dominated by
another D-train strategy. In Section 8.7.3, (weak) dominance among S-train strategies
is studied for the caseMS < MD. The main result here is that for y > 0 all S-train
strategies Ar,S with r ∈ N are dominated. The caseMD MS is described in Section
8.7.4. In this case the only non-dominated strategies are A0,S (if y > 0) and A0,D. In
Section 8.7.5, we consider the case y = 0. In this case it is better to wait until the
disruption is over than to commit oneself to any S-train. Finally, the results that have
been derived in this section are summarized in a table in Section 8.7.6.
8.7.1 Dominance of A0,S and A0,D
In this section we describe the rather intuitive results that in most cases the S-train
strategy A0,S and the D-train strategy A0,D are not weakly dominated. Note that this
does not necessarily mean that in most cases A0,S and A0,D are the best strategies. It
just means that (if the conditions of the lemmas are fulfilled) no matter which strategy
A we pick, we can always find x1, x2 ∈ [0, xmax] such that z(A0,S, x1) < z(A, x1) and
z(A0,D, x2) < z(A, x2).
We start with the result that the strategy A0,S is not weakly dominated if y > 0:
Theorem 8.4. Let I be an instance of the TRCP with y > 0.
• For all r ∈ N, Ar,S does not weakly dominate A0,S.
• For all r ∈ N0, Ar,D does not weakly dominate A0,S.
In the next theorem we show that also the strategy A0,D is not weakly dominated,
unless the disruption is over soon (i.e., unless xmax is small).
Theorem 8.5. Let I be an instance of the TRCP.
• Ifmax{∆D+MD−MS,∆D}+y < xmax, then for all r ∈ N0, Ar,S does not weakly
dominate A0,D.
• If max{∆D +MD −MS,∆D} < xmax, then for all r ∈ N, Ar,D does not weakly
dominate A0,D.
8.7.2 Dominance among D-train strategies
This section starts with a characterization of the dominance of a D-train strategy over
a later D-train strategy. Lemma 8.6 shows that, if for a D-train strategy Ar˜,D there
is no S-train which departs later and arrives earlier than the corresponding D-train,
then the D-train strategy Ar˜,D dominates all subsequent D-train strategies Ar,D with
r > r˜.
8.7 Results on dominance for the TRCP 171
This can be understood as follows: If there is such an S-train, then waiting for the
next D-train may have the advantage that possibly the disruption vanishes before
the departure of this S-train. In that case, one may take the S-train and arrive earlier
than with the first D-train. However, if such an S-train does not exist, then there is no
advantage in waiting for the next D-train. The following lemma provides the details.
Lemma 8.6. Let I be an instance of the TRCP, and consider r˜ ∈ N0. If there does not exist
r ′ ∈ N0 such that
depD(r˜) < depS(r
′) and depS(r
′) +MS < depD(r˜) +MD,
then the D-train strategy Ar˜,D weakly dominates all D-train strategies Ar,D with r > r˜.
Furthermore, the D-train strategy Ar˜,D dominates all D-train strategies Ar,D with r > r˜
and depD(r) < x
max.
In Theorem 8.7 we show that the condition of Lemma 8.6 is also necessary for
dominance among two D-train strategies.
Theorem 8.7. Let I be an instance of the TRCP, and consider r˜ ∈ N0. Then the D-train
strategy Ar˜,D dominates all D-train strategies Ar,D with r > r˜ and depD(r) < x
max if and
only if there does not exist r ′ ∈ N0 such that
depD(r˜) < depS(r
′) and depS(r
′) +MS < depD(r˜) +MD. (8.6)
8.7.3 Dominance among S-train strategies for the caseMS < MD
In the TRCP, the S-train denotes the train whichwould arrive earliest at the destination
if there was no disruption, i.e., ∆S +MS < ∆D +MD. This does not necessarily
imply thatMS < MD However, in this section we explicitly make the assumption
that MS < MD for discussing dominance among the S-train strategies. The case
MD MS will be treated in Section 8.7.4.
IfMS < MD, then the S-train strategy Ar−1,S weakly dominates the next S-train
strategy Ar,S if there does not exist a D-train that departs later than depS(r− 1) + y
and arrives earlier than depS(r) +MS. Indeed, if such a D-train exists, then, at the
departure time depS(r− 1) of the S-train, there may be an advantage in waiting for
a later train: If the disruption is over after depS(r− 1) + y but before the departure
of the D-train, then the passenger will arrive earlier by not taking the S-train at time
depS(r− 1) but a D-train. However, if there is no such D-train, then this advantage
does not exist.
Lemma 8.8. Let I be an instance of the TRCP with MS < MD, and consider r ∈ N0. If
there does not exist r ′ ∈ N0 such that
depS(r− 1) + y < depD(r
′) and depD(r
′) +MD < depS(r) +MS, (8.7)
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then the S-train strategyAr−1,S weakly dominates the S-train strategyAr,S. If additionally
y > 0 and depS(r − 1) < x
max, then the S-train strategy Ar−1,S dominates the strategy
Ar,S.
Note that condition (8.7) of Lemma 8.8 can also be written as follows:
depS(r− 1) + y < depD(r
′) < depS(r) +MS −MD (8.8)
This alternative formulation shows that, if y  TS +MS −MD, then the condition of
Lemma 8.8 is always satisfied, independently of any other value. Next we continue
with Lemma 8.9, showing that only small additions are needed to make the condition
of Lemma 8.8 necessary for dominance among two consecutive S-train strategies.
Lemma 8.9. Let I be an instance of the TRCP withMS < MD and y > 0. Furthermore,
consider r ∈ N0 with depS(r − 1) + y < xmax. Then the strategy Ar−1,S dominates the
strategy Ar,S if and only if there does not exist r ′ ∈ N0 such that
depS(r− 1) + y < depD(r
′) and depD(r
′) +MD < depS(r) +MS.
Now we come to the main result of this section stating that all strategies Ar,S with
r > 0 are weakly dominated, either by an earlier S-train strategy, or by an earlier
D-train strategy. Moreover, if y > 0, then all strategies Ar,S with r > 0 are dominated.
Theorem 8.10. If MS < MD, then the S-train strategy Ar,S is weakly dominated for
each r ∈ N. If y > 0, then the S-train strategy Ar,S is dominated for each r ∈ N with
depS(r) < x
max.
Wewill see later in Theorem 8.14 that, ifMD MS, then an even stronger statement
holds.
8.7.4 The caseMD MS
In this section we consider instances of the TRCP with MD  MS. However, the
assumption ∆S +MS < ∆D +MD from (8.5) still needs to be satisfied. That means
that the S-trains do not have a shorter travel time than the D-trains, but, according to
the timetable, the first S-train (if it is not hindered) arrives earlier at the destination
than the first D-train.
In this section we show that, ifMD MS, then the only non-dominated D-train
strategy is A0,D. If also y > 0, then the only non-dominated S-train strategy is A0,S.
Indeed, Theorem 8.11 shows that in this case A0,D is the best D-train strategy, since
it (weakly) dominates all other D-train strategies. This can be understood as follows:
if a D-train is at the point of departing, then waiting for a later D-train can only
have an advantage if there is an S-train that departs later than the departing D-train
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and arrives earlier than this D-train. However, if MD  MS, then such an S-train
obviously cannot exist.
Theorem 8.11. Let I be an instance of the TRCP with MD  MS. Then the D-train
strategy A0,D weakly dominates the D-train strategy Ar,D for all r ∈ N. Moreover, A0,D
dominates Ar,D for all r ∈ N with depD(r) < xmax.
In the remainder of this section we show that, ifMD MS and y > 0, then also all
S-train strategies Ar,S with r > 0 and depS(r) < x
max are dominated. These strategies
are dominated either by the S-train strategyA0,S or by the D-train strategy A0,D. Note
that the case y = 0 will be treated in Section 8.7.5.
We start with excluding all S-train strategies Ar,S with a small but positive value of
r.
Lemma 8.12. Let I be an instance of the TRCP withMD MS. Then the S-train strategy
A0,S weakly dominates the S-train strategy Ar,S for each r ∈ N such that r bounded
from above by the relation r  (∆D+MD)−(∆S+MS)
TS
. If additionally y > 0, then the S-train
strategy A0,S dominates the S-train strategy Ar,S for the indicated values of r.
Next we exclude all S-train strategies Ar,S with a large value of r.
Lemma 8.13. Let I be an instance of the TRCP with MD  MS. Then the D-train
strategy A0,D weakly dominates the S-train strategy Ar,S for each r ∈ N0 with r >
(∆D+MD)−(∆S+MS)
TS
. If additionally depS(r) < x
max, then the D-train strategy A0,D dom-
inates the S-train strategy Ar,S for the indicated values of r.
Combining the results of Theorem 8.11 with the results of Lemmas 8.12 and 8.13, we
obtain the main result concerning the caseMD MS.
Theorem 8.14. Let I be an instance of the TRCPwithMD MS. Then all D-train strategies
Ar,D with r ∈ N and all S-train strategies Ar,S with r ∈ N areweakly dominated.
Additionally, all D-train strategies Ar,D with r ∈ N and depD(r) < xmax are domi-
nated, and, if y > 0, then all S-train strategies Ar,S with r ∈ N and depS(r) < xmax are
dominated.
8.7.5 The special case y = 0
We now consider the special case that the S-train does not leave the origin station as
long as the disruption is present, i.e., y = 0. In this case, it is intuitively clear that the
passenger cannot gain anything by committing to take an S-train: it is always as good
or even better to wait until the disruption is over, and then choose the best option
available at that time.
Thus in this case, an S-train strategy belonging to a later S-train (weakly) dominates
an S-train strategy belonging to an earlier S-train. Note that this is in contrast with
the situation in Lemma 8.9. The foregoing is formalized in the following Lemma.
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then the S-train strategyAr−1,S weakly dominates the S-train strategyAr,S. If additionally
y > 0 and depS(r − 1) < x
max, then the S-train strategy Ar−1,S dominates the strategy
Ar,S.
Note that condition (8.7) of Lemma 8.8 can also be written as follows:
depS(r− 1) + y < depD(r
′) < depS(r) +MS −MD (8.8)
This alternative formulation shows that, if y  TS +MS −MD, then the condition of
Lemma 8.8 is always satisfied, independently of any other value. Next we continue
with Lemma 8.9, showing that only small additions are needed to make the condition
of Lemma 8.8 necessary for dominance among two consecutive S-train strategies.
Lemma 8.9. Let I be an instance of the TRCP withMS < MD and y > 0. Furthermore,
consider r ∈ N0 with depS(r − 1) + y < xmax. Then the strategy Ar−1,S dominates the
strategy Ar,S if and only if there does not exist r ′ ∈ N0 such that
depS(r− 1) + y < depD(r
′) and depD(r
′) +MD < depS(r) +MS.
Now we come to the main result of this section stating that all strategies Ar,S with
r > 0 are weakly dominated, either by an earlier S-train strategy, or by an earlier
D-train strategy. Moreover, if y > 0, then all strategies Ar,S with r > 0 are dominated.
Theorem 8.10. If MS < MD, then the S-train strategy Ar,S is weakly dominated for
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max.
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MS
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 MS. However, the
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than the first D-train.
In this section we show that, ifMD 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have an advantage if there is an S-train that departs later than the departing D-train
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and arrives earlier than this D-train. However, if MD  MS, then such an S-train
obviously cannot exist.
Theorem 8.11. Let I be an instance of the TRCP with MD  MS. Then the D-train
strategy A0,D weakly dominates the D-train strategy Ar,D for all r ∈ N. Moreover, A0,D
dominates Ar,D for all r ∈ N with depD(r) < xmax.
In the remainder of this section we show that, ifMD MS and y > 0, then also all
S-train strategies Ar,S with r > 0 and depS(r) < x
max are dominated. These strategies
are dominated either by the S-train strategyA0,S or by the D-train strategy A0,D. Note
that the case y = 0 will be treated in Section 8.7.5.
We start with excluding all S-train strategies Ar,S with a small but positive value of
r.
Lemma 8.12. Let I be an instance of the TRCP withMD MS. Then the S-train strategy
A0,S weakly dominates the S-train strategy Ar,S for each r ∈ N such that r bounded
from above by the relation r  (∆D+MD)−(∆S+MS)
TS
. If additionally y > 0, then the S-train
strategy A0,S dominates the S-train strategy Ar,S for the indicated values of r.
Next we exclude all S-train strategies Ar,S with a large value of r.
Lemma 8.13. Let I be an instance of the TRCP with MD  MS. Then the D-train
strategy A0,D weakly dominates the S-train strategy Ar,S for each r ∈ N0 with r >
(∆D+MD)−(∆S+MS)
TS
. If additionally depS(r) < x
max, then the D-train strategy A0,D dom-
inates the S-train strategy Ar,S for the indicated values of r.
Combining the results of Theorem 8.11 with the results of Lemmas 8.12 and 8.13, we
obtain the main result concerning the caseMD MS.
Theorem 8.14. Let I be an instance of the TRCPwithMD MS. Then all D-train strategies
Ar,D with r ∈ N and all S-train strategies Ar,S with r ∈ N areweakly dominated.
Additionally, all D-train strategies Ar,D with r ∈ N and depD(r) < xmax are domi-
nated, and, if y > 0, then all S-train strategies Ar,S with r ∈ N and depS(r) < xmax are
dominated.
8.7.5 The special case y = 0
We now consider the special case that the S-train does not leave the origin station as
long as the disruption is present, i.e., y = 0. In this case, it is intuitively clear that the
passenger cannot gain anything by committing to take an S-train: it is always as good
or even better to wait until the disruption is over, and then choose the best option
available at that time.
Thus in this case, an S-train strategy belonging to a later S-train (weakly) dominates
an S-train strategy belonging to an earlier S-train. Note that this is in contrast with
the situation in Lemma 8.9. The foregoing is formalized in the following Lemma.
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Lemma 8.15. Let I be an instance of the TRCP with y = 0, and consider r ∈ N0. Then
the S-train strategy Ar+1,S weakly dominates the S-train strategy Ar,S. If additionally
depS(r) < x
max and there exists r ′ ∈ N0 such that
depS(r) < depD(r
′) and depD(r
′) +MD < depS(r+ 1) +MS, (8.9)
then the S-train strategy Ar+1,S dominates the S-train strategy Ar,S.
In particular, A∞,S = A∞,D weakly dominates all S-train strategies and dominates all
S-train strategies if xmax =∞.
Finally we describe under which conditions a D-train strategy dominates an S-train
strategy if y = 0. As in earlier cases, if there exists an S-train that departs later than
the involved D-train and arrives earlier than that train, then, at the departure time of
the D-train, there may be an advantage in waiting for this S-train. However, if such
an S-train does not exist, then the D-train strategy weakly dominates the next S-train
strategy. And then it obviously also weakly dominates all later S-train strategies.
Furthermore, according to Lemma 8.15, it also dominates all earlier S-train strategies
then. The details are provided in Lemma 8.16.
Lemma 8.16. Let I be an instance of the TRCP with y = 0, and consider r˜ ∈ N0. If there
does not exist r ′ ∈ N0 such that
depD(r˜) < depS(r
′) and depS(r
′) +MS < depD(r˜) +MD, (8.10)
then the D-train strategy Ar˜,D weakly dominates the S-train strategy Ar,S for all r ∈ N0.
If additionally xmax > max{depD(r˜), depD(r˜) +MD −MS, depS(r)}, then the D-train
strategy Ar˜,D dominates the S-train strategy Ar,S if and only if condition (8.10) is satisfied.
IfMD MS and y = 0, then S-train strategies are also dominated for finite values of
xmax.
Corollary 8.17. Let I be an instance of the TRCP with y = 0 andMD MS. Furthermore,
consider r˜, r ∈ N0 such that max{depD(r˜), depS(r)} < xmax. Then Ar˜,D dominates Ar,S.
8.7.6 Summary
In the previous section we have shown that there exist various dominance relations
between strategies. From an algorithmic perspective this is a very useful insight, since
we know that we do not need to consider dominated strategies. Hence, as soon as
we have decided on a way to measure the quality of the strategies (compare Sec-
tion 8.5.1), we can find an optimal strategy by enumerating the remaining strategies
and computing their objective value.
In Table 8.2, the results of the previous sections are summarized (under the assump-
tion ∆S +MS < ∆D +MD < sucS(xmax − y) +MS which was also made throughout
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Results forMS <MD Results forMD MS
Results for y > 0
A0,D is not weakly dominated (Theorem 8.5) A0,D is not weakly dominated (Theorem 8.5)
A0,S is not weakly dominated (Theorem 8.4) A0,S is not weakly dominated (Theorem 8.4)
if Condition (8.6) holds
Ar,D is dominated for r > r˜ (Theorem 8.7) Ar,D is dominated for all r ∈ N (Theorem 8.11)
Ar,S is dominated for all r ∈ N (Theorem 8.10) Ar,S is dominated for all r ∈ N (Theorem 8.10)
REM={A0,S,Ar,D | 0  r  r˜} (Equation (8.6)) REM={A0,S,A0,D}
Results for y = 0
A0,D is not weakly dominated (Theorem8.5) A0,D is not weakly dominated (Theorem8.5)
A0,S is weakly dominated
and also dominated
if xmax =∞ (Lemma 8.15)
or if either Condition (8.9) or (8.10) holds
(Lemma’s 8.15 and 8.16)
A0,S is dominated (Lemma 8.17)
Ar,D is dominated for r > r˜ if (8.6) (Theorem 8.7) Ar,D is dominated for all r ∈ N (Theorem 8.11)
Ar,S is weakly dominated for all r ∈ N
and also dominated
if xmax =∞ (Lemma 8.15)
or if either Condition (8.9) or (8.10) holds
(Lemma’s 8.15 and 8.16)
Ar,S is dominated for all r ∈ N (Lemma 8.17)
REM={Ar,D | 0  r  r˜} (Equation (8.6)) REM={A0,D}
Table 8.2: Summary of the results from Section 8.7. Only the strategies in the set
REM have to be further investigated to find an optimal solution.
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Section 8.7). The sets of remaining strategies are denoted by REM in this table, which
is short for “Remaining”. Note that some entries of the table refer to the value r˜
specified in condition (8.6) in Theorem 8.7. If this condition does not hold for any r˜
we set r˜ :=∞.
Note that all strategies with departure times later than xmax are equivalent and
hence weakly dominate each other. Thus for results of the type “A is not weakly
dominated” or “A is dominated” we need to assume that xmax is large enough, so
that the region in which dominance occurs is included in our considerations.
We want to emphasize again that an entry “not weakly dominated"means “not weakly
dominated” and also “not dominated”. Furthermore, an entry “weakly dominated"means
“weakly dominated” but not necessarily “dominated”.
We see that the result “A0,D is not weakly dominated” holds in all cases. This can
be explained by the fact that, in case of a long disruption, the strategy of taking the
first D-train is always best.
Furthermore, we observe that whether y is equal to 0 or larger does not have an
influence on the results for the D-train strategies. We see that, ifMD MS, then Ar,D
is always dominated for r ∈ N. The reason is that if the disruption has not vanished
at time ∆D, the best strategy is to depart immediately with the D-train, since the
travel time with the D-train is shorter than the travel time of the S-train anyway. Note
that in fact condition (8.6) in the column “MS < MD” expresses something similar:
Whenever the r-th D-train will arrive earlier than any S-train departing later, waiting
does not make sense, hence all D-train strategies with a higher departure time are
dominated.
With respect to A0,S, we see that the choice of ymatters. If y > 0, we see that A0,S
is not weakly dominated. The reason for this result is that the traveler in this case can
board the first S-train and travel in it for yminutes. If the disruption vanishes within
these yminutes, then he will not have a delay (with respect to his initially planned
connection) at all - a result which cannot be achieved with any other strategy. If y = 0
on the other hand, then boarding the first S-train at time ∆S cannot be beneficial,
because the train waits at the station until time sucS(xmax). No time advantage can
be gained by boarding it, compared to waiting at the station (outside the train) and
eventually boarding the train when the disruption is over. On the contrary, we assume
that after boarding a train, a passenger cannot get out again. Hence, in this case, A0,S
has a clear disadvantage compared to all strategies which assume the passenger to
wait longer. This leads to A0,S being (weakly) dominated.
Last, we observe that the strategy of taking a later S-train is always weakly domi-
nated and almost always dominated. For the case y = 0 it follows from the fact that
we cannot gain anything by boarding an S-train before the disruption is over, hence
Ar+1,S always dominates Ar,S as long as xmax > depS(r) in which case we have weak
dominance. For the case y > 0 this result is less intuitive. Dominance is ensured by
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Theorem 8.10 where we show that for each r, depending on the instance, either an
S-train strategy or a D-train strategy which dominates Ar,S can be found.
Altogether, we find for the special caseMD MS and y = 0 that A0,D is the only
remaining strategy - it will be optimal for any reasonable way of measuring solution
quality under uncertainty.
IfMD MS and y > 0, only A0,D and A0,S remain. Any reasonably acting traveler
should choose among these two strategies. To find the best strategy for a fixed quality
measure under uncertainty, we can evaluate both and compare the results.
For the caseMS < MD and y = 0, then all remaining strategies are D-train strate-
gies. That means that the traveler should not board an S-train unless the disruption
has vanished. Which of the D-train strategies is best for this uncertain solution will
depend on the definition of measuring the solution quality. If there is a number r˜ as
given by (8.6), the number of strategies is finite and can be evaluated and compared.
But even if the set REM as defined in the table is infinite because there does not exist
such an r˜, it is to expect that either A∞,D is optimal or Ar,D is increasing in r from an
early point on.
The caseMS < MD and y > 0 covers the example from Section 8.5.2. Here, we
have the highest dependence of “optimality” on the chosen measure to evaluate
objective quality under uncertainty. With respect to D-train strategies, this case is
similar to the previous ones. However, the traveler should as well consider taking
the first S-train, since this strategy is not weakly dominated either.
8.8 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter we discussed the Traveler’s Route Choice Problem (TRCP). This
is the problem a traveler faces in a periodic railway system if the fastest route to
his destination is blocked by a disruption. He then has the option to wait until
the disruption is over, or to take a train along a detour route. The TRCP is a typical
example of an optimization problem under uncertainty, where some of the parameters
of the problem, in this case the duration of the disruption, are not known in advance.
Since in an instance of the TRCP the duration of the disruption is unknown, it is
impossible to say in advance which routing option will lead to the earliest arrival
time. We hence propose the concepts of dominance and weak dominance among the
practical strategies: A strategy is said to (weakly) dominate another strategy if using
the first strategy will not lead to a later arrival than using the second one, indepen-
dently of the actual duration of the disruption. This implies that the first strategy
is never worse than the second strategy, no matter which of the quality measures
described in Section 8.5.1 is used. We hence may ignore dominated strategies, which
reduces computation time when solving the robust, stochastic, or online optimization
problem.
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Applied to the TRCP, we have shown that the strategy to take the first D-train is
always non-dominated. Furthermore, taking an S-train can only be beneficial if the
S-train can drive on until it reaches the disruption. When the S-train has to wait at
the origin station, S-train strategies are dominated.
While we are able to identify non-dominated strategies, we have not answered the
relevant question which of the non-dominated strategies leads to the earliest arrival
time in the worst case, for the case that regret or competitive ratio is considered, or
on average. We decided to address this question in future research.
We want to conclude this chapter with noting that the concept of dominance
that we described here in the context of the TRCP can be applied directly to other
optimization problems under uncertainty as well. However, the TRCP is an excellent
problem to illustrate these concepts, since in this problem the uncertainty that is to be
handled is restricted to just a single parameter, namely the end time of the disruption.
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A
An introduction to k-means clustering
The common goal of all methods for cluster analysis is to partition data (points,
observations, records, etc.) into groups of objects that are similar to each other or
share similar properties (a cluster is just a fancy name for a group of such objects).
This way large datasets can be easily summarised, as we only need to study one
representative object per group instead of the entire dataset. For example, we can
reduce the profiles of a million passengers into a few profiles of prototype passengers.
Although there are many different clustering methods available, we use one of
the most popular and simple ones in this thesis: k-means clustering. The k refers
to a fixed number of clusters that we have to decide before we feed our data to the
clustering method, and means refers to the principle that the representative of each
cluster is the mean (or average) of the objects in that cluster. This implies that there
exists a way to compute an average for any group of objects. As a result, objects are
often interpreted as vectors in an Euclidean space within many practical applications.
The objective is to assign objects to clusters such that the distance between objects in
the same cluster is small, while the distance between objects of different clusters is
large.
As in general it is NP-hard to find a clustering that minimizes the within-cluster
distance, we usually resort to a simple, iterative procedure formally known as the
algorithm of Lloyd (Lloyd, 1982), but often called the k-means algorithm. The proce-
dure produces reasonably good clusterings in some applications and also runs fast
on large datasets. In situations where the algorithm runs into a bad local optimum,
it may be helpful to look at different clustering approaches. The k-means clustering
algorithm can be described in a few sentences. Initially, each object in the dataset is
assigned to a random cluster among the k target clusters. We then iterate between two
steps: (1) compute the average, often called a centroid, for each cluster based on the
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current assignment of objects to clusters, (2) assign each object to the cluster of which
centroid computed in step 1 is the closest to the object. If we do not update any cluster
assignments in step 2, the algorithm has converged and we can stop. Alternatively we
can stop after a predefined number of iterations has been performed. As both steps
can be performed in O(nk) time, there is a sound theoretical argument that explains
why the procedure runs fast on large datasets. Furthermore, if the initial random
assignment of objects to clusters is done carefully (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007) the
procedure is guaranteed to converge to a solution that is at most a factor O(log k)
away from the optimal clustering. This procedure is referred to as the k-means++
algorithm and avoids the issues of picking a random initial clustering that results in
a poor within-cluster distance. An open-source implementation of this algorithm is
available in the Apache Commons Math library (The Apache Software Foundation,
2012).
In Figure A.1 we visualise two iterations of the algorithm applied to a small dataset,
in this case for two clusters. In Figure A.1a we see the initial random assignment of
clusters to the data objects, indicated by the numbers in the circular points of the
dataset. The centroids are indicated by the diamonds and can be computed by taking
the average for each dimension of the points in the cluster. Based on the centroid, we
can compute the regions that are closest to one of them. In this case, this is a single line
separating the plane. For larger values of k, this separation can be visualised using a
voronoi diagram. In Figure A.1b the algorithm has updated the clusters associated
with each node; all nodes that were in the region of centroid 1 are now assigned to
cluster 1, and similarly for cluster 2. As a result, the centroids move to new positions
and the boundary between the clusters changes. As the updated boundary perfectly
separates the objects of cluster 1 and cluster 2, the assignment of objects to clusters
will not change and we can conclude the algorithm has converged.
One of the main drawbacks of the k-means clustering method is that it is not
always obvious how to select k, as this needs to be defined prior to the application of
the method to the dataset. Although there are various ways to overcome this issue,
a simple approach is to try a number of different values of k and investigate the
quality of the resulting solution. A popular quality measure is the within-cluster
distance: The average distance between all pairs of objects in a single cluster. When
this measure is small, we know that a cluster covers a (relatively) small area that is
densely populated with objects. If we increase the number of available clusters, we
can always split up the cluster where the average distance is the greatest into two
smaller clusters. Thus, we can see that the optimal within-cluster distance decreases
monotonically in the number of clusters. Note that this decrease may not always be
observed when we apply the k-means algorithm, as it is not guaranteed to find the
optimal clustering, but such situations are not very common in practice.
A quick and popular way to investigate the quality of every k is to draw a scree-
plot (Cattell, 1966), sometimes referred to as an elbow plot. Such a plot consists of
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(b) Second and final iteration
Figure A.1: Example of the k-means clustering algorithm. The objects are visualised
by circles containing the number of the cluster they are currently assigned
to while the cluster centroids are shown as diamonds. The dashed line




(a) Helpful scree plot
k
d
(b) Less helpful scree plot
Figure A.2: Two example scree plots that plot the number of clusters k against the
average within-cluster distance d, which allows us to investigate a good
choice for k. Typically we prefer to select the number of clusters in such
a way that adding more clusters results only in a marginal decrease of
the within-cluster distance. If such a situation occurs, the plot contains a
sharp bend. It is not guaranteed that such a situation occurs.
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a line plot with different values for k on the horizontal axis and the within-cluster
distance of the vertical axis. If the plot shows a sharp bend, the value of k before
or associated with the corner of the bend is typically chosen as the preferred value,
as further increases in k only result in marginal improvements of the within-cluster
distance. While the advantage of this approach is that it is easy to understand, it has
the disadvantage that we do not always see a nice elbow-like shape in a scree plot.
If that is the case, different criteria such as the interpretability of results, can also be
considered before settling for a particular choice of k.
In Figure A.2 we show two example scree plots that one could observe in practice.
In the scree plot of Figure A.2a, we see a sharp bend at the third value of k, and thus
this is an obvious choice based on the visualised scree-plot. However, something like
Figure A.2b can also occur, resulting in no clear winner for the preferred value of k. In
both cases, it is advisable to have a critical look at the interpretability of the resulting
clusters, but as the scree-plot is not helpful it becomes a lot more important in the
second case.
B
Appendices to the Survey Experiment
B.1 Instructions for Respondents
Introduction In this experiment, you will have to choose how you will travel to
your work. You can go by train or by car. If you go by train, you can check the train
schedule to choose the best train for you. There are many things to consider, but you
should take the option which makes the most sense to you.
Structure The experiment consists of three phases and you will be guided through
those phases. In the first two phases you will have to make a travel decision. After
the trip you can evaluate how satisfied you are with the result. There are 20 rounds
per phase, so a total of 40 rounds. At the conclusion of the phase, you will be given a
summary of your travel outcomes. The third and final phase is a follow-up survey.
Instruction In this phase, you have to travel from Utrecht to Den Bosch for your
work. Your work is situated at the back of the station, so that the travel time from the
station to your workplace is negligible. Everymorning you have tomake a decision on
how you are going to travel to work. Every mode of traveling can have its advantages
and disadvantages. For travel by train there can be disruptions, for travel by car there
can be traffic jams. If there is enough room in the train you can sit comfortably and do
some work. If you are able to work in the train, you can go home sooner at the end of
the day. Every minute that you leave later than the departure time of the first option
allows you to sleep in longer. However, your manager has instructed you to be at
your work at 8:30. You decide yourself which of these aspects are the most important
to you. This phase has 20 rounds. Every round has two decisions: You first choose the
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schedule to choose the best train for you. There are many things to consider, but you
should take the option which makes the most sense to you.
Structure The experiment consists of three phases and you will be guided through
those phases. In the first two phases you will have to make a travel decision. After
the trip you can evaluate how satisfied you are with the result. There are 20 rounds
per phase, so a total of 40 rounds. At the conclusion of the phase, you will be given a
summary of your travel outcomes. The third and final phase is a follow-up survey.
Instruction In this phase, you have to travel from Utrecht to Den Bosch for your
work. Your work is situated at the back of the station, so that the travel time from the
station to your workplace is negligible. Everymorning you have tomake a decision on
how you are going to travel to work. Every mode of traveling can have its advantages
and disadvantages. For travel by train there can be disruptions, for travel by car there
can be traffic jams. If there is enough room in the train you can sit comfortably and do
some work. If you are able to work in the train, you can go home sooner at the end of
the day. Every minute that you leave later than the departure time of the first option
allows you to sleep in longer. However, your manager has instructed you to be at
your work at 8:30. You decide yourself which of these aspects are the most important
to you. This phase has 20 rounds. Every round has two decisions: You first choose the
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trip you wish to take, and after seeing the result your satisfaction with the particular
trip. At the end of this phase, you will be presented with a summary of your travel
outcomes, which includes your total travel time, total time of delay, number of times
you were able to work in the train, the number of times you had to stand in the train,
the number of disruptions, and the number of late arrivals. You are not the only one
making these decisions. Your fellow travelers will also make choices based on their
travel experiences, which influences how crowded particular trains and the road will
be.
Added Instructions for Second Phase This phase is almost the same as the last
phase. You can re-read the instructions for that phase below. The only addition is that
you can use the mobile app in the morning to see how crowded the train company
thinks the train will be. Other travelers also have access to this information so that it
can also influence their travel behavior.
B.2 Group Comparisons of Measurements
On the following pages we present additional tables that are useful for the compar-
ision of the different treatment groups. In each table the comparison between two
treatment groups is split out between the the two phases of the quasi-experiment
and the difference between the two phases. These comparisions are given in Ta-
bles B.1, B.2 andB.3. Figure B.1 contains additional visualizations of descriptive
statistics observed during the quasi-experiment.
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Table B.1: Comparison of the measures when the group of respondents is splitted
according to the quality of information qj
Information = 0 Information = 1
Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev Diff p-value
ca-1 0.32 0.19 0.36 0.20 0.04 0.03
ls-1 0.62 0.38 0.68 0.37 0.05 0.11
mtsc2-1 0.38 0.37 0.44 0.38 0.06 0.06
sp-1 0.38 0.31 0.44 0.31 0.06 0.03
rsc-1 0.38 0.31 0.44 0.31 0.06 0.04
rsca-1 0.58 0.16 0.60 0.17 0.02 0.21
avgS-1 0.56 0.08 0.56 0.08 0.01 0.47
maxstr-1 0.48 0.33 0.42 0.32 -0.06 0.04
dr-1 0.52 0.15 0.52 0.15 0.00 0.94
ca-2 0.19 0.16 0.48 0.19 0.29 0.00
ls-2 0.86 0.23 0.80 0.26 -0.06 0.01
mtsc2-2 0.57 0.36 0.53 0.36 -0.04 0.17
sp-2 0.66 0.27 0.52 0.24 -0.14 0.00
rsc-2 0.66 0.27 0.51 0.24 -0.15 0.00
rsca-2 0.54 0.16 0.63 0.13 0.10 0.00
avgS-2 0.65 0.09 0.56 0.08 -0.09 0.00
maxstr-2 0.26 0.23 0.30 0.25 0.04 0.03
dr-2 0.43 0.13 0.52 0.13 0.08 0.00
si-2 0.42 0.22 0.38 0.23 -0.04 0.07
Φca -0.13 0.22 0.13 0.23 0.26 0.00
Φls 0.23 0.39 0.12 0.33 -0.11 0.00
Φmtsc2 0.19 0.39 0.08 0.38 -0.11 0.00
Φsp 0.28 0.31 0.08 0.25 -0.20 0.00
Φrsc 0.28 0.31 0.07 0.26 -0.20 0.00
Φrsca -0.05 0.24 0.03 0.18 0.08 0.00
ΦavgS 0.09 0.09 -0.01 0.08 -0.09 0.00
Φmaxstr -0.22 0.31 -0.12 0.27 0.11 0.00
Φdr -0.09 0.17 -0.00 0.15 0.08 0.00
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trip you wish to take, and after seeing the result your satisfaction with the particular
trip. At the end of this phase, you will be presented with a summary of your travel
outcomes, which includes your total travel time, total time of delay, number of times
you were able to work in the train, the number of times you had to stand in the train,
the number of disruptions, and the number of late arrivals. You are not the only one
making these decisions. Your fellow travelers will also make choices based on their
travel experiences, which influences how crowded particular trains and the road will
be.
Added Instructions for Second Phase This phase is almost the same as the last
phase. You can re-read the instructions for that phase below. The only addition is that
you can use the mobile app in the morning to see how crowded the train company
thinks the train will be. Other travelers also have access to this information so that it
can also influence their travel behavior.
B.2 Group Comparisons of Measurements
On the following pages we present additional tables that are useful for the compar-
ision of the different treatment groups. In each table the comparison between two
treatment groups is split out between the the two phases of the quasi-experiment
and the difference between the two phases. These comparisions are given in Ta-
bles B.1, B.2 andB.3. Figure B.1 contains additional visualizations of descriptive
statistics observed during the quasi-experiment.
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Table B.1: Comparison of the measures when the group of respondents is splitted
according to the quality of information qj
Information = 0 Information = 1
Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev Diff p-value
ca-1 0.32 0.19 0.36 0.20 0.04 0.03
ls-1 0.62 0.38 0.68 0.37 0.05 0.11
mtsc2-1 0.38 0.37 0.44 0.38 0.06 0.06
sp-1 0.38 0.31 0.44 0.31 0.06 0.03
rsc-1 0.38 0.31 0.44 0.31 0.06 0.04
rsca-1 0.58 0.16 0.60 0.17 0.02 0.21
avgS-1 0.56 0.08 0.56 0.08 0.01 0.47
maxstr-1 0.48 0.33 0.42 0.32 -0.06 0.04
dr-1 0.52 0.15 0.52 0.15 0.00 0.94
ca-2 0.19 0.16 0.48 0.19 0.29 0.00
ls-2 0.86 0.23 0.80 0.26 -0.06 0.01
mtsc2-2 0.57 0.36 0.53 0.36 -0.04 0.17
sp-2 0.66 0.27 0.52 0.24 -0.14 0.00
rsc-2 0.66 0.27 0.51 0.24 -0.15 0.00
rsca-2 0.54 0.16 0.63 0.13 0.10 0.00
avgS-2 0.65 0.09 0.56 0.08 -0.09 0.00
maxstr-2 0.26 0.23 0.30 0.25 0.04 0.03
dr-2 0.43 0.13 0.52 0.13 0.08 0.00
si-2 0.42 0.22 0.38 0.23 -0.04 0.07
Φca -0.13 0.22 0.13 0.23 0.26 0.00
Φls 0.23 0.39 0.12 0.33 -0.11 0.00
Φmtsc2 0.19 0.39 0.08 0.38 -0.11 0.00
Φsp 0.28 0.31 0.08 0.25 -0.20 0.00
Φrsc 0.28 0.31 0.07 0.26 -0.20 0.00
Φrsca -0.05 0.24 0.03 0.18 0.08 0.00
ΦavgS 0.09 0.09 -0.01 0.08 -0.09 0.00
Φmaxstr -0.22 0.31 -0.12 0.27 0.11 0.00
Φdr -0.09 0.17 -0.00 0.15 0.08 0.00
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Table B.2: Comparison of the measures when the group of respondents is slitted
according to the occurrence of large disruptions δj
Disruption = 0 Disruption = 1
Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev Diff p-value
ca-1 0.34 0.18 0.34 0.21 0.01 0.69
ls1 0.69 0.35 0.61 0.40 -0.08 0.02
mtsc2-1 0.44 0.37 0.38 0.38 -0.06 0.07
sp-1 0.42 0.29 0.39 0.32 -0.03 0.25
rsc-1 0.43 0.29 0.40 0.33 -0.03 0.23
rsca-1 0.62 0.15 0.57 0.17 -0.05 0.00
avgS-1 0.54 0.08 0.58 0.09 0.03 0.00
maxstr-1 0.41 0.31 0.49 0.34 0.08 0.01
dr-1 0.51 0.13 0.53 0.17 0.03 0.03
ca-2 0.30 0.24 0.37 0.21 0.07 0.00
ls-2 0.85 0.22 0.81 0.27 -0.03 0.12
mtsc2-2 0.57 0.35 0.53 0.37 -0.04 0.17
sp-2 0.61 0.26 0.58 0.27 -0.03 0.23
rsc-2 0.60 0.26 0.57 0.28 -0.03 0.24
rsca-2 0.59 0.15 0.58 0.17 -0.01 0.54
avgS-2 0.59 0.09 0.62 0.10 0.03 0.00
maxstr-2 0.26 0.22 0.30 0.26 0.04 0.04
dr-2 0.49 0.12 0.46 0.14 -0.03 0.00
si-2 0.44 0.24 0.37 0.21 -0.07 0.00
Φca -0.04 0.26 0.02 0.26 0.06 0.01
Φls 0.16 0.33 0.20 0.39 0.05 0.15
Φmtsc2 0.13 0.39 0.15 0.39 0.02 0.65
Φsp 0.18 0.29 0.18 0.31 0.00 0.92
Φrsc 0.17 0.29 0.18 0.32 0.00 0.86
Φrsca -0.03 0.19 0.01 0.23 0.04 0.04
ΦavgS 0.04 0.10 0.04 0.10 -0.01 0.51
Φmaxstr -0.15 0.28 -0.19 0.30 -0.04 0.15
Φdr -0.01 0.15 -0.08 0.18 -0.06 0.00
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Table B.3: Comparison of the measures when the group of respondents is slitted
according to the reactivity of the crowd ρj
Reactive cap. = 0 Reactive cap. = 1
Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev Diff p-value
ca-1 0.37 0.18 0.31 0.20 -0.06 0.00
ls-1 0.59 0.39 0.70 0.35 0.11 0.00
mtsc2-1 0.37 0.37 0.45 0.38 0.08 0.01
sp-1 0.37 0.31 0.44 0.30 0.07 0.01
rsc-1 0.37 0.31 0.45 0.31 0.08 0.01
rsca-1 0.62 0.13 0.57 0.19 -0.05 0.00
avgS-1 0.58 0.08 0.54 0.08 -0.04 0.00
maxstr-1 0.50 0.34 0.41 0.31 -0.09 0.00
dr-1 0.54 0.15 0.50 0.15 -0.04 0.01
ca-2 0.37 0.21 0.30 0.24 -0.07 0.00
ls-2 0.79 0.28 0.86 0.21 0.07 0.00
mtsc2-2 0.52 0.37 0.57 0.35 0.05 0.09
sp-2 0.50 0.24 0.68 0.26 0.19 0.00
rsc-2 0.49 0.25 0.68 0.26 0.19 0.00
rsca-2 0.60 0.14 0.56 0.17 -0.04 0.00
avgS-2 0.61 0.09 0.60 0.11 -0.01 0.20
maxstr-2 0.35 0.25 0.22 0.21 -0.13 0.00
dr-2 0.50 0.13 0.45 0.13 -0.05 0.00
si-2 0.44 0.20 0.37 0.24 -0.07 0.00
Φca -0.00 0.24 -0.01 0.28 -0.01 0.73
Φls 0.20 0.39 0.16 0.34 -0.05 0.15
Φmtsc2 0.15 0.39 0.12 0.39 -0.03 0.39
Φsp 0.12 0.25 0.24 0.33 0.11 0.00
Φrsc 0.12 0.26 0.23 0.33 0.11 0.00
Φrsca -0.01 0.17 -0.01 0.25 0.01 0.74
ΦavgS 0.03 0.08 0.05 0.11 0.03 0.00
Φmaxstr -0.15 0.29 -0.19 0.30 -0.04 0.15
Φdr -0.04 0.17 -0.05 0.17 -0.01 0.36
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Table B.2: Comparison of the measures when the group of respondents is slitted
according to the occurrence of large disruptions δj
Disruption = 0 Disruption = 1
Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev Diff p-value
ca-1 0.34 0.18 0.34 0.21 0.01 0.69
ls1 0.69 0.35 0.61 0.40 -0.08 0.02
mtsc2-1 0.44 0.37 0.38 0.38 -0.06 0.07
sp-1 0.42 0.29 0.39 0.32 -0.03 0.25
rsc-1 0.43 0.29 0.40 0.33 -0.03 0.23
rsca-1 0.62 0.15 0.57 0.17 -0.05 0.00
avgS-1 0.54 0.08 0.58 0.09 0.03 0.00
maxstr-1 0.41 0.31 0.49 0.34 0.08 0.01
dr-1 0.51 0.13 0.53 0.17 0.03 0.03
ca-2 0.30 0.24 0.37 0.21 0.07 0.00
ls-2 0.85 0.22 0.81 0.27 -0.03 0.12
mtsc2-2 0.57 0.35 0.53 0.37 -0.04 0.17
sp-2 0.61 0.26 0.58 0.27 -0.03 0.23
rsc-2 0.60 0.26 0.57 0.28 -0.03 0.24
rsca-2 0.59 0.15 0.58 0.17 -0.01 0.54
avgS-2 0.59 0.09 0.62 0.10 0.03 0.00
maxstr-2 0.26 0.22 0.30 0.26 0.04 0.04
dr-2 0.49 0.12 0.46 0.14 -0.03 0.00
si-2 0.44 0.24 0.37 0.21 -0.07 0.00
Φca -0.04 0.26 0.02 0.26 0.06 0.01
Φls 0.16 0.33 0.20 0.39 0.05 0.15
Φmtsc2 0.13 0.39 0.15 0.39 0.02 0.65
Φsp 0.18 0.29 0.18 0.31 0.00 0.92
Φrsc 0.17 0.29 0.18 0.32 0.00 0.86
Φrsca -0.03 0.19 0.01 0.23 0.04 0.04
ΦavgS 0.04 0.10 0.04 0.10 -0.01 0.51
Φmaxstr -0.15 0.28 -0.19 0.30 -0.04 0.15
Φdr -0.01 0.15 -0.08 0.18 -0.06 0.00
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Table B.3: Comparison of the measures when the group of respondents is slitted
according to the reactivity of the crowd ρj
Reactive cap. = 0 Reactive cap. = 1
Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev Diff p-value
ca-1 0.37 0.18 0.31 0.20 -0.06 0.00
ls-1 0.59 0.39 0.70 0.35 0.11 0.00
mtsc2-1 0.37 0.37 0.45 0.38 0.08 0.01
sp-1 0.37 0.31 0.44 0.30 0.07 0.01
rsc-1 0.37 0.31 0.45 0.31 0.08 0.01
rsca-1 0.62 0.13 0.57 0.19 -0.05 0.00
avgS-1 0.58 0.08 0.54 0.08 -0.04 0.00
maxstr-1 0.50 0.34 0.41 0.31 -0.09 0.00
dr-1 0.54 0.15 0.50 0.15 -0.04 0.01
ca-2 0.37 0.21 0.30 0.24 -0.07 0.00
ls-2 0.79 0.28 0.86 0.21 0.07 0.00
mtsc2-2 0.52 0.37 0.57 0.35 0.05 0.09
sp-2 0.50 0.24 0.68 0.26 0.19 0.00
rsc-2 0.49 0.25 0.68 0.26 0.19 0.00
rsca-2 0.60 0.14 0.56 0.17 -0.04 0.00
avgS-2 0.61 0.09 0.60 0.11 -0.01 0.20
maxstr-2 0.35 0.25 0.22 0.21 -0.13 0.00
dr-2 0.50 0.13 0.45 0.13 -0.05 0.00
si-2 0.44 0.20 0.37 0.24 -0.07 0.00
Φca -0.00 0.24 -0.01 0.28 -0.01 0.73
Φls 0.20 0.39 0.16 0.34 -0.05 0.15
Φmtsc2 0.15 0.39 0.12 0.39 -0.03 0.39
Φsp 0.12 0.25 0.24 0.33 0.11 0.00
Φrsc 0.12 0.26 0.23 0.33 0.11 0.00
Φrsca -0.01 0.17 -0.01 0.25 0.01 0.74
ΦavgS 0.03 0.08 0.05 0.11 0.03 0.00
Φmaxstr -0.15 0.29 -0.19 0.30 -0.04 0.15
Φdr -0.04 0.17 -0.05 0.17 -0.01 0.36
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(f) Crowding levels experienced dur-
ing phase 2
Figure B.1: Descriptive statistics of satisfaction, delays and crowding levels.
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English Summary
Peak demands are a costly affair for public transport operators as they dictate the
required infrastructure and vehicle capacity. As a consequence vehicles are crowded
during a specific part of the day, while some vehicles remain unutilized for the
remainder of the time. In this thesis we study how microscopic data can be used
in models that have the potential to improve utilization, while preventing excess
crowding. We performed this study in three parts. First, we model crowding behavior
due to interactions between the behavior of passengers and the public transport
operators who plan the vehicle capacities. Second, we develop algorithms that can
extract temporal and spatial patterns from smart card data. Finally, we consider how
we can develop individual decision strategies in situations where there is uncertainty
about travel options.
In the first part we introduce a simulation model in which individual travelers
choose repeatedly at which time they want to travel. Their aim is to end up in a
vehicle that is not too crowded, or to travel by different means if no such travel
option is available. In a first experiment we analyze how the available amount
of information an operator discloses influences the utilization of vehicles and the
satisfaction of artificial passengers. In a second experiment we analyze the interactions
between repeated travel choices of such passengers and the planning of capacities
performed by a public transport operator on a single line with a number of stations.
In addition to simulation experiments we performed a quasi-experiment with a
large number of students in a similar setting as the simulation experiments. We
found four behavioral groups: Stoics who stick to a single travel choice every step
of the experiment, dualists who switch between two preferred options, moderate
switchers who keep switching between travel options throughout the experiment and
heavy switchers who almost never stick to their previous choice. The introduction of
information related to crowding influences the sizes of these behavioral groups.
In the second part we make a first step to convert smart card data to input for the
agent-based transport simulation software MATSim. We also develop algorithms that
look for frequently occurring activity patterns in a smart card data set. Finally, we
propose a way to generate synthetic smart card data. This data allows us to compare
the patterns used to generate the data to the patterns found by an algorithm that
analyzes such data. This is useful for the empirical validation of such algorithms.
In the third part we consider how to make travel decisions under uncertainty, for
example about the duration of a disruption. We introduce the traveler’s route choice
problem, in which an individual traveler has to decide between two periodically
departing travel options. One of the alternatives is unavailable for an unknown
amount of time. First we investigate which strategies are best for a specific type of
objective (the competitive ratio) and then we analyze which strategies are worthwhile
to consider for a very broad set of objectives.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting
De spits is een kostbaar fenomeen voor openbaarvervoerbedrijven, omdat de be-
nodigde infrastructuur en voertuigcapaciteiten door de vraag in de spits bepaald
worden. Als gevolg hiervan ontstaat op specifieke momenten grote drukte en blijft
een deel van de voertuigcapaciteit de rest van de dag onbenut. In dit proefschrift on-
derzoeken we de mogelijke rol van microscopische gegevens in modellen die potentie
hebben de bezettingsgraad van het openbaar vervoer te verbeteren, zonder extreme
druktes te introduceren. We hebben dit onderzoek in drie delen uitgevoerd. Ten
eerste modelleren we het ontstaan van overvolle voertuigen als gevolg van interacties
tussen het keuzegedrag van reizigers en de capaciteitsplanning van openbaarver-
voerbedrijven. Ten tweede ontwikkelen we algoritmen die tijd- en ruimtepatronen
kunnen destilleren uit chipkaartgegevens. Ten slotte beschouwen we hoe individuele
beslisstrategieën voor situaties met onzekerheid over reisopties ontwikkeld kunnen
worden.
In het eerste deel introduceren we een simulatiemodel waarbinnen individuele
reizigers herhaaldelijk kiezen op welk tijdstip ze willen reizen. Hun voorkeur is te
reizen met een voertuig dat niet te vol is en wanneer dit niet kan op een andere
manier te reizen. In een eerste experiment analyseren we hoe de beschikbaarheid
van informatie die door de vervoerder wordt vrijgegeven, de bezettingsgraad van de
voertuigen en de tevredenheid van kunstmatige passagiers beïnvloedt. In een tweede
experiment analyseren we de interactie tussen herhaalde keuzes van de reizigers en
de capaciteitsplanning door de vervoerder op een lijn met enkele stations. Naast deze
simulaties hebbenwe een quasi-experiment uitgevoerdmet een grote groep studenten
in een met de simulaties vergelijkbare opzet. Er zijn vier verschillende typen gedrag
zichtbaar: stoïcijnen blijven altijd bij hun eerste keus, dualisten blijven wisselen
tussen twee voorkeursopties, gematigde wisselaars die meerdere reisopties blijven
overwegen en als variant van die groep de frequente wisselaars. Door informatie
over drukte te introduceren tijdens het experiment worden de groepsgrootten van
deze gedragstypen beïnvloed.
In het tweede deel doen we een eerste stap om chipkaartgegevens als invoer van
het agent-based simulatiepakket MATSim te gebruiken. We ontwikkelen hiervoor
algoritmen die zoeken naar frequent terugkerende activiteitenpatronen in zulke
gegevens. Ten slotte ontwikkelenwe eenmethode om synthetische chipkaartgegevens
te genereren. Met deze gegevens kunnen we patronen, die gebruikt zijn om de data te
genereren, vergelijken met de patronen die worden gevonden door algoritmen voor
data-analyse. Dit is nuttig voor empirische validatie van dergelijke algoritmen.
In het derde deel beschouwen we het maken van reisbeslissingen bij onzekerheid
over bijvoorbeeld de duur van een verstoring. Hiervoor introduceren we het traveler’s
route choice probleem, waarbinnen een individuele reiziger kiest tussen twee periodiek
vertrekkende reisalternatieven. Hier is één van de alternatieven onbeschikbaar voor
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een onbekende tijdsduur. Om te beginnen analyseren we welke strategieën het beste
zijn met het oog op een specifieke doelstelling (de “competitive ratio”). Ten slotte
analyseren we welke strategieën überhaupt het overwegen waard zijn voor een breed
scala aan mogelijke doelstellingen.
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